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Codebook notes 
 
 

 This codebook comprises informayion on the Natsal-3 dataset, including variables not included in 
data sets held by the UK Data Archive. It also refers to the Natsal-1 and Natsal-2 data sets. 

 
 

 Variables are presented in the codebook in order of the corresponding questions in the Natsal-3 
questionnaire along with the details of any variables that are derived from these variables.  

 
 

 If this is an electronic version of the codebook, then use ‘Ctrl+F’ and type in the variable of 
interest to go to the relevant section of the codebook 

 
 

 The Natsal-3 variable name is preceded by the corresponding variable name in Natsal-2 (1999-
2001) and Natsal-1 (1990-1991).  

 
 

 The following characters identify how the Natsal-3 questions and/or responses relate to those 
used in Natsal-2 and how the Natsal-2 questions relate to those used in Natsal-1.  Where 
applicable, these precede the variable names: 

 
U Updated codes for different levels of responses (e.g. variable 'agrp') 
* Question reworded in Natsal-3 / Natsal-2 since Natsal-2 / Natsal-1 (e.g. variable 'health’) 
N  New question introduced in Natsal-3 / Natsal-2 that was not asked in Natsal-2 / Natsal-1 
R Variable removed from Natasl 2010 that was asked in Natsal-2 
D   Variable derived from responses to 1+ interview question(s) 
M Question moved in Natsal-3 
 

 It is recommended that users consult the Natsal-3 and -2 technical reports for advice regarding 
the need for complex survey analyses. 

 

 Missing values are generally coded as -1 if the question is not applicable to the respondent or 
9/99/999/9999 if the question was not answered. The’ not answered’ codes include respondents 
who weren’t asked a question because they didn’t answer a preceding question that was 
essential for the CAPI filtering. For example, respondents who refuse the CASI section of the 
interview will be coded as ‘not answered’ for all CASI questions, unless the question is known to 
be not applicable.  Similarly a respondent will generally be coded as ‘not answered’ for derived 
variables if they didn’t answer a variable used in the derivation.  

 

 For ease of use, changes corresponding to the Natsal-3 questionnaire are written in blue 
 

 The age range for Natsal-3 was 16-74 years. Therefore in some places in the questionnaire, 
derived variable definitions have been updated to reflect this. These are not routinely indicated in 
the codebook. 
 

Making comparisons between the surveys 
The version of the Natsal-2 data on the UK data archive was up-to-date at the time of archiving. However, 
the Natsal team have subsequently updated this dataset with additional variables. For example, the 
variables new_finwt, newpsu, newstrata (see pages 4 and 5) should be used instead of their old 
equivalents which are on the archived Natsal-2 data. Such variables are available on request from Dr 
Catherine Mercer (contact details on front page). 
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SURVEY DESIGN  
 
(sn)  serial  SIN2  full serial number 
 
(N) dateyoi  year of interview 
 
(N) datemoi month of interview 
 
(N) dateoi date of interview (day set to 01) 
sysmiss if missing 
 
Note: The quarters do not refer to a specific year 
(R) (N) quarter  fieldwork quarter 
1: May to July  
2: August to October   
3: November to January  
4: February to April  
 
(R) (N) sector  sector number  
 
 
Note: Variable ‘newpsu’ in Natsal-2 was derived to be consistent with the variable ‘psu in Natsal-3. This 
variable was created subsequent to archiving the Natsal-2 data and is available from Dr Catherine Mercer 
(contact details on Page 1). 
 
Note: Variable ‘psu’ should be declared as the PSU for analysis of the core dataset in Stata using Stata’s 
survey commands. See the Natsal-3 Technical Report for further details. 
 

(area)  psu  primary sampling unit (updated version) 
(N) psu_scrm Scrambled psu identifier 
 
(N) newpsu New Natsal-2 primary sampling unit, comparable with Natsal-2 
 
Note: Subsequent to archiving, the Natsal-2 data was reweighted using the census 2001 data (which were 
not available when the Natsal-2 data were first created). This more accurate weight variable should be 
used for analysis of Natsal-2. It is available on request from Dr Catherine Mercer (contact details on page 
1). It is available for the core sample only. 
 
(N) newfin_wt updated weight for Natsal-2 (core sample only) 
 
Note: Variable ‘final_wt’ should be used as the ‘pweight’ for analysis of the core dataset in Stata using 
Stata’s survey commands. See the Natsal-2 Technical Report fordetails of its calculation.  
 
(R) (ND) final_wt final weight in the core sample (Natsal-2) 
 
 
(R) (N) sample ethnic cases in core 
1: non-ethnic cases in the core 
2: ethnic cases in the core used in the ethnic dataset 
 
Note: For more information about the different sample types in Natsal-3 see the Technical Report  
(U) samptype sample type: core or boost cases 
1: Core (16-74) 
2: Boost 1 (16-34) 
3: Boost 2 (16-29) 
 
Note: Variable ‘eth_wt’ should be used as the ‘pweight’ for analysis of the ethnic dataset in Stata using the 
survey commands.  
(R) (ND) eth_wt  weight for cases in the ethnic dataset 
9999 if core sample 
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Notes: 1. Natsal-2: Variable ‘total_wt’ is ‘eth_wt’ if the respondent was in the ethnic boost sample or a 

non-white case in the core sample but is ‘final_wt’ if the respondent was a white case in the core 
sample.  

 2. Natsal-2:Variable ‘total_wt’ has been scaled so that the weighted number of cases in the ‘total’ 
dataset (the core sample and the ethnc boost sample combined) is equal to the unweighted 
number of cases in the ‘total’ datset (n=12,110). 

 3. Natsal-3: Variable ‘total_wt’is an overall weight for the total sample (including boost of younger 
people) 

(ND) (U) total_wt weight for cases in the ‘total’ dataset (core and boost samples combined) 
 
Notes: 1. Natsal-2: Variable ‘newstrata’ (updated since archived version – see below) should be 
 declared as the strata for analysis of the core dataset in Stata using Stata’s survey commands.  

2. Variable ‘strata’ in Natsal-1 was derived in Natsal-2 to be consistent with the variable ‘strata’ in 
Natsal-2 
3. Variable ‘strata’ is derived from 6 age-groups (‘agrp2’), 2 genders (‘rsex’), and the 11 regions of 
‘gor’ but consider London as 2 regions: inner and outer London making 12 regions in total, and 
144 strata. 
4. Variable ‘newstrata’ in Natsal-2 was derived to be consistent with the variable ‘strata’ in Natsal-
3. This takes into account only the sampling stratification, and does not post-stratify by 
respondents’ age and gender. This variable is available from Dr Catherine Mercer (contact details 
on Page 1). For more  information about the sample design of Natsal please see the technical 
report. 
5. Natsal-2 and Natsal-3: Grouped strata variable stratagrp should be declared as the strata for 
analysis of the core dataset in Stata using Stata’s survey commands when there are too few 
PSUs in a stratum/strata to use ‘newstrata’ / ‘strata’ (Natsal-2 / Natsal-3) 
6. If there are still too few PSUs per grouped stratum when using stratagrp, stratagrp2 should be 
used. Stratagrp3 can be used if the problem persists with stratagrp2. 

 
(N) strata Natsal-3 strata variable 
(N) newstrata New Natsal-2 strata variable, comparable with Natsal-3 variable  
 
(N) stratagrp Grouped strata variable (every 2 strata combined) 
(N) stratagrp2 Group strata variable (every 3 strata combined) 
(N) stratagrp3 Group strata variable (every 4 strata combined) 
 
(R) (N)  strata  144 strata 
1: 16-19, male & North East 
2: 16-19, male & North West (incl. the old Merseyside region) 
3: 16-19, male & Yorkshire & Humberside 
4: 16-19, male & East Midlands 
5: 16-19, male & West Midlands 
6: 16-19, male & South West 
7: 16-19, male & Eastern 
8: 16-19, male & Inner London 
9: 16-19, male & Outer London 
10: 16-19, male & South East  
11: 16-19, male & Wales 
12: 16-19, male & Scotland 
13: 20-24, male & North East 
14: 20-24, male & North West (incl. the old Merseyside region) 
15: 20-24, male & Yorkshire & Humberside 
etc…. 
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Notes: 1. Variable ‘strata2’ should be declared as the strata for analysis of the core dataset in Stata using 
Stata’s survey commands when there are too few PSUs in a stratum/strata to use ‘strata’.. See 
the Natsal-2 Technical Report for further details.  
2. The variable ‘strata2’ has also been derived for Natsal-1 
3. Variable ‘strata2’ is derived from 3 age-groups (‘agrp’), 2 genders (‘rsex’), and the 11 regions of 
‘gor’ considering London as 2 regions: inner and outer London, and the 11 regions of ‘GOR’ but 
considering London as 2 regions: inner and outer London, so 12 regions in total, and 72 strata in 
total. 

(R) (ND)  strata2 72 strata 
1: 16-24, male & North East 
2: 16-24, male & North West (incl. the old Merseyside region) 
3: 16-24, male & Yorkshire & Humberside 
4: 16-24, male & East Midlands 
5: 16-24, male & West Midlands 
6: 16-24, male & South West 
7: 16-24, male & Eastern 
8: 16-24, male & Inner London 
9: 16-24, male & Outer London 
10: 16-24, male & South East  
11: 16-24, male & Wales 
12: 16-24, male & Scotland 
etc… 

 
 

Notes: 1. Variable ‘strata3’ should be declared as the strata for analysis of the core dataset in Stata using 
Stata’s survey commands when there are too few PSUs in a stratum/strata to use ‘strata2’. See 
the Natsal-2 Technical Report for further details.  
2. The variable ‘strata3’ has also been derived for Natsal-1 
3. Variable ‘strata3’ is derived from 3 age-groups (‘agrp’), 2 genders (‘rsex’), and the 2 regions of 
‘london’ (Greater London vs. the rest of Britain), so 12 strata in total. 

(R) (ND)  strata3 12 strata 
1: 16-24, male & rest of Britain 
2: 16-24, male & London 
3: 25-34, male & rest of Britain 
4: 25-34, male & London 
5: 35-44, male & rest of Britain 
6: 35-44, male & London 
7: 16-24, female & rest of Britain 
8: 16-24, female & London 
9: 25-34, female & rest of Britain 
10: 25-34, female & London 
11: 35-44, female & rest of Britain 
12: 35-44, female & London 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS 
 

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS  
 
Note: The age range for Natsal-3 was 16-74 years. New age categories have been added. 
 
(q1a) dage   respondent's age at interview, years 
 
(ND) dagegr  respondent's age at interview, years, grouped 
1: 16-17 years 
2: 18-19 years 
3: 20-24 years 
4: 25-34 years 
5: 35-44 years  
6: 45-54 years 
7: 55-64 years 
8: 65-74 years 
 
Note: Variable ‘agrp’ is derived from dage 
 
(D) agrp  respondent's age at interview, years, grouped   
1: 16-24 years 
2: 25-34 years 
3: 35-44 years 
4: 45-54 years 
5: 55-64 years 
6: 65-74 years 
 
Note: Variable ‘agrp2’ is derived from dage 
 
(D) agrp2  respondent's age at interview, years, grouped 
1: 16-19 years 
2: 20-24 years 
3: 25-29 years 
4: 30-34 years 
5: 35-39 years 
6: 40-44 years 
7: 45-49 years 
8: 50-54 years 
9: 55-59 years 
10: 60-64 years 
11: 65-69 years 
12: 70-74 years 
 
Note: rdobm, rdoby and rdob imputed from dage if not answered 
 
Rdobm respondent’s month of birth 
1 ‘January’ 
2 'February' 
 3 'March' 
 4 'April' 
 5 'May' 
 6 'June' 
 7 'July' 
 8 'August' 
 9 'September' 
10 'October' 
11 'November' 
12 'December' 
 
Rdoby respondent’s year of birth 
Rdob respondent’s date of birth – day set to 01 
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(ND) birthcohort 5-year birth cohort 
1: 1935-1939 if rdoby>=1935 & rdoby<=1939 
2: 1940-1944 if rdoby>=1940 & rdoby<=1944 
3: 1945-1949 if rdoby>=1945 & rdoby<=1949 
4: 1950-1954 if rdoby>=1950 & rdoby<=1954 
5: 1955-1959 if rdoby>=1955 & rdoby<=1959 
6: 1960-1964 if rdoby>=1960 & rdoby<=1964 
7: 1965-1969 if rdoby>=1965 & rdoby<=1969 
8: 1970-1974 if rdoby>=1970 & rdoby<=1974 
9: 1975-1979 if rdoby>=1975 & rdoby<=1979 
10: 1980-1984 if rdoby>=1980 & rdoby<=1984 
11: 1985-1989 if rdoby>=1985 & rdoby<=1989 
12: 1990-1996 if rdoby>=1990 & rdoby<=1996 
 
 
(q1b)  rsex   respondent’s sex 
1: male 
2: female  



 GENERAL HEALTH 
 

 

GENERAL HEALTH   
 
(q2a*) health  respondent’s opinion of own health 
1: very good 
2: good 
3: fair 
4: bad 
5: very bad 
9: not answered   
 
(q2b*)  disabil  respondent has a longstanding illness, disability or infirmity 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered  
 
Note: Coding for limit changed  in Natsal-3 so that those who answered ‘no’ at disabil are coded as ‘no’ at 
limit, not ‘not applicable. 
 
(N) (U) limit   respondent’s activities are limited by their disability 
(U – code removed) -1: not applicable if disabil=2     
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
 
(ND) disabil2 respondent has a longstanding illness, disability or infirmity 
1: none if disabil=2 
2: non-limiting if disabil=1 & limit=2 
3: limiting if limit=1 
9: not answered if limit=9 
 
(R) (q2d)  illoracc  respondent has had an illness for 3 months+ in last 5 years 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered  
 
HOSPITAL ATTENDANCE   
 
(R) (N) outpatyr   hospital out-patient visit in last year (excl. ante-/post-natal)  
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
  
(R) (N) daypat   day-ward patient in last year (excl. pregnancy visit) 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
 
(R) (N) inpat   in-patient visit in last year (excl. pregnancy visit) 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
 
Note: Illoracc, outpatyr, daypat and inpat which were in Natsal-2 have been removed. These have been 
replaced by more specific health questions which aim to gain a better understanding of the illnesses 
potentially important to an individual’s sexual life and function. The medication question is important to 
capture medications which can impact sexual function and may for some illnesses be taken as a marker 
for severity. 
 
(N) medcona respondent has had serious physical health problem listed on Card A 
1: yes 
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2: no 
9: not answered else if missing 
 
 
Note: For multi-code questions this codebook gives the binary variables to be used for analysis. 
medwcha1..medwcha9 were created directly from the question medwcha. All are coded similarly to 
medwcha1. 
 
(N) medwcha1 medical condition reported by respondent: arthritis 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
 
And similarly… 
(N) medwcha2 medical condition reported by respondent: heart attack 
(N) medwcha3 medical condition reported by respondent: coronary heart disease / angina / other form of 
heart disease 
(N) medwcha4 medical condition reported by respondent: hypertension 
(N) medwcha5 medical condition reported by respondent: stroke 
(N) medwcha6 medical condition reported by respondent: diabetes 
(N) medwcha7 medical condition reported by respondent: chronic lung disease 
(N) medwcha8 medical condition reported by respondent: parkinson’s disease 
(N) medwcha9 medical condition reported by respondent: epilepsy 
 
(N) drgheart currently taking medication for heart disease 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered else if missing 
 
(N) drghyp currently taking medication for hypertension 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered else if missing 
 
(N) drgins currently injecting insulin  
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered else if missing 
 
(N) drgdi currently taking other medicines, tablets or pills for diabetes  
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered else if missing 
 
(N) drgpark currently taking medicine for parkinsons 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered else if missing 
 
(N) drgepil currently taking medicine for epilepsy 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered else if missing 
 
(N) medconb respondent reports male genital health condition listed on Card B 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if rsex=2 
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Note: For multi-code questions this codebook gives the binary variables to be used for analysis. 
medwchb1..medwchb8 were created directly from the question medwchb. All are coded similarly to 
medwchb1. 
 
(N) medwchb1 Male genital health: medical condition reported by respondent: prostate enlargement 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if rsex=2 
 
And similarly… 
(N) medwchb2 Male genital health: medical condition reported by respondent: prostate cancer 
(N) medwchb3 Male genital health: medical condition reported by respondent: prostate surgery 
(N) medwchb4 Male genital health: medical condition reported by respondent: bladder surgery 
(N) medwchb5 Male genital health: medical condition reported by respondent: genital surgery 
(N) medwchb6 Male genital health: medical condition reported by respondent: abdominal surgery 
(N) medwchb7 Male genital health: medical condition reported by respondent: broken hip or pelvis bone 
(N) medwchb8 Male genital health: medical condition reported by respondent: hip replacement 
 
(N) drgpros currently taking medicine from doctor for prostate disease 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if rsex=2  
 
(N) medconc respondent reports female genital health condition listed in Card C 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 
 
Note: For multi-code questions this codebook gives the binary variables to be used for analysis. 
medwchc1..medwchc7 were created directly from the question medwchc. All are coded similarly to 
medwchc1. 

 
(N) medwchc1 Femal genital health: medical condition reported by respondent: Hysterectomy 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 
 
And similarly… 
(N) medwchc2 Femal genital health: medical condition reported by respondent: Bladder surgery 
(N) medwchc3 Femal genital health: medical condition reported by respondent: Genital or gynaecological 
surgery 
(N) medwchc4 Femal genital health: medical condition reported by respondent: Caesarean section / C 
section 
(N) medwchc5 Femal genital health: medical condition reported by respondent: Abdominal surgery 
(N) medwchc6 Femal genital health: medical condition reported by respondent: Broken hip or pelvis bone 
(N) medwchc7 Femal genital health: medical condition reported by respondent: Hip replacement 
 
 (N) whnhyst age when had hysterectomy, years 
-1: not applicable if ≠ rsex=1 
996: not had a hysterectomy if medconc=no or medwchc1≠yes 
999: not answered else if missing 
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(N) medcond respondent reported treatment for a medical condition listed in Card D in the last year 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered else if missing 
 
Note: For multi-code questions this codebook gives the binary variables to be used for analysis. 
medwchd1..medwchd7 were created directly from the question medwchd. All are coded similarly to 
medwchd1. 
 
(N) medwchd1 Received treatement for medical condition in last year: Back ache lasting for 3 months or 
longer 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
 
And similarly… 
(N) medwchd2 Received treatement for medical condition in last year: Any other muscle or bone disease 
lasting for 3 months or longer 
(N) medwchd3 Received treatement for medical condition in last year: Depression 
(N) medwchd4 Received treatement for medical condition in last year: Any other mental health condition 
(N) medwchd5 Received treatement for medical condition in last year: Any other neurological condition, 
apart from Parkinson’s disease and epilepsy 
(N) medwchd6 Received treatement for medical condition in last year: Cancer 
(N) medwchd7 Received treatement for medical condition in last year: Any thyroid condition 
(N) medwchd8 Received treatement for medical condition in last year: Any (ovarian/testicular) or pituitary 
condition 
 
Note: Response options 9 and 10 were only available to women 
 
(N) medwchd9 Received treatement for medical condition in last year: Polycystic ovaries (Women only) 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 
 
(N) medwchd10 Received treatement for medical condition in last year: IVF or other fertility treatment 
(Women only) 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 
 
Note: the variable drgdep relates to medications taken for depression. Data users may also wish to note 
the variable depscr which appears later on in the dataset and codebook (page 161) which is based on the 
PHQ-2 depression screening questionnaire. 
 
(N) drgdep currently taking medicine prescribed by a doctor for depression 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered else if missing 
 
(N) drgmh currently taking medication for mental health condition other than depression 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered else if missing 
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Note: Hefunc & heatt are designed to capture limitations to the respondent’s life due to health problems. 
This reflects the fact that the Natsal-3 survey has a higher age limit. 

 
(N) hefunc how much difficulty walking up a flight of stairs because of a health problem 
-1: not applicable if (health=1 or 2) & disabil=2 medcona=2 & ((rsex=1 & medconb=2) | (rsex=2 & 
medconc=2) & medcond=no  
1: no difficulty 
2: some difficulty 
3: much difficulty 
4: unable to do this 
9: not answered else if missing 
Note: For multi-code questions this codebook gives the binary variables to be used for analysis. 
heatt1..heatt12 were created directly from the question heatt. All are coded similarly to heatt1. 
 
(N) heatt1 symptoms that cause difficulty: Chest pain 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if hefunc=-1 | hefunc=1 
 
And similarly… 
(N) heatt2 symptoms that cause difficulty: Shortness of breath 
(N) heatt3 symptoms that cause difficulty: Pain 
(N) heatt4 symptoms that cause difficulty: Weakness or fatigue 
(N) heatt5 symptoms that cause difficulty: I am a wheelchair user 
(N) heatt6 symptoms that cause difficulty: Amputation 
(N) heatt7 symptoms that cause difficulty: Visual problems 
(N) heatt8 symptoms that cause difficulty: Tremor or balance problems 
(N) heatt9 symptoms that cause difficulty: Unsteady on the feet 
(N) heatt10 symptoms that cause difficulty: Fear of falling 
(N) heatt11 symptoms that cause difficulty: Incontinence or fear of incontinence 
(N) heatt12 symptoms that cause difficulty: Some other problem or symptom 
 
 
ANTE-NATAL CARE  
 
Note: The antenatal question (antenat) has been moved into the new fertility section in the self 
completion.  
  
(R) (N) antenno   no. of pregnancies antenatal visits were for in last 5 years 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 
0: if antenat=2 
99: not answered 

            
(R) (N) antenyr1   year first attended ante-natal clinic for 1st pregnancy 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | antenat=2 
9999: not answered 
 
Similarly for up to 7 pregnancies with additional code of -1 if (antenno<antenyrn) 
(R) (N) antenyr2  year first attended ante-natal clinic for 2nd pregnancy 
(R) (N) antenyr3  year first attended ante-natal clinic for 3rd pregnancy 
(R) (N) antenyr4  year first attended ante-natal clinic for 4th pregnancy 
(R) (N) antenyr5  year first attended ante-natal clinic for 5th pregnancy 
(R) (N) antenyr6  year first attended ante-natal clinic for 6th pregnancy  
(R) (N) antenyr7  year first attended ante-natal clinic for 7th pregnancy 
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Note: Anbld and anwhn which were included in Natsal-2 were removed from the questionnaire in Natsal-3 
since these questions had not been used in analysis. These data are no longer needed to triangulate with 
the HIV data from pregnant women. 
 
(R) (N) anbld  ever had blood test as part of ante-natal care 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | antenat=1 
1: yes 
2: no   
9: not answered 
 
Note: The variable ‘anwhn’ does not apply if female respondents reported ante-natal visit(s) in the last 5 
years 
(R) (N) anwhn  blood test as part of ante-natal care since 1 Jan 1988 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | antenat=1 | anbld=2  
1: yes, more than 5 years ago but since 1 Jan 1988 
2: no, before 1988 only 
9: not answered 
 
 
 
 
ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION  
 
Note: In Natsal-3 there was an instruction to interviewers  that respondents not drinking alcohol at the 
moment due to pregnancy should be coded as ‘no’ in drink 
 
(N) drink   ever drink alcohol nowadays 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
 
Note:drinkany was removed from the questionnaire in Natsal-3 since very few people responded yes to 
this question in Natsal-2 and of these very few reported drinking with a frequency of 1-2 times per month 
or more.  
 
(R) (N) drinkany  check never drink alcohol nowadays 
-1: not applicable if drink=1 
1: very occasionally 
2: never 
9: not answered 
 
Note: eligibility for this Q is slightly different in Natsal-3 since the Q drinkany is no longer asked 
 
(q4a*) drinkoft  average frequency of alcohol consumption in last 12 months 
(U) -1: not applicable if drink=2 -1: not applicable if drinkany=2 
1: 5+ days a week 
2: 3/4 days a week 
3: once/twice a week 
4: once/twice a month 
5: once/twice in the last 12 months 
6: not at all in the last 12 months 
9: not answered 
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Note: In Natsal-3 the instruction to exclude parties was taken out of ManyAlc since this may be the only 
time people drink. ManyAlc is now captured in terms of units instead of drinks and the variable was 
renamed as ManyAlc2 in Natsal-3.  
 
 Note: variable ‘manyalc’does not use code 5  
 
(R) (q4b*)  manyalc  average alcohol intake when do drink (excl. parties/special occasions) 
0: drink less frequently than once/twice a month if drinkany=2 | drinkoft=5 | 6 
1: 1 or 2 
2: 3 or 4 
3: 5 or 6 
4: >6 
5: code not used 
6: less than 1 unit 
7: only drink on special occasions/at parties 
8: varies too much to say/other answers 
9: not answered  
 
(N) (q4b*)  manyalc2  average alcohol intake when do drink (excl. special occasions) 
0: drink less frequently than once/twice a month if drink=2 | drinkoft=5 | 6  
1: 1 or 2 
2: 3 or 4 
3: 5 or 6 
4: >6 
5: I only drink on special occasions  
6: other 
9: not answered else if missing   
 
 
 
Note: Variable ‘unitspw’ is derived from drinkoft and manyalc:  
 
(U – see below) (ND) unitspw   average number of units of alcohol per week 
compute drinkoft x manyalc  
if drinkoft = 1, 6 days per week on average 
if drinkoft = 2, 3.5 days per week on average 
if drinkoft = 3, 1.5 days per week on average 
if drinkoft = 4, 0.5 days per week on average 
if drinkoft = 5, 0 days per week on average 
if drinkoft = 6, 0 days per week on average 
if manyalc = 0, 0 units on average 
if manyalc = 1, 1.5 units on average 
if manyalc = 2, 3.5 units on average 
if manyalc = 3, 5.5 units on average 
if manyalc = 4, 10 units on average 
if manyalc = 6, 0.5 units on average 
if manyalc = 7, 0 units on average 
if manyalc = 8, assume missing  
99: if drinkoft=9 | manyalc =9 
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Note: Variable ‘unitspw’ is derived from manyAlc2 instead of manyalc in Natsal-3 
 
unitspw   average number of units of alcohol per week 
 compute drinkoft x manyalc2 compute drinkoft x manyalc  
if drinkoft = 1, 6 days per week on average 
if drinkoft = 2, 3.5 days per week on average 
if drinkoft = 3, 1.5 days per week on average 
if drinkoft = 4, 0.5 days per week on average 
if drinkoft = 5, 0 days per week on average 
if drinkoft = 6, 0 days per week on average 
 if manyalc2 = 0, 0 units on average  
 if manyalc2 = 1, 1.5 units on average  
 if manyalc2 = 2, 3.5 units on average  
 if manyalc2 = 3, 5.5 units on average 
if manyalc2 = 4, 10 units on average  
 if manyalc2 = 5, 0 units on average  
if manyalc = 6, assume missing 
99: if drinkoft=9 | manyalc =9 
 
Note: Variable ‘alcohol’ is derived from unitspw: 
 
(R) (D) alcohol   average alcoholic consumption per week, grouped 
0: none if unitspw=0 
1: low if (unitspw>0 & unitspw <=20 & rsex=1) | (unitspw >0 & unitspw<= 15 & rsex=2)  
2: moderate if (unitspw>20 & unitspw <50 & rsex=1) | (unitspw>15 & unitspw<35 & rsex=2) 
3: high if (unitspw>=50 & unitspw<99 & rsex=1) | (unitspw>=35 & unitspw<99 & rsex=2)  
9: not answered if unitspw=99 
 
Note: Variable ‘alcohol2’ is derived from unitspw: 
 
(D) alcohol2  average alcoholic consumption per week, grouped 
0: none if unitspw=0 
1: not more than recommended if (unitspw>0 & unitspw <=21 & rsex=1) | (unitspw>0 & unitspw<=14 & 
rsex=2) 
2: more than recommended if (unitspw>21 & unitspw<99 & rsex=1) | (unitspw>14 & unitspw<99 & rsex=2) 
9: not answered if unitspw=99 
 
 
 
 
Notes: 1. Variable ‘alcohol3’ is derived from unitspw 
 2. Unlike the derived variables ‘alcohol’ & ‘alcohol2’, ‘alcohol3’ is not sex-specific 
 
(D) alcohol3  average alcoholic consumption per week, grouped 
0: 0 units per week if unitspw=0 
1: 1-7 units per week if unitspw>0 & unitspw <=7 
2: 8-14 units per week if unitspw>= 8 & unitspw <=14 
3: 15-21 units per week if unitspw>=15 & unitspw <=21 
4: 22+ units per week if unitspw>=22 & unitspw <99 
9: not answered if unitspw=99 
 
(ND) alcoholn average alcoholic consumption per week, grouped 
0: none if unitspw=0 
1: low if (unitspw>0 & unitspw<=21 & rsex==1) | (unitspw>0 & unitspw<=14 & rsex==2) 
2: moderate if (unitspw>21 & unitspw<=50 & rsex==1) | (unitspw>14 & unitspw<=35 & rsex==2) 
3: high if (unitspw>50 & unitspw<99 & rsex==1) | (unitspw>35 & unitspw<99 & rsex==2) 
9: not answered if unitspw=99 
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Note: Drinknum comes from the FAST measure of hazardous drinking. This question forms the first stage 
of the FAST measure, after which additional questions are asked of some respondents. These additional 
questions were not included in Natsal-3 due to restrictions on space.  
 
(N) drinknum how often have >6/8 units on one occasion 
-1:not applicable if drinkoft=5 | drinkoft=6 | drinkoft=9 
1: never if drinknum=1 | drink=2 
2: less than monthly 
3: monthly 
4: weekly 
5: daily or almost daily  
9: not answered 
 
 
 
SMOKING 
 
(q5a*)  smokenow  smoke cigarettes nowadays  
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
 
(q5b*) nosmoke  number of cigarettes usually smoked a day 
0 if smokenow=2 
99: not answered 
 
(q5c*) exsmoke  ever smoked cigarettes regularly (at least 1 a day) 
-1: not applicable if smokenow=1   
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
 
(D) smoking  current smoking status 
1: non-smoker if (smokenow=2 & exsmoke=2)  
2: ex-smoker if exsmoke=1 
3: light smoker if (smokenow=1) & (nosmoke>=0 & nosmoke<15) 
4: heavy smoker if (smokenow=1) & (nosmoke>=15 & nosmoke <99) 
9: not answered if smokenow=9 | nosmoke=99 
 
(ND) smoker smoking status 
0: never if exsmoke=2 
1: ex-smoker if exsmoke=1 
2: current smoker if smokenow=1 
9: not answered if smokenow=9 
 
 
WEIGHT, HEIGHT & BODY MASS INDEX 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 interviewers were asked to record pre-pregnancy weights if respondents were pregnant 
 
(q6a3)  kgweight  weight in kilograms              
999: not answered 
 
Note: Surewgt has been removed since this has never been used in analysis 
 
(R) (q6b)  surewgt  certainty of weight 
-1: not applicable if kgweight=999 
1: fairly sure 
2: estimate 
9: not answered 
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Pregnow has been removed since pregnancy status is captured in the fertility section in the CASI 
 
(R) (N) pregnow  pregnant at interview                           
-1: not applicable if rsex =1 | (rsex=2 & kgweight=999) 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
 
(q6c2)  cmheight  height in centimetres 
999: not answered 
                                                                                                        
Note: Variable ‘bodymass’ is derived from kgweight and cmheight:  
 
(D) bodymass  body mass index 
compute kgweight / ((cmheight /100) * (cmheight /100)) if (kgweight<999) & (cmheight<999) 
99: not answered if kgweight=999 | cmheight=999 
 
Notes:  1. Variable ‘bmihgroup’ is derived from ‘bodymass’  
 2: A Body Mass Index of less than 12 or more than 58 is not considered possible 
 
(R) (ND) bmigroup  body mass index, grouped 
1: bmi <20 kg/m squared if bodymass>=12 & bodymass<20 
2: bmi 20-25 kg/m squared if bodymass>=20 & bodymass<25 
3: bmi 25 -30 kg/m squared if bodymass>=25 & bodymass<30 
4: bmi 30 -40 kg/m squared if bodymass>=30 & bodymass<40 
5: bmi 40 kg/m squared + if bodymass>=40 & bodymass<99 
9: not answered if bodymass=99 
 
Note: a new BMI grouping variable was created for Natsal-3 in line with the current WHO definitions. 
 
(ND) bmiwho body mass index, grouped 
1: underweight (bmi <18.5 kg/m squared) if bodymass>=12 & bodymass<18.5 
2: normal (bmi 18.5-25 kg/m squared) if bodymass>=18.5 & bodymass<=25 
3: overweight (bmi >25-30 kg/m squared) if bodymass>25 & bodymass<=30 
4: obese I (bmi >30-35 kg/m squared) if bodymass>30 & bodymass<=35 
5: obese II (bmi >35-40 kg/m squared) if bodymass>35 & bodymass<=40 
6: obese III (bmi >40 kg/m squared) if bodymass>40 & bodymass<99 
9: not answered if bodymass=99 
 



 FAMILY HISTORY 
 

 

FAMILY HISTORY   
 
Note: This section has been redrafted to better capture the diversity in family circumstances. The section 
no longer specifies siblings when growing up.  
 
Note: For multi-code questions this codebook gives the binary variables to be used for analysis. 
sibany1..sibany9 were created directly from the question sibany. All are coded similarly to sibany1. 
 
(N) sibany1 any brothers or sisters: full brother 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
 
And similarly… 
(N) sibany2 any brothers or sisters: full sister 
(N) sibany3 any brothers or sisters: adopted brother 
(N) sibany4 any brothers or sisters: adopted sister 
(N) sibany5 any brothers or sisters: half brother 
(N) sibany6 any brothers or sisters: half sister 
(N) sibany7 any brothers or sisters: step brother 
(N) sibany8 any brothers or sisters: step sister 
(N) sibany9 any brothers or sisters: none 
 
(N) sibbro no. natural brothers 
0: if sibany1=0 
99: not answered or if sibany1=9 
 
(N) sibsis no. natural sisters 
0: if sibany2=0 
99: not answered or if sibany2=9 
 
(N) sibadbr no. adopted brothers 
0: if sibany3=0 
99: not answered or if sibany3=9 
 
(N) sibadsis no. adopted sisters 
0: if sibany4=0 
99: not answered or if sibany4=9 
 
(N) sibhabr no. half brothers 
0: if sibany5=0 
99: not answered or if sibany5=9 
 
(N) sibhasis no. half sisters 
0: if sibany6=0 
99: not answered or if sibany6=9 
 
(N) sibstbr no. step brothers 
0: if sibany7=0 
99: not answered or if sibany7=9 
 
(N) sibstsis no. step sisters 
0: if sibany8=0 
99: not answered or if sibany8=9 
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(R) (q7a)  anysibs  any brothers or sisters  
1: yes, brother(s) only 
2: yes, sister(s) only 
3: yes, both 
4: no, none 
9: not answered  
 
(R) (q7b) nosibs  number of siblings (incl. half and adopted siblings)  
0 if anysibs=4 
99: not answered 
 
(R) (q7c)  sibspos  position in family   
-1: not applicable if anysibs=4 | nosibs=0 
1: oldest 
2: youngest 
3: in between 
9: not answered 
 
(R) (q7e*) stepsibs  have/had step-brothers or step-sisters 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered       
 
(N) siblive live with siblings (natural, half, adopted or step) at any time when growing up 
-1: not applicable if sibany9=1 1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered or if sibany9=9 
 
(N) sibpos2 position in family when growing up 
-1: not applicable if sibany9=1 | siblive=2 
1: oldest 
2: youngest 
3: in between 
9: not answered or if sibany9=9 
 
Note: reference age of bothmapa and ynotboth was changed to 14 to correspond to the TalkMaPa 
variable. The variable names have been updated accordingly. 
 
(R) (q8a)  bothmapa lived more or less continuously to age 16 with both natural parents  
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
 
(N) bothmapa2 lived more or less continuously to age 14 with both natural parents  
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
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(R) (q8b U) ynotboth why didn’t live with both natural parents continuously to age 16 
-1: not applicable if bothmapa=1    
1: divorce/separation 
2: death 
3: adopted 
4: parents never lived together 
5: parents were abroad 
6: in care 
7: other reason 
8: lived with grand-parent(s)/other relative 
9: left home before age 16 
99: not answered 
 
(N) ynotboth2  why didn’t live with both natural parents continuously to age 14  
-1: not applicable if bothmapa2=1    
1: divorce/separation 
2: death 
3: adopted 
4: parents never lived together 
5: other 
9: not answered or if bothmapa2=99 
 
Note: Maorpa removed and a more detailed question (wholive) has been added to capture who the 
respondent lived with as a child 
     
(R) (q8d U) maorpa  which parent lived with to age 16 
-1: not applicable if bothmapa=1 | ynotboth=3   
1: mother 
2: father 
3: other relative 
4: other (including in care or fostered)    
9: not answered 
 
(N) wholive who living with when aged 14 
-1: not applicable if bothmapa==1 
1: Adoptive mother and father 
2: Mother and stepfather 
3: Father and stepmother 
4: Mother only 
5: Father only 
6: In Local Authority care / foster home 
7: Natural mother and father 
8: Other (specified) 
9: Grandparents/other relative 
10: Left home before age of 14 
99: not answered 
 
Note: In Natsal-3 one variable, parents, has been derived from wholive not maorpa. Since this affects the 
definition of the variable, this has been renamed parents3. 
 
Note: Variable ‘parents’ treats those who were adopted as having lived with both parents till 16 
(R) (DN) parents  family structure to age 16, grouped 
1: both natural parents/adopted if bothmapa=1 | (bothmapa=2 & ynotboth=3) 
2: one natural parent if maorpa=1 | maorpa=2 
3: neither natural parent if maorpa=3 | maorpa=4 
9: not answered if bothmapa=9 | maorpa=9 
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Note:  Variable ‘parents2’ treats those who were adopted as living with neither natural parent till 16 
 

(R) (DN) parents2  family structure to age 16, grouped 
1: both natural parents if bothmapa=1 
2: one natural parent if maorpa=1 | maorpa=2 
3: neither natural parent (incl. adopted) if (maorpa=3 | maorpa=4 ) | ynotboth=3 
9: not answered if bothmapa=9 | maorpa=9 
 
Note: variable ‘parents3’ is slightly different from parents and uses wholive which says who the 
respondent was living with at the age of 14. Therefore there is no need for two alternative variables for 
adopted children. 
 
(ND) parents3 family structure at age 14, grouped 
1: both natural parents/adopted if bothmapa=1 | (bothmapa=2 & wholive=1) | (bothmapa=2 & wholive=7) 
2: one natural parent if wholive=2 | wholive=3 | wholive=4 | wholive=5 
3: neither natural parent if wholive=6 | wholive=8 | wholive=9 | wholive=10 
9: not answered if bothmapa==9 | wholive==99 
 
(ND) parents4 family structure at age 14, grouped 
1: natural/adoptive parents if bothmapa2=1 | wholive=1 | wholive=7 
2: one natural/one step if wholive=2 | wholive=3 
3: single parent ifwholive=4 | wholive=5 
4: in care if wholive=6 
5: other if wholive>=8 & wholive<=10 
 
 
CURRENT FAMILY 
 
Note: this information is now collected in the history of pregnancies section (women) and the family 
formation section (men and some questions men and women) in the CASI. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 LEARNING ABOUT SEX 
 

 

LEARNING ABOUT SEX 
 
Note: eligibility for talkmapa different in Natsal-3 
 
(U) (q10b) talkmapa  ease with which discussed sex with parents around age 14 
(U) -1: not applicable if bothmapa=2 & (wholive≠1 & wholive≠2 & wholive≠3 & wholive≠4 & wholive≠5 & 
wholive≠7) 
-1: not applicable if bothmapa=2 & (maorpa≠1  & maorpa≠2 & maorpa≠9) 
1: easy with one/both 
2: difficult 
3: didn’t discuss with either 
4: varied/depended on topic 
9: not answered 
 
(ND) notalk  discussed sex with parents around age 14 
-1: not applicable if talkmapa=-1 
0: discussed with 1+ parent(s) although in some cases difficult if talkmapa=1 | talkmapa=2 | talkmapa=4 
1: did not discuss with either if talkmapa=3 
9: not answered if talkmapa=9 
 
 
 
Note: response options for learns01 have been updated to be relevant in current social context. In 
particular the increase in the use of the internet.The names of the binary variables have been changed to 
reflect this change in the list of answer options (Natsal-3 binary variables shown below the Natsal-1 and 
Natsal-2 ones).  
 
Note: This codebook gives only the binary variables to be used for analysis, not the original multi-code 
questions. The following binary variables were created directly from learns01-learns12 in Natsal-2, and 
q17a in Natsal-1.   
 
Natsal-2 binary variables derived from Learns01-Learns12 and xlernsex. Note all variables coded in a 
similar way to sexedmum: 
 
(R)  (q17ap D)  sexedmum  learned about sex from mother 
-1: not applicable if learns01=15  
1: yes if (learns01=1 | learns02=1 | learns03=1 | learns04=1 | learns05=1 | learns06=1 | learns07=1 | 
learns08=1 | learns09=1 | learns10=1 | learns11=1 | learns12=1) | ((learns01=14 | learns02=14 | 
learns03=14 | learns04=14 | learns05=14 | learns06=14 | learns07=14 | learns08=14 | learns09=14 | 
learns10=14 | learns11=14 | learns12=14) & (lernsex1=1 | lernsex2=1 | lernsex3=1)) 
0: no else if (learns01>=1 & learns01<=14) 
9: not answered if (learns01=98 | learns01=99) 
 
(R) (q17az D)  sexeddad  learned about sex from father 
(R) (q17ax D) sexedbro  learned about sex from brother(s) 
(R) (q17al D)  sexedsis  learned about sex from sister(s)  
(R) (q17an D)  sexedrel  learned about sex from other relative(s) 
(R) (q17ad D)  sexedsch  learned about sex from lessons at school  
(R) (q17aj D)  sexedfrn  learned about sex from friend(s) of a similar age 
(R) (q17as D)  sexedfsp  learned about sex from first boy/girlfriend/sexual partner 
(R) (q17aa D)  sexeddoc  learned about sex from doctor/nurse/clinic    
(R) (q17ak & q17ae D) sexedtv  learned about sex from television/radio  
(R) (ND)  sexedvid  learned about sex from video(s)  
(R) (q17ag D)  sexedbks  learned about sex from books 
(R) (q17av D)  sexedmag  learned about sex from magazines/newspapers   
(R) (q17aq D)  sexedoth  learned about sex from another source 
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Natsal-3 binary variables:  
(N) sexedudoc learned about sex from doctor/nurse/clinic 
0: no 
1: yes 
9: not answered if learnsex = can’t remember / not answered 
 
And similarly… 
(N) sexeduintad learned about sex from internet-sexual advice websites 
(N) sexedusch learned about sex from lessons at school 
(N) sexeduinto learned about sex from internet-other 
(N) sexedubmn learned about sex from books/magazines/newspapers 
(N) sexedufrn learned about sex from friend(s) of about own age 
(N) sexedutvid learned about sex from tv/radio/DVDs/videos 
(N)  sexedumum learned about sex from mother (incl. step/adoptive) 
(N)  sexedudad learned about sex from father (incl. step/adoptive) 
(N) sexedufsp learned about sex from 1

st
 boy/girlfriend/sexual partner 

(N) sexeduintpn learned about sex from internet-pornographic websites 
(N) sexedupor learned about sex from pornographic magazines/films 
(N) sexedubsis learned about sex from brother/sister (incl. half/step/adopted) 
(N) sexeduoth learned about sex from another source 
(N) sexeduani learned about sex from animals/growing up on farm 
(N) sexedurel learned about sex from other relatives 
(N) sexeduofri learned about sex from older friends 
(N) sexeduofrn learned about sex from friends (age not specified) 
(N) sexeduexp learned about sex through own experience  
(N) sexedufil learned about sex from cinemas/film (other than TV/video) 
(N) sexeduedc learned about sex from lessons/courses (i.e. formal teaching) 
 
(U – see below) (q17b U) lernmost  main source of sex education (if more than one source reported)  
-1: not applicable if learns02=-1 
1: mother 
2: father 
3: brother(s)   
4: sister(s)  
5: other relative(s)    
6: lessons at school  
7: friends of about my own age  
8: first boy/girl friend/sexual partner 
9: doctor/nurse/clinic  
10: television/radio 
11: videos 
12: books 
13: magazines/newspapers 
14: other 
15: can’t choose just one source 
99: not answered 
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Note: response options for lernmost are as for learnsex but only able to choose one source  
 
lernmost main source of sex education 1 – NEW CODES but question identical  
-1: not applicable if only one source reported at learnsex 
1: doctor, nurse or clinic  
2: Internet – sexual advice websites  
3: Lessons at school  
4: Internet – other  
5: Books / magazines / newspapers  
6: Friends of about my own age  
7: Television / radio / DVDs / videos  
8: Mother (including step or adoptive) 
9: Father (including step or adoptive)10: First (girlfriend/boyfriend) or sexual partner  
11: Internet – pornographic websites 
12:  Pornographic magazines / films 
13:  Brother(s) / sister(s) (including half, step, or adoptive) 
14: Other 
15: animals/growing up on farm 
16: Other relative 
17: Older friends 
18: Friends (age not specified) 
19: Through (own) experience 
20: cinemas/film (other than TV/video) 
21: Lessons/course (i.e. formal teaching) 
99: Not answered   
 
Note: in Natsal-3 respondent now has to specify option at lernmost – no option to say >1 so mlernm was 
not asked. 
 
(R) (N) mlernm01  main sources of sex education 1 (if more than one source reported and can’t choose 
just one) 
-1: not applicable if (lernmost>=1 & lernmost<=14) | learns02=-1 | (mlernmn=99 & mlernmn-1≠99) 
1: mother 
2: father 
3: brother(s) 
4: sister(s) 
5: other relative(s) 
6: lessons at school 
7: friends of about my own age 
8: first boy/girl friend/sexual partner 
9: doctor/nurse/clinic 
10: television/radio 
11: videos 
12: books 
13: magazines/newspapers 
14: other 
99: not answered 
 
Similarly for up to 2 other sources: 
(R) (N) mlernm02  main sources of sex education 2 (if more than one source reported and can’t choose 
just one) 
(R) (N) mlernm03  main sources of sex education 3 (if more than one source reported and can’t choose 
just one) 
(R) (N) mlernm04  main sources of sex education 4 (if more than one source reported and can’t choose 
just one) 
(R) (N) mlernm05  main sources of sex education 5 (if more than one source reported and can’t choose 
just one) 
(R) (N) mlernm06  main sources of sex education 6 (if more than one source reported and can’t choose 
just one) 
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(U – see below) (ND) msedmum  main source of sex education was mother 
1: yes if  (lerns01=1 & lerns02=-1) | lernmost=1 | (lerns01=1 | lerns02=1 | lerns03=1 | lerns04=1 | 
lerns05=1 | lerns06=1 | lerns07=1 | lerns08=1 | lerns09=1 | lerns10=1 | lerns11=1)  
0: no else if (learns01>=1 & learns01<=14  & (learns02=-1)) | (lernmost>=1 & lernmost<=15) | 
(mlernm01>=1 & mlernm01<=14) 
9: not answered if missing 
 
Note: Variables mseddad … msedoth are all derived from lernmost and mlernm01 ... mlernm15, and are 
coded in a similar way to msedmum: 
(U – see below) (ND) mseddad  main source of sex education was father 
(R) (ND) msedbro  main source of sex education was brother(s) 
(R) (ND) msedsis  main source of sex education was sister(s)    
(U – see below) (ND) msedrel  main source of sex education was other relative(s)    
(U – see below) (ND) msedsch  main source of sex education was lessons at school   
(U – see below) (ND) msedfrn  main source of sex education was friend(s) of a similar age  
(U – see below) (ND) msedfsp  main source of sex education was first boy/girlfriend/sexual partner 
(U – see below) (ND) mseddoc  main source of sex education was doctor/nurse/clinic 
(R) (ND) msedtv  main source of sex education was television/radio 
(R) (ND) msedvid  main source of sex education was video(s) 
(R) (ND) msedbks  main source of sex education was book(s)   
(R) (ND) msedmag  main source of sex education was magazines/newspapers 
(U – see below) (ND) msedoth  main source of sex education was another source(s) 
 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 derivation of these binary variables was slightly different since respondent was only 
allowed to give one answer at lernmost 
 
(D)  mseddoc  main source of sex education was doctor/nurse/clinic 
1: yes if  (sexedumum=1 & lernmost=-1) | lernmost=8  
0: no else if (sexedumum=0 | (sexedumum=1 & lernmost≠8 & lernmost≠-1)) 
9: not answered if missing 
 
 
Note: variables medintad…msededc derived in a similar way to mseddoc using different codes from 
lernmost 
 
(ND) msedintad main source of sex education was internet-sexual advice websites 
(D) msedsch  main source of sex education was lessons at school   
(ND) msedinto main source of sex education was internet-other  
(ND) msedbmn main source of sex education was books/magazines/newspapers 
(D) msedfrn  main source of sex education was friend(s) of a similar age  
(ND) msedtvid main source of sex education was tv/radio/DVDs/videos 
(*D) msedmum  main source of sex education was mother (including step/adoptive) 
(*D) mseddad  main source of sex education was father (including step/adoptive) 
(D) msedfsp  main source of sex education was first boy/girlfriend/sexual partner 
(ND) msedintpn main source of sex education was internet-pornographic websites 
(ND) msedpor main source of sex education was pornographic magazines/films 
(ND) msedbsis main source of sex education was brother/sister (incl. half/step/adopted) 
(D) msedoth  main source of sex education was another source(s) 
(ND) msedani main source of sex education was animals/growing up on farm 
(D) msedrel  main source of sex education was other relative(s) 
(ND) msedofri main source of sex education was older friends 
(ND) msedofrn main source of sex education was friends (age not specified) 
(ND) msedexp main source of sex education was own experience 
(ND) msedfil main source of sex education was cinemas/films (other than tv/radio) 
(ND) msededc main source of sex education was lessons/courses (i.e. formal teaching)  
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Note: Variable sexedsrc codes respondents who could not choose one main source of sex education as 
‘other’ 
 

(U – see below) (ND) sexedsrc main source of sex education, grouped 
1: mother &/or father if lernmost=1 | 2 | (lernmost=-1 & (learns01=1 | lernmost=2)) 
2: lessons at school if lernmost=6 | (lernmost=-1 & learns01=6) 
3: friends of about the same age if lernmost=7 | (lernmost=-1 & learns01=7) 
4: other source if  (lernmost=3 | lernmost=4 | lernmost=5 | lernmost=8 | lernmost=9 | lernmost=10 | 
lernmost=11 | lernmost=12 | lernmost=13 | lernmost=14 | lernmost=15) | (lernmost=-1 & (learns01=3 | 
learns01=4 | learns01=5 | learns01=8 | learns01=9 | learns01=10 | learns01=11 | learns01=12 | 
learns01=13 | learns01=14 | learns01=15)) 
9: not answered/can’t remember else if missing 
 
sexedsrc main source of sex education, grouped 
(*)1: mother &/or father (incl. adopted) if ((msedmum=1 | mseddad=1) | (msedmum=-1 & (sexedumum=1 | 
sexedudad=1))  
2: lessons at school if (msedsch=1 | (msedsch=-1 & sexedusch=)) 
3: friends of about the same age if (msedfrn=1 | (msedfrn=-1 & sexedufrn=1)) 
4: other source if  ((mseddoc=1 | msedintad=1 | msedinto=1 | msedbmn=1 | msedtvid=1 | msedfsp=1 | 
msedintpn=1 | msedpor=1 | msedbsis=1 | msedoth=1 | msedani=1 | msedrel=1| msedofri=1 | msedofrn=1 
| msedexp=1 | msedfil=1 | msededc=1)  | (mseddoc=-1 & (sexedudoc=1 | sexeduintad=1 | sexeduinto=1 | 
sexedudmn=1 | sexedutvid=1 | sexedufsp=1 | sexeduintpn=1 | sexedupor=1 | sexedubsis=1 | 
sexeduoth=1 | sexeduani=1 | sexedurel=1 | sexeduofri=1 | sexedofrn=1 | sexeduexp=1 | sexedufil=1 | 
sexeduedc=1) 
9: not answered/can’t remember else if missing 
 

 
Note: Variable sexedsr2 codes respondents who could not choose one main source of sex education as 
‘other’ 
(U – see below) (ND) sexedsr2 main source of sex education, grouped  
1: mother &/or father if lernmost=1 | lernmost=2 | (lernmost=-1 & (learns01=1| learns01=2)) 
2: brother(s) &/or sister(s) if lernmost=3 | lernmost=4 | (lernmost=-1 & (learns01=3 | learns01=4)) 
3: lessons at school if lernmost=6 | (lernmost=-1 & learns01=6) 
4: friend(s) of about the same age if lernmost=7 | (lernmost=-1 & learns01=7) 
5: first boy/girl friend/sexual partner if lernmost=8 | (lernmost=-1 & learns01=8) 
6: doctor/nurse/clinic if lernmost=9 | (lernmost=-1 & learns01=9) 
7: media if lernmost=10 | lernmost=11 | lernmost=12 | lernmost=13 | (lernmost=-1 & (learns01=10 | 
learns01=11 | learns01=12 | learns01=13)) 
8: other source if  (lernmost=5 | lernmost=14 | lernmost=15) | (lernmost=-1 & (learns01=5 | learns01=14 | 
learns01=15)) 
9: not answered/can’t remember else if missing 
 
sexedsr2 main source of sex education, grouped 
(*) 1: mother &/or father (incl. adopted) if ((msedmum=1 | mseddad=1 ) | (msedmum=-1 & (sexedumum=1 
| sexedudad=1))  
2: brother &/or sister (incl. half/step/adopted)  if (msedbsis=1 | (msedbsis=-1 & sexedubsis=1)) 
3: lessons at school if (msedsch=1 | (msedsch=-1 & sexedusch=1)) 
4: friends of about the same age if (msedfrn=1 | msedfrn=-1 & sexedufrn=1)) 
5: first boy/girlfriend/sexual partner if (msedfsp=1 | msedfsp=-1 & sexedufsp=1)) 
6:doctor/nurse/clinic if (mseddoc=1 | mseddoc=-1 & sexedudoc=1)) 
7: media if  ((msedbmn=1 | msedtvid=1) | (msedbmn=-1 & (sexedubmn=1 | sexedutvid=1))) 
8: sexual advice websites if (msedintad=1 | ( msedintad=-1 & sexeduintad=1)) 
9:pornography (internet or magazines/films) if ((msedintpn=1 | msedpor=1) | (msedintpn=-1 & 
(sexeduintpn=1 | sexedupor=1))) 
10: other source if  ((msedinto=1 | msedoth=1 | msedani=1 | msedrel=1| msedofri=1 | msedofrn=1 | 
msedexp=1 | msedfil=1 | msededc=1)  | (msedinto=-1 & (sexeduinto=1 | sexeduoth=1 | sexeduani=1 | 
sexedurel=1 | sexeduofri=1 | sexeduofn=1 | sexeduexp=1 | sexeduexp=1 | sexedufil=1 | sexeduedc=1)) 
9: not answered/can’t remember else if missing 
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Note:in Natsal-3, response options for learnmor have been expanded following responses given in Natsal-
2 
 
Note: This codebook gives only the binary variables to be used for analysis, not the original multi-code 
questions. The following binary variables were created directly from the question learnmor in Natsal-3 
and derived from learnm01-learnm11 in Natsal-2, and q18b in Natsal-1.   
 
Natsal-1 and Natsal-2 binary variables. Note variables knowbbd – knowstd are all coded in a similar way 
to knowgbd: 
 
(U – see below) (q18ba D) knowgbd  known more about how girls’ bodies develop 
0: no else if (learnm01>=1 & learnm01<=12) | learnm01=98 
1: yes if learnm01=12  | (learnm01=1 | learnm02=1 | learnm03=1 | learnm04=1 | learnm05=1 | 
learnm06=1 | learnm07=1 | learnm08=1 | learnm09=1 | learnm10=1 | learnm11=1)  
97: would liked to have known more but can’t specify if learnm01=97  
98: knew enough already if learnm01=98  
99: none, not yet ready for sexual experience if learnm01=99  
998: can’t remember if learnm01=998 
999: not answered if missing   
 
Note: Variables knowbbd … knowstd are all derived from learnm01 …. learnm11 and are coded in a 
similar way to knowgbd: 
(U – see below) (q18bq D) knowbbd  known more about how boys’ bodies develop  
(U – see below) (q18bb D) knowborn  known more about how babies are born    
(U – see below) (q18bh D) knowsex  known more about sexual intercourse    
(U – see below) (q18br D) knowfp  known more about contraception  
(U – see below) (q18bl D) knowhom  known more about homosexuality/lesbianism   
(U – see below) (q18bt D) knowmast  known more about masturbation    
(U – see below) (q18bk D) knowsati  known more about how to make sex more satisfying  
(U – see below) (q18bs D) knowno  known more about saying ‘no’ to sex  
(U – see below) (q18bm D) knowfeel  known more about sexual feelings, emotions & relationships  
(U – see below) (q18bd D) knowstd  known more about STDs 
 
Natsal-3 binary variables. Variables knowall-knowborn are all coded in a similar way to knowosp: 
Note: if respondent would have liked to know more about all of the list then each variable is coded as 1 
(yes) 
 
(N) knowosp known more about other sexual practices 
0:no 
1: yes 
97: would liked to have known more but can’t specify 
98: knew enough already 
99: none, not yet ready for sexual experience 
999: not answered if  missing 
 
(N) knowall known more about all these things 
(U) knowgbd known more about how girls’ bodies develop 
(U) knowstd  known more about STDs 
(N) knowsafe known more about safer sex 
(U) knowsex  known more about sexual intercourse 
(U) knowcond known more about how to use condom correctly 
(U) knowsati  known more about how to make sex more satisfying 
(U) knowhom  known more about homosexuality/lesbianism 
(U) knowfeel  known more about sexual feelings, emotions & relationships 
(U) knowbbd  known more about how boys’ bodies develop 
(U) knowfp  known more about contraception 
(U) knowno  known more about saying ‘no’ to sex 
(U) knowmast  known more about masturbation  
(U) knowborn  known more about how babies are born 
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(N) knownsure known more: not sure what 
0:no 
1: yes 
98: knew enough already 
99: none, not yet ready for sexual experience 
999: not answered if  missing 
 
(N) knownone known more about nothing, knew enough already 
0:no 
1: yes 
97: would liked to have known more but can’t specify 
99: none, not yet ready for sexual experience 
999: not answered if  missing 
 
(N) knownsex known more: not ready for sex 
0:no 
1: yes 
97: would liked to have known more but can’t specify 
98: knew enough already 
999: not answered if  missing 
 
(U – see below) (ND) lernmorg type of information needed more of before 1st sex 
-1: not applicable if knowgbd=99 | knowgbd=999 
0: knew enough already if learnm01=98 
1: just biological information if (knowgbd=1 | knowbbd=1 | knowborn=1 | knowsex=1) & knowfp=0 & 
knowhom=0 & knowmast=0 & knowsati=0 & knowno=0 & knowfeel=0 & knowstd=0 
2: just risk-reduction information if (knowfp=1 | knowstd=1) & knowgbd=0 & knowbbd=0 & knowborn=0 & 
knowsex=0 & knowhom=0 & knowmast=0 & knowsati=0 & knowno=0 & knowfeel=0 
3: just psycho-sexual information if (knowhom=1 | knowmast=1 | knowsati=1 | knowno=1 | knowfeel=1) & 
knowfp=0 & knowstd=0 & knowgbd=0 & knowbbd=0 & knowborn=0 & knowsex=0 
4: more than one type of information else if missing 
9: not answered/can't remember if knowgbd=998 | 999 
 
lernmorg type of information needed more of before 1st sex 
-1: not applicable if knowgbd=99 
0: knew enough already if knowgbd=98 
1: just biological information if (knowgbd=1 | knowbbd=1 | knowborn=1 | knowsex=1) & knowosp=0 & 
knowstd=0 & knowsafe=0 & knowcond=0 & knowsati=0 & knowhom=0 & knowfeel=0 & knowfp=0 & 
knowno=0 & knowmast=0 
2: just risk-reduction information if (knowstd=1 | knowsafe=1 | knowcond=1 | knowfp=1) & knowgbd=0 & 
knowsex=0 & knowbbd=0 & knowborn=0 & knowosp=0 & knowsati=0 & knowhom=0 & knowfeel=0 & 
knowno=0 & knowmast=0 
3: just psycho-sexual information if  (knowosp=1 | knowsati=1 | knowhom=1 | knowfeel=1 | knowno=1 | 
knowmast=1) & knowstd=0 & knowsafe=0 & knowcond=0 & knowfp=0 & knowgbd=0 & knowsex=0 & 
knowbbd=0 & knowborn=0 
4: biological and risk-reduction information if (knowgbd=1 | knowsex=1 | knowbbd=1 | knowborn=1) & 
(knowstd=1 | knowsafe=1 | knowcond=1 | knowfp=1) & (knowosp=0 & knowsati=0 & knowhom=0 & 
knowfeel=0 & knowno=0 & knowmast=0) 
5: biological and psycho-sexual information if  (knowgbd=1 | knowsex=1 | knowbbd=1 | knowborn=1) & 
(knowosp=1 | knowsati=1 | knowhom=1 | knowfeel=1 | knowno=1 | knowmast=1) & (knowstd=0 & 
knowsafe=0 & knowcond=0 & knowfp=0) 
6: risk-reduction & psycho-sexual if  (knowstd=1 | knowsafe=1 | knowcond=1 | knowfp=1) & (knowosp=1 | 
knowsati=1 | knowhom=1 | knowfeel=1 | knowno=1 | knowmast=1) & (knowgbd=0 & knowsex=0 & 
knowbbd=0 & knowborn=0) 
7: all 3 types of information if (knowgbd=1 | knowsex=1 | knowbbd=1 | knowborn=1) & (knowstd=1 | 
knowsafe=1 | knowcond=1 | knowfp=1) & (knowosp=1 | knowsati=1 | knowhom=1 | knowfeel=1 | 
knowno=1 | knowmast=1) 
8: more information needed but not sure what 
9: not answered if knowgbd=999 
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(U – see below) (ND) adeqinfo  whether needed more information at 1

st
 sex, grouped 

1: needed more information if (learnm01>=1 & learnm01=<12) | learnm01=97 
2: knew enough if learnm01=98 
3: not ready for sexual experience if learnm01=99 
9: not answered/can’t remember if learnm01=998 | learnm01=999  
 
(U) adeqinfo  whether needed more information at 1

st
 sex, grouped 

1: needed more information if (any of knowosp…knowborn =1) | knowosp=97 
2: knew enough if knowosp=98 
3: not ready for sexual experience if knowosp=99 
9: not answered/can’t remember if knowosp=998 | knowosp=999  
 
Note: This codebook gives only the binary variables to be used for analysis, not the original multi-code 
questions. The following binary variables were created directly from the question wholern (and any 
commonly-occuring other answers at xwholern) in Natsal-3, and derived from wholern1-wholern2 in 
Natsal-2, and q18c in Natsal-1.   
 
Natsal-1 and Natsal-2 binary variables. Note variables dadadfp – othadfp are all coded in a similar way to 
mumadfp: 
 
(U – see below)  (q18cp D) mumadfp  learned additional info. about sex from mother 
1: yes if wholern1=1 | wholern1=2 | ((wholern1=14 | wholern2=14) & (wholernx=1)) 
0: no else if wholern1>=1 & wholern1<=14 
9: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if wholern1=-1 
 
Note: Variables dadadfp …  othadfp are all derived from wholern1, wholern2, and wholernx, and have the 
same codes as for mumadfp: 
(U – see below)  (q18cz D) dadadfp  learned additional info. about sex from father    
(R) (q18cx D) brotadfp  learned additional info. about sex from brother(s)    
(R) (q18cl D) sistadfp  learned additional info. about sex from sister(s)    
(U – see below) (q18cn D) reladfp  learned additional info. about sex from other relative(s)   
(U – see below) (q18cd D) schadfp  learned additional info. about sex from lessons at school   
(U – see below) (q18cj D) frieadfp  learned additional info. about sex from friends of a similar age  
(U – see below) (q18cs D) firpadfp  learned additional info. about sex from first boy/girlfriend/sexual 
partner 
(U – see below) (q18ca D) docadfp  learned additional info. about sex from doctor/nurse/clinic   
(R) (q18ck/q18ce D) tvadfp  learned additional info. about sex from television/radio   
(R) (ND) vidadfp  learned additional info. about sex from video(s)    
(R) (q18cg D) bookadfp  learned additional info. about sex from books    
(R) (q18cv D) magsadfp  learned additional info. about sex from magazines/newspapers  
(U – see below) (q18cq D) othadfp  learned additional info. about sex from another source(s)   
Natsal-3 binary variables. Note variables intadadfp - reladfp are all coded in a similar way to docadfp: 
 
(U) docadfp  wanted additional info. about sex from doctor/nurse/clinic 
0: no 
1: yes 
9: not answered if missing | knowosp=999  
-1: not applicable if knowosp=98 | knowosp=99  
 
Note: Variables intadadfp …  reladfp all have the same codes as for docadfp: 
(N) intadadfp wanted additional info. about sex from internet-sexual advice websites 
(U) schadfp  wanted additional info. about sex from lessons at school 
(N) intoadfp wanted additional info. about sex from internet-other 
(U) bmnadfp wanted additional info. about sex from books/ magazines/newspapers 
(U) frieadfp  wanted additional info. about sex from friends of a similar age 
(U) tvidadfp wanted additional info. about sex from tv/radio/DVDs/videos 
(U)  mumadfp  wanted additional info. about sex from mother (incl. step or adoptive) 
(U)  dadadfp  wanted additional info. about sex from father (incl. step or adoptive) 
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(U) fspadfp wanted additional info. about sex from first boy/girlfriend/sexual partner 
(N) intpnadfp wanted additional info. about sex from internet-pornographic websites 
(N) poradfp wanted additional info. about sex from pornography magazines/films 
(N) bsisadfp wanted additional info. about sex from brother/sister (incl. half, step or adoptive) 
(U) othadfp  wanted additional info. about sex from another source(s) 
(U) reladfp  wanted additional info. about sex from other relative(s) 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 wholerng was removed since it was no longer possible to determine which answer 
option was given first. 
 
Note: Variable ‘wholerng’ codes respondents according to their response to their first response to the 
wholern variables, i.e.wholern1. Thus, this can be considered as their main preferred source of additional 
information 
 
(R) (ND) wholerng main preferred source of additional sex education, grouped  
-1: not ready for sexual intercourse 
0: knew enough already 
1: mother &/or father if wholern1=1 | wholern1=2 | (wholern1=14 & (wholernx=1 | wholernx=2)) 
2: brother(s) &/or sister(s) if wholern1=3 | wholern1=4 | (wholern1=14 & (wholernx=3 | wholernx=4)) 
3: lessons at school if wholern1=6 | (wholern1=14 & wholernx=6) 
4: friends of about the same age if wholern1=7 | (wholern1=14 & wholernx =7) 
5: first boy/girl friend/sexual partner if wholern1=8 | (wholern1=14 & wholernx =8) 
6: doctor/nurse/clinic if wholern1=9 | (wholern1=14 & wholernx =9) 
7: media if wholern1=10 | wholern1=11 | wholern1=12 | wholern1=13 | (wholern1=14 & (wholernx =10 | 
wholernx=11 | wholernx=12 | wholernx=13)) 
8: other source if  (wholern1=5) | (wholern1=14 & (wholernx=5 | wholernx=21 | wholernx>=14 & 
wholernx<=19)) 
9: not answered/can’t remember else if missing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 FIRST SEXUAL EXPERIENCES 
 

 

FIRST SEXUAL EXPERIENCES   
 
Note: firstint, xfirstint, nextint, nextage, xnxtage, firstexp, and xfirstexp have been removed from the final 
dataset in Natsal-3. This was to avoid confusion as the derived variables afsex to afexp are more 
appropriate to use in analysis. 
 
(R) (q19a) firstint  age at 1st het. sex. intercourse 
95: not sure of age 
96: has not happened yet     
97: refusal 
99: not answered 
      
(R) (q19a1)  xfrstint  estimated at age 1st het. sex. intercourse 
-1: not applicable if firstint≠ 95 
99: not answered 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 nextint, nextage and xnxtage were moved here in the questionnaire. Previously 
positioned after xfrstexp   
 
(R) (M) (N) nextint  had het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ if 1st sex age<13 
-1: not applicable if firstint>=13   
1: yes 
2: not with anyone else since age<13 
97: refusal 
99: not answered 
 
(R) (M) (q19d) nextage  age at next het. sex. intercourse if 1st sex age<13 
-1: not applicable if firstint>=13 
95: not sure of age 
96: has not happened since age<13 if nextint =2 
97: refusal 
99: not answered 
 
(R) (M) (q19d1)  xnxtage  estimated next age at het. sex. intercourse if 1st sex age<13 
-1: not applicable if nextage ≠95 
99: not answered 
 
(R)  (q19b) firstexp  age at 1st het. sex. experience 
95: not sure of age 
96: has not happened yet 
97: refusal  
99: not answered 
 
(R) (q19b1)  xfrstexp  estimated age at 1st het. sex. experience 
-1: not applicable if firstexp≠ 95 
99: not answered 
 
Note: In Natsal-2 nextint nextage and xnextage were here in the questionnaire. Moved up after xfrstint 
following respondent comments that previous order was difficult to follow.  
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(afsex D) afsex  age at 1st het. sex. intercourse if aged 13+ (incl. estimates) 
(U) if firstint>12 & firstint<75 copy firstint  if firstint>12 & firstint<45 copy firstint 
(U) if firstint<13 & nextage>12 & nextage<75 copy nextage  if firstint<13 & nextage>12 & nextage<45 
copy nextage  
if firstint=95 & firstint>12 & xfirstint<99 copy xfrstint 
if nextage=95 & xnxtage>12 & xnxtage<99 copy xnxtage 
if firstint=95 & xfirstint<13 & nextage>12 & nexting<95 copy nextage 
if  firstint=95 & xfirstint<13 & xnxtage>12 & xnxtage<99 copy xnxtage 
90: age<13 and not since if (firstint<13 & nextint=2) 
96: has not happened yet if firstint=96 
97: refusal if firstint=97 
99: not answered if firstint=99 | nextage=99 | (firstint=96 & hetcheck=1) 

 
Note: Variable ‘gafsex’ in Natsal-1 does not recode those for whom afsex=90 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 
 
(gafsex  D) gafsex  age at 1st het. sex. intercourse if aged 13+ (incl. estimates), grouped 
1: 13-15 years if afsex>=13 & afsex <=15  
2: 16-17 years afsex>=16 & afsex <=17 
3: 18-19 years afsex>=18 & afsex <=19  
4: 20-24 years afsex>=20 & afsex <=24  
5: 25+ years afsex>=25 & afsex <=44  
6: hasn’t happened yet afsex=96  
(U) -1: if afsex=90 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 sysmis if afsex=90 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 
 
(ND) afsexgp age at 1st het. sex. intercourse if aged 13+ (incl. estimates), grouped 
1: 13-15 if afsex=13 | afsex=14 | afsex=15 
2: 16-17 if afsex=16 | afsex=17 
3: 18-19 if afsex=18 | afsex=19 
4: 20+ if afsex>=20 & afsex<=44 
96: hasn't happened yet/since age12 if afsex=96 | afsex=90 
99: refused/not answered if afsex=97 | afsex=99 
 
(afsexall D) afsexall  age at 1st het. sex. intercourse not limited to age 13+ (incl. estimates) 
if firstint<45 copy firstint 
if firstint=95 copy xfrstint 
96: has not happened yet if firstint=96  
97: refusal if firstint=97 
99: not answered if firstint=99 
 
Notes: 1. missing cases are not assigned to a missing code in ‘hetb416’ 
 2. hetb416 is derived using ‘afsexall’ rather than ‘afsex’ 
(U) (D) hetb416  had het. sex. intercourse before age 16 
0: no if (afsexall>=16 & afsexall<=44) | afsexall=96 
1: yes if afsexall<16 
(U) 9: refused / not answered if afsexall=97 | afsexall=99  
 
Notes: 1. missing cases are not assigned to a missing code in ‘hetb416a’ 
 2. hetb416a is derived using ‘afsex’ rather than ‘afsexall’ 
(U) (D) hetb416a  had het. sex. intercourse before age 16 
0: no if (afsex>=16 & afsex <=44) | afsex=90 | afsex =96 
1: yes if afsex<16 
(U) 9: refused / not answered if afsexall=97 | afsexall=99  
 
(D) afexp  age at 1st het. sex. experience (incl. estimates) 
if firstexp<45 copy firstexp 
if firstexp=95 copy xfrstexp 
96: has not happened yet if firstexp=96 
97: refusal if firstexp=97 
99: not answered if firstexp=99 
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(R) (q20a) privacy  private enough to ask questions about 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 
1: yes 
2: definitely not  
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if firstint=96 | nextage=96 
 
(R) (q20b)  feaccept offered & accepted self-completion sheet about 1st het. sex. intercourse 
1: sheet accepted 
2: prefers to be asked questions 
9: not recorded 
-1: not applicable if privacy=-1 | privacy=1 
 
(R) (q20c)  whyfecd  why self-completion sheet not completed 
1: another person (regardless of age) in the room 
2: prefers to be asked questions 
3: other reason 
9: not recorded  
-1: not applicable if privacy=-1 | privacy=1 
 
(R) (q20d)  fecomp  check completion of self-completion sheet 
1: sheet completed, no queries 
2: sheet completed after query/ies 
3: sheet not completed/refusal 
4: sheet completed and entered by interviewer 
 
Notes: 1. if not private enough to ask about first sexual intercourse, these questions were asked in the 

computer self-completion (CASI) in N Natsal-3. In Natsal-2 & Natsal-1 respondents were asked to 
complete a paper self-completion (PAPI). For Natsal-3 the variable zmodefexp indicates whether 
the respondents completed the questions face-to-face or using CASI (see below). 

 
2. in Natsal-3 the remaining questions in the first sexual experiences section were asked either 
completely in the CAPI, partially CAPI and partially CASI or completely CASI depending on the 
privacy of the situation. Data collected in these two modes has been combined into  single 
variables which are prefixed with a ‘z’ to indicate that they originate from both these modes. 
Variables derived from these do not have a z prefix. The variable zmodefexp gives the mode of 
completion for each respondent. In Natsal-2 the same variables do not have a z prefix. 

 
3.  in Natsal-3 the wording of age1part was changed from ‘first new partner’ to ‘first person’to be 
consistent with the rest of the questionnaire where use of the word partner is avoided.  

 
 
(ND) zmodefexp interview mode for first sexual experiences, CAPI or CASI interview 
-1: Not applicable if afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 
1: CAPI – private enough if privacy=1 & privat2=1 
2:CAPI/CASI – initially private but later not private enough if privacy=1 & privat2=2 
3: CAPI/CASI – initially private enough but forced so NA if privacy=1 & privat2=-1 
4: CASI – not private enough if privacy=2 & scaccept≠3 
5: No CAPI/CASI – not private enough and refused CASI if privacy=2 & scaccept=3 
 
(*) (U) (q21a)  zage1part  age of 1st person (previously partner) if 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 
95: estimated partner’s age 
97: never knew partner’s age 
98: can’t remember partner’s age 
99: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if firstint=96 | nextage=96 | afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 | 
zmodefexp=5 
 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 there is no CASI version of xage1prt since respondents were instructed to approximate 
an age in zage1part 
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(q21a1)  zxage1prt  estimated age of 1st partner if 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if age1part≠95 
 
(ND) agefsp  age of 1st partner (incl. estimates) if 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 
copy age1part if age1part>0 & age1part <95 
copy xage1prt if age1part=95 
97: never knew partner’s age if age1part=97 
98: can’t remember partner’s age if age1part=98 
99: not answered if age1part=99 | (age1part=95 & xage1prt=99) 
-1: not applicable if age1part=-1  
 
(q21b)  zparts1st  1st het. sex. intercourse ever for partner too if 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 
1: yes, first time  
2: think it was first time  
3: think it was not first time 
4: no, not first time 
8: can’t remember 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if firstint=96 | nextage=96 | afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 | 
zmodefexp=5 
 
(q22a) zbothwill  respondent and partner both willing to have sex if 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 
1: both willing 
2: respondent more willing 
3: partner more willing 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if firstint=96 | nextage=96 | afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 | 
zmodefexp=5 
 
(q22b)  zprtwill  partner was more willing to have sex if 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 
1: respondent also willing 
2: respondent had to be persuaded 
3: respondent was forced 
9: not answered  
(U) -1: not applicable if firstint=96 | nextage=96 | afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 | 
zmodefexp=5 | bothwill=1 | bothwill=2 | bothwill=9    
  
 
Note: in Natsal-3 prtwill2 renamed partmwill due to changes to variable names in the program. Variables 
are equivalent. 
 
partmwill (ND) prtwill2 partner was more willing to have sex if 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ , 
grouped 
0: no if bothwill=1 | bothwill=2 
1: yes if bothwill=3 
9: not answered/can’t remember if bothwill=9 
-1: not applicable if bothwill=-1   
 
 
 
Note: In Natsal-3, respondents who reported the first sex was forced (prtwill=3) were asked a slightly 
different version of the contraception and relationship questions from other respondents and were no 
longer asked fstmet, rttime and  mainreas 
Note: This codebook gives only the binary variables to be used for analysis, not the original multi-code 
variables. forcond..fornone were created directly from forprec.All variables are coded similarly to forcond. 
   
(N) forcond used condom with partner at 1

st
 het sex intercourse aged 13+ if forced 

-1: not applicable if prtwill≠3 
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0: no 
1: yes 
9: not answered 
 
And similarly… 
(N) forpill used pill with partner at 1

st
 het sex intercourse aged 13+ if forced 

(N) forecont used emergency contraception with partner at 1
st
 het sex intercourse aged 13+ if forced 

(N) foroth used other contraception with partner at 1
st
 het sex intercourse aged 13+ if forced 

(N) fornone No contraception used with partner at 1
st
 het sex intercourse aged 13+ if forced 

 
(N) fsprecfgp Contraception used at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ if forced, grouped 
-1: not applicable if forcond=-1 
1: only condom if forcond=1 &  forpill=0 &  forecont=0 &  foroth=0 &  fornone=0 
2: only pill or only other if (forcond=0 &  forpill=1 &  forecont=0 &  foroth=0 &  fornone=0) | (forcond=0 &  
forpill=0 &  forecont=0 &  foroth=1 &  fornone=0) 
3: emergency contraception only if forcond=0 &  forpill=0 &  forecont=1 &  foroth=0 &  fornone=0  
4: combination of reliable methods (condom/pill/other/EC) if  ((forcond=1 & forpill=1) | (forcond=1 & 
foroth=1) | (forcond=1 & forecont=1) | (forpill=1 & foroth=1) | (forpill=1 & forecont=1) ) 
5: none if  forcond=0 &  forpill=0 &  forecont=0 &  foroth=0 &  fornone=1  
9: not answered if forcond=9  
 
(ND) contrameth reliable contraception used at first sex, if first sex not forced 
-1: not applicable if fsprecnfgp=-1 
1: yes if fsprecnfgp=1 | fsprecnfgp=2 | fsprecnfgp=3 | fsprecnfgp=8 
2: no if fsprecnfgp=4 | fsprecnfgp=5 | fsprecnfgp=6 | fsprecnfgp=7 
9: not answered if fsprecnfgp=9 
 
(ND) contramethall reliable contraception used at first sex 
-1: not applicable if het=0 
1: yes if contramethl=1 | (zprtwill=3 & fsprecfgp>=1 & fsprecfgp<=4) 
2: no if contrameth=2 | (zprtwll=3 & fsprecfgp=5) 
9: not answered if het=9 | zmodefexp=5 | zbothwill=9 | zprtwill=9 | fsprecfgp=9 | contrameth=9 
  
(N) zforjmet type of relationship with partner at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ if forced  
-1: not applicable if prtwill ≠3 
1: someone I didn’t know 
2: recently met 
3: known each other for a while, but were not in a steady relationship 
4: used to be in a steady relationship, but were not at that time 
5: steady relationship 
6: living together as a couple / married at the time 
7: Something else 
9: Not answered 
 
Note: Binary variables fscondom..fsneither originate from the questions anyprec1 (Natsal-2) and anypre2 
(Natsal-3). Only the binary variables are shown here.  
Note: Variables fscondom … fscantre are coded in a similar way to fscondom: 
 

(U – see below) (ND) fscondom  used condom with partner at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 
1: yes if anyprec1=1 | anyprec2=1 | anyprec3=1 | anyprec4=1 | anyprec5=1  
0: no else if anyprec1>=1 & <=7 
8: can’t remember if anyprec1=8 
9: not answered if anyprec1=9 or if missing 
-1: not applicable if anyprec1=-1 & anyprec2=-1 & anyprec3=-1 & anyprec4=-1 & anyprec5=-1  
 
And similarly… 
(U – see below) (ND) fspill  used contraceptive pill with partner at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+  
(U – see below) (ND) fsother  used other contraception with partner at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 
(U – see below) (ND) fswithdw  used withdrawal with partner at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 
(U – see below) (ND) fsrhythm  used rhythm method with partner at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 
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(U – see below) (ND) fspartdk  didn’t use contraception with partner at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 
but partner may have used some(U – see below) (ND) fsneithr  neither used any contraception with 
partner at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 
(R) (ND) fscantre  can’t remember if used any contraception with partner at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 
13+ 
 
 
 
Note: these binary variables were updated in Natsal-3 as there were some new answer options, and those 
who reported being forced at first sex were asked a different version of this question (see forcond..fornone 
on page 35). 

 
(U) fscondom used condom with partner at 1

st
 het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ & not forced 

-1: not applicable if (bothwill≠1 & bothwill≠2) | (bothwill==3 & (prtwill≠1 | prtwill≠2)) 
0: no 
1: yes 
9: not answered 
 
(U) fspill used contraceptive pill with partner at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ & not forced 
(N) fsecont used emergency contraception with partner at 1

st
 het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ & not forced 

(U) fsother used other contraception with partner at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ & not forced 
(U) fswithdw used withdrawal with partner at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ & not forced 
(U) fsrhythm  used rhythm method with partner at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ & not forced 
 
 
(U) fspartdk  didn’t use contraception with partner at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ but partner may 
have used some 
 
(U) fsneithr  neither used any contraception with partner at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 
 
Note: fsprecgp & fsprecg2 renamed in Natsal-3 as these now only correspond to those whose first sexual 
experience was not forced and in Natsal-3 emergency contraception was included as a separate answer 
option. 
 
Note: Variable fsprecgp is derived to be consistent with Natsal-1’s variable ‘q23’ but fsprecgp combines 
‘other’ with ‘pill’ 
 
(R) (q23) fsprecgp  contraception used at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+, grouped 
1: only condom if (fscondom=1 & fspill=0 & fsother=0 & fswithdw=0 & fsrhythm=0 & fspartdk=0 & 
fsneithr=0 & fscantre=0) else if fscondom=1 & (fswithdw=1 | fsrhythm=1) 
2: only 'other' (incl. pill) if fscondom=0 & (fspill=1 | fsother=1) & fswithdw=0 & fsrhythm=0 & fspartdk=0 & 
fsneithr=0 & fscantre=0 else if fspill=1 & (fswithdw=1 | fsrhythm=1) 
3: only used withdrawal if fscondom=0 & fspill=0 & fsother=0 & fswithdw=1 & fsrhythm=0 & fspartdk=0 & 
fsneithr=0 & fscantre=0 else if fsother=1 & (fswithdw=1 | fsrhythm=1) or anyprec1=4 
4: only rhythm method if fscondom=0 & fspill=0 & fsother=0 & fswithdw=0 & fsrhythm=1 & fspartdk=0 & 
fsneithr=0 & fscantre=0 or anyprec1=5 
5: respondent didn't use but partner may have done if fscondom=0 & fspill=0 & fsother=0 & fswithdw=0 & 
fsrhythm=0 & fspartdk=1 & fsneithr=0 & fscantre=0 or anyprec1=6 
6: neither respondent nor partner used contraception if fscondom=0 & fspill=0 & fsother=0 & fswithdw=0 & 
fsrhythm=0 & fspartdk=0 & fsneithr=1 & fscantre=0 or anyprec1=7 
7: used condom & pill/'other' if (fscondom=1 & fspill=1) | (fscondom=1 & fsother=1) | (fspill=1 & fsother=1) 
| (fscondom=1 & fspill=1 & fsother=1) 
 8: can't remember if fscondom=8 & fspill=8 & fsother=8 & fswithdw=8 & fsrhythm=8 & fspartdk=8 & 
fsneithr=8 & fscantre=1 
9: not answered if fscondom=9 & fspill=9 & fsother=9 & fswithdw=9 & fsrhythm=9 & fspartdk=9 & 
fsneithr=9 & fscantre=9 
-1: not applicable if anyprec1=-1 
 
(R) (ND)  fsprecg2  contraception used at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+, grouped 
1: used condoms (poss. with other method(s)) if fsprecgp=1 | fsprecgp=7 
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2: used other reliable (incl. pill) but not condom if fsprecgp=2 | (fscondom=0 & fspill=0 & fsother=1 & 
fswithdw=0 & fsrhythm=0 & fspartdk=0 & fsneithr=0 & fscantre=0) 
3: did not use reliable (withdrawal/rhythm method) if fsprecgp=3 | fsprecgp=4 
4: respondent didn't use any, don’t know about partner if fsprecgp =5 | fsprecgp=6 
9: can’t remember/not answered if fsprecgp=8 | fsprecgp=9 
-1: not applicable if fsprecgp=-1 
 
Note: categories for fsprecnfgp coded in a hierarchy of reliable methods only, then unreliable methods 
only, then none options, then combinations of reliable methods, then finally any remaining combinations 
are coded in ascending order (i.e. else if) 
 
(ND) fsprecnfgp contraception used at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+, not forced, grouped 
1: only condom if (fscondom=1 & fspill=0 & fsecont=0 & fsother=0 & fswithdw=0 & fsrhythm=0 & 
fspartdk=0 & fsneithr=0) else if fscondom=1 & (fswithdw=1 | fsrhythm=1) 
2: only pill/’other’ if  (fscondom=0 & fspill=1 & fsecont=0 & fsother=0 & fswithdw=0 & fsrhythm=0 & 
fspartdk=0 & fsneithr=0) | (fscondom=0 & fspill=0 & fsecont=0 & fsother=1 & fswithdw=0 & fsrhythm=0 & 
fspartdk=0 & fsneithr=0) else if (fspill=1 & (fswithdw=1 | fsrhythm=1| fspartdk=1 | fsneithr=1)) | (fsother=1 
& (fswithdw=1 | fsrhythm=1| fspartdk=1 | fsneithr=1))   
3: only emergency contraception if (fscondom=0 & fspill=0 & fsecont=1 & fsother=0 & fswithdw=0  & 
fsrhythm=0 & fspartdk=0 & fsneithr=0) else if fsecont=1 & (fswithdw=1 | fsrhythm=1| fspartdk=1 | 
fsneithr=1)) 
4: only withdrawal method if (fscondom=0 & fspill=0 & fsecont=0 & fsother=0 & fswithdw=1 & fsrhythm=0 
& fspartdk=0 & fsneithr=0) else if fswithdw=1 & (fsrhythm=1| fspartdk=1 | fsneithr=1)) 
5: only rhythm method if fscondom=0 & fspill=0 & fsecont=0 & fsother=0 & fswithdw=0 & fsrhythm=1 & 
fspartdk=0 & fsneithr=0 else if fsrhythm=1 & (fspartdk=1 | fsneithr=1) 
6: respondent didn't use but partner may have done if  (fscondom=0 & fspill=0 & fsecont=0 & fsother=0 & 
fswithdw=0 & fsrhythm=0 & fspartdk=1 & fsneithr=0) else if fspartdk=1 & fsneithr=1 
7: neither respondent nor partner used contraception if (fscondom=0 & fspill=0 & fsecont=0 & fsother=0 & 
fswithdw=0 & fsrhythm=0 & fspartdk=0 & fsneithr=1) 
8: used combination of reliable methods if (fscondom=1 & fspill=1) | (fscondom=1 & fsecont=1) | 
(fscondom=1 & fsother=1) | (fspill=1 & fsecont=1) | (fspill=1 & fsother=1) | (fsecont=1 & fsother=1) 
9: not answered if (fscondom=9 & fspill=9 & fsecont=9 & fsother=9 & fswithdw=9 & fsrhythm=9 & 
fspartdk=9 & fsneithr=9) 
-1: not applicable if fscondom=-1 
 
(ND) fsprecnfg2 contraception used at 1st het. sex summary, grouped 
1: used condoms (poss. with other method(s)) if fscondom==1 
2: used other reliable (incl. pill) but not condom if fsprecnfgp=2 | fsprecnfgp=3 | (fscondom=0 & 
fsprecnfgp=8)  
3: did not use reliable (withdrawal/rhythm method) if fsprecnfgp=4 | fsprecnfgp=5 
4: respondent didn't use any, don’t know about partner if fsprecnfgp =6 | fsprecnfgp=7 
9: can’t remember/not answered if fsprecnfgp=9 
-1: not applicable if fsprecnfgp=-1 
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Note: response options for justmet updated and the same as R1rel in the most recent partners module. 
Sex worker now captured in new question about how first met partnerwhich is the same as the question in 
the most recent partners module 
 
(R) (q24) justmet  type of relationship with partner at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 
-1: not applicable if firstint=96 | nextage=96 
1: prostitute 
2: just met for the first time 
3: had met recently 
4: known each other for a while, but not a steady relationship 
5: steady relationship 
6: living together (but not engaged or married) 
7: engaged 
8: married 
9: other 
10: work colleague/employer 
11: knew well/for a long time 
12: rape/sexual abuse 
98: can’t remember 
99: not answered 
 
(N) zjustmet2  type of relationship with partner at 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ and not forced - 
NEW CODES but question the same apart from eligibility 
-1: not applicable if (bothwill≠1 & bothwill≠2) | (bothwill==3 & (prtwill≠1 | prtwill≠2)) 
(U) 1: just met for the first time 
(U) 2: had met recently 
(U) 3: known each other for a while, but not a steady relationship 
(U) 4: used to be in a steady relationship but not at the time 
5: steady relationship 
(U*) 6: living together / married  
9: Not answered 
 
 
 
(R) (ND) justmet2 respondent had just met/recently met their 1st partner 
0: no if justmet=2 | justmet=3 
1: yes if justmet=1 | justmet=4… justmet=12 
9: can’t remember/not answered if justmet=98 | justmet=99 
-1: not applicable if justmet=-1 
 
(N) justmetN2 respondent had just met/recently met their 1st partner (not forced) 
0: no if zjustmet2=3 | zjustmet2=4 | zjustmet2=5 | zjustmet2=6 
1: yes if zjustmet2=1 | zjustmet2=2 
9: can’t remember / not answered  if zjustmet2=9 
-1: not applicable if (bothwill≠1 & bothwill≠2) | (bothwill==3 & (prtwill≠1 | prtwill≠2)) 
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(N) zfstmet how respondent met their 1
st
 partner het. sex. Intercourse aged 13+ and not forced 

-1: not applicable if (bothwill≠1 & bothwill≠2) | (bothwill==3 & (prtwill≠1 | prtwill≠2)) 
1: school 
2: university or college 
3: work / through work 
4: pub, bar, night club, dance or disco 
5: Introduced by friends or family 
6: sports club, faith group, or other organisation or society 
7: holiday / while travelling 
8: Internet dating website 
9: Other dating agency / personal ads 
10: Online (not through dating website) 
11: always known each other (for example as family friends or neighbours) 

12: Neighbour/lived locally/house or flatshare 

13: Arranged marriage 

14: public place (e.g. park, cafe, shop, public transport) 

15: sex worker / prostitute 

16: Other 

99: Not answered  

 
 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 those reporting that first sex was forced were not asked rttime 
 
(*) (q28)  zrttime  opinion now of timing of 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ and not forced - question the 
same apart from eligibility 
1: should have waited longer 
2: should not have waited so long 
3: about the right time 
8: can’t remember 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if (bothwill≠1 & bothwill≠2) | (bothwill==3 & (prtwill≠1 | prtwill≠2)) 
 
 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 information was collected on all reasons for first intercourse (the question ‘fstres’) and 
then on the main reason (the question ‘mainrea2’). Binary variables fstcurious..fstcrem come directly from 
the multicode question fstres. This was not asked of people reporting that their first sex was forced or for 
those who reported they were living as a couple with / married to their partner at 1

st
 sex.  

Variables fstfeel..fstcrem are all coded in a similar way to fstcurious. 
 
fstcurious curious at 1

st
 het sex. Intercourse aged 13+ & not forced 

-1: not applicable if zjustmet2=6 | (bothwill≠1 & bothwill≠2) | (bothwill==3 & (prtwill≠1 | prtwill≠2))0: no 
1: yes 
9: not answered 
 
And similarly… 
fstfeel was carried away by feeling at 1

st
 het sex. Intercourse aged 13+ & not forced 

fstpeers peers doing it at 1
st
 het sex. Intercourse aged 13+ & not forced 

fstfollow natural ‘follow on’ in the relationship at 1
st
 het sex. Intercourse aged 13+ & not forced 

fstdrunk bit drunk at 1
st
 het sex. Intercourse aged 13+ & not forced 

fstcann smoked some cannabis at 1
st
 het sex. Intercourse aged 13+ & not forced 

fstodrgs taken some other drugs at 1
st
 het sex. Intercourse aged 13+ & not forced 

fstlvirg wanted to lose virginity at 1
st
 het sex. Intercourse aged 13+ & not forced 

fstlove was in love at 1
st
 het sex. Intercourse aged 13+ & not forced 

fstothf other particular factor at 1
st
 het sex. Intercourse aged 13+ & not forced 

fstcrem can’t remember reason at 1
st
 het sex. Intercourse aged 13+ & not forced 
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Note: response options to mainreas were updated in Natsal-3 therefore the variable has been renamed. 
 
Note: Respondents who reported that they were married to their 1st partner are not asked the reason for 
1st het. sex. intercourse  
 
(R) (q26b) mainreas  main reason for intercourse at the time of 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 
1: curious 
2: carried away by feelings 
3: peers doing it 
4: natural follow-on in the relationship 
5: a bit drunk at the time 
6: wanted to lose my virginity 
7: in love 
8: other particular reason 
9: can’t chose/more than one reason 
10: can’t remember 
11: to please partner 
12: felt ready 
13: rape/forced 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if firstint=96 | nextage=96 | justmet=8 
 
Note: In Natsal-3, respondents who reported that they were living together as a couple with / married to 
their 1st partner are not asked the main reason for 1st het. sex intercourse 
 
Note: Those who chose more than one reason for first sex (question ‘fstres’) were then asked to choose a 
main read. 
 
(N) zmainrea2 main reason for intercourse at the time of 1

st
 het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ and not forced 

and reported more than one reason  
-1: not applicable if (zjustmet2=6 | (bothwill≠1 & bothwill≠2) | (bothwill==3 & (prtwill≠1 | prtwill≠2))) | 
reported only one reason at fstcurious..fstcrem) 

1: curious  
2: carried away by feelings 
3: peers doing it 
4: natural 'follow on' in the relationship 
5: bit drunk  
(U) 6: smoked some cannabis 
(U) 7: taken some other drugs 
(U) 8: wanted to lose my virginity 
(U) 9: in love 
(U) 10: Other particular factor  
(U) 11:Can't remember 
99: not answered 
 
(R) (q26)  mmainre1  reason for intercourse at the time of 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 1 
1: curious 
2: carried away by feelings 
3: peers doing it 
4: natural follow-on in the relationship 
5: a bit drunk at the time 
6: wanted to lose my virginity 
7: in love 
8: other particular reason 
99: not answered   
-1: not applicable if mainreas≠9 & mainreas≠99 
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Similarly for up to 9 reasons, in addition to –1 if mmainren=99 & mmainren-1≠99 
(R) mmainre2  reason for intercourse at the time of 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 2 
(R) mmainre3  reason for intercourse at the time of 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 3  
(R) mmainre4  reason for intercourse at the time of 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 4 
(R) mmainre5  reason for intercourse at the time of 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 5 
(R) mmainre6  reason for intercourse at the time of 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 6 
(R) mmainre7  reason for intercourse at the time of 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 7 
(R) mmainre8  reason for intercourse at the time of 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 8 
(R) mmainre9  reason for intercourse at the time of 1st het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ 9  
 
(U – see below) (q26am  D) curious   main reason had 1st het. sex. intercourse: curious 
1: yes if mainreas=1 | (mmainre1=1 | mmainre2=1 | mmainre3=1 | mmainre4=1 | mmainre5=1 | 
mmainre6=1 | mmainre7=1 | mmainre8=1 | mmainre9=1) 
0: no else if (mainreas>=1 & mainreas<=8) | ((mmainre1>=1 & mmainre1<=8) | (mmainre2>=1 & 
mmainre2<=8) | (mmainre3>=1 & mmainre3<=8) | (mmainre4>=1 & mmainre4<=8) | (mmainre5>=1 & 
mmainre5<=8) | (mmainre6>=1 & mmainre6<=8) | (mmainre7>=1 & mmainre7<=8) | (mmainre8>=1 & 
mmainre8<=8) | (mmainre9>=1 & mmainre9<=8))  
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if mainreas=-1 & mmainre1=-1 
 
Note: Variables feelings … othrfact are all derived from mainreas and mmainr1 … mmainr11 and are 
coded in a similar way to curious: 
(U – see below) (q26ac D) feelings  main reason had first intercourse: carried away with feelings 
(U – see below) (q26af D) peers  main reason had first intercourse: peers doing it  
(U – see below) (q26al D) followon  main reason had first intercourse: natural follow on 
(U – see below) (q26ar D) drunk   main reason had first intercourse: drunk 
(U – see below) (q26ah D) losevirg  main reason had first intercourse: wanted to lose virginity 
(U – see below) (q26ad D) inlove  main reason had first intercourse: in love 
(U – see below) (ND) othrfact  main reason had first intercourse: other factor(s) 
(R) (ND) pleasprt  main reason had first intercourse: to please partner 
(R) (q26aa D) raped  main reason had first intercourse: raped/forced 
 
Note: Variables curious … othrfact are all created directly from zmainrea2 and are coded in a similar way 
to curious for each answer option at zmainrea2 
 
(U) curious   main reason had 1st het. sex. intercourse: curious 
1: yes if zmainrea2=1  
0: no if zmainrea2≠1  
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if zmainrea2=-1  
 
(U) feelings  main reason had first intercourse: carried away with feelings 
(U) peers  main reason had first intercourse: peers doing it  
(U) followon  main reason had first intercourse: natural follow on 
(U) drunk   main reason had first intercourse: drunk 
(N) smkcann main reason had first intercourse: smoked cannabis 
(N) othdrg main reason had first intercourse: taken other drugs 
(U) losevirg  main reason had first intercourse: wanted to lose virginity 
(U) inlove  main reason had first intercourse: in love 
(U) othrfact  main reason had first intercourse: other factor(s) 
(U) cantrem main reason had first intercourse: can’t remember 
(U) cantchoo main reason had first intercourse: can’t choose a main reason 
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Note: There were small changes to the sexual competence variable in Natsal-3 due to i) additional answer 
options being available at mainrea2 (smoking cannabis and using other drugs); ii) an additional answer 
option at anypre2 (emergency contraception) and iii) those living together as a couple / married at the time 
of first sex not being routed into mainrea2.  
 
Note: There were earlier versions of variable ‘sexcomp’. This is the latest coding and featured in the 
Lancet paper by Wellings et al (2001)  
 
(R) (ND) sexcomp  ‘sexual competence’ at 1st het. sex. intercourse 
1: competent if  ((bothwill=1) & ((peers=0 & drunk=0 & raped=0 & pleasprt=0) | (peers=-1 & justmet=8)) & 
(rttime=3 | (rttime=-1 & justmet=8)) & (fscondom=1 | fspill=1)) 
0: not competent else if (bothwill≠8 & bothwill ≠9) & (peers≠9) & (rttime≠8 & rttime≠9) & (fscondom≠8 & 
fscondom≠9) 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if bothwill=-1 
 
(ND) sexcomp2 ‘sexual competence’ at 1

st
 het. sex. intercourse 

1: competent if ((zbothwill=1) & (peers=0 & drunk=0 & smkcann=0 & othdrg=0) & zrttime=3 & 
(fscondom=1 | fspill=1)) | (zjustmet=6 & peers=-1 & zrttime=3 & zbothwill=1)  
0: not competent else if (zbothwill ≠9 & peers≠9 & zrttime≠9) & fscondom≠9) | ((zbothwill=2 | zbothwill=3) | 
(zrttime=1 | zrttime=2) | (fscondom=0 & fspill=0 & zjustmet2>=1 & zjustmet2<=5)  | (peers=1 | drunk=1 | 
smkcann=1 | othdrg=1))  
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if zbothwill=-1 
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CONTRACEPTION  
 
Note: This codebook gives only the binary variables to be used for analysis, not the original multi-code 
questions. The following binary variables were created directly from the question everuse2 in Natsal-3, 
and derived from Everus01-Everus13 in Natsal-2, and q30a in Natsal-1.   
 
Natsal-1 and Natsal-2 binary variables for contraception use (ever) are given below: 
(R)(ND) minipill      ever used minipill 
1: yes if everus01=1 | everus02=1 | everus03=1 | everus04=1 | everus05=1 | everus06=1 | everus07=1 | 
everus08=1 | everus09=1 | everus10=1 | everus11=1 | everus12=1 | everus13=1 | ((everus01=20 | 
everus02=20 | everus03=20 | everus04=20 | everus05=20 | everus06=20 | everus07=20 | everus08=20 | 
everus09=20 |  everus10=20 | everus11=20 | everus12=20 | everus13=20) & (everusd1=1 | everusd2=1 | 
everusd3=1)) 
0: no else if everus01>=1 & everus20<=21 
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if everus01= -1 
 
Note: Variables combpill … otherfp are all derived from everus01 … everus20 and everusd1 … everusd3, 
and are coded in a similar way to minipill: 
(R) (ND) combpill  ever used combined pill 
(R) (ND) dkpill  ever used pill (but not sure which) 
(ND) mirena  ever used mirena 
(U – see below) (q30ar D) coil  ever used coil 
(U – see below) (q30ad D) condom  ever used condom   
(U – see below) (ND) femidom  ever used femidom   
(U – see below) (q30aq D) cap  ever used cap      
(U – see below) (q30al D) gels  ever used gels/sprays/pessaries    
(R) (q30au D) sponge  ever used contraceptive sponge  
(R) (ND) persona  ever used persona   
(U – see below) (q30ak D) rhythm  ever used rhythm method/safe period  
(U – see below) (q30as D) withdraw  ever used withdrawal 
(U – see below) (ND) injectns  ever used contraceptive injections 
(U – see below) (ND) implants  ever used contraceptive implants 
(U) (ND) emergncy  ever used emergency contraception 
 (U – see below) (q30ac D) fsterils  ever used female sterilisation  
(U – see below) (q30am D) msterils  ever used male sterilisation 
(R) (q30ab D) abstain  ever used abstinence 
 
Note: Variable ‘otherfp’ is not entirely consistent with the corresponding variable in Natsal-1 since more 
contraceptive methods were available in Natsal-2 for respondents to choose from.   
 
(U – see below) (q30aw D) otherfp  ever used other contraception 
 
(U – see below) (q30af D) notused  never used contraception 
1: yes if everus01=21  
0: no else if everus01>=1 & everus20<=21 
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if everus01= -1 
 
Note: conpill was derived in Natsal-2 but is obtained directly from Everuse2 in Natsal-3 since only one pill 
option was given in Natsal-3. 
 
(U – see below) (q30aj D) conpill  ever used any contraceptive pill  
1: yes if minipill=1 | combpill=1 | dkpill=1  
0: no else if minipill=0 & combpill=0 & dkpill=0 
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if everus01= -1 
 
.Natsal-3 binary variables for contraception use (ever) are given below. Variables msterils..conpatch are 
all coded in a similar way to fsterils. 
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(U) notused never used contracption 
-1: not applicable if afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 
0: Used contraception 
1: Never used contraception 
9: not answered 
 
(U) fsterils  ever used female sterilisation 
-1: not applicable if afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 
0: No 
1: Yes 
9: not answered 
 
And similarly… 
(U) msterils  ever used male sterilisation 
(U) conpill ever used the pill 
(U) condom  ever used condom 
(U) femidom  ever used femidom 
(N) emcypill ever used morning after pill 
(N) emcyiud ever used emergency IUD 
(U) coil  ever used coil 
(U) mirena  ever used mirena 
(U) cap  ever used cap      
(U) injectns  ever used contraceptive injections 
(U) gels  ever used gels/sprays/pessaries    
(U) rhythm  ever used rhythm method/safe period  
(U) withdraw  ever used withdrawal 
(U) implants  ever used contraceptive implants 
 
Note: Variable ‘otherfp’ is not entirely consistent with the corresponding variable in Natsal-2 since different 
contraceptive methods were available in Natsal-3 for respondents to choose from.  
  
(U) (q30aw D) otherfp  ever used other contraception 
 
(N) conpatch ever used contraceptive patch 
 
(UD) emergncy ever used emergency contraception 
-1: not applicable if afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 
0: no if emcypill=0 & emcyiud=0 
1: yes if emcypill=1 | emcyiud=1 
9: not answered 
 
 
 
Note: This codebook gives only the binary variables to be used for analysis, not the original multi-code 
questions. The following binary variables were created directly from the question usedyr2 in Natsal-3, and 
derived from UsedYe01-UsedYe08 in Natsal-2, and q30b in Natsal-1. CAPI only allows interviewer to 
enter method of contraception that has been used ever, or no method.    
 
Natsal-1 and Natsal-2 binary variables for contraception use (last year) are given below: 
 
(R) (ND) yminipil    in last year used minipill 
1: yes if usedye01=1 | … | usedye08=1  
0: no else if usedye01>=1 & usedye01<=21 
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if usedye01= -1 
 
Note: Variables ycompill … yotherfp are coded in a similar way to yminipil: 
(R) (ND) ycompill  in last year used combined pill 
(R) (ND) ydkpill  in last year used pill but not sure which   
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(U – see below) (ND) ymirena  in last year used mirena    
(U – see below) (q30br D) ycoil   in last year used coil  
(U – see below) (q30bd D) ycondom  in last year used condom  
(U – see below) (ND) yfemidom  in last year used femidom   
(U – see below) (q30bq D) ycap  in last year used cap  
(U – see below) (q30bl D) ygels  in last year used gels/sprays/pessaries  
(R) (q30bu D) ysponge  in last year used contraceptive sponge 
(R) (ND) ypersona  in last year used persona   
(U – see below) (q30bk D) yrhythm  in last year used rhythm method/safe period 
(U – see below) (q30bs D) ywithdrw  in last year used withdrawal 
(U – see below) (ND) yinjectn  in last year used contraceptive injections 
(U – see below) (ND) yimplant  in last year used contraceptive implants 
(U – see below) (ND) yemergcy  in last year used emergency contraception 
 (U – see below) (q30bc D) yfsteril  in last year used female sterilisation   
(U – see below) (q30bm D) ymsteril  in last year used male sterilisation  
(R) (q30bb D) yabstain   in last year used abstinence  
(U – see below) (q30bw D)  yothrfp  in last year used other contraception 
 
Note: yconpill was derived in Natsal-2 but is obtained directly from UsedYr2 in Natsal-3 since only one pill 
option was given in Natsal-3. 
 
(U – see below) (q30bj D) yconpill   in last year used any contraceptive pill 
1: yes if yminipil=1 | ycompill=1 | ydkpill=1  
0: no else if yminipil=0 & ycompill=0 & ydkpill=0 
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if usedye01= -1 
 
 
(U – see below) (q30bf D) ynotused  in last year did not use any contraception  
1: yes if usedye01=21 
0: no else if usedye01>=1 & usedye08<=21 
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if usedye01= -1 
 
Natsal-3 binary variables for contraception use (last year) are given below. Variables ymsteril..yconpatch 
are all coded in a similar way to yfsteril. 
 
ynotused in last year did not use any contraception 
-1: not applicable if afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 
0: Used contr. in last year  
1: Didn’t use contr. in last year  
9: not answered 
 
yfsteril  in last year used female sterilisation  
-1: not applicable if afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 
0: no or if fsterils=0 
1: yes 
9: not answered 
 
ymsteril  in last year used male sterilisation 
yconpill in last year used contraceptive pill 
ycondom  in last year used condom  
yfemidom  in last year used femidom 
(N) yemcypill in last year used morning after pill 
(N) yemcyiud in last year used emergency IUD 
ycoil   in last year used coil  
ymirena  in last year used mirena  
ycap  in last year used cap  
yinjectn  in last year used contraceptive injections 
ygels  in last year used gels/sprays/pessaries  
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yrhythm  in last year used rhythm method/safe period 
ywithdrw  in last year used withdrawal 
yimplant  in last year used contraceptive implants 
yothrfp  in last year used other contraception 
yconptch in last year used contraceptive patch 
 
(UD) yemergncy in last year used emergency contraception 
-1: not applicable if afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 
0: no if yemcypill=0 & yemcyiud=0 
1: yes if yemcypill=1 | yemcyiud=1 
9: not answered 
 
Note: Variable ‘dblcon’ was originally called ‘double’ but this is not allowed as a variable name in the 
statistical package stata so it was renamed ‘dblcon’  
 
(R) (N) dblcon   used contraceptive methods in combination in last year   
1: always used on different occasions 
2: sometimes in combination on same occasion 
3: always in combination on same occasion 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if everus01=21 | (usedye01=-1 | usedye01=21) | ((usedye01>=1 & usedye01<=21) & 
(usedye02=-1)) | (ycondom= 1 & at least one other method) | (yabstain=1 & at least one other method) |  
(yother= 1 & at least one other method) 
 
Note: This question was asked of only some individuals in Natsal-3. For a full list of allowed combinations 
please see the Natsal-3 questionnaire. 
 
(N) dblcon2   used contraceptive methods in combination in last year   
1: always used on different occasions 
2: sometimes in combination on same occasion 
3: always in combination on same occasion 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 | (notused=1 | ynotused=1) | ((yfsteril=1 & 
any(1, yconpill, yemcypill, yemcyiud, ycap, yinjectn, ygels, yrhythm, ywithdrw, yimplant)) | (yconpill=1 & 
any(1, ycoil, ymirena, yinjectn, yimplant))  |  (ycondom=1 & yfemidom=1) OR   (yemcypill=1 & any(1, ycoil, 
yemcyiud)) | (ycoil=1 & any(1, ymirena, yinjectn, yimplant)) | (ymirena=1 & any(1, yinjectn, yimplant))) | 
(only one method used in last year) 
 
 
 
Note: This codebook gives only the binary variables to be used for analysis, not the original multi-code 
questions. The following binary variables were obtained directly from the question usualco2 in Natsal-3, 
and derived from usualco1-usualco3 in Natsal-2. CAPI only allows interviewer to enter method of 
contraception that has been used in the last year, or no method.  
 
Note: in Natsal-2 respondents were routed into usuaco if they reported using more than one method of 
contraception in the last year. In Natsal-3, all individuals reporting 1 or more methods in the last year were 
routed into usualco2. The binary variable names have been changed to reflect this difference. 
 
Natsal-2 binary variables for contraception use (usual method) are given below: 
 
(R) (ND) uminipil      usually use minipill 
1: yes if (usualco1=-1 & usedye01=1) | usualco1=1 | usualco2=1 | usualco3=1 
0: no else if  (usualco1=-1 & (usedye01>=1 & usedye01<=21)) | (usuaulco1>=1 & usualco1<=22) 
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if yminipil = -1 
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Note: Variables ucompill … uother are all derived from usedye01 (if only one method used in the last 
year) and usualco1 …usualco2 (if 2+ methods used in the last year), and are coded in a similar way to 
uminipil: 
 
(R) (ND) ucompill  usually use combined pill 
(R) (ND) udkpill  usually use pill but not sure which 
(R) (ND) umirena  usually use mirena   
(R) (ND) ucoil  usually use coil    
(R) (ND) ucondom  usually use condom   
(R) (ND) ufemidom  usually use femidom   
(R) (ND) ucap  usually use cap    
(R) (ND) ugels  usually use gels/sprays/pessaries  
(R) (ND) usponge  usually use contraceptive sponge  
(R) (ND) upersona  usually use persona 
(R) (ND) urhythm  usually use rhythm method/safe period  
(R) (ND) uwithdrw  usually use withdrawal 
(R) (ND) uinjectn  usually use contraceptive injections   
(R) (ND) uimplant  usually use contraceptive implants  
(R) (ND) uemergcy  usually use emergency contraception 
(R)  (ND) ufsteril  usually use female sterilisation  
(R) (ND) umsteril  usually use male sterilisation  
(R) (ND) uabstain  usually use abstinence  
(R) (ND) uother  usually use other contraception  
 
(R) (ND) unone  not had a usual contraceptive method in the last year (incl. no method) 
1: yes if usedye01=21 | usualco1=21 | usualco1=22 | usualco2=21 | usualco3=21 
0: no else if (usedye01>=1 & usedye01<=20) | (usualco1>=1 & usualco1<=20) 
9: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if yminipil=-1 
 
(R) (ND) uconpill  usually use a contraceptive pill 
1: yes if uminipil=1 | ucompill=1 | udkpill=1 
0: no if uminipil=0 & ucompill=0 & udkpill=0 
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if uminipil=-1 
 
(R) (UD) usnone no contraception method at the moment 
-1: not applicable if firstint=96 | firstint=97 | firstint=99 | nextage=96 | nextint=9 | nextage=97 | nextage=99 
0: using contraception at the moment if unotused=0 
1: not using contraception method at the moment if ynotused=1 | unotused=1 
9: not answered 
 
 
Natsal-3 binary variables are given below. 
 
(N) usfsteril  usually use female sterilisation  
-1: not applicable if afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 
0: no or if yfsteril=0 
1: yes 
9: not answered 
 
And similarly… 
(N) usmsteril  usually use male sterilisation  
(N) usconpill usually use contraceptive pill 
(N) uscondom  usually use condom 
(N) usfemidom  usually use femidom 
(N) usemcypill usually use morning after pill 
(N) usemcyiud usually use emergency IUD 
(N) uscoil  usually use coil 
(N) usmirena  usually use mirena 
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(N) uscap  usually use cap 
(N) usinjectn  usually use contraceptive injections 
(N) usgels  usually use gels/sprays/pessaries  
(N) usrhythm  usually use rhythm method/safe period 
(N) uswithdrw  usually use withdrawal 
(N) usimplant  usually use contraceptive implants  
(N) usother  usually use other contraception  
(N) usconptch usually use contraceptive patch 
(N) usnotused usually uses no contr. method 
 
(N) uemergcy usually use emergency contraception 
-1: not applicable if afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 
0: no if usemcypill=0 & usemcyiud=0 
1: yes if usemcypill=1 | usemcyiud=1 
9: not answered 
 
(R) (N) whycond  why used condoms in last year 
1: to prevent pregnancy 
2: to protect against HIV/STDs 
3: to prevent pregnancy and to protect against HIV/STDs 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if firstint=96 | nextage=96 | ycondom=0 
 
Note: A similar question was asked in Natsal-3 question but the response options are different. This was a 
multi-code question so it has been converted into binary variables (all coded similarly to whycon21). 
 
(N) whycon21 why used condoms in last year: to prevent pregnancy 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if  afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99 | ycondom=0 
 
And similarly… 
(N) whycon22 why used condoms in last year: to protect against HIV 
(N) whycon23 why used condoms in last year: to protect against other STIs 
 
Note: ifboth was removed in Natsal-3 since it was not used in any analysis in Natsal-2 and it was decided 
that it was sufficient to know the reasons for use 
 
(R) (N) ifboth  main reason for using condoms in last year 
1: to prevent pregnancy 
2: to protect against HIV/STDs 
3: both equally important 
4: depends on who the partner is 
5: don’t know 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if firstint=96 | nextage=96 | ycondom=0 | (whycond≠3 & whycond≠9) 
 
Note: condreas will not be able to be derived in Natsal-3 
(R) (ND) condreas   main reason for using condoms in last year 
compute condreas= whycond if whycond=1 | whycond=2  
compute condreas= ifboth if whycond=3  
1: to prevent pregnancy 
2: to protect against hiv/stds 
3: both equally important 
4: depends on who the partner is 
5: don’t know 
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if firstint=96 | nextage=96 | ycondom=0 
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(R) (N) fpsour01  source of contraception advice/supplies in last year 1 
1: own GP 
2: another GP at own surgery 
3: FP clinic at own surgery 
4: FP clinic, local health authority 
5: sexual health/contraceptive service for young people 
6: chemist/pharmacy 
7: other type of shop 
8: vending machine 
9: through the post 
10: emergency department at hospital 
11: other type of service 
12: none of these 
99: not answered 
 
 
Similarly for up to 8 sources with the additional code of -1 if fpsourn=99 & fpsourn-1≠99: 
(R) (N) fpsour02  source of contraception advice/supplies in last year 2 
(R) (N) fpsour03  source of contraception advice/supplies in last year 3 
(R) (N) fpsour04  source of contraception advice/supplies in last year 4 
(R) (N) fpsour05  source of contraception advice/supplies in last year 5 
(R) (N) fpsour06  source of contraception advice/supplies in last year 6 
(R) (N) fpsour07  source of contraception advice/supplies in last year 7 
(R) (N) fpsour08  source of contraception advice/supplies in last year 8 
(R) (N) fpsrcex1  other source of contraceptive advice/supplies in last year 1  
1: own GP 
2: another GP at own surgery   
3: FP clinic at own surgery  
4: FP clinic, local health authority 
5: sexual health/contraceptive service for young people   
6: chemist/pharmacy 
7: other type of shop 
8: vending machine 
9: through the post 
10: emergency department at hospital 
11: other type of service 
12: none of these 
13: GUM/VD/urinary clinic 
14: other doctor/hospital/(medical) clinic 
15: partner provides (if he has them) 
16: given by parent/relative/friend 
17: retail outlet/pub (not already stated) 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if fpsourn≠11 
 
Similarly for up to 2 other contraceptive sources: 
(R) (N) fpsrcex2  other source of contraceptive advice/supplies in last year 2 
 
(R) (ND) owngp  source of contraceptive advice/supplies in last year is own GP 
1: yes if fpsour01=1 | fpsour02=1 | fpsour03=1 | fpsour04=1 | fpsour05=1 | fpsour06=1 | fpsour07=1 | 
fpsour08=1 | ((fpsour01=11 | fpsour02=11 | fpsour03=11 | fpsour04=11 | fpsour05=11 | fpsour06=11 | 
fpsour07=11 | fpsour08=11) & (fpsrcex1=1 | fpsrcex2=1)) 
0: no else if fpsour01>=1 & fpsour01<=12 
9: not answered if missing 
 
Note: variables anothrgp … othrserv are all derived from fpsour01 … fpsour11 and fpsrcex1 … fpsrcex3, 
and are coded in a similar way to owngp: 
(R) (ND) anothrgp  source of contraceptive advice/supplies in last year is other GP at own surgery  
(R) (ND) surgfpcl source of contraceptive advice/supplies in last year is FP clinic at own surgery  
(R) (ND) lhafpcl  source of contraceptive advice/supplies in last year is local health authority FP clinic  
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(R) (ND) youngcl  source of contraceptive advice/supplies in last year is FP clinic for young people  
(R) (ND) chemist  source of contraceptive advice/supplies in last year is chemist/pharmacy  
(R) (ND) othrshop  source of contraceptive advice/supplies in last year is other type of shop   
(R) (ND) vendmach  source of contraceptive advice/supplies in last year is vending machine  
(R) (ND) thrupost  source of contraceptive advice/supplies in last year is through post   
(R) (ND) aehosptl  source of contraceptive advice/supplies in last year is hospital accident and 
emergency department   
(R) (ND) othrserv  source of contraceptive advice/supplies in last year is other type of service   
 
(R) (ND) nonthese  source of contraceptive advice/supplies in last year is none of these    
1: yes if fpsour01=12 
0: no else if fpsour01>=1 & fpsour01<=12 
9: not answered if missing 
  
(R) (ND) anygp  source of contraceptive advice/supplies in last year is any GP    
1: yes if (fpsour01=1 | fpsour02=1 | fpsour03=1 | fpsour04=1 | fpsour05=1 | fpsour06=1 | fpsour07=1 | 
fpsour08=1 | ((fpsour01=11 | fpsour02=11 | fpsour03=11 | fpsour04=11 | fpsour05=11 | fpsour06=11 | 
fpsour07=11 | fpsour08=11) & (fpsrcex1=1 | fpsrcex2=1))) | (fpsour01=2 | fpsour02=2 | fpsour03=2 | 
fpsour04=2 | fpsour05=2 | fpsour06=2 | fpsour07=2 | fpsour08=2 | ((fpsour01=11 | fpsour02=11 | 
fpsour03=11 | fpsour04=11 | fpsour05=11 | fpsour06=11 | fpsour07=11 | fpsour08=11) & (fpsrcex1=2 | 
fpsrcex2=2)) 
0: no else if fpsour01>=1 & fpsour01<=12 
9: not answered if missing 
 
(R) (ND) fpsourcg  source of contraceptive advice/supplies in last year, grouped 
1: clinical if owngp=1 | anothrgp=1 | surgfpcl=1 | lhafpcl=1 | youngcl=1 
2: retail only if (chemist=1 | othrshop=1 | vendmach=1 | thrupost=1) & (owngp=0 & anothrgp=0 & 
surgfpcl=0 & lhafpcl=0 & youngcl=0 & aehosptl=0 & othrserv=0 & nonthese=0) 
3: other only if (othrserv=1 | aehosptl=1) & owngp=0 & anothrgp=0 & surgfpcl=0 & lhafpcl=0 & youngcl=0 
& chemist=0 & othrshop=0 & vendmach=0 & thrupost=0 & nonthese=0 
4: none of these if nonthese=1 & owngp=0 & anothrgp=0 & surgfpcl=0 & lhafpcl=0 & youngcl=0 & 
chemist=0 & othrshop=0 & vendmach=0 & thrupost=0 & aehosptl=0 & othrserv=0 
5: 2+ source (excl. clinical) else  
9: not answered if owngp=9 
 
Note: question slightly revised from FPsource used in Natsal-2. This now specifies that we are interested 
in where contraception was obtained, ie no longer interested in advice.  
 
Note:This codebook gives only the binary variables to be used for analysis, not the original multicode 
questions. Variables sownsurg.. sprtnerfp were obtained fom the question fpsourc2 in the Natsal-3 
questionnaire. Variables are all coded in a similar way to sownsurg. 
 
(N) sownsurg source of contraceptive supplies in last year  is dr/nurse at GPs surgery 
-1: not applicable if ynotused≠0 
0: no 
1: yes 
9: not answered 
 
(N) sgumcl source of contraceptive supplies in last year  is GUM clinic 
(N) sfprhcl source of contraceptive supplies in last year  is FP/contraceptive/RH clinic 
(N) snhsancmw source of contraceptive supplies in last year  is NHS ANC/midwife 
(N) sprivdoc source of contraceptive supplies in last year  is private dr/clinic 
(N) syoungcl source of contraceptive supplies in last year  is youth advisory clinic 
(N) schemist source of contraceptive supplies in last year  is pharmacy/chemist 
(N) swebsite source of contraceptive supplies in last year  is internet website 
(N) seduserv source of contraceptive supplies in last year  is school/college/university services 
(N) sothrshop source of contraceptive supplies in last year  is petrol station/supermarket/other shop 
(N) svendmach source of contraceptive supplies in last year  is vending machine 
(N) sthrupost source of contraceptive supplies in last year  is mail order 
(N) saehosptl source of contraceptive supplies in last year  is emergency dept at hospital 
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(N) sothrserv source of contraceptive supplies in last year  is other 
(N) snotgotfp not got contraception in the last year 
(N) sfriendfp source of contraceptive supplies in last year  is friend 
(N) sparrelfp source of contraceptive supplies in last year  is parent/relative 
(N) sprtnerfp source of contraceptive supplies in last year  is partner 
 
(ND) fpsorcg source of contraceptive supplies, grouped 
-1: not applicable if ynotused≠0 
1: clinical if sownsurg=1 | sgumcl=1 | sfprhcl=1 | snhsancmw=1 | sprivdoc=1 | syoungcl=1 
2: retail onlyif (schemist=1 | swebsite=1 | sothrshop=1 | svendmach=1 | sthrupost=1) & (sownsurg=0 & 
sgumcl=0 & sfprhcl=0 & snhsancmw=0 & sprivdoc=0 & syoungcl=0) & (seduserv=0 & saehosptl=0 & 
sothrserv=0 & spfriendfp=0 & sparrelfp=0 & sprtnerfp=0 & SnotgotFP=0) 
3: other only if (saehosptl=1 | sothrserv=1 | spfriendfp=1 | sparrelfp=1 | sprtnerfp=1) & (sownsurg=0 & 
sgumcl=0 & sfprhcl=0 & snhsancmw=0 & sprivdoc=0 & syoungcl=0 & schemist=0 & swebsite=0 & 
sothrshop=0 & svendmach=0 & sthrupost=0 & seduserv=0 & SnotgotFP=0) 
4: education only if seduserv=1 & (sownsurg=0 & sgumcl=0 & sfprhcl=0 & snhsancmw=0 & sprivdoc=0 & 
syoungcl=0 & schemist=0 & swebsite=0 & sothrshop=0 & svendmach=0 & sthrupost=0 &(saehosptl=0 & 
sothrserv=0 & spfriendfp=0 & sparrelfp=0 & sprtnerfp=0 & SnotgotFP=0) 
5: 2+ sources (excl. clinical) else  
6: not got contraception supplies in the last year if snotgotfp=1 
9: not answered 
 
(R) (N) fppref  preferred source of professional advice for contraception  
1: own GP 
2: another GP at own surgery 
3: FP clinic at own surgery 
4: FP clinic, local health authority 
5: sexual health/contraceptive service for young people 
6: chemist/pharmacy 
7: none of these 
9: not answered 
 
Note: question revised from fppref used in Natsal-2 and now asks about getting contraception rather than 
professional advice for those who have used contraception in the last year. Response options have been 
updated. 
 
 (N) fppref2 preferred source of contraception  
-1: not applicable if ynotused≠0 
1: doctor / nurse at GPs surgery 
2: GUM clinic 
3: FP / contraceptive /reproductive health clinic 
4: youth advisory clinic 
5: pharmacy/chemist 
6: NHS or DH website 
7: None of these 
8: Not needed  
9: not answered 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 PERIODS AND MENOPAUSE 
 

 

PERIODS AND MENOPAUSE 
 
Note: there is an expanded section on periods and the menopause in Natsal-3  to collect information on 
HRT which reflects the higher upper age limit 
 
Note: In Natsal-2 periods2 was asked in CASI and the corresponding question periods1 was asked of 
people not eligible for CASI (before the section on Attitudes). In Natsal-3 Periods2 was asked of all in the 
face-to-face interview. 
 
(M) periods2 age when started menstruating 
(U) -1: not applicable if rsex=1 -1: not applicable if rsex=1 | scelig=2 | resultsc=1 
(U) 97: not started menstruating 
99: not answered 
 
Note: Variable periods1 only applies to women not eligible for the self-completion questionnaire or women 
who only partially completed the self-completion questionnaire 
(R) (N) periods1  age started menstruating 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | scelig=2 | resultsc=2 | resultsc=3 

 
Note; periods no longer needed in Natsal-3 since all women answer periods2 
 
(R) (s21w D) periods   age started menstruating 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1  
 
Note: in Natsal-3 periodgp was derived from periods2, in Natsal-2 it was derived from periods  
 
(ND) periodgp   age started menstruating, grouped 
1: <=10 years if periods2>0 & periods2<=10 
2: 11-12 years if periods2>=11 & periods2<=12 
3: 13-14 years if periods2>=13 & periods2<=14 
4: >=15 years if periods2>=15 & periods2<=74 
5: not started menstruating if periods2=97 
9: not answered if periods2=99 
-1: not applicable if periods2=-1 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 period13 was derived from periods2  
 
(ND) period13  started menstruating before age 13 
-1: not applicable if periods2=-1 
1: <13 years if periods2>0 & periods2<13 
2: 13 years if periods2=13 
3: >13 years if periods2>13 & periods2<99 
4: not started menstruating if periods2=97 
9: not answered if periods2=99 
 
(N) periods3 first day of most recent period 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 or periods2=97  
1: last 7 days 
2: 7 days – 4 weeks  
3: 4 weeks – 6 months 
4: 6 months – 1 year 
5: 1 year – 5 years 
6: longer than 5 years 
9: not answered 
 
(N) perlst age at most recent period  
-1: not applicable if periods3<=4 | periods3=9 
99: not answered 
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(D) menopause menopausal status 
-1: not applicable if periods3=-1 
0: not menopausal if (rsex=2 & agrp<=3) | (rsex=2 & agrp>=4 & (periods3=1 | periods3=2 |  periods3=3 | 
periods3=4)) 
1: menopausal if rsex=2 & agrp>=4 & (periods3=5 | periods3=6) 
9: not answered if periods3=9 
 
(N) hrtever ever taken HRT 
-1: not applicable if periods3<=4 | periods3=9 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
 
(N) hrtstill still on HRT 
-1: not applicable if hrtever≠1 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
 
 
 
 



 SEXUAL ATTRACTION 
 

 

SEXUAL ATTRACTION 
 
(q31a)  attscale  sexual attraction 
1: opposite sex only 
2: more often opposite sex, and at least once with same sex 
3: about equally often with opposite sex and same sex 
4: more often same sex, and at least once with opposite sex 
5: same sex only 
6: never felt sexually attracted to anyone 
7: refused 
9: not answered    
 
(q31b)  expscale  heterosexual/homosexual sexual experience 
1: opposite sex only 
2: more often opposite sex, and at least once with same sex 
3: about equally often with opposite sex and same sex 
4: more often same sex, and at least once with opposite sex 
5: same sex only 
6: never had sexual experience 
7: refused 
9: not answered   
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 



 CASI ELIGIBILITY 
 

 

SELF-COMPLETION ELIGIBILITY   
 
Note: the variable het indicates whether respondent has had sexual intercourse aged 13+ based on the 
face-to-face (CAPI)  question. See variable ‘everhet’ for a variable which combines answered from the 
CAPI with the CASI (self-completion) 
 
(U) (D) het  summary variable: had het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ (from CAPI questions) 
(U) 1:  (het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ if (afsex>=13 & afsex <=75) & ((expscale>=1 & expscale <=4) | 
expscale=7 | expscale=9) 
1: het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ if (afsex>=13 & afsex <=44) & (expscale>=1 & expscale <=4 | 
expscale=7) 
0: no het. sex. intercourse ever/since age 13 if (afsex=90 | afsex=96) | ((afsex=97 | afsex=99) & 
(expscale=5 | expscale=6)) 
(U) 9: unclassifiable if ((afsex>=13 & afsex<=75) & (expscale=5 | expscale=6)) | ( (afsex=97|afsex=99) & 
(expscale>=1 & expscale <=4 | expscale=7 | expscale=9) 
 
(U) Sam (D) hom summary variable: had hom. sex. experience ever (based on expscale) 
(U) 1: same sex experience ever if (expscale>=2 & expscale <=5 
1: hom. sex. experience ever if (expscale>=2 & expscale <=4) | ((afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | 
afsex=99) & (expscale=5)) 
(U) 0: no same sex. experience ever if (expscale=1 expscale=6) 
0: no hom. sex. experience ever if expscale=1 | ((afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99) & 
(expscale=6)) 
9: unclassifiable else if missing 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 two variables were made to define eligibility according to i) the Natsal-3 rules (scelign3); 
and ii) the Natsal-2 rules (scelign2). The latter allows comparisons between the two surveys. 
 
Notes: Variable ‘scelig’ is derived as in Natsal-1 using a temporary variable ‘afexpsc’ and dage 
 

(R) (D) scelig  eligible for self-completion questionnaire 
if valid age at 1st het.  sex. intercourse, code temporary variable afexpsc as: 
(afsex>=13 & afsex<=44) & (expscale=1) afexpsc = 1 
(afsex>=13 & afsex<=44) & (expscale=2) afexpsc = 5 
(afsex>=13 & afsex<=44) & (expscale=3) afexpsc = 9 
(afsex>=13 & afsex<=44) & (expscale=4) afexpsc = 13 
(afsex>=13 & afsex<=44) & (expscale=5) afexpsc = 17 
(afsex>=13 & afsex<=44) & (expscale=6) afexpsc = 21 
(afsex>=13 & afsex<=44) & (expscale=7) afexpsc = 25 
 
if age at 1st het. sex. intercourse was before age 13 and not since, code temporary variable afexpsc as: 
(afsex=90) & (expscale=1) afexpsc = 2 
(afsex=90) & (expscale=2) afexpsc = 6 
(afsex=90) & (expscale=3) afexpsc = 10 
(afsex=90) & (expscale=4) afexpsc = 14 
(afsex=90) & (expscale=5) afexpsc = 18 
(afsex=90) & (expscale=6) afexpsc = 22 
(afsex=90) & (expscale=7) afexpsc = 26 
 
if first sex has not happened yet, code temporary variable afexpsc as: 
(afsex=96) & (expscale=1) afexpsc = 3 
(afsex=96) & (expscale=2) afexpsc = 7 
(afsex=96) & (expscale=3) afexpsc = 11 
(afsex=96) & (expscale=4) afexpsc = 15 
(afsex=96) & (expscale=5) afexpsc = 19 
(afsex=96) & (expscale=6) afexpsc = 23 
(afsex=96) & (expscale=7) afexpsc = 27 
 
if age at 1st het. sex. intercourse refused, code temporary variable afexpsc as: 
(afsex=97) & (expscale=1) afexpsc = 4 
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(afsex=97) & (expscale=2) afexpsc = 8 
(afsex=97) & (expscale=3) afexpsc = 12 
(afsex=97) & (expscale=4) afexpsc = 16 
(afsex=97) & (expscale=5) afexpsc = 20 
(afsex=97) & (expscale=6) afexpsc = 24 
(afsex=97) & (expscale=7) afexpsc = 28 
 
1: eligible if (afexpsc=1 | afexpsc>=5 & afexpsc<=20 | afexpsc=21 | afexpsc=25) | (dage>=18 & afexpsc=2 
| afexpsc=3 | afexpsc=4 | afexpsc=26 | afexpsc=27 | afexpsc=28) 
2: not eligible if (afexpsc=22 | afexpsc=23 | afexpsc=24) | ((dage=16 | dage=17) & (afexpsc=2 | afexpsc=3 
| afexpsc=4 | afexpsc=26 | afexpsc=27 | afexpsc=28))  
 
Note: eligibility for the CASI changed in Natsal-3 and only those who had no sex aged 13+ and no sexual 
experience were not routed in. Some of these respondents (those who reported no het or same-sex 
experience within the CASI) were given a shortened set of questions. See the variable askcasi (page 
59)for more information. 
 
if valid age at 1st het.  sex. intercourse, code temporary variable afexpsc as: 
(afsex>=13 & afsex<=75) & (expscale=1) afexpsc = 1 
(afsex>=13 & afsex<=75) & (expscale=2) afexpsc = 5 
(afsex>=13 & afsex<=75) & (expscale=3) afexpsc = 9 
(afsex>=13 & afsex<=75) & (expscale=4) afexpsc = 13 
(afsex>=13 & afsex<=75) & (expscale=5) afexpsc = 17 
(afsex>=13 & afsex<=75) & (expscale=6) afexpsc = 21 
(afsex>=13 & afsex<=75) & (expscale=7 | expscale=9) afexpsc = 25 
 
if age at 1st het. sex. intercourse was before age 13 and not since, code temporary variable afexpsc as: 
(afsex=90) & (expscale=1) afexpsc = 2 
(afsex=90) & (expscale=2) afexpsc = 6 
(afsex=90) & (expscale=3) afexpsc = 10 
(afsex=90) & (expscale=4) afexpsc = 14 
(afsex=90) & (expscale=5) afexpsc = 18 
(afsex=90) & (expscale=6) afexpsc = 22 
(afsex=90) & (expscale=7) afexpsc = 26 
(afsex=90) & (expscale=9) afexpsc = 29 
 
if first sex has not happened yet, code temporary variable afexpsc as: 
(afsex=96) & (expscale=1) afexpsc = 3 
(afsex=96) & (expscale=2) afexpsc = 7 
(afsex=96) & (expscale=3) afexpsc = 11 
(afsex=96) & (expscale=4) afexpsc = 15 
(afsex=96) & (expscale=5) afexpsc = 19 
(afsex=96) & (expscale=6) afexpsc = 23 
(afsex=96) & (expscale=7) afexpsc = 27 
(afsex=96) & (expscale=9) afexpsc = 30 
 
if age at 1st het. sex. intercourse refused/ not answered, code temporary variable afexpsc as: 
(afsex=97|afsex=99) & (expscale=1) afexpsc = 4 
(afsex=97|afsex=99) & (expscale=2) afexpsc = 8 
(afsex=97|afsex=99) & (expscale=3) afexpsc = 12 
(afsex=97|afsex=99) & (expscale=4) afexpsc = 16 
(afsex=97|afsex=99) & (expscale=5) afexpsc = 20 
(afsex=97|afsex=99) & (expscale=6) afexpsc = 24 
(afsex=97|afsex=99) & (expscale=7) afexpsc = 28 
(afsex=97|afsex=99) & (expscale=9) afexpsc = 31 
 
scelign3 eligible for self-completion questionnaire in Natsal-3 
afexpsc derived as above. Then: 
1: eligible if (afexpsc>=1 & afexpsc<=20 | afexpsc=21 | afexpsc>=25 & afexpsc<=28) 
2: not eligible if (afexpsc=22 | afexpsc=23 | afexpsc=24) | (afexpsc>=28 & afexpsc<=31) 
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scelign2 eligible for self-completion questionnaire in Natsal-3 using Natsal-2 criteria 
1: eligible if (afexpsc=1 | afexpsc>=5 & afexpsc<=20 | afexpsc=21 | afexpsc=25) | (dage>=18 & afexpsc=2 
| afexpsc=3 | afexpsc=4 | afexpsc=26 | afexpsc=27 | afexpsc=28) 
2: not eligible if (afexpsc=22 | afexpsc=23 | afexpsc=24) | ((dage=16 | dage=17) & (afexpsc=2 | afexpsc=3 
| afexpsc=4 | (afexpsc>=26 & afexpsc<=31)))  
 
 
(N) scaccept  eligible respondents accepted the CASI 
1: eligible respondent accepted the CASI 
2: CASI asked face-to-face by interviewer 
3: respondent refused CASI 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if not eligible for CASI (scelig=2 | sceligN3=2) 
  
Note: This codebook gives only the binary variables to be used for analysis, not the original multi-code 
questions. The following binary variables were created directly from the question xscacpt (and any 
commonly-occuring other answers at xxscacept) in Natsal-3, and derived from xscace01-04 (and any 
commondly-occuring other answers at xscacpt1-3) in Natsal-2.   
 
Variables are all coded in a similar way to xsccomp. 
 
xsccomp Reason for CASI refusal: didn’t like computers  
-1: not applicable if scaccept≠3 
0: no 
1: yes 
9: not answered 
 
xsceyes Reason for CASI refusal: eyesight problems 
xscread Reason for CASI refusal:  could not read/write 
xsccodisab Reason for CASI refusal:  other disability 
xsccobject Reason for CASI refusal:  objected to subject 
xscconfid Reason for CASI refusal:  worried about confidentiality 
xsclang Reason for CASI refusal:  language problems 
xscrtime Reason for CASI refusal:  ran out of time 
xscboth Reason for CASI refusal:  couldn’t be bothered 
xscoth Reason for CASI refusal:  other reason 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 there was no option to complete a paper version of the self-completion section 
 
(R) (N) offpapi  whether eligible respondents who refused CASI accepted paper version 
1: yes, willing to accept paper version of CASI 
2: no, not willing to accept paper version of CASI 
9: not answered 
-1: not eligible for self-completion/accepted CASI if scelig=2 | scaccept=1 | scaccept=2 | (scaccept=3 & 
((xscace01=1 | xscace01=10) & (xscace02=-1) 
 
(U) (N) resultsc  eligible respondents accepted CASI 
1: CASI only partially completed 
2: CASI completed with no help/advice 
3: CASI completed with some help/advice 
(U) 4: CASI asked face to face by interviewer 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 reasons for asking the CASI questions face-to-face were collected. The most common of 
these were coded into binary variables scf2f1..scf2f7  
 
(N) scf2f1 CASI asked face-to-face because didn’t like computers 
(N) scf2f2 CASI asked face-to-face because of eyesight problems 
(N) scf2f3 CASI asked face-to-face because could not read/write 
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(N) scf2f4 CASI asked face-to-face because of other disability 
(N) scf2f5 CASI asked face-to-face because of language problems 
(N) scf2f6 CASI asked face-to-face because asked interviewer to/not fussed/happy to talk about sex 
openly 
(N) scf2f7 CASI asked face-to-face because attempted computer but preferred face-to-face with 
interviewer 
 
 
Note: In Natsal-3 some respondents who were eligible for the CASI were given a shortened set of 
questions. These were people who reported that they had not had heterosexual intercourse or same sex 
experience since age 13. The shortened CASI questionnaire was designed to ensure that respondents 
were not asked irrelevant questions. The variable askcasi indicates whether the respondent was asked 
the full or shortened CASI questionnaire. This variable is used in the filtering of questions throughout the 
CASI as indicated in this codebook. For a list of questions / question modules included in the shortened 
CASI please see the Natsal-3 questionnaire. 
 
(N) askcasi  ask all CASI questions? 
1: all CASI questions 
2: shortened CASI 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | scaccept=3 
 



 HETEROSEXUAL BEHAVIOUR 
 

 

The following topics are all within the self-completion section of the Natsal-3 and  Natsal-2 questionnaires, 
which, unlike Natsal-1 was completed by the respondent using a laptop. 
 
 
HETEROSEXUAL BEHAVIOUR   
 
Note: In Natsal-3 a check question was added to the start of the CASI to confirm whether those who did 
not report having had sex with an opposite sex partner in the CAPI had actually had sex according to the 
Natsal-3 definitions. 
 
(N) hetcheck ever had het sex. 
-1: not applicable if (dmdebut>=13 & dmdebut<=74) | scelig=2 | scaccept=3 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
 
(ND) everhet summary variable: had het sex. intercourse aged 13+ (using information from CAPI and 
CASI) 
1: het. sex. intercourse aged 13+ if het=1 | hetcheck=1 
0: no het. sex. intercourse ever/since age 13 if (het=0 & (hetcheck=-1 | hetcheck=2)) | (het=9 & 
hetcheck=2) 
9: unclassifiable if het=9 & (hetcheck=-1 | hetcheck=9) 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 the sexual practices questions were moved earlier in the questionnaire to improve 
questionnaire flow. Previously positioned after sex7day. 
 
(M) (s3a)  lastvag  last occasion of vaginal sex 
1: in last 7 days 
2: between 7 days and 4 weeks 
3: between 4 weeks and 6 months  
4: between 6 months and 1 year  
5: between 1 year and 5 years  
6: longer than 5 years  
(U) 7: never or if  missing & everhet=0  7: never or if missing & (het=0 | hetsc=0) 
9: not answered 
(U) -1 not applicable if scelign3=-2    -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
Note: variables oralyou … analsex have the same codes as lastvag 
(M) (s3b)  oralyou  last occasion of het. oral sex to partner 
(M) (s3c)  oralprt  last occasion of het. oral sex from partner 
(M) (s3d)  analsex  last occasion of het. anal sex  
 
Note: Natsal-2 uses slightly different recoding rules to Natsal-1 
(M) (R) (s3e)  gencont  last occasion of het. genital contact not involving intercourse 
1: in last 7 days 
2: between 7 days and 4 weeks 
3: between 4 weeks and 6 months ago 
4: between 6 months and 1 year ago 
5: between 1 year and 5 years ago 
6: longer than 5 years ago 
7: never or if missing & (expscale=5 & afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99) | (expscale=6 & afsex=90 | 
afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99)  
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
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Note: gencont2 is the same question as previously but was asked of everyone, even those reporting not 
having had sex 
 
(N) (s3e)  gencont2  last occasion of het. genital contact not involving intercourse 
1: in last 7 days 
2: between 7 days and 4 weeks 
3: between 4 weeks and 6 months ago 
4: between 6 months and 1 year ago 
5: between 1 year and 5 years ago 
6: longer than 5 years ago 
7: never or if missing & scelign3=2 | (expscale=5 & afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99) | (expscale=6 & 
afsex=90 | afsex=96 | afsex=97 | afsex=99)  
9: not answered 
 
(ND) vagsxevr  ever had vaginal sex 
1: yes if lastvag>=1 & lastvag<=6 
0: no if lastvag=7 
9: not answered if lastvag=9 
-1: not applicable if lastvag=-1 
 
(ND) vagsxl5y  had vaginal sex in last 5 years 
1: yes if lastvag>=1 & lastvag<=5 
0: no if lastvag=6 | lastvag=7 
9: not answered if lastvag=9 
-1: not applicable if lastvag=-1 
 
(ND) vagsexyr  had vaginal sex in last year 
1: yes if lastvag>=1 & lastvag<=4 
0: no if lastvag=5 | lastvag=6 | lastvag=7 
9: not answered if lastvag=9 
-1: not applicable if lastvag=-1 
 
(ND) vagsexlm  had vaginal sex in last month 
1: yes if lastvag=1 | lastvag=2 
0: no if lastvag>=3 & lastvag<=7 
9: not answered if lastvag=9 
-1: not applicable if lastvag=-1 
 
(ND) orl2hevr  ever given het. oral sex  
1: yes if oralyou>=1 & oralyou<=6 
0: no if oralyou=7 
9: not answered if oralyou=9 
-1: not applicable if oralyou=-1 
          
(ND) orl2hl5y  gave het. oral sex in last 5 years 
1: yes if oralyou>=1 & oralyou<=5 
0: no if oralyou=6 | oralyou=7 
9: not answered if oralyou=9 
-1: not applicable if oralyou=-1 
 
(ND) orl2hyr  gave het. oral sex in last year 
1: yes if oralyou>=1 & oralyou<=4 
0: no if oralyou=5 | oralyou=6 | oralyou=7 
9: not answered if oralyou =9 
-1: not applicable if oralyou=-1 
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(ND) orl2hlm gave het. oral sex in last month 
1: yes if oralyou=1 | oralyou=2 
0: no if oralyou>=3 & oralyou<=7 
9: not answered if oralyou =9 
-1: not applicable if oralyou=-1 
 
(ND) orlfhevr  ever received het. oral sex 
1: yes if oralprt>=1 & oralprt<=6 
0: no if oralprt=7 
9: not answered if oralprt=9 
-1: not applicable if oralprt=-1 
 
(ND) orlfhl5y  received het. oral sex in last 5 years 
1: yes if oralprt>=1 & oralprt<=5 
0: no if oralprt=6 | oralprt=7 
9: not answered if oralprt=9 
-1: not applicable if oralprt=-1 
 
(ND) orlfhyr  received het. oral sex in last year 
1: yes if oralprt>=1 & oralprt<=4 
0: no if oralprt=5 | oralprt=6 | oralprt=7 
9: not answered if oralprt=9 
-1: not applicable if oralprt =-1 
 
(ND) orlfhlm  received het. oral sex in last month 
1: yes if oralprt=1 | oralprt=2 
0: no if oralprt>=3 & oralprt<=7 
9: not answered if oralprt=9 
-1: not applicable if oralprt =-1 
 
(ND) anyorevr ever given/received het. oral sex  
1: yes if (oralyou>=1 & oralyou<=6) | (oralprt>=1 & oralprt<=6)  
0: no else if oralyou=7 | oralprt=7 
9: not answered 
(U) -1 not applicable if scelign3=-2   -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
(ND) anyorl5y gave/received het. oral sex in the last 5 years 
1: yes if (oralyou>=1 & oralyou<=5) | (oralprt>=1 & oralprt<=5)  
0: no else if (oralyou=6 | oralyou=7) | (oralprt=6 | oralprt=7) 
9: not answered 
(U) -1 not applicable if scelign3=-2   -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
(ND) anyoraly  gave/received het. oral sex in the last year 
1: yes if (oralyou>=1 & oralyou<=4) | (oralprt>=1 & oralprt<=4)  
0: no else if (oralyou>=5 & oralyou<=7) | (oralprt>=5 & oralprt<=7) 
9: not answered 
(U) -1 not applicable if scelign3=-2    -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
(ND) anyoralm  gave/received het. oral sex in the last month 
1: yes if (oralyou=1 | oralyou=2) | (oralprt=1 | oralprt=2)  
0: no else if (oralyou>=3 & oralyou<=7) | (oralprt>=3 & oralprt<=7) 
9: not answered 
(U) -1 not applicable if scelign3=-2    -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
(ND) analhevr   ever had het. anal sex 
1: yes if analsex>=1 & analsex<=6 
0: no if analsex=7 
9: not answered if analsex=9 
-1: not applicable if analsex=-1 
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(ND) analh5yr   had het. anal sex in last 5 years 
1: yes if analsex>=1 & analsex<=5 
0: no if analsex>=6 & analsex<=7 
9: not answered if analsex=9 
-1: not applicable if analsex=-1 
 
(ND) analhyr  had het. anal sex in last year 
1: yes if analsex>=1 & analsex<=4 
0: no if analsex>=5 & analsex<=7 
9: not answered if analsex=9 
-1: not applicable if analsex=-1 
 
(ND) analhlm  had het. anal sex in last month 
1: yes if analsex=1 | analsex=2 
0: no if analsex>=3 & analsex<=7 
9: not answered if analsex=9 
-1: not applicable if analsex=-1 
 
Note in Natsal-3 the variables genhevr..genhlm are based on gencont2, not gencont. 
 
(ND) genhevr   ever had het. genital contact not involving intercourse 
1: yes if gencont2>=1 & gencont2<=6 
0: no if gencont2=7 
9: not answered if gencont2 =9 
-1: not applicable if gencont2=-1 
 
(ND) genhl5y  had het. genital contact not involving intercourse in last 5 years 
1: yes if gencont2>=1 & gencont2<=5 
0: no if gencont2=6 | gencont2=7 
9: not answered if gencont2=9 
-1: not applicable if gencont2=-1 
 
(ND) genhlyr  had het. genital contact not involving intercourse in last year 
1: yes if gencont2>=1 & gencont2<=4 
0: no if gencont2=5 | gencont2=6 | gencont2=7 
9: not answered if gencont2=9 
-1: not applicable if gencont2=-1 
 
(ND) genhlm  had het. genital contact not involving intercourse in last month 
1: yes if gencont2=1 | gencont2=2 
0: no if gencont2>=3 & gencont2<=7 
9: not answered if gencont2=9 
-1: not applicable if gencont2=-1 
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Note:  
1. In Natsal-3 routing into sex4wks was dependent on answers to lastvag, oralyou, oralprt and 

analsex. If any in the last 4 weeks it was asked.This affects no4wks, n1in4wk and  new4wks. 
2. In Natsal-3 there are a small number (n=40) of cases with sex4wks=0 but lastvag=1 or 2 (i.e. in 

the last 4 weeks). These cases have been left inconsistent in the data, but data users may want 
to consider recoding sex4wks to 99 ‘not answered’ for these cases, as has been done in papers 
by the Natsal team using this variable (e.g. Mercer et al 2013. Changes in Sexual attitudes and 
lifestyles in Britain through the life course and over time: findings from the National Surveys of 
Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyles (Natsal). The Lancet: 382; 1781-1794). 

 
(ND) sex4wks no. of occasions of het. sex in last 4 weeks 
0 if (everhet=1 | everhet=9) & (lastvag>=3 & lastvag<=7) & (oralyou>=3 & oralyou<=7) & (oralprt>=3 & 
oralprt<=7) & ( analsex>=3 & analsex<=7) 
995: at least once 
996: not had vaginal sex in last 4 wks but other het. practices if (lastvag>=3 & lastvag<=9) & (oralyou<=2 | 
oralprt<=2 | analsex<=2)) 
997: not had het. sex yet if everhet=0 
999: not answered 
-1: not applicable else if scelign3=2 
 
Note: Variable ‘sex4wks1’ is coded in the same way as the Natsal-1 equivalent ‘ rs2a’ and refers to all 
respondents eligible for the self-completion section regardless of whether ever had heterosexual sex 
 

(U)(rs2a)  sex4wks1  no. of occasions of het. sex in last 4 weeks (regardless of whether ever had het. 
sex) 
(U) 0 if sex4wks=997   0 if het=0 | (sex4wks2=996 | sex4wks2=997)  
(U) 995: at least one if sex4wks=995 | sex4wks=996 
(U) 999: not answered or if sex4wks=999    999: not answered or if sex4wks=998 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2    -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
Note: Variable ‘sex4wks2’ makes use of the new code 997 introduced in Natsal-2 that is assigned to 
respondents who have not had het. sex 
 
(U) (N) sex4wks2  no. of occasions of het. sex in last 4 weeks 
996: not had vaginal sex in last 4 wks but other het. practices if sex4wks=0 & (lastvag>=3 & lastvag<=9) & 
(oralyou<=2 | oralprt<=2 | analsex<=2) 
997: not had het. sex yet or if missing & het=0 
999: not answered or if sex4wks=998 
(U) -1 not applicable if scelign3=2   -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
(ND) sexfreq no. of occasions of het. sex in the last 4 weeks 
1: 0-2 times if sex4wks1>=0 & sex4wks1<=2 
2: 3-4 times if sex4wks1>=3 & sex4wks1<=4 
3: 5+ times if sex4wks1>=5 & sex4wks1<=994 
7: at least once if sex4wks1=995 
9: not answered if sex4wks1=999 
 
 
Note: due to changes to routing hetsc was removed in Natsal-3. The variable everhet now indicates 
whether the respondent has had heterosexual sex. 
 
Note: Variable ‘hetsc’ considers het. sex as vaginal, oral, and/or anal sex, which is why if ‘sex4wks2’=996 
then the respondent is still considered as having had het. sex. This issue did not exist for Natsal-1 as 
‘rs2a’, the equivalent of ‘sex4wks1’, did not have code ‘996’. 
 

(R) (ND) hetsc  summary: had het. sex. intercourse (according to self-completion) 
1: had het. sex at least once if sex4wks2>=0 & sex4wks2<997  
0: no het. sex if sex4wks2=997  
9: not answered unless het=0 | 1 in which case copy het 
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Note: est4wks was not used in analysis and was removed from Natsal-3 
 
(R) (N) est4wks  certainty of no. of occasions of het. sex in last 4 weeks 
1: certain 
2: estimate 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if sex4wks2=0 | sex4wks2=-1 | sex4wks2=997 
 
Note: routing into no4wks was slightly different in Natsal-3 due to routing change for sex4wks. 
 
Note: Variable no4wks recodes those coded 996 for sex4wks2 to 0 to be consistent with Natsal-1’s use of 
variable ‘rs2a’ in recoding ‘rs2b’  
 

(U) (rs2b)  no4wks  no. of het. sex partners in last 4 weeks 
(U) 0 if (everhet=0 | sex4wks1=0)   0 if het=0 | hetsc=0 | sex4wks1=0  
995: at least 1 partner 
(R) 996: at least 2 partners 
(R) 997: at least 3 partners 
999: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelgn3=2   -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
Note: n1in4wk is used in the derivation of new4wks then dropped from final dataset. New4wks should be 
used for analysis. 
 
(R) (N) n1in4wk  last het. sex partner was a new partner (if had 1 het. partner in last 4 weeks) 
1: yes  
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if no4wks≠1 & no4wks≠999 
 
(rs2c)  new4wks  no. of new het. sex partners in last 4 weeks   
0 if missing & no4wks=1 & n1in4wk=2 
1 if missing & no4wks=1 & n1in4wk=1 
999: not answered  
(U) -1: not applicable if (everhet=0 | sex4wks=1)   -1: not applicable if het=0 | hetsc=0 | sex4wks=0  
 
Note: Routing into cond4wk was different in Natsal-3. Respondents were only asked this question if they 
reported either vaginal or anal sex in the last 4 weeks at lastvag and analsex  
 
(U) (s2d  *U) cond4wk  condom use for het. sex in last 4 weeks 
1: yes, used on every occasion  
2: yes, used on some occasions 
3: not used in last 4 weeks 
(U - answer option removed) 4: not had vaginal/anal sex in last 4 weeks 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if (everhet=1 & NOT (lastvag=1 | lastvag=2 | analsex=1 | analsex=2)) or else if 
(everhet=0 | scelign3=2) 
-1: not applicable if het=0 | hetsc=0 | scelig=2 
 
Note: Routing into sex7days was different was Natsal-3. Respondents were only asked this question if 
they reported that one of lastvag, analsex, oralprt or oralyou was in the last 7 days 

 
(U)  sex7day  no. of occasions of het. sex in last 7 days 
(U) 0 if (everhet=0 | sex4wks1=1) or if NOT (lastvag=1 | oralyou=1 | oralprt=1 | analsex=1) 
0 if het=0 | hetsc=0 | sex4wks2=0 
95: not had vaginal sex in last 7 days but other het. practices if (lastvag≠1 & (oralyou=1 | oralprt=1 | 
analsex=1)) 
(U – new code) 995: at least once 
(U) 999: not answered    99: not answered   
(U) -1: not applicable if (scelign3=2)    -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
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Note: lastvag, oralyou, oralprt and analsex were here in Natsal-2 but have been moved earlier in the 
questionnaire 
 
(N) yrcond  had vaginal/ het. anal sex without a condom in last year 
1: yes, without a condom 
2: no, always with a condom 
3: was code 2 but other data suggests code 1 
(U) 7: no vaginal/het. anal sex in last year or if missing & everhet=0 | ((lastvag=5 | lastvag=6 | lastvag=7) 
& (analsex=5 | analsex=6 | analsex=7))  
7: no vaginal/het. anal sex in last year or if missing & ((het=0 | hetsc=0) | ((lastvag=5 | lastvag=6 | 
lastvag=7) & (analsex=5 | analsex=6 | analsex=7))  
9: not answered  
(U) -1: not applicable if (scelign3=2 | hetcheck=2)    -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
(ND) yrcond2  had vaginal/ het. anal sex with a condom in last year, grouped 
0: no vaginal/het. anal sex in last year if yrcond=7  
1: yes, vaginal/het. anal sex without a condom if yrcond=1 | yrcond=3 
2: no, vaginal/het. anal sex always with a condom if yrcond=2 
9: not answered if yrcond=9 
-1: not applicable if yrcond=-1 
 
(N) nonocon  no. of vaginal/het. anal partners in last year without condom 
0: no unprotected vaginal/het. anal sex in last year if (yrcond=2 | yrcond=7) 
996: was code 2 for ‘yrcond' but other data suggests code 1 if yrcond=3 
999: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if (scelign3=2 | hetcheck=2)    -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
(ND) nonocong  no. of vaginal/ het. anal partners in last year without condom, grouped 
0: no unprotected vaginal/het. anal sex in last year if nonocon=0 
1: 1 if nonocon=1 | nonocon=996 
2: 2+ if nonocon>=2 & nonocon<996 
9: not answered if nonocon=999 
-1: not applicable else if nonocon=-1 
 
(N) masturb  last occasion of masturbation 
1: in last 7 days 
2: between 7 days and 4 weeks 
3: between 4 weeks and 6 months  
4: between 6 months and 1 year  
5: between 1 year and 5 years  
6: longer than 5 years  
7: never 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if (scelign3=2 | everhet=0)    -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
(ND) mastbevr  ever masturbated 
1: yes if masturb>=1 & masturb<=6 
0: no if masturb=7 
9: not answered if masturb=9 
-1: not applicable if masturb=-1 
 
(ND) mastbl5y  masturbated in last 5 years 
1: yes if masturb>=1 & masturb<=5 
0: no if masturb>=6 & masturb<=7 
9: not answered if masturb=9 
-1: not applicable if masturb=-1 
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(ND) mastbyr  masturbated in the last year 
1: yes if masturb>=1 & masturb<=4 
0: no if masturb>=5 & masturb<=7 
9: not answered if masturb=9 
-1: not applicable if masturb=-1 
 
(ND) mastblm  masturbated in the last month 
1: yes if masturb=1 | masturb=2 
0: no if masturb>=3 & masturb<=7 
9: not answered if masturb=9 
-1: not applicable if masturb=-1 
 
Note:question mastnum added in Natsal-3 to look at frequency of masturbation  
 
(N) mastnum no. times masturbated in last week 
0 if marsurb>=2 & masturb<=7 
999: not answered 
-1: not applicable if masturb=-1 



 SAME-SEX BEHAVIOUR 
 

 

SAME SEX BEHAVIOUR   
 
Note: in Natsal-3, all variables in this section use the letters ‘sam’ instead of ‘hom’so as not to cause 
offense to respondents as the variable names are visible on the CASI screen. All coding for deriving 
variables in this section has been updated to ‘sam’ for consistency 
 
eversam (s4a) everhom  ever had any hom. sex. experience/contact 
1: yes or if missing & sam=1 
2: no or if missing & sam=0 
9: not answered 
(U - code removed) -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
frstsam (rs4b)  frsthom  age at first hom. sex. contact/experience 
99: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if eversam=2 -1: not applicable if scelig=2 | eversam=2 
 
genisam (s4c)  genihom  ever had hom. sex. experience with genital contact 
1: yes  
2: no or if missing & (sam=0 | eversam=2) 
9: not answered 
(U - code removed) -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
agegsam (N) ageghom  age at 1st hom. sex. experience with genital contact 
99: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if sam=0 | eversam=2 | genisam=2 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | sam=0 | eversam=2 | genisam=2 
 
 (N) nextageg  had hom. sex. aged 13+ if 1st hom. sex age<13 
1: yes 
2: no with anybody else since age 13 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if sam=0 | genisam=2 | (genisam=1 & agegsam>12 & agegsam<99) 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | sam=0 | genisam=2 | (genisam=1 & agegsam>12 & agegsam<99) 
 
Note: nextasam was added in Natsal-3 to collect age at next same sex if 13+. This is consistent with the 
opposite sex questions. 
 
(N) nextasam age at next hom. sex. intercourse if 1st sex age<13  
95: unable to estimate 
96: not with anyone since age 13 if nextageg=2 
99: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if sam=0 | eversam=2 | genisam=2 | (agegsam>12 & agegsam<99) |  
 
Note: variable ‘afsam13’ is coded in the same way as the Natsal-2 equivalent ‘afhom13’ and does not 
make use of the data from the new variable ‘nextasam’. 
 
(U) afsam13 (ND) afhom13  age 1st same sex. experience if aged 13+ 
copy agegsam if agegsam>12 & agegsam<45  
98: had hom. sex.with genital contact <13 & 13+ but unknown age if agegsam<13 & nextageg=1 
99: not answered if genisam=1 & agegsam=99 or missing  
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | (ageghom<13 & nextageg=2) | genihom=2 
(U)  -1: not applicable  if genisam=2 | (agegsam<13 & nextageg=2) 
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Note: Variable ‘afsam13a’ makes use of the data from the new variable ‘nextasam’ introduced in Natsal-3 
which asks the age of first homosexual sex after age 13. Note for this reason this variable is not 
comparable with the Natsal-2 variable afhom13. 
 
(ND) afsam13a age 1st hom. sex if aged 13+ including all 
copy agegsam if agegsam>12 & agegsam<75  
copy nextasam if agegsam>0 & agegsam<13 & nextageg=1 
90: age <13 and not since if agegsam>0 & agegsam<13 & nextageg=2 
95: unable to estimate 
99: not answered if genisam=1 & agegsam=99 or missing  
-1: not applicable if genisam=2 
 
(ND) totafsex age at first sex (het. intercourse or sam. experience with genital contact) 
copy afsex if (afsex<90 & (afsam13a=-1 | afsam13a=90 | (afsam13a>-1 & afsam13a<90 & 
afsam13a>afsex))) | (afsex<90 & afsam13a<90 & afsam13a>=13 & afsex=afsam13a) 
copyafsam13a if afsam13a>=13 & afsam13a<90 & (afsex=90 | afsex=96 | (afsex<90 & afsex>afsam13a)) 
90: age <13 and not since else if (afsex=90 | afsam13a=90) & afsex≠99 & afsam13a≠99 
96: has not happened yet else if afsex=96 & afsam13a=-1 
99: not answered else if afsex=99 | afsam13a=99 
 
(ND) totafsexgp grouped age at first het./sam. sex 
1: 13-15 if totafsex>=13 & totafsex<=15 
2: 16-17 if totafsex=16 | totafsex=17 
3: 18-19 if totafsex=18 | totafsex=19 
4: 20+ if totafsex>=20 & totafsex<90 
96: hasn’t happened yet/since age 13 if totafsex=90 | totafsex=96 
99: not answered if totafsex=99 
 
(ND) samsex ever had same sex sex aged13+ 
0: no if  (afsam13a=-1 & (genisam=2 | agegsam>0 & agegsam<13 & nextageg=2)) | afsam13a=90 
1: yes if (afsam13a >=13 & afsam13a <=90 ) | afsam13a=95 | afsam13a=98 
9: missing if genisam=9 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 & eversam=2 
 
 
 
Note: samoyou, samopar, samayou, samahim and samgen were after hom7day in Natsal-2 and have 
been moved for Natsal-3. This is consistent with the changes made to the heterosexual sex section. 
 
(U) (M) samoyou (s6a)  homoyou  last occasion of hom. oral sex to partner 
1: in last 7 days 
2: between 7 days and 4 weeks 
3: between 4 weeks and 6 months ago 
4: between 6 months and 1 year ago 
5: between 1 year and 5 years ago 
6: longer than 5 years ago 
(U) 7: never or if sam=0 | eversam=2 | genisam=2 | (agegsam>0 & agegsam<13 & nextageg=2) 
7: never or if sam=0 | eversam=2 | genisam=2 
9: not answered   
(U – code removed) -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
Note: Variable homopar has the same codes as homoyou: 
 
(M) samopar (s6b) homopar  last occasion of hom. oral sex from partner 
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(M) samayou (s6c)  homayou  last occasion of hom. anal sex to partner 
1: in last 7 days 
2: between 7 days and 4 weeks 
3: between 4 weeks and 6 months ago 
4: between 6 months and 1 year ago 
5: between 1 year and 5 years ago 
6: longer than 5 years ago 
(U) 7: never or if rsex=1 & (sam=0 | eversam=2 | genisam=2 | (agegsam>0 & agegsam<13 & 
nextageg=2)) 
7: never or if sam=0 | eversam=2 | genisam=2 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if rsex=2 -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 | rsex=2 
 
Note: Variable homahim has the same codes as homayou: 
(M) samahim (s6d)  homahim  last occasion of hom. anal sex from partner 
 
 
(ND) anlhmevr ever had hom. anal sex 
0: no if samayou=7 & samahim=7 
1: yes if (samayou>=1 & samayou<=6) | (samahim>=1 & samahim<=6) 
9: not answered if samayou=9 | samahim=9 
-1: not applicable if samayou=-1 | samahim=-1 
 
(ND) anlhml5y had hom. anal sex in last 5 years 
0: no if (samayou=6 | samayou=7) & (samahim=6 | samahim=7) 
1: yes if (samayou>=1 & samayou<=5) | (samahim>=1 & samahim<=5) 
9: not answered if samayou=9 | samahim=9 
-1: not applicable if samayou=-1 | samahim=-1 
 
(ND) anlhmlyr had hom. anal sex in last year 
0: no if (samayou=5 | samayou=6 | samayou=7) & (samahim=5 | samahim=6 | samahim=7) 
1: yes if (samayou>=1 & samayou<=4) | (samahim>=1 & samahim<=4) 
9: not answered if samayou=9 | samahim=9 
-1: not applicable if samayou=-1 | samahim=-1 
 
(ND) anlhmlm had hom. anal sex in last month 
0: no if (samayou>=3 & samayou<=7) & (samahim>=3 & samahim<=7) 
1: yes if (samayou=1 | samayou=2) | (samahim=1 | samahim=2) 
9: not answered if samayou=9 | samahim=9 
-1: not applicable if samayou=-1 | samahim=-1 
 
 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 routing into samgen was different and people routed in even if nextageg=2.  
 
Note: Variable homgen has the same codes as homoyou: 
(M) samgen s6e  homgen  last occasion of hom. genital contact not involving oral/anal sex 
1: in last 7 days 
2: between 7 days and 4 weeks 
3: between 4 weeks and 6 months ago 
4: between 6 months and 1 year ago 
5: between 1 year and 5 years ago 
6: longer than 5 years ago 
7: never or if sam=0 | eversam=2 | genisam=2 
9: not answered   
(U – code removed) -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
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Note: in Natsal-3 eligibility for sam4wks changed and was based on one of the practices questions 
(samoyou, samopar, samayou, samahim) having been in the last 4 weeks. This also affects the routing 
into samno4w, h1new4w, samnw4w 
 
(U) sam4wks (rs5a)  hom4wks  no. of occasions of hom. sex in last 4 weeks 
(U) 0 if missing & (sam=0 | eversam=2 | genisam=2 | (agegsam>0 & agegsam<13 & nextageg=2) | (any 
(samoyou, -1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7) | any ( samopar, -1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7) | any ( samayou, -1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7) | any ( 
samahim, -1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7)) 
(U – new code) 995: at least one 
(U) 999: not answered     99: not answered 
 (U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2     -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
Note: Variables ‘occs4wks1’ and ‘occs4wks2’ differ in similar ways to ‘sex4wks1’ and ‘sex4wks2’ 
respectively  
(U) (DN) occs4wk1  no. of occasions of het. &/or hom. sex in last 4 weeks 
(U) compute sex4wks1 + sam4wks if ((sex4wks1≠-1 & sex4wks1<995) & (sam4wks≠-1 & sam4wks<995)) 
compute sex4wks1 + hom4wks if ((sex4wks1≠-1 & sex4wks1<999) & (sam4wks≠-1 & sam4wks<99)) 
(U – new code) 995: at least one if (sex4wks1=995 | sam4wks=995) 
999: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if sex4wks1=-1 | sam4wks=-1 
 
(U) (DN) occs4wk2  no. of occasions of het. &/or hom. sex in last 4 weeks  
(U) compute sex4wks2 + sam4wks if ((sex4wks2≠-1 & sex4wks2<995) & (genisam=1 & sam4wks≠-1 & 
sam4wks<995)) 
(R) compute sex4wks2 + sam4wks if ((sex4wks2≠-1 & sex4wks2<996) & (genisam=1 & sam4wks≠-1 & 
sam4wks<99)) 
else copy sex4wks2 if (sex4wks2≠-1 & sex4wks2<996) & genisam=2 
(U) else copy sam4wks2 if sex4wks=997 & (genisam=1 & sam4wks≠-1 & sam4wks<999) 
(R) else copy sam4wks2 if sex4wks2=997 & (genisam=1 & sam4wks≠-1 & sam4wks<99) 
999: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if (sex4wks2=-1 | sam4wks=-1) | (sex4wks2=997 & genisam=2) 
 
(U) (DN) occs4wkg  no. of occasions of het. &/or hom. sex in last 4 weeks, grouped 
0: none if occs4wk1=0 
1: 1 if occs4wk1=1 
2: 2 if occs4wk1=2 
3: 3 if occs4wk1=3 
4: 4 if occs4wk1=4 
5: 5-8 if occs4wk1>=5 & occs4wk1<=8 
6: 9-12 if occs4wk1>=9 & occs4wk1<=12 
7: 13-16 if occs4wk1>=13 & occs4wk1<=16 
8: 17-20 if occs4wk1>=17 & occs4wk1<=20 
(U) 9: 21+ if occs4wk1>=21 & occs4wk1<995 9: 21+ if occs4wk1>=21 & occs4wk1<999 
(U) 99: not answered if occs4wk1=999 | occs4wk1=995 99: not answered if occs4wk1=999 
-1: not applicable if occs4wk1 = -1 
 

(ND) sex4xlm four or more sex acts, past 4 weeks 
1: yes if occs4wkg=0 | occs4wkg=1 | occs4wkg=2 | occs4wkg=3 
0: no if occs4wkg=4 | occs4wkg=5 | occs4wkg=6 | occs4wkg=7 | occs4wkg=8 | occs4wkg=9 
9: not answered if occs4wkg=99 
 
(ND) anysex4wk any sex in the past 4 weeks 
1: yes if (sex4wks1>=1 & sex4wks1<=996) | (sam4wks>=1 & sam4wks<=995) 
0: no if sex4wks1=0 & sam4wks1=0 
9: not answered else if sex4wks1=999 | sam4wks=999 
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Note: homes4w was not used in analysis and was removed from Natsal-3 
 
(R) (N) homes4w  certainty of no. of occasions of hom. sex in last 4 weeks 
1: certain 
2: estimate 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | eversam=2 | sam=0 | genisam=2 | sam4wks=0  
 
Note: Variable ‘homno4w’ has codes 995… 997 in Natsal-2 but not in Natsal-1 
 

(U) samno4w (rs5b)  homno4w  no. of hom. sex. partners in last 4 weeks 
0 if missing & (eversam=2 | sam=0 | genisam=2 | sam4wks=0) 
995: at least 1 
(U – code removed) 996: at least 2 
(U – code removed) 997: at least 3 
999: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2      -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
(DN) prts4wks   no. of het. &/or hom. partners, last 4 weeks  
compute no4wks + samno4w if ((no4wks ≠-1 & no4wks<995) & (samno4w ≠-1 & samno4w<995)) 
999: not answered if no4wks>=995 | samno4w>=995 
-1: not applicable if no4wks=-1 | samno4w=-1 
 
(N) h1new4w  last hom. sex. partner was a new partner (if had 1 hom. partner in last 4 weeks) 
1: yes  
2: no 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | eversam=2 | sam=0 | genisam=2 | sam4wks=0 | (samno4w>1 & 
samno4w<99) 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | eversam=2 | sam=0 | genisam=2 | sam4wks=0 | (samno4w>1 & 
samno4w<99) 
 
samnw4w (N) homnw4w  no. of new hom. sex partners in last 4 weeks  
999: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | eversam=2 | sam=0 | genisam=2 | sam4wks=0 | samno4w =1 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | eversam=2 | sam=0 | genisam=2 | sam4wks=0 | samno4w =1 
 
Note: Variable homnew4w is derived from homno4w, h1new4w and homnew4w, and although not derived 
for Natsal-1  is very similar to rs5c 
samnew4w (rs5c* D) homnew4w  no. of new hom. sex. partners in last 4 weeks 
0 if samno4w=1 & h1new4w=2 
1 if samno4w=1 & h1new4w=1 
(U) else copy samnw4w if (samno4w>1 & samno4w<999) | samno4w=9995 
(R) else copy samnw4w if sam1yr>1 & sam1yr<999 
999: not answered if missing 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | sam4wks=0 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | sam4wks=0 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 eligibility for samco4w was based on reporting anal sex in the last 4 weeks (at samayou 
or samahim). Those who had not had anal sex in the last four weeks were coded as -1 ‘not applicable’. 
 
(U) samco4w (s5d  U) homco4w  condom use for hom. anal sex in last 4 weeks 
1: yes, used on every occasion 
2: yes, used on some occasions  
3: not used in last 4 weeks 
(U) answer option removed 4: not had anal sex in the last 4 weeks 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | rsex=2 | eversam=2 | sam=0 | genisam=2 | sam4wks=0 | eversam=9 | 
(rsex=1 & (samayou≠1 | samayou≠2 | samahim≠1 | samahim≠2)) 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | rsex=2 | eversam=2 | sam=0 | genisam=2 | sam4wks=0 
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In Natsal-3 eligibility for usecondm was based on only those who had had het. And/or hom. sex in the last 
4 weeks. Natsal-3 syntax was updated to code up all possible combinations of cond4wk and samco4w, 
and these combinations are set out below (updated variable) even though not all occur in the data. 
Therefore, although the coding below has been updated for Natsal-3, the actual variable has not changed 
except that those who have not had vaginal / anal sex in the last 4 weeks are coded as ‘not applicable’.  
 
(U – see below) (ND)  usecondm  condom use for het. and/or hom. sex in last 4 weeks 
1: yes, used on every occasion if (cond4wk=1 & samco4w=-1) | (cond4wk=-1 & samco4w=1) | 
(cond4wk=1 & samco4w=1) 
2: yes, used on some occasions if (cond4wk=2 & samco4w=-1) | (cond4wk=-1 & samco4w=2) | 
(cond4wk=3 & samco4w=1) 
3: not used in last 4 weeks if (cond4wk=3 & samco4w=-1) | (cond4wk=-1 & samco4w=3)  
4: not had vaginal/anal sex in last 4 weeks if (cond4wk=4 & samco4w=-1) | (cond4wk=-1 & samco4w=4) | 
(cond4wk=4 & samco4w=1) 
9: not answered else  
-1: not applicable if cond4wk=-1 & samco4w=-1 
 
usecondm  condom use for het. and/or hom. sex in last 4 weeks 
1: yes, used on every occasion if (cond4wk=1 & samco4w=-1) | (cond4wk=-1 & samco4w=1) | 
(cond4wk=1 & samco4w=1) 
2: yes, used on some occasions if cond4wk=2 | samco4w=2 | (cond4wk=1 & samco4w=3) | (cond4wk=3 & 
samco4w=1)  
3: not used in last 4 weeks if (cond4wk=3 & samco4w=-1) | (cond4wk=-1 & samco4w=3) | (cond4wk=3 & 
samco4w=3) 
9: not answered else  
-1: not applicable if cond4wk=-1 & samco4w=-1 
 
(ND)  useco_gp condom use for het. and/or hom. sex in last 4 weeks, grouped 
1: used on every occasion of sex in last 4 weeks if usecondm=1 
0: not used on every occasion of sex in last 4 weeks if usecondm=2 | usecondm=3 
9: not answered if usecondm=9 
(U) -1 not applicable if usecondm=-1 -1: not applicable if usecondm=-1 | usecondm=4 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 eligibility for sam7day was based on reporting sex in the last 7 days at samoyou, 
samohim, samayou or samahim 
 
sam7day (rs5e)  hom7day no. of occasions of hom. sex in last 7 days 
0 if missing & (eversam=2 | sam=0 | genisam=2 | sam4wks=0) 
(U – new code) 995: at least once 
(U) 999: not answered   99: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 -1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 
Note: samoyou, samopar, samayou, samahim,samgen were here in Natsal-2. Moved earlier in the 
questionnaire in Natsal-3. 
 
(N) ancom  frequency of condom use for hom. anal sex in last year 
1: every time 
2: most of times 
3: occasionally 
4: not at all in the last year 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | rsex=2 | sam=0 | eversam=2 | genisam=2 | ((samayou=5 | 
samayou=6 | samayou=7) & (samahim=5 | samahim=6 | samahim=7)) 
1: not applicable if scelig=2 | rsex=2 | sam=0 | eversam=2 | genisam=2 | ((samayou=5 | samayou=6 | 
samayou=7) & (samahim=5 | samahim=6 | samahim=7)) 
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(N) noancom  no. hom. anal sex partners without condom in last year  
99: not answered   
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | rsex=2 | (ancom=1 | ancom=-1)  
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | rsex=2 | (ancom=1 | ancom=-1)  
 
Note: response options for gaypub were reduced in Natsal-3 so the variable has been renamed gaypub2 
 
(R) (N) gaypub  frequency go to gay pubs/gay clubs 
1: 4 times a week or more 
2: 2 or 3 times a week 
3: about once a week 
4: at least once every 2 weeks 
5: at least once a month 
6: at least once every 3 months 
7: at least once every 6 months 
8: at least once a year 
9: less often than once a year 
10: never 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | sam=0 | eversam=2 | genisam=2  
 
(N) gaypub2 frequency go to gay pubs / bars/ clubs  
1: 1+ time / week 
2: less but at least once / month 
3: less but at least twice / year 
4: less but at least once / year 
5: less than once / year 
6: never 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | sam=0 | eversam=2 | genisam=2 | rsex=2 
 



 HETEROSEXUAL PARTNERSHIPS 
 

 

HETEROSEXUAL PARTNERSHIPS  
 
Note: in Natsal-3 eligibility for this section was different. For heterosexual sex, this was based on reporting 
ever having had vaginal, oral or anal sex in the sexual practices questions (lastvag, oralyou, oralprt and 
analsex), or refusing to answer the practices questions. For same sex sex this was based on reporting 
ever having had same sex sex (genisam=yes & agegsam>12 or nextasam>12). The introductory variable 
‘partint’ can be used to indicate whether a respondent was asked about their heterosexual and same-sex 
partner numbers (-1: not applicable, 1: questions asked). 
 
(rs7a)  hetlife  no. of het. sex partners, life 
(U) 0 or if missing & everhet=0  0 if missing & (het=0 | hetsc=0) 
9995: at least one 
(R) 9996: at least two 
(R) 9997: at least three 
(R) 9999: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2   -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
       
(D) hettot  no. of het. sexual partners, life, grouped 
0: 0 if hetlife=0 
1: 1 if hetlife=1 
2: 2 if hetlife=2 
3: 3-4 if hetlife=3 | hetlife=4 
4: 5-9 if hetlife>=5 & hetlife<=9 
5: 10+ if hetlife>=10 & hetlife<9995 
9: not answered if hetlife>=9995 & hetlife<=9999 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2  -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
(R) (N) hetsure  certainty of number of het. sex partners, life 
1: certain 
2: estimate 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | hetlife=9999 | (hetlife>=0 & hetlife<5)   
 
Note: hetsure was removed in Natsal-3 and has been replaced by a more detailed question asking those 
reporting 5+ partners how they arrived at this number  
 
(N) hetcalc how arrived at estimate for hetlife 
-1: not applicable if (scelign3=2 | hetlife<5 | hetlife>=9995) 
1: just knew number 
2: counted partners 
3: estimated / guessed 
4: remembered some and added estimated number for rest 
5: other 
9: not answered 
 
(rs7b)  het5yrs  no. of het. sex partners, last 5 years 
(U) 0 if missing & (everhet=0 | hetlife=0) 0 if missing & (het=0 | hetsc=0 | hetlife=0) 
9995: at least one 
(R) 9996: at least two 
(R) 9997: at least three 
9999: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2  -1: not applicable if scelig=2 
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(het5yr D) het5yrg  no. het. sexual partners, last 5 years, grouped 
0: 0 if het5yrs=0 
1: 1 if het5yrs=1 
2: 2 if het5yrs=2 
3: 3-4 if het5yrs=3 | het5yrs=4 
4: 5-9 if het5yrs>=5 & het5yrs<=9 
5: 10+ if het5yrs>=10 & het5yrs<=9995 
9: not answered if het5yrs>=9995 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2  -1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 
(rs7d) het1yr  no. of het. sex partners, last year 
(U) 0 if missing & (everhet=0 | hetlife=0 | het5yrs=0) 0 if missing & (het=0 | hetsc=0 | hetlife=0 | het5yrs=0) 
995: at least one 
(U – code removed) 996: at least two 
(U – code removed) 997: at least three 
999: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2  -1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 
(D) het1yrg  no. of het. sex partners, last year, grouped  
0: 0 if het1yr=0 
1: 1 if het1yr=1 
2: 2 if het1yr=2 
3: 3-4 if het1yr=3 | het1yr=4 
4: 5+ if het1yr>=5 & het1yr<995 
9: not answered if het1yr>=995 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2 -1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 
Note: in Natsal-2, the codebook didn’t describe the derivation of usex correctly. Specifically, the 995 code 
was included under the code 0. The codebook has been updated below and differences between the 
codebook and dataset in Natsal-2 are highlighted below.  
 
(usex D) usex  had unsafe het. sex in last year (2+ het. partners in last year & no condom use in last 
year) 
1: yes if ((het1yr>=2 & het1yr<995) | het1yr=996 | het1yr=997) & ycondom=0 
0: no else if missing 
9: not answered if het1yr=999 | ycondom=9 
-1: not applicable else if het1yr=-1 | ycondom=-1 
 
Notes: 1. The variable usex2 used data on partners in the last year and condom use in the last 4 weeks 
as a marker of unsafe sex. It has been removed from the Natsal-3 data and replaced with totusex which 
uses the last year as the reference period for both partners and condom use. This was felt to be a more 
useful variable. 
2. The variable totusex differs from both usex and usex2, which do not take into account whether or not 
the respondent reported vaginal or anal sex in the past year. For totusex, respondents who did not report 
any vaginal or anal sex in the past year are coded as ‘no’. 
 
(R) (D) usex2  had unsafe sex (2+ het. &/or hom. partners in last year & inconsistent condom use in last 4 
weeks) 
1: yes if (tot1yr>=2 & tot1yr <999) & ((rsex=2 & cond4wk=2 | cond4wk=3) | (rsex=1 & usecondm=2 | 
usecondm=3) | (rsex=1 & (het1yr=996 | het1yr=997) & (sam1yr=-1 | sam1yr=0) & (cond4wk=2 | 
cond4wk=3)) | (((het1yr=996 | het1yr=997) & (sam1yr=-1 | sam1yr=0)) & (cond4wk=2 | cond4wk=3)))  
0: no if (tot1yr=0 | tot1yr=1) | (rsex=2 & (tot1yr>=2 & tot1yr<999) & (cond4wk=1 | cond4wk=4)) | (rsex=1 & 
(tot1yr>=2 & tot1yr <999) & (usecondm=1 | usecondm=4)) | (((het1yr=996 | het1yr=997) & (sam1yr=-1 | 
sam1yr=0)) & (cond4wk=1)) | (rsex=1 & (sam1yr>=2 & sam1yr<995) & sex4wks2=997 & samco4w=4)  
9: not answered else if (tot1yr=999 | usecondm=9 | no4wks=999 | samno4w=999 | (sex4wks2=996 & 
sam1yr=0)) | missing 
-1: not applicable if occs4wk2=0 | occs4wk2=-1 
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(N) totusex had unsafe sex in the last year (2+ het &/or hom. partners & no condom use in last year) 
1: yes if (het1yr>=2 & het1yr<995 & (vagsexyr=1 | analhyr=1) & ycondom=0) | (sam1yr>=2 & sam1yr<995 
& rsex=1 & anlhmlyr=1 & ancom=4) | (sam1yr=1 & het1yr=1 & (vagsexyr=1 | analhyr=1) & rsex=1 & 
anlhmlyr=1 & ycondom=0 & ancom=4) 
0: no if ((het1yr<2 | ycondom=1) & (sam1yr<2 | anlhmlyr=0 | anlhmlyr=-1 | ancom=1 | ancom=2 | 
ancom=3)) | (het1yr=1 & sam1yr=1 & (anlhmlyr=0 | anlhmlyr=-1 | ycondom=1 | ancom=1 | ancom=2 | 
ancom=3) | (vagsexyr=0 & analhyr=0) | (het1yr=0 & sam1yr=0) 
9 not answered else if (het1yr=999 | sam1yr=999 | ycondom=9 | anlhmlyr=9 | ancom=9 | het1yr=995 | 
sam1yr=995 | ((het=0 & het1yr>0) | het=9) 
 
(N) nonewpt  no. of new het. sex partners, last year, (if had >1 het. partner in last year) 
999: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (het1yr=0 | het1yr=1)  -1: not applicable if scelig=2 | (het1yr=0 
| het1yr=1) 
 
(N) hetnewp  new het. sex partner, last year, (if had 1 het. partner in last year) 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (het1yr>1 & het1yr<9999) | het1yr=0 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | (het1yr>1 & het1yr<9999) | het1yr=0 
 
Note: in Natsal-2 if het1yr=995 hetnonew was coded as 99 even if there was a valid response at 
nonewpt/hetnewp. In Natsal-3 all responses at nonewpt & hetnewp were included in hetnonew. 
 

Note: Variable hetnonew is derived from hetnewp and nonewpt: 
 

(ND) hetnonew  no. of new het. sex partners, last year 
0 if het1yr=0 | (het1yr=1 & hetnewp=2) 
1 if het1yr=1 & hetnewp=1 
(U) copy nonewpt if (het1yr>1 & het1yr<995) | (nonewpt>=0 & mpmewpt<999)  copy nonewpt if 
het1yr>1 & het1yr<995 
99: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if het1yr=-1 
 
(ND) hetnew2 1+ new het. sex. partners, last year 
0: 0 new het. sex partners if hetnonew=0 
1: 1+ new het. sex partner(s) if hetnonew>=1 & hetnonew<999 
99: not answered if hetnonew=999 
-1: not applicable if hetnonew=-1 
 
(ND) hetnew3 no. of new het. sex partners in last year, grouped 
0: 0 new het. sex partners if hetnonew=0 
1: 1 new het. sex partner if hetnonew=1 
2: 2+ new het. sex partners if hetnonew>=2 & hetnonew<999 
99: not answered if hetnonew=999 
-1: not applicable if hetnonew=-1 
 
Note: questions were added to Natsal-3 about oral sex only partners in the last year. These questions 
were included in Natsal-2 but weren’t included in the final dataset as there were some problems with the 
programme. 
 
The answers to introos, oralone, oralpre have been imputed for respondents who only reported oral sex 
(not vaginal or anal sex) in the last year. 
 
(N) introos any het. sex partners only had oral sex with, last year 
1: yes or if (lastvag>=5 & lastvag=<7 & analsex>=5 & analsex<=7 & (oralprt<=4 | oralyou<=4) 
2: no or if missing & (het1yr=0 | expscale=6 | ((oralprt=5 | oralprt=6 | oralprt=7) & (oralyou=5 | oralyou=6 | 
oralyou=7)) 
9: not answered-1: not applicable if scelig=2 
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(N) oralon no. of oral sex only partners in last year 
0 if missing & introos=2 
calculate oralon=het1yr if (lastvag>=5 & lastvag=<7 & analsex>=5 & analsex<=7 & (oralprt<=4 | 
oralyou<=4) 
999: not answered 
-1: not applicable if introos=-1 
 
(N) oralpre previous estimates of no. partners include these oral sex only partners 
1: yes, all included or if (lastvag>=5 & lastvag=<7 & analsex>=5 & analsex<=7 & (oralprt<=4 | oralyou<=4) 
2: no, not all included or if missing and (introos=1 & ( ((oralon>0 & oralon<999) & (het1yr>0 & het1yr<995) 
& oralon>het1yr) | ((oralon>0 & oralon<999) & (het1yr=995 | het1yr=999))) 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if introos=2 
 
Note: h1yrtot was a direct question of respondentsabout their total number of opposite-sex partners in the 
last year, including those with whom they had only had oral sex.However, we found a large proportion of 
respondents gave answers that were inconsistent with het1yr and oralno.We have therefore derived a 
second variable h1yrtot2 which estimates the number of partners in the last year using het1yr and oralon. 
We advise data users to treat both variables with caution, as we do not know which is more accurate. 
 
(N) h1yrtot no. of het sex partners in last year including oral sex only partners 
0 if missing & het1yr=0 
copy het1yr if missing & (introos=2 | oralpre=1) 
999: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 
 
Note: h1yrtot2 assumes that if h1yrtot and oralon are greater than 0 it is valid to have 
h1yrtot<(het1yr+oralon)because a respondent may have previously reported some, but not all, oral sex 
partners at het1yr.For other inconsistent answers, h1yrtot has been recalculated. 
 
(ND) h1yrtot2 no. of het sex partners in last year including oral sex only partners (recalculated for those 
with inconsistent data) 
0 if missing & het1yr=0 & h1yrtot=0 & introos≠1 
copy het1yr if (introos=2 | oralpre=1) 
copy h1yrtot if h1yrtot=het1yr+oralon 
copy h1yrtot if het1yr>=0 & het1yr<995 & oralon>=0 & oralon<999 & h1yrtot<(het1yr+oralon) AND 
h1yrtot>het1yr. 
calculate het1yr+oralon else if het1yr>=0 & het1yr<995 & oralon>=0 & oralon<999 
999: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 
Note: Natsal-3 included a new question to find out whether respondents had engaged in swinging in the 
last year.  
 
(N) swing engaged in sex with other couples with a het. partner  
1: yes 
2: no or if missing & (het1yr=0 | het1yr=1 | het1yr=-1) & (h1yrtot=0 & h1yrtot=1 | h1yrtot=-1) 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 
 
(N) het3mnt  no. of het. sex partners, last 3 months 
(U) 0 if missing & (everhet=0 | hetlife=0 | het5yrs=0 | het1yr=0) 
 0 if missing & (het=0 | hetsc=0 | hetlife=0 | het5yrs=0 | het1yr=0) 
995: at least one 
(U – code removed) 996: at least two 
(U – code removed) 997: at least three 
999: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2  -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
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(N) het3mntg  no. of het. sex partners, last 3 months, grouped 
0: none if het3mnt=0 
1: 1 if het3mnt=1 
2: 2+ if het3mnt>=2 & het3mnt<995 
9: not answered if het3mnt>=995 
-1: not applicable if het3mnt=-1 
 
 



 SAME-SEX PARTNERSHIPS 
 

 

SAME SEX PARTNERSHIPS   
 
Notes:  1. as above in the samesex sex section, all instances of ‘hom’ in variable names have been 

changed to ‘sam’.  
2. In Natsal-3, people were not routed into this section if they did not report same sex genital 
contact (genisam=no) or reported that their only same sex experience was before the age of 13 
(agegsam=no). Because of this change in the denominator, additional variables have been 
derived for the Natsal-2 dataset, which have the same denominator as Natsal-3, to enable 
comparisons. These variables are not available on the archived Natsal-2 data so please contact 
the Natsal team (via Dr Catherine Mercer) if you require a Natsal-2 dataset which contains these 
additional variables. 

 
samlife (rs8a)  homlife  no. of hom. sex partners, life 
(U) 0 if sam=0 | eversam=0 | genisam=2 | (nextageg=2 & agegsam>0 & agegsam<13)  
0 if hom=0 | eversam=0 | genisam=0 
9995: at least one 
(U – code removed) 9996: at least two 
(U – code removed) 9997: at least three 
9999: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2 & eversam=2 -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
(R) (N) homsure  certainty of number of hom. sex partners, life 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | samlife=9999 | (samlife>=0 & samlife<5) 
1: certain 
2: estimate 
9: not answered 
 
Note: homsure was removed in Natsal-3 and has been replaced by a more detailed question asking those 
reporting 5+ partners how they arrived at this number  
 
(N) samcalc how arrived at estimate for samlife 
1: just knew number 
2: counted partners 
3: estimated / guessed 
4: remembered some and added estimated number for rest 
5: other 
-1: not applicable if (scelign3=2 & eversam=2) | samlife<5 | samlife>9995 
 
samtot (homtot D) homtot  no. of hom. sex partners, life, grouped 
0: 0 if samlife=0 
1: 1 if samlife=1 
2: 2 if samlife=2 
3: 3-4 if samlife=3 | samlife=4 
4: 5-9 if samlife>=5 & samlife<=9 
5: 10+ if samlife>=10 & samlife<9995 
9: not answered if samlife>=9995 & samlife<=9999 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2 & eversam=2 -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
(R) (D) homever  ever had hom. sex partner(s) 
0: no if genisam=2 & (samlife=-1 | samlife=0) 
1: yes if  genisam=1 | (samlife>=1 & samlife<=9997) 
9: not answered if samlife>=9997 
 
sam5yrs (rs8b) hom5yrs  no. of hom. sex partners, last 5 years 
0 or if hom=0 | eversam=0 | genisam=0 | samlife=0 
9995: at least one 
9996: at least two 
9997: at least three 
9999: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2 & eversam=2 -1: not applicable if scelig=2 
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sam5yrg (D) hom5yrg  no. of hom. sex partners, last 5 years, grouped 
0: 0 if sam5yrs=0 
1: 1 if sam5yrs=1 
2: 2 if sam5yrs=2 
3: 3-4 if sam5yrs=3 | sam5yrs=4 
4: 5-9 if sam5yrs>=5 & sam5yrs<=9 
5: 10+ if sam5yrs>=10 & sam5yrs<9995 
9: not answered if sam5yrs>=9995 & sam5yrs<=9999 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2 & eversam=2 -1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 
samlst5y (ND) homlst5y 1+ hom. sex partner(s), last 5 years 
0: no if sam5yrs=0   
1: yes if sam5yrs>=1 & sam5yrs<9999 
9: not answered if sam5yrs=9999 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2 & eversam=2 -1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 
sam1yr (rs8d)  hom1yr  no. of hom. sex partners, last year 
0 if sam=0 | eversam=0 | genisam=0 | samlife=0 | sam5yrs=0  
995: at least one 
(U – code removed) 996: at least two 
(U – code removed) 997: at least three 
999: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2 & eversam=2 -1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 
sam1yrg (D) hom1yrg  no. of hom. sex partners, last year, grouped 
0: 0 if sam1yr=0 
1: 1 if sam1yr=1 
2: 2 if sam1yr=2 
3: 3-4 if sam1yr=3 | sam1yr=4 
4: 5+ if sam1yr>=5 & sam1yr<995 
9: not answered if sam1yr>=995 & sam1yr<=999 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2 & eversam=2 -1: not applicable if scelig=2  
 
samlst1y (ND) homlst1y 1+ hom. sex partner(s), last year  
0: no if sam1yr=0 
1: yes if sam1yr>=1 & sam1yr<999 
9: not answered if sam1yr=9 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2 & eversam=2 -1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 
snonewp (N) hnonewp  no. new hom. sex partners, last year (if had >1 hom. partners in last year) 
999: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (sam1yr=0 | sam1yr=1) 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | (sam1yr=0 | sam1yr=1) 
 
samnewp (N) homnewp  new hom. sex partner, last year (if 1 hom. partner in last year) 
1: yes 
2: no 
(U) 9: not answered if sam1yr=999 999: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable else if (scelign3=2 & eversam=2) | (sam1yr>1 & sam1yr<999) | sam1yr=0 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | (sam1yr=-1 | sam1yr=0 | sam1yr>1)  
 
Note: Variable samnonew is derived from samnewp and hnonewp: 
 

samnonew (ND) homnonew no. of new hom. sex partners, last year 
0 if sam1yr=0 | (sam1yr=1 & samnewp=2) 
1 if sam1yr=1 & samnewp=1 
copy hnonewp if sam1yr>1 & sam1yr<995 
999: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if sam1yr=-1 
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samnew2 (ND) homnew2 1+ new hom. sex partner(s), last year  
0: 0 new hom. sex partners if samnonew=0 
1: 1+ new hom. sex partner(s) if samnonew>=1 & samnonew<99 
99: not answered if samnonew=999 
-1: not applicable if samnonew=-1 
 
samnew3 (ND) homnew3 no. of new hom. sex partners, last year, grouped 
0: 0 new hom. sex partners if samnonew=0 
1: 1 new hom. sex partner if samnonew=1 
2: 2+ new hom. sex partner(s) in last year if samnonew>=2 & samnonew<99 
99: not answered if samnonew=99 
-1: not applicable if samnonew=-1 
 
sam3mnt (N) hom3mnt  no. hom. sex partners, last 3 months 
0 if sam=0 | eversam=2 | genisam=2 | samlife=0 | sam5yrs=0 | sam1yr=0 
995: at least one 
(U – code removed) 996: at least two 
(U – code removed)997: at least three 
999: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2 & eversam=2  --1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 
(U – see sam3mntg below) (ND) hom3mntg no. hom. sex partners, last 3 months, grouped 
0 if  sam3mnt=0  
1: 1+ if sam3mnt>=1 & sam3mnt<999 
else sysmis 
 
(U) sam3mntg no. hom. sex partners, last 3 months, grouped 
0 incl. not applicable if  sam3mnt=0 | sam3mnt=-1 
1: 1+ if sam3mnt>=1 & sam3mnt<995 
9: not answered 
 
 
 
 
OVERLAPPING PARTNERSHIPS 
 
Note: additional question on concurrency in the last 5 years (previously concurrency in the last year was 
estimated from most recent partners data). 
 
Note: further variables on concurrency can be found in the detailed partnerships section (page 102). 
 
(N) overlp5y any overlap between partners (ie. Sex with one then another then the first again) in last 5 
years 
1: yes 
2: no if (het5yrs+sam5yrs)=1 | (het5yrs+sam5yrs)=0 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 & eversam=2 
 
 
 
 
ONLINE PARTNERS 
 
(N) netsex used internet to find sexual partner in last 12 months (if at least one partner ever) 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if (scelign3=2 & eversam=2) | (everhet=0 & samsex=0) 



 TOTAL PARTNERSHIPS 
 

 

 

TOTAL PARTNERSHIPS 
 
 
(ND) totlife  no. of het. & hom. sex partners, life 
compute hetlife + samlife if hetlife>=0 & hetlife<9995 & samlife>=0 & samlife<9995 
(U – code added) 9995 if ((hetlife=9999 | hetlife=9995) & (samlife>0 & samlife<9999)) | ((samlife=9999 | 
samlife=9995) & (hetlife>0 & hetlife<9999)  
(U) 9999: not answered else if hetlife=9999 | samlife=9999  
9999: not answered if hetlife>=9995 | samlife>=9995 
-1: not applicable if hetlife=-1 | samlife=-1 
 
(ND) tottot no. of het. & hom. sex partners, life, grouped 
0: 0 if totlife=0 
1: 1 if totlife=1 
2: 2 if totlife=2 
3: 3-4 if totlife=3 | totlife=4 
4: 5-9 if totlife>=5 & totlife<=9 
5: 10+ if totlife>=10 & totlife<9995 
9: not answered if totlife>=9995 
-1: not applicable if totlife=-1 
 
(ND) tot5yrs  no. of het. & hom. sex partners, last 5 years 
compute het5yrs + sam5yrs if het5yrs>=0 & het5yrs<9995 & sam5yrs>=0 & sam5yrs<9995 
(U – code added) 9995 if if ((het5yrs=9999 | het5yrs =9995) & (sam5yrs>0 & sam5yrs <9999)) | ((sam5yrs 
=9999 | sam5yrs =9995) & (het5yrs >0 & het5yrs <9999) 
(U) 9999: not answered else if het5yrs=9999 | sam5yrs=9999  
9999: not answered else if het5yrs>9995 | sam5yrs>9995 
-1: not applicable if het5yrs=-1 | sam5yrs=-1 
 
(ND) tot5yrg  no. of het. & hom. sex partners, last 5 years, grouped  
0: 0 if tot5yrs=0 
1: 1 if tot5yrs=1 
2: 2 if tot5yrs=2 
3: 3-4 if tot5yrs=3 | tot5yrs=4 
4: 5+ if tot5yrs>=5 & tot5yrs<9995 
9: not answered if tot5yrs>=9995 
-1: not applicable if tot5yrs=-1 
 
(ND) tot5yrg2  no. of het. & hom. sex partners, last 5 years, grouped 
0: 0 if tot5yrs=0 
1: 1 if tot5yrs=1 
2: 2-4 if tot5yrs>=2 & tot5yrs<=4 
3: 5-9 if tot5yrs>=5 & tot5yrs<=9 
4: 10+ if tot5yrs>=10 & tot5yrs<9995 
9: not answered if tot5yrs>=9995 
-1: not applicable if tot5yrs=-1 
 
(ND) tot1yr  no. of het. & hom. sex partners, last year 
compute het1yr + sam1yr if het1yr>=0 & het1yr<995 & sam1yr>=0 & sam1yr <995 
(U – code added) 995 if((het1yr=999 | het1yr=995) & (sam1yr >0 & sam1yr<999))  | ((sam1yr =995 | 
sam1yr=999) & (hetlife>0 & hetlife<999)) 
(U) 999: not answered else if het1yr=999 | sam1yr=999  
999: not answered if het1yr>=995 | sam1yr>=995 
-1: not applicable if het1yr=-1 | sam1yr=-1 
 
(ND) tot1yrg  no. of het. & hom. sex partners, last year, grouped  
0: 0 if tot1yr=0 
1: 1 if tot1yr=1 
2: 2 if tot1yr=2 
3: 3-4 if tot1yr=3 | tot1yr=4 
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4: 5+ if tot1yr>=5 & tot1yr<995 
9: not answered if tot1yr>=995 
-1: not applicable if tot1yr=-1 
 
(ND) totnewyr  no. of new het. & hom. sex partners, last year 
compute hetnonew  + samnonew if hetnonew>=0 & hetnonew<999 & samnonew>=0 & samnonew<999 
else hetnonew if samnonew=-1 & hetnonew>=0 & hetnonew<999   
else samnonew if hetnonew=-1 & samnonew>=0 & samnonew<999  
999: not answered if hetnonew=999 | samnonew=999 
-1: not applicable if hetnonew =-1 | samnonew =-1 
 
(ND) totnewy2  1+ new het./hom. sex partners, last year 
0: 0 new het./hom. sex partners if totnewyr =0 
1: 1+ new het./hom. sex partners if totnewyr>=1 & totnewyr <999 
99: not answered if totnewyr=999 
-1: not applicable if totnewyr=-1 
 
(ND) totnewy3  no. of new het. & hom. sex partners, last year, grouped 
0: 0 new het./hom. sex partners if totnewyr =0 
1: 1 new het./hom. sex partner if totnewyr=1 
2: 2+ new het./hom. sex partners if totnewyr>=2 & totnewyr<999 
99: not answered if totnewyr=999 
-1: not applicable if totnewyr=-1 
 
(ND) nocondom  no. of het. &/or hom. sex partners without a condom, last year  
0: 0 if (yrcond=2 & (ancom=-1 | ancom=1)) | (yrcond=7 & (ancom=-1 | ancom=1)) 
else compute nonocon + noancom if (nonocon≠-1 & nonocon<996) & (noancom≠-1 & noancom<99) 
else copy nonocon if ((nonocon≠-1 & nonocon<996) & (sam1yr=-1 | sam1yr=0) | ((nonocon≠-1 & 
nonocon<996) & ancom=-1) | ((nonocon≠-1 & nonocon<996) & ancom=1)  
else copy noancom if ((het1yr=0 | het1yr=-1) & (noancom≠-1 & noancom<99)) | (yrcond=1 & (noancom≠-1 
& noancom<99)) 
else 1 if (sam1yr=-1 | sam1yr=0) & het1yr=1 & nonocon=996 
999: not answered if (sam1yr=-1 | sam1yr=0 & (het1yr>1 & het1yr<999) & nonocon=999) | nonocon=999 | 
noancom=999 
 
(ND) nocondmg no. of het. &/or hom. sex partners without a condom, last year, grouped 
0: 0 if nocondom=0 
1: 1 if nocondom=1 
2: 2+ if nocondom>=2 & nocondom<999 
9: not answered if nocondom=999 
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TRAVEL & SEX ABROAD  
 
Note: the travel and sex abroad section appeared here in Natsal-2 but has been moved after the most 
recent partners section in Natsal-3 
 
 
DETAILED PARTNERSHIP HISTORY  
 
Note: Variables beginning ‘r1…’ and not ending in a number refer to the most recent sexual partner. 
These variables are not limited to partners in the last 5 years unlike Natsal-1, which only asks the detailed 
partnership questions if the respondent reported 2+ partners in the last 5 years. 
 
Note: where het & hetsc are used to derive codes for variables in Natsal-2, in Natsal-3 the new variable 
everhet (derived from het & hetcheck) was used instead. Similarly, where hom was used in Natsal-2, 
eversam was used in Natsal-3, and where scelig was used in Natsal-2, scelign3 was used in Natsal-3. 
The coding below has been updated to reflect this.  
 
Note: Variable r1datey is expressed as 4 digits but the Natsal-1 equivalent is only expressed as 2 digits. 
 
(U – uses everhet instead of hetsc and het) (s10a2)  r1datey  year of most recent sex with most recent 
partner 
9999: not answered 
-1: not applicable if sceligN3=2 | ((everhet=0) & sam=0) 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 only asked for month if r1datey was in the last five years 
 
(U – uses everhet instead of hetsc and het) (s10a1)  r1datem   month of most recent sex with most recent 
partner 
1: January 
2: February  
3: March 
4: April 
5: May 
6: June 
7: July 
8: August 
9: September   
10: October  
11: November 
12: December 
(U) 13: unable to estimate the month  
(U – code removed) 97: can’t remember month or if r1datem=98  
99: not answered  
-1: not applicable if sceligN3=2 | (everhet=0 & sam=0) | (dateoi - r1datey<5) 
 
(U – uses everhet instead of hetsc) (s10e)  r1sex  sex of most recent partner 
1: male or if  (rsex=1 & (everhet=0& samlife>0 & samlife<9999 & totlife>0 & totlife<9999)) | (rsex=2 & 
(everhet=1 & samlife=0 totlife>0 & totlife<9999)) 
2: female or if  (rsex=2 & (everhet =0 & samlife>0 & samlife<9999 & totlife>0 & totlife<9999)) | (rsex=1 & 
(everhet =1 & samlife=0 totlife>0 & totlife<9999)) 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable else if sceligN3=2 | ( everhet=0 & sam=0) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) 
 
Notes:  1. In Natsal-3, this question was only asked of those who reported having ever had vaginal or 

anal sex. There is an additional answer option for r1condl in Natsal-3. Respondents can now 
specify that last sex was oral sex.  
2. Wave 1 of fieldwork for Natsal-3 there was a CAPI routing error which meant that some eligible 
respondents were not asked r1condl. These were respondents who had had vaginal or analsex 
longer than 5 years ago, but who had not had vaginal or anal sex in the last year. Any such 
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respondents are coded as 9 ‘not answered’ for r1condl. This problem was fixed from wave 2 
onwards. 

 
(U) (N) r1condl  condom used for most recent sex with most recent partner 
1: yes 
2: no 
(U) 3: only had oral sex on the most recent occasion or if (lastvag=7 & analsex=7 & (samahim=-1 | 
samahim=7) & (samayou=-1 | samayou=7) & (oralyou=1 to 6 | oralprt=1 to 6 | (oralyou=7 & oralprt=7 & 
(samoyou=1 to 6 | samopar=1 to 6))) 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (everhet=0 & eversam=2) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) | (lastvag=7 & 
analsex=7 & (samahim=-1 | samahim=7) & (samayou=-1 | samayou=7)) | (rsex=2 & r1sex=2) 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | ((het=0 | hetsc=0) & sam=0) | (rsex=2 & r1sex=2) 
 
Note: questions added to establish: i) relationship status at first (r1rel1s) and most recent (r1rel) sex with 
partner and, ii) for partnerships where most recent sex occurred in the last year, whether they are likely to 
have sex again. In Natsal-2 this was assumed based on answers to certain questions. 
 
(N) r1rel relationship status at most recent sex 
1: living together / married / civil partnership 
2: steady relationship 
3: used to be in steady relationship but not at time 
4: known each other for a while but not in steady relationship 
5: recently met 
6: just met for first time 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if sceligN3=2 | (everhet=0 & eversam=2) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) 
 
(N) r1sexagn likely to have sex again if most recent sex <1y ago 
1: yes 
2: probably 
3: probably not 
4: no 
5: don’t know 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if sceligN3=2 | (everhet=0 & eversam=2) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) | dlover1p1=1 
 
Note: in Natsal-3, answer options for r1first were made clearer to reduce question mis-interpretation 
 
(U) (*) (s10b)  r1first  most recent occasion also first occasion with most recent partner 
(*) 1: yes, only had sex with him/her once 1: yes, was the first occasion 
(*) 2: no, had sex on more than one occasion 2: no, was not the first occasion    
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (everhet=0 & eversam=2) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | ((het=0 | hetsc=0) & sam=0) 
 
Note: Variable r1fy is expressed as 4 digits but the Natsal-1 equivalent is only expressed as 2 digits. 
 
(U) (s10c2 *) r1fy  year of 1st occasion with most recent partner 
9999: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (everhet=0 & eversam=2) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) | r1first=1 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | ((het=0 | hetsc=0) & sam=0) | r1first=1  
 
 
(U) (s10c1 *) r1fm  month of 1st occasion with most recent partner 
1: January 
2: February  
3: March 
4: April 
5: May 
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6: June 
7: July 
8: August 
9: September   
10: October  
11: November 
12: December 
(U) 13: unable to estimate the month  
(U – code removed)97: can’t remember month or if r1datem=98  
99: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (everhet=0 & eversam=2) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) | r1first=1 | 
dfover5p1=1 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | ((het=0 | hetsc=0) & sam=0) | r1first=1 
 
 
 
Note: firstdtp1 combines r1fy with r1fm to give a date format variable. If only had sex with partner on one 
occasion (r1first=1) then uses r1datey and r1datem to derive date. All missing values are set to sysmiss. If 
greater understanding of the missing values is needed, the indicator variable firstdtp1ind can be used to 
see whether the date is missing because it was not given, or because the question was not applicable. 
Note: if r1fm/r1datem unknown, month set to June for firstdtp1 
 
(ND) firstdtp1 date of first sex with P1, most recent partner 
sysmis if missing 
 
 
 
Note: lastdtp1 uses r1datey and r1datem to derive date of most recent sex with partner. All missing values 
are set to sysmiss. If greater understanding of the missing values is needed, the indicator variables 
lastdtp1ind can be used to see whether the date is missing because it was not given, or because the 
question was not applicable. If r1datem unknown, month set to June. 
 
(ND) lastdtp1 date of most recent (last) sex with P1, most recent partner 
sysmis if missing 

 
 
 
Note: dfover1p1 is derived from a combination of date of interview (dateoi), date of first sex with partner 
(r1fy&r1fm or r1datey&r1datem) i.e. yes if r1fy/r1fm were more than a year before date of interview, or if 
only had sex once and r1datey/r1datem were more than a year before date of interview. Calculated to be 
yes if month of sex with partner unknown but possibly in last year (i.e. year is year before interview) and 
month of interview in July to December (i.e. there is greater likelihood that it was over 1 year ago than less 
than 1 year ago),  
 
(ND) dfover1p1 first sex with partner 1 occurred over 1 year ago 
-1: not applicable if firstdtp1ind=-1 
1: yes, over 1 year ago if (firstdtp1ind=1 & ((dateoi-1)>firstdtp1)) | (firstdtp1ind=2 & ((r1first=1 & r1datey>0 
& (dateyoi-r1datey=0)) | (r1first=2 & r1fy>0 & (dateyoi-r1fy=0)) | (r1first=1 & r1datey>0 & (dateyoi-
r1datey=1) & range(datemoi 7.. 12)) | (r1first=2 & r1fy>0 & (dateyoi-r1fy=1) & range(datemoi 7..12))) 
2: no, in the last year if (firstdtp1ind=1 & ((dateoi-1)<=firstdtp1)) | (forstdtp1ind=2 & (r1first=1 & r1datey>0 
& (dateyoi-r1datey=0)) | (r1first=2 & r1fy>0 & (dateyoi-r1fy=0)) | (r1first=1 & r1datey>0 & (dateyoi-
r1datey=1) & range(datemoi 1..6)) | (r1first=2 & r1fy>0 & (dateyoi-r1fy=1) & range(datemoi 1..6))) 
9: not answered 
 
Similarly dfover5p1 is derived from a combination of date of interview (dateoi), date of first sex with 
partner (r1fy&r1fm or r1datey&r1datem) 
 
(ND) dfover5p1 first sex with parter 1 occurred over 5 years ago 
-1: not applicable if if firstdtp1ind=-1 
1: yes, over 5 years ago 
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2: no, in the last 5 years 
9: not answered 
 
Similarly dlover1p1 is derived from a combination of date of interview (dateoi) and date of most recent sex 
with partner (r1datey & r1datem). 
 
(ND) dlover1p1 most recent (last) sex with partner 1 occurred over 1 year ago. 
-1 not applicable if lastdtp1ind=-1 
1: yes, over 1 year ago 
2: no, in the last year 
9: not answered 
 
Similarly dlover5p1 is derived from a combination of date of interview (dateoi), date of most recent sex 
with partner (r1datey & r1datem) 
 
(ND) dlover5p1 most recent (last) sex with partner 1 occurred over 5 years ago 
-1: not applicable if if firstdtp1ind=-1 
1: yes, over 5 years ago 
2: no, in the last 5 years 
9: not answered 
 
 
 
 
Note: In Natsal-3 respondents reporting that  first sex was in same month as interview or the previous 
calendar month were asked an additional question to determine the length of the sexual relationship. This 
will allow better interpretation of the number of sex acts variable. Which question is asked depends on 
whether respondent is likely to have sex with partner again, if r1sexagn=yes/ probably then asked r1mtha; 
if r1sexagn=no/ probably not/don’t know then asked r1mthb 
 
(N) r1mtha time since first sex 
1: less than 7 days 
2: 7 days – 2 weeks 
3: 2-4 weeks 
4: over 4 weeks 
9: not answered  
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (everhet=0 & eversam=2) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) | r1first=1 | 
(r1sexagn=3 | r1sexagn=4) | dfover1p1=1 
  
(N) r1mthb time between first and last sex 
1: less than 7 days 
2: 7 days – 2 weeks 
3: 2-4 weeks 
4: over 4 weeks 
9: not answered  
-1: not applicable if  scelign3=2 | (everhet=0 & eversam=2) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) | r1first=1 | 
(r1sexagn=1 | r1sexagn=2) | dfover1p1=1 
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Note: 1.  In Natsal-3, this question was only asked of those who reported having ever had vaginal or 
anal sex. There is an additional answer option for r1condf in Natsal-3. Respondents can now 
specify that first sex was oral sex 
2. Wave 1 of fieldwork for Natsal-3 there was a CAPI routing error which meant that some eligible 
respondents were not asked r1condf. These were respondents who had had vaginal or analsex 
longer than 5 years ago, but who had not had vaginal or anal sex in the last year. Any such 
respondents are coded as 9 ‘not answered’ for r1condf. This problem was fixed from wave 2 
onwards. 

 
 (U) (N) r1condf  condom used on 1st occasion with most recent partner 
1: yes 
2: no 
(U) 3: only had oral sex on the first occasion else if lastvag=7 & analsex=7 & (samahim=-1 | samahim=7) 
& (samayou=-1 | samayou=7) &  ((oralyou=1 to 6 | oralprt=1 to 6) | (oralyou=7 & oralprt=7 & (samoyou=1 
to 6 | samopar=1 to 6))) 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (everhet=0 & eversam=2) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) else if (lastvag=7 & 
analsex=7 & (samahim=-1 | samahim=7) & (samayou=-1 | samayou=7)) | (rsex=2 & r1sex=2) 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | ((het=0 | hetsc=0) & sam=0) | r1first=1 | (rsex=2 & r1sex=2) 
 
Note: r1rel1s collects relationship status at first sex.  
 
(N) r1rel1s relationship status at first sex 
1: living together / married / civil partnership 
2: steady relationship 
3: used to be in steady relationship but not at time 
4: known each other for a while but not in steady relationship 
5: recently met 
6: just met for first time 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (everhet=0 & eversam=2) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) | r1first=1 
 
(U) (s10d)  r1ptage  age on 1st occasion with most recent partner  
(U) 996: NA – partners age at 1

st
 sex < 13 years 

(U) 997: don’t know  97: don’t know 
(U) 999: not answered  99: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (everhet=0 & eversam=2) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0)  
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | ((het=0 | hetsc=0) & sam=0) 
 
(ND) rafsmr  respondent’s age in completed years at 1

st
 sex with most recent partner  

compute ((((r1fy-1900)*12) + r1fm) - (((rdoby-1900)*12) + rdobm)) / 12 if (r1fy≠-1 & r1fy≠9999) & (r1fm≠-1 
& r1fm≠97 & r1fm≠99) & rdobm≠99 
else compute ((((r1datey-1900)*12) + r1datem) - (((rdoby-1900)*12) + rdobm)) / 12 if r1first=1 & (r1datey≠-
1 & r1datey≠9999) & (r1datem≠-1 & r1datem≠97 & r1datem≠99) & rdobm≠99 
else compute r1fy - rdoby if  (r1fy≠-1 & r1fy≠9999)  
else compute r1datey-rdoby if r1first=1 & (r1datey≠-1 & r1datey≠9999)  
(U) 999: not answered else if missing | rafsmr<0  99: not answered else if missing | rafsmr<0 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2   -1: not applicable if scelig=2  
 
Notes: 

1. when calculating ad_mrp, if respondent and partner are different sexes then woman’s age was 
subtracted from man’s age. 

2. For most recent partner only, age difference can be computed using respondent’s current age 
and information from the household grid, where MRP date/age data are missing but there is 
evidence from r1rel that most recent partner is same as current cohabiting partner. 

3. All age differences of greater than 20 (ad_mrp<-20 | ad_mrp>20) were investigated manually to 
check consistency of respondent’s answers. Where there was evidencefrom elsewhere in the 
questionnaire (e.g. cohabitation history) that the respondent had made a data entry error or 
misunderstood a question, these variables were edited (changed to missing, or changed to most 
plausible value if there was strong evidence as to what thecorrect value was). 
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(ND) ad_mrp age difference between respondent & most recent partner 
compute (rafsmr-r1ptage) if rsex=1 & rafsmr≠-1 & rafsmr≠996 & rafsmr≠999 & r1ptage≠996 & 
r1ptage≠997 & r1ptage≠999 
compute (r1ptage-rafsmr) if rsex=2 & rafsmr≠-1 & rafsmr≠996 & rafsmr≠999 & r1ptage≠996 & 
r1ptage≠997 & r1ptage≠999 
compute (dage-hhpartage) if rsex=1 & hhpartage≠-1 & hhpartage≠999 & r1rel=1 
compute (hhpartage-dage) if rsex=2 & hhpartage≠-1 & hhpartage≠999 & r1rel=1 
998: no partners ever if hetlife=0 & samlife=0 
999: not answered if rafsmr=999 | rafsmr=996 | r1ptage=999 | r1ptage=997 | r1ptage=996 

 
 
Note: Natsal-3 collected information on the ethnicity of partners to better describe sexual mixing 
 
(N) r1ethni ethnic gp of partner 
1: white / white British 
2: Mixed ethnicity 
3: asian / asian British 
4: black / black British 
5: Chinese / other 
7: not sure 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (everhet=0 & eversam=2) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) 
 
(N) r1ethbl partner’s background 
1: Caribbean 
2: African 
3: Other black 
4: Not sure 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if r1ethni=-1 | r1ethnic=1 | r1ethnic=2 | r1ethni=3 | r1ethni=5 | r1ethni=7 
 
(R) (s10f)  r1relat  relationship with most recent partner 
1: currently/ever married to each other 
2: living together but never married 
3: regular partners but not living together 
4: not regular partners 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | ((het=0 | hetsc=0) & sam=0) 
 
Note: In Natsal-3 the answer codes for r1meet were updated. 
 
(U – see below) (N) r1meet  where first met most recent partner 
1: at school 
2: at university/college 
3: at/through work 
4: in a pub/café/restaurant/bar/club 
5: at a social event organised by friend(s) 
6: through a society/sports club 
7: on holiday/while travelling 
8: in a public place (e.g. museum, park) 
9: through a dating agency/chat line 
10: have always known each other 
11: other 
12: at church 
13: neighbour/lived locally/shared a flat 
14: at another public place  
15: arranged marriage 
16: prostitute/red light district 
17: through friends/relatives 
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99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | (het=0 | hetsc=0) & sam=0)  
 
r1meet where met most recent partner – NEW CODES but question identical 
 1: at school 
2: at university/college 
3: at/through work 
4: in a pub/bar/club/dance/disco 
5: introduced by friends / family 
6: through a society/sports club 
7: on holiday/while travelling 
8: internet dating website 
9: other dating agency/personal ads 
10: online but not through a dating website 
11: have always known each other 
12: neighbour/lived locally/shared a flat 
13: arranged marriage 
14: in a public place (e.g. museum, park) 
15: sex worker / prostitute 
16: other 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (everhet=0 & eversam=2) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) 
 
(U) (N) r1live  where most recent partner lived when 1st met 
1: same city/town 
2: same region, different town 
3: same country, different region 
4: different country 
5: unknown 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (everhet=0 & eversam=2) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | ((het=0 | hetsc=0) & sam=0) 
 
(U) (N) r1known  time between 1st meeting most recent partner and 1st sex 
1: 24 hours or less  
2: between 1 day and 1 week 
3: between 1 week and 4 weeks 
4: between 4 weeks and 6 months 
5: between 6 months and 1 year 
6: between 1 year and 5 years 
7: between 5 years and 10 years 
8: 10 years or more 
99: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (everhet=0 & eversam=2) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0)  | R1Meet=11 | 
R1Meet=15 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | ((het=0 | hetsc=0) & sam=0) 
 
Note: Natsal-3 asked respondents whether they thought their partner had had sex with other people in the 
last 5 years and during the period of their relationship. There were 4 different questions depending on the 
date of the first and last sexual intercourse (r1pcona..r1pcond). This was only asked if they had had sex 
with that partner in the last 5 years.The 4 different versions of the question have been combined into one 
derived variable for each partner (r1pcon1, r1pcon2, r1pcon3, r1pcon4). The variables r1pcona-d are 
shown here for information, but are not kept in the final dataset. Instead the variables r1pcon1 etc should 
be used for analysis. 
 
Note: r1pcona – 1

st
 sex >5 years ago (R1FY/R1FM > 5 years ago) & relationship is ongoing 

(R1sexagn=yes / probably)  
 
(N – shown for info only, see note above) r1pcona partner had sex with someone else in last 5 years 
1: yes 
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2: probably 
3: probably not 
4: no 
5: prefer not to say 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable 
 
Note: r1pconb 1

st
 sex >5 years ago (R1FY/R1FM > 5 years ago) & last sex < 5 years ago 

(R1datey/R1dateM < 5 years ago) & relationship is not ongoing (R1sexagn=no / probably not / don’t 
know) OR most recent sex >1 year ago (R1datey/R1dateM > 1 year ago) 
 
(N – shown for info only, see note above) r1pconb partner had sex with someone else between 5 years 
ago and last sex 
 
Note: r1pconc 1

st
 sex < 5 years ago (R1FY/R1FM < 5 years ago) & relationship is ongoing 

(R1sexagn=yes / probably)  
 
(N – shown for info only, see note above) r1pconc partner had sex with someone else since they first had 
sex 
 
Note: r1pcond 1

st
 sex <5 years ago (R1FY/R1FM < 5 years ago) & relationship is not ongoing 

(R1sexagn=no / probably not / don’t know) OR most recent sex >1 year ago (R1datey/R1dateM > 1 year 
ago) 
 
(N – shown for info only, see note above) r1pcond partner had sex with someone else between first and 
last sex  
All same response options as for r1pcona 
 
(ND) r1pcon1 most recent partner had sex with someone else in last 5 years (between first and most 
recent sex with respondent) 
1: yes if r1pcona=1 | r1pconb=1 | r1pconc=1 | r1pcond=1 
2: probably if r1pcona=2 | r1pconb=2 | r1pconc=2 | r1pcond=2 
3: probably not if r1pcona=3 | r1pconb=3 | r1pconc=3 | r1pcond=3 
4: no if r1pcona=4 | r1pconb=4 | r1pconc=4 | r1pcond=4 
5: prefer not to say if r1pcona=5 | r1pconb=5 | r1pconc=5 | r1pcond=5 
9: not answered if r1pcona=9 | r1pconb=9 | r1pconc=9 | r1pcond=9 
-1: not applicable if p1pcona=-1 & r1pconb=-1 & r1pconc=-1 & r1pcond=-1 
 
Note: mrpos was added to Natsal-3 to look in more detail at oral sex only partnerships where both first 
and last sex where oral sex and the respondent reported having had anal or vaginal sex ever in the 
practices questions. 
 
(N) mrpos was this an oral sex only partner 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (everhet=0 & eversam=2) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) | (rsex=2 & r1sex=2) | 
(lastvag≠1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & analsex≠1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & samayou≠1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & samahim≠1, 2, 3, 4, 5) | (r1condl=1 
| r1condl=2) | (r1first=2 & (r1condf=1 | r1condf=2)) 
 
Note: Variables r1datem … r1known and their codes also apply to 2 next most recent partners if the 
respondent reported 2+ partners in the last 5 years. Consequently there are the additional codes of  -1 if 
tot5yrs < 2 for 2nd most recent partner and -1 if tot5yrs <3 for 3rd most recent partner. 
 
2nd most recent partner   
r1datey2 
r1datem2 
r1sex2 
(U) r1condl2 
(N) r1sxagn2 
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(N) r1rel2 
(*) r1first2 
r1fy2 
r1fm2 
(N) firstdtp2 
(N) firstdtp2ind 
(N) lastdtp2 
(N) lastdtp2ind 
(N) dfover1p2 
(N) dlover1p2 
(N) dfover5p2 
(N) dlover5p2 
(N) r1mtha2 
(N) r1mthb2 
(U) r1condf2 
(N) r1rel1st2 
r1ptage2 
rafs2mr 
(N) ad_2mrp 
(R) r1relat2 
(N) r1ethni2 
(N) r1ethbl2 
r1meet2 
r1live2 
r1known2 
(N) r1pcon2 
(N) mrpos2 
 
3rd most recent partner: 
r1datey3         
r1datem3 
r1sex3              
(U) r1condl3 
(N) r1rel3 
(N) r1sxagn3 
(*) r1first3             
r1fy3              
r1fm3    
(N) firstdtp3 
(N) firstdtp3ind 
(N) lastdtp3 
(N) lastdtp3ind 
(N) dfover1p3 
(N) dlover1p3 
(N) dfover5p3 
(N) dlover5p3   
(N) r1mtha3 
(N) r1mthb3 
(U) r1condf3         
(N) r1rel1st3 
r1ptage3          
rafs3mr 
(N) ad_3mrp 
(R) r1relat3           
(N) r1ethni3 
(N) r1ethbl3 
r1meet3           
r1live3            
r1known3        
(N) r1pcon3 
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(N) mrpos3 
 
Note: Variables beginning ‘r1’ and ending 4 are only asked if the respondent has had both heterosexual 
and homosexual partnerships, and details of both heterosexual and homosexual partnerships have not 
been reported as the most recent, 2nd most recent or 3rd most recent partnerships. This is determined by 
the responses to r1sex, r1sex2, and r1sex3. These variables are not limited to the last 5 years. 
 
(N) r1datey4  year of most recent sex with most recent other sexuality partner 
9999: not answered 
-1: not applicable else if r1sex4=-1 
 
(N) r1datem4  month of most recent sex with most recent other sexuality partner  
1: January 
2: February  
3: March 
4: April 
5: May 
6: June 
7: July 
8: August 
9: September   
10: October  
11: November 
12: December 
(U) 13: I am unable to estimate the month  
(U – code removed) 97: can’t remember month or if r1datem4=98  
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable else if r1sex4=-1 
 
(U) (N) r1sex4  sex of most recent other sexuality partner 
1: male 
2: female 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (everhet=0 & eversam=2) | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) | ((everhet=1 | 
everhet=9) & samlife=0) | (everhet=0 & (samlife>0 & samlife<=9999)) | ((everhet=1 & (samlife>0 & 
samlife<9999)) & (r1sex≠9 & r1sex2≠9 & r1sex3≠9) & (((r1sex2≠-1) & (r1sex3=-1) & (r1sex≠r1sex2)) | 
((r1sex3≠-1) & ((r1sex≠r1sex2) | (r1sex≠r1sex3) | (r1sex2≠r1sex3))))) 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | ((het=0 | hetsc=0) & sam=0) | (hetsc=1 & samlife=0) | (hetsc=0 & samlife>0 
& samlife<9999) | ((hetsc=1 & (samlife>0 & samlife<9999)) & (r1sex≠9 & r1sex2≠9 & r1sex3≠9) & 
(((r1sex2≠-1) & (r1sex3=-1) & (r1sex≠r1sex2)) | ((r1sex3≠-1) & ((r1sex≠r1sex2) | (r1sex≠r1sex3) | 
(r1sex2≠r1sex3))))) 
 
(U) (N) r1condl4  condom used for most recent sex with most recent other sexuality partner 
1: yes 
2: no 
(U) 3: only had oral sex on the most recent occasion or if (lastvag=7 & analsex=7 & (samahim=-1 | 
samahim=7) & (samayou=-1 | samayou=7) & (oralyou=1 to 6 | oralprt=1 to 6 | (oralyou=7 & oralprt=7 & 
(samoyou=1 to 6 | samopar=1 to 6))) 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if (lastvag=7 & analsex=7 & (samahim=-1 | samahim=7) & (samayou=-1 | 
samayou=7)) | r1sex4=-1 | (rsex=2 & r1sex4=2) 
-1: not applicable else if (r1sex4=-1) | (rsex=2 | r1sex4=2) 
 
Note: questions added to establish i) relationship status at last sex and, ii) where sex occurred in the last 
year, whether they are likely to have sex again. In Natsal-2 this was assumed based on answers to 
certain questions. 
 
(N) r1rel4 relationship status at most recent sex 
1: living together / married / civil partnership 
2: steady relationship 
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3: used to be in steady relationship but not at time 
4: known each other for a while but not in steady relationship 
5: recently met 
6: just met for first time 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if r1sex4=-1 
 
(N) r1sexagn4 likely to have sex again if most recent sex <1y ago 
1: yes 
2: probably 
3: probably not 
4: no 
5: don’t know 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if dlover1p4=1 | r1sex4=-1 
 
Note: in Natsal-3, answer options for r1first4 were made clearer to reduce question mis-interpretation 
 
(*)  (N) r1first4  most recent sex with most recent other sexuality partner was first occasion 
(*) 1: yes, only had sex with him/her once 1: yes, was the first occasion 
(*) 2: no, had sex on more than one occasion 2: no, was not the first occasion 9: not answered 
-1: not applicable else if r1sex4=-1 
 
 
(N) r1fy4  year of 1st occasion with most recent other sexuality partner 
9999: not answered 
-1: not applicable if r1sex4=-1 | r1first4=1 
 
(N) r1fm4  month of 1st occasion with most recent other sexuality partner 
1: January 
2: February  
3: March 
4: April 
5: May 
6: June 
7: July 
8: August 
9: September   
10: October  
11: November 
12: December 
(U) 13: unable to estimate the month  
(U – code removed) 97: can’t remember month or if r1fm4=98  
99: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if r1sex4=-1 | r1first4=1 | dfover5p4=1 
-1: not applicable if r1sex4=-1 | r1first4=1 
 
Note: firstdtp4 combines r1fy4 with r1fm4 to give a date format variable. If only had sex with partner on 
one occasion (r1first4=1) then uses r1datey4 and r1datem4 to derive date. All missing values are set to 
sysmiss. If greater understanding of the missing values is needed, the indicator variable firstdtp4ind can 
be used to see whether the date is missing because it was not given, or because the question was not 
applicable. 
 
Note: if r1fm4/r1datem4 unknown, month set to June for firstdtp4 
 
(ND) firstdtp4 date of first sex with P4, most recent other sexuality partner 
sysmis if missing 
 
Note: lastdtp4 uses r1datey4 and r1datem4 to give a date format variable. All missing values are set to 
sysmiss. If greater understanding of the missing values is needed, the indicator variable lastdtp4ind can 
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be used to see whether the date is missing because it was not given, or because the question was not 
applicable. If r1datem4 unknown, month set to June. 
 
(ND) lastdtp4 date of most recent (last) sex with P4, most recent other sexuality partner 
sysmis if missing 
 
Note: dfover1p4 is derived from a combination of date of interview (dateoi), date of first sex with partner 
(r1fy4&r1fm4 or r1datey4&r1datem4) i.e. yes if r1fy4/r1fm4 were more than a year before date of 
interview, or if only had sex once and r1datey4/r1datem4 were more than a year before date of interview. 
Calculated to be yes if month of sex with partner unknown but possibly in last year (i.e. year is year before 
interview) and month of interview in July to December (i.e. there is greater likelihood that it was over 1 
year ago than less than 1 year ago),  
 
(ND) dfover1p4 first sex with partner 4 occurred over 1 year ago 
-1: not applicable if firstdtp4ind=-1 
1: yes, over 1 year ago if (firstdtp4ind=1 & ((dateoi-1)>firstdtp4)) | (firstdtp4ind=2 & ((r1first4=1 & 
r1datey4>0 & (dateyoi-r1datey4=0)) | (r1first4=2 & r1fy4>0 & (dateyoi-r1fy4=0)) | (r1first4=1 & r1datey4>0 
& (dateyoi-r1datey4=1) & range(datemoi 7.. 12)) | (r1first4=2 & r1fy4>0 & (dateyoi-r1fy4=1) & 
range(datemoi 7..12))) 
2: no, in the last year if (firstdtp4ind=1 & ((dateoi-1)<=firstdtp4)) | (forstdtp4ind=2 & (r1first4=1 & 
r1datey4>0 & (dateyoi-r1datey4=0)) | (r1first4=2 & r1fy4>0 & (dateyoi-r1fy4=0)) | (r1first4=1 & r1datey4>0 
& (dateyoi-r1datey4=1) & range(datemoi 1..6)) | (r1first4=2 & r1fy>0 & (dateyoi-r1fy4=1) & range(datemoi 
1..6))) 
9: not answered 
 
Similarly dfover5p4 is derived from a combination of date of interview (dateoi), date of first sex with 
partner (r1fy4&r1fm4 or r1datey4&r1datem4) 
 
(ND) dfover5p4 first sex with parter 4 occurred over 5 years ago 
-1: not applicable if if firstdtp4ind=-1 
1: yes, over 5 years ago 
2: no, in the last 5 years 
9: not answered 
 
Similarly dlover1p4 is derived from a combination of date of interview (dateoi) and date of most recent sex 
with partner (r1datey4 & r1datem4). 
 
(ND) dlover1p4 most recent (last) sex with P4 occurred over 1 year ago. 
-1 not applicable if lastdtp4ind=-1 
1: yes, over 1 year ago 
2: no, in the last year 
9: not answered 
 
Similarly dlover5p4 is derived from a combination of date of interview (dateoi), date of most recent sex 
with partner (r1datey4 & r1datem4) 
 
(ND) dlover5p4 most recent (last) sex with parter 4 occurred over 5 years ago 
-1: not applicable if if firstdtp4ind=-1 
1: yes, over 5 years ago 
2: no, in the last 5 years 
9: not answered 
 
Note: In Natsal-3 if first sex was in same month as interview or previous calendar month, a question has 
been added to determine the length of the sexual relationship. This will allow better interpretation of the 
number of sex acts variable. The question asked depends on whether respondent is likely to have sex 
with partner again 
 
(N) r1mtha4 time since first sex 
1: less than 7 days 
2: 7 days – 2 weeks 
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3: 2-4 weeks 
4: over 4 weeks 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if r1sex4=-1 | r1first4=1 | r1sexagn4=3 | r1sexagn4=4 | dfover1p4=1 
  
(N) r1mthb4 time between first and last sex 
1: less than 7 days 
2: 7 days – 2 weeks 
3: 2-4 weeks 
4: over 4 weeks 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if r1sex4=-1 | r1first4=1 | r1sexagn4=1 | r1sexagn4=2 | dfover1p4=1 
 
Note: There is an additional answer option for r1condl in Natsal-2. Respondents can now specify that last 
sex was oral sex 
 
(U) (N) r1condf4  condom used on 1st occasion with most recent other sexuality partner 
1: yes 
2: no 
(U) 3: only had oral sex on the first occasion or if (lastvag=7 & analsex=7 & (samahim=-1 | samahim=7) & 
(samayou=-1 | samayou=7) & (oralyou=1 to 6 | oralprt=1 to 6 | (oralyou=7 & oralprt=7 & (samoyou=1 to 6 | 
samopar=1 to 6))) 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if (lastvag=7 & analsex=7 & (samahim=-1 | samahim=7) & (samayou=-1 | 
samayou=7)) | r1sex4=-1 | (rsex=2 & r1sex4=2) | r1first4=1 
-1: not applicable if r1sex4=-1 | r1first4=1 | (rsex=2 & r1sex4=2) 
 
Note: r1rel1st4 collects relationship status at first sex. This replaces the old variable r1relat 
 
(N) r1rel1s4 relationship status at most recent sex 
1: living together / married / civil partnership 
2: steady relationship 
3: used to be in steady relationship but not at time 
4: known each other for a while but not in steady relationship 
5: recently met 
6: just met for first time 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if r1sex=-1 | r1first4=1 
 
(U) (N) r1ptage4  age on 1st occasion with  most recent other sexuality partner  
(U) 996: NA – partners age at 1

st
 sex <13 years 

(U) 997: don’t know  97: don’t know 
(U) 999: not answered  99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if r1sex4=-1 
 
(ND) rafs4mr  respondent’s age in completed years at 1st sex with most recent other sexuality partner  
compute ((((r1fy4-1900)*12) + r1fm4) - (((rdoby-1900)*12) + rdobm4)) / 12 if (r1fy4≠-1 & r1fy4≠9999) & 
(r1fm4≠-1 & r1fm4≠97 & r1fm4≠99) & rdobm4≠99 
else compute ((((r1datey4-1900)*12) + r1datem4) - (((rdoby4-1900)*12) + rdobm4)) / 12 if r1first4=1 & 
(r1datey4≠-1 & r1datey4≠9999) & (r1datem4≠-1 & r1datem4≠97 & r1datem4≠99) & rdobm4≠99 
else compute r1fy - rdoby if  (r1fy≠-1 & r1fy≠9999)  
else compute r1datey-rdoby if r1first=1 & (r1datey≠-1 & r1datey≠9999)  
(U) 999: not answered else if missing | rafsmr4<0 99: not answered else if missing | rafsmr4<0 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | r1sex4=-1 
 
 
(ND) ad_4mrp age difference between respondent & 4th most recent partner 
compute (rafs4mr-r1ptage4) if rsex=1 & rafs4mr≠-1 & rafs4mr≠996 & rafs4mr≠999 & r1ptage4≠996 & 
r1ptage4≠997 & r1ptage4≠999 
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compute (r1ptage4-rafs4mr) if rsex=2 & rafs4mr≠-1 & rafs4mr≠996 & rafs4mr≠999 & r1ptage4≠996 & 
r1ptage4≠997 & r1ptage4≠999 
999: not answered if rafs4mr=999 | rafs4mr=996 | r1ptage4=999 | r1ptage4=997 | r1ptage4=996 
998: not applicable  (only had partners of one sex, or already reported partners of both sexes in first 3 
loops) else 
 
 
Note: Natsal-3 collected more information on sexual mixing and asked about ethnicity 
(N) r1ethni4 ethnic gp of partner 
1: white / white British 
2: Mixed ethnicity 
3: asian / asian British 
4: black / black British 
5: Chinese / other 
7: not sure 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if r1sex4=-1 
 
(N) r1ethblk4 partners background 
1: Caribbean 
2: African 
3: Other black 
4: Not sure 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if r1ethni=-1 | r1ethnic=1 | r1ethnic=2 | r1ethni=3 | r1ethni=5 | r1ethni=7 
 
(R) (N) r1relat4  relationship with most recent other sexuality partner 
1: currently/ever married 
2: living together 
3: regular partners but not living together 
4: not regular partners 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if r1sex4=-1 
 
Note: In Natsal-3 the answer codes for r1meet4 were updated to be more relevant currently. 
 
(U – see below) (N) r1meet4  where first met most recent other sex partner 
1: at school 
2: at university/college 
3: at/through work 
4: in a pub/café/restaurant/bar/club 
5: at a social event organised by friend(s) 
6: through a society/sports club 
7: on holiday/while travelling 
8: in a public place (e.g. museum, park) 
9: through a dating agency/chat line 
10: have always known each other 
11: other 
12: at church 
13: neighbour/lived locally/shared a flat 
14: at another public place  
15: arranged marriage 
16: prostitute/red light district 
17: through friends/relatives 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if r1sex4=-1 | r1relat=1 | r1relat=2 | r1relat=3 
 
r1meet4 where met most recent partner – NEW CODES but question identical 
 1: at school 
2: at university/college 
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3: at/through work 
4: in a pub/bar/club/dance/disco 
5: introduced by friends / family 
6: through a society/sports club 
7: on holiday/while travelling 
8: internet dating website 
9: other dating agency/personal ads 
10: online but not through a dating website 
11: have always known each other 
12: neighbour/lived locally/shared a flat 
13: arranged marriage 
14: in a public place (e.g. museum, park) 
15: sex worker / prostitute 
16: other 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if r1sex4=-1 
 
(U) (N) r1live4  where most recent other sexuality partner lived when 1st met 
1: same city/town 
2: same region, different town 
3: same country, different region 
4: different country 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if r1sex4=-1 
-1: not applicable if r1sex4=-1 | r1relat=1 | r1relat=2 | r1relat=3 
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(U) (N) r1known4  time between 1st meeting most recent other sexuality partner and 1st sex 
1: 24 hours or less  
2: between 1 day and 1 week 
3: between 1 week and 4 weeks 
4: between 4 weeks and 6 months 
5: between 6 months and 1 year 
6: between 1 year and 5 years 
7: between 5 years r1and 10 years 
8: 10 years or more 
99: not answered  
(U) -1: not applicable if r1sex4=-1 | r1meet4=11 | r1meet4=15 
-1: not applicable if r1sex4=-1 | r1relat=1 | r1relat=2 | r1relat=3   
 
Note: Natsal-3 asked respondents whether they thought their partners had had sex with other people 
during their relationship period in the last 5 years. The question asked depends on the date of the first and 
last sexual intercourse. The variable r1pcon4 should be used for analysis (see full note on page 91). 
(N – shown for information only) r1pcona4 partner had sex with someone else in last 5 years 
1: yes 
2: probably 
3: probably not 
4: no 
5: prefer not to say 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable 
 
(N – shown for information only) r1pconb4 partner had sex with someone else between 5 years ago and 
last sex 
(N – shown for information only) r1pconc4 partner had sex with someone else since they first had sex 
(N – shown for information only) r1pcond4 partner had sex with someone else between first and last sex  
All same response options as for r1pcona 
 
(ND) pr1con4 partner had sex with someone else in last 5 years (between first and most recent sex with 
respondent). 
1: yes if r1pcona4=1 | r1pconb4=1 | r1pconc4=1 | r1pcond4=1 
2: probably if r1pcona4=2 | r1pconb4=2 | r1pconc4=2 | r1pcond4=2 
3: probably not if r1pcona4=3 | r1pconb4=3 | r1pconc4=3 | r1pcond4=3 
4: no if r1pcona4=4 | r1pconb4=4 | r1pconc4=4 | r1pcond4=4 
5: prefer not to say if r1pcona4=5 | r1pconb4=5 | r1pconc4=5 | r1pcond4=5 
9: not answered if r1pcona4=9 | r1pconb4=9 | r1pconc4=9 | r1pcond4=9 
-1: not applicable if p1pcona4=-1 & r1pconb4=-1 & r1pconc4=-1 & r1pcond4=-1 
 
Note: mrpos was added to Natsal-3 to look in more detail at oral sex only partnerships. 
(N) mrpos4 was this an oral sex only partner 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if r1sex4=-1 
 
Note: in Natsal-2 assumptions were made re concurrency for analysis. In Natsal-3 respondents were 
asked a direct question about concurrency if they reported that one partnership ended the same month 
another began. 

 
(N) mrpolap any concurrency between partnerships  
1: yes – there was overlap 
2: no 
3: not sure 
4: prefer not to say 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if tot5yr<2 | ((if lastdtp2≠-1 then lastdtp2≠firstdtp1) & (if lastdtp3≠-1 then 
lastdtp3≠firstdtp2) & (if lastdtp4≠-1 then lastdtp4≠firstdtp3)) 
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Note: Variables cmc_3mrf etc. are used to create concurrency indicators. They express the date of first 
and last sex in terms of the number of months since the beginning of 1900  
 
(R) (ND) cmc_3mrf date of first sex with 3rd most recent partner in last 5 years in CMCs  
compute ((r1fy3-1900)*12) + r1fm3 if r1first3=2 & (r1fy3≠-1 & r1fy3≠9999) & (r1fm3≠-1 & r1fm3≠97 & 
r1fm3≠99) 
else compute  ((r1datey3-1900)*12) + r1datem3 if r1first3=1 & (r1datey3≠-1 & r1datey3≠9999) & 
(r1datem3≠-1 & r1datem3≠97 & r1datem3≠99) 
9999: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if tot5yrs<3 
 
(R) (ND) cmc_2mrf date of first sex with 2nd most recent partner in last 5 years in CMCs  
compute ((r1fy2-1900)*12) + r1fm2 if r1first2=2 & (r1fy2≠-1 & r1fy2≠9999) & (r1fm2≠-1 & r1fm2≠97 & 
r1fm2≠99) 
else compute  ((r1datey2-1900)*12) + r1datem2 if r1first2=1 & (r1datey2≠-1 & r1datey2≠9999) & 
(r1datem2≠-1 & r1datem2≠97 & r1datem2≠99) 
9999: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if tot5yrs<2 
 
(R) (ND) cmc_1mrf date of first sex with most recent partner in CMCs 
compute ((r1fy-1900)*12) + r1fm if r1first=2 & (r1fy≠-1 & r1fy≠9999) & (r1fm≠-1 & r1fm≠97 & r1fm≠99) 
else compute  ((r1datey-1900)*12) + r1datem if r1first=1 & (r1datey≠-1 & r1datey≠9999) & (r1datem≠-1 & 
r1datem≠97 & r1datem≠99) 
9999: not answered else if missing 
 
(R) (ND) cmc_3mrl  date of last sex with 3rd most recent partner in last 5 years in CMCs 
compute (((r1datey3-1900)*12) + r1datem3) if r1datey3≠-1 & (r1datey3≠9999 & r1datey3≠-1) & 
(r1datem3≠-1 & r1datem3≠97 & r1datem3≠99) 
9999: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if tot5yrs<3 
 
(R) (ND) cmc_2mrl date of last sex with 2nd most recent partner in last 5 years in CMCs 
compute ((r1datey2-1900)*12) + r1datem2 if (r1datey2≠-1 & r1datey2≠9999) & (r1datem2≠-1 & 
r1datem2≠97 & r1datem2≠99) 
9999: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if tot5yrs<2 
 
(R) (ND) cmc_1mrl date of last sex with most recent partner in CMCs    
compute ((r1datey-1900)*12) + r1datem if (r1datey≠-1 & ≠9999) & (r1datem≠-1 & ≠97 & ≠99) 
9999: not answered else if missing 
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The following notes apply to all concurrency variables. 
Notes:  1. Partnerships are considered concurrent if the month and year of 1st sex with the more recent 

partner is prior to the month and year of last sex with the former partner.  
2. Concurrency is assumed not to have taken place if the last sex with partner x occurred in the 
same month that the first sex with partner x+1 occurred.  
3. See notes in the Lancet paper by Johnson et al (2001) for details of the assumptions made 
where it could not be ascertained whether someone reporting 2 partners was serially 
monogamous or had concurrent partnerships 
 

Note: varibles similar to concurt1..concurt and concurtly have been derived for Natsal-3. These variables 
are comparable but have been derived using the variables lastdtp! and firstdtp!, rather than 
cmc_3mrf..cmc_1mrl therefore they have been renamed and are shown below as new variables. 
(R) (ND) concurt1  most recent and 2nd most recent partners in last 5 years were concurrent  
1: yes if (cmc_1mrf <cmc_2mrl) & (cmc_1mrf≠-1 & cmc_1mrf ≠9999) & (cmc_2mrl≠-1 & cmc_2mrl≠9999)) 
|  (r1first=2 & ((cmc_1mrf=9999 & cmc_2mrl=9999) | (cmc_1mrf=9999 & (cmc_2mrl≠-1 & cmc_2mrl 
≠9999)) | (cmc_2mrl=9999 & (cmc_1mrf≠-1 & cmc_1mrf≠9999))) & (r1fy≠9999 & r1datey2≠9999) & 
(r1fy≠r1datey2) & (r1fy<r1datey2)) 
0: no if ((cmc_1mrf >=cmc_2mrl) & (cmc_1mrf≠-1 & cmc_1mrf≠9999) & (cmc_2mrl≠-1 & cmc_2mrl≠9999)) 
| (r1first=1 & (cmc_1mrf=9999 | cmc_2mrl=9999)) | (r1first=2 & ((cmc_1mrf=9999 & cmc_2mrl=9999) | 
(cmc_1mrf=9999 & (cmc_2mrl≠-1 & cmc_2mrl≠9999)) | (cmc_2mrl=9999 & (cmc_1mrf≠-1 & 
cmc_1mrf≠9999))) & (r1fy≠9999 & r1datey2≠9999) & (r1fy≠r1datey2) & (r1fy>r1datey2)) 
9: not answered else if tot5yrs>=2 & tot5yrs<9999 
-1: not applicable if tot5yrs<2 
 
(N) mrpconcl5y1 most recent and 2nd most recent partners in last 5 years were concurrent (comparable 
with concurt1) 
1: yes if (((FirstdtP1ind=1 & LastdtP2ind=1) | (FirstdtP1ind=2 & LastdtP2ind=2)) & (FirstdtP1<LastdtP2)) | 
(((FirstdtP1ind=1 & LastdtP2ind=2) |(FirstdtP1ind=2 & LastdtP2ind=1)) & R1first=2 & R1FY<R1dateY2)  
0: no if r1first=1 | (((FirstdtP1ind=1 & LastdtP2ind=1) | (FirstdtP1ind=2 & LastdtP2ind=2)) & 
(FirstdtP1>=LastdtP2) ) |  (((FirstdtP1ind=1 & LastdtP2ind=2) |(FirstdtP1ind=2 & LastdtP2ind=1)) & 
R1first=2 & R1FY>=R1dateY2) 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if tot5yrs<2 
 
(R) (ND) concurt2  2nd most recent and 3rd most recent partners in last 5 years were concurrent 
1: yes if (cmc_2mrf < cmc_3mrl) & (cmc_2mrf≠-1 & ≠9999) & (cmc_3mrl≠-1 & ≠9999)) |  (r1first2=2 & 
((cmc_2mrf=9999 & cmc_3mrl=9999) | (cmc_2mrf=9999 & (cmc_3mrl≠-1 & ≠9999)) | (cmc_3mrl=9999 & 
(cmc_2mrf≠-1 & ≠9999))) & (r1fy2≠9999 & r1datey3≠9999) & (r1fy2≠r1datey3) & (r1fy2<r1datey3)) 
0: no if ((cmc_2mrf >= cmc_3mrl) & (cmc_2mrf≠-1 & ≠9999) & (cmc_3mrl≠-1 & ≠9999)) | (r1first2=1 & 
(cmc_2mrf=9999 | cmc_3mrl=9999)) | (r1first2=2 & ((cmc_2mrf=9999 & cmc_3mrl=9999) | 
(cmc_2mrf=9999 & (cmc_3mrl≠-1 & ≠9999)) | (cmc_3mrl=9999 & (cmc_2mrf≠-1 & ≠9999))) & (r1fy2≠9999 
& r1datey3≠9999) & (r1fy2≠r1datey3) & (r1fy2>r1datey3)) 
9: not answered else if tot5yrs>=3 & <9999 
-1: not applicable if tot5yrs<3 
 
(N) mrpconcl5y2 2nd most recent and 3rd most recent partners in last 5 years were concurrent 
(comparable with concurt2) 
1: yes if (((FirstdtP2ind=1 & LastdtP3ind=1) | (FirstdtP2ind=2 & LastdtP3ind=2)) &(FirstdtP2<LastdtP3)) | 
(((FirstdtP2ind=1 & LastdtP3ind=2) |(FirstdtP2ind=2 & LastdtP3ind=1)) & R1first2=2 & R1FY2<R1dateY3) 
0: no if r1first2=1 | (((FirstdtP2ind=1 & LastdtP3ind=1) | (FirstdtP2ind=2 & LastdtP3ind=2)) & 
FirstdtP2>=LastdtP3) | (& ((FirstdtP2ind=1 & LastdtP3ind=2) |(FirstdtP2ind=2 & LastdtP3ind=1)) & 
R1first2=2 & R1FY2>=R1dateY3) 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if tot5yrs<3 
 
(R) (D) concurt  concurrent partnerships in the last 5 years 
1: yes if (concurt1=1 | concurt2=1) | (concurt1=1 & concurt2=-1) 
0: no if concurt1=0 & concurt2=0 
9: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if concurt1=-1 & concurt2=-1 
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(N) mrpconcl5y concurrent partnerships in the last 5 years (comparable with concurt)1: yes if 
MRPConcL5Y1=1 | MRPConcL5Y2=1  
0: no if (MRPConcL5Y1=0 & MRPConcL5Y2=0) | (MRPConcL5Y1=0 & MRPConcL5Y2=-1) | 
(MRPConcL5Y1=-1 & MRPConcL5Y2=0)  
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if (MRPConcL5Y1=-1 & MRPConcL5Y2=-1) 
 
 
 
Note: For those respondents unable to provide both date components but the partnerships did not occur 
in the same year, then concurrency is assumed not to be possible. For the remaining respondents who 
had at least 2 partners in the year prior to interview, then these partners are assumed to be distributed 
between the serial monogamous and concurrent categories with equal probabilities to those whose dates 
are known. See notes in the Lancet paper by Johnson et al (2001) for further details. 
 
 (U – uses  mrpconcl5y instead of concurt, see below) (D) l5ypartn partnership history in the last 5 years 
0: 0 partners if tot5yrs=0 
1: 1 partner (monogamous) if tot5yrs=1 
2: 2+ partners (serial monogamous) if (tot5yrs>=2 & tot5yrs<9999) & concurt=1 
3: 2+ partners (concurrent) if (tot5yrs>=2 & tot5yrs<9999) & concurt=0 
4: 2+ partners (unknown concurrency) if (tot5yrs>=2 & tot5yrs<9999) & concurt=9 
9: not answered for variables used to derive ‘concurt’ else if concurt=9 | tot5yrs=9999 
-1: not applicable if tot5yrs=-1 
 
l5ypartn partnership history in the last 5 years 
0: 0 partners if tot5yrs=0 
1: 1 partner (monogamous) if tot5yrs=1 
2: 2+ partners (serial monogamous) if mrpconcl5y=0 
3: 2+ partners (concurrent) if mrpconcl5y=1  
4: 2+ partners (unknown concurrency) if (tot5yrs>=2 & tot5yrs<9999) & mrpconcl5y=9 
9: not answered else if mrpconcl5y=9 | tot5yrs=9999 
-1: not applicable if tot5yrs=-1 
 
 
 
 
(R) (ND) concrtly  concurrent partnerships in the year before interview 
0: 2+ partners (serial monogamy) if (cmc_1mrf>=cmc_2mrl) if ((cmc_1mrf≠-1 & cmc_1mrf≠9999) & 
(cmc_2mrl≠-1 & cmc_2mrl≠9999)  & (cmc_2mrl>=(cmc_doi-12))) | ((cmc_2mrl=9999 & (cmc_1mrf≠-1 & 
cmc_1mrf≠9999)) & (r1fy≠-1 & r1fy≠9999 & r1datey2≠-1 & r1datey2≠9999) & (r1first=2) & 
(r1datey2>=(dateyoi-1)) & (r1fy>r1datey2)) | ((cmc_1mrf=9999 & cmc_2mrl=9999) | (cmc_1mrf=9999 & 
(cmc_2mrl≠-1 & cmc_2mrl≠9999))) & (r1fy≠-1 & r1fy≠9999 & r1datey2≠-1 & r1datey2≠9999) & (r1first=2) 
& (r1datey2>=(dateyoi-1)) & (r1fy>1datey2)) 
1: 2+ partners (concurrent) if (cmc_1mrf<cmc_2mrl) if ((cmc_1mrf≠-1 & cmc_1mrf≠9999) & (cmc_2mrl≠-1 
& cmc_2mrl≠9999)  & (cmc_2mrl>=(cmc_doi-12))) | ((cmc_2mrl=9999 & (cmc_1mrf≠-1 & cmc_1mrf 
≠9999)) & (r1fy≠-1 & r1fy≠9999 & r1datey2≠-1 & r1datey2≠9999) & (r1first=2) & (r1datey2>=(dateyoi-1)) & 
(r1fy<r1datey2)) | ((cmc_1mrf=9999 & cmc_2mrl=9999) | (cmc_1mrf=9999 & (cmc_2mrl≠-1 & 
cmc_2mrl≠9999))) & (r1fy≠-1 & r1fy≠9999 & r1datey2≠-1 & r1datey2≠9999) & (r1first=2) & 
(r1datey2>=(dateyoi-1)) & (r1fy<r1datey2)) | ((cmc_3mrl=9999 & (cmc_2mrf≠-1 & cmc_2mrf≠9999)) & 
(r1fy2≠-1 & r1fy2≠9999 & r1datey3≠-1 & r1datey3≠9999) & (r1first2=2) & (r1datey3>=(dateyoi-1)) & 
(r1fy2<r1datey3)) | (((cmc_2mrf=9999 & cmc_3mrl=9999) | (cmc_2mrf=9999 & (cmc_3mrl≠-1 & 
cmc_3mrl≠9999))) & (r1fy2≠-1 & r1fy2≠9999 & r1datey3≠-1 & r1datey3≠9999) & (r1first2=2) & 
(r1datey3>=(dateyoi-1)) & (r1fy2<r1datey3)) 
2: 2+ partners (unknown concurrency) else if (tot1yr>=2 & tot1yr<999)  
9: not answered else if tot1yr=999  
-1: not applicable if tot1yr<2 
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(N) mrpconcly1 concurrency between 1
st
 & 2

nd
 most recent partners in the year before interview 

1: yes if (DLover1P2=2 & ((FirstdtP1ind=1 & LastdtP2ind=1) | (FirstdtP1ind=2 & LastdtP2ind=2)) & 
(FirstdtP1<LastdtP2)) | (DLover1P2=2 & ((FirstdtP1ind=1 & LastdtP2ind=2) |(FirstdtP1ind=2 & 
LastdtP2ind=1)) & R1first=2 & R1FY<R1dateY2) 
0: no if r1first=1 | dlover1p2=1 | dlover1p1=1 | (DLover1P2=2 & ((FirstdtP1ind=1 & LastdtP2ind=1) | 
(FirstdtP1ind=2 & LastdtP2ind=2)) & FirstdtP1>=LastdtP2) | (DLover1P2=2 & ((FirstdtP1ind=1 & 
LastdtP2ind=2) |(FirstdtP1ind=2 & LastdtP2ind=1)) & R1first=2 & R1FY>=R1dateY2) 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if tot1yr<2 
 
(N) mrpconcly2 concurrency between 2

nd
 & 3

rd
 most recent partners in the year before interview 

1: yes if (DLover1P3=2 & ((FirstdtP2ind=1 & LastdtP3ind=1) | (FirstdtP2ind=2 & LastdtP3ind=2)) 
&(FirstdtP2<LastdtP3)) | (DLover1P3=2 & ((FirstdtP2ind=1 & LastdtP3ind=2) |(FirstdtP2ind=2 & 
LastdtP3ind=1)) & R1first2=2 & R1FY2<R1dateY3) 
0: no if r1first2=1 | DLover1P2=1 | DLover1P3=1 | (DLover1P3=2 & ((FirstdtP2ind=1 & LastdtP3ind=1) | 
(FirstdtP2ind=2 & LastdtP3ind=2)) & FirstdtP2>=LastdtP3) | (DLover1P3=2 & ((FirstdtP2ind=1 & 
LastdtP3ind=2) |(FirstdtP2ind=2 & LastdtP3ind=1)) & R1first2=2 & R1FY2>=R1dateY3) 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if tot1yr<3 
 
(N) mrpconcly concurrent partnerships in the year before interview (comparable with concrtly) 
0: 2+ partners (serial monogamy) if & (MRPConcLY1=0 & MRPConcLY2=0) | (MRPConcLY1=0 & 
MRPConcLY2=-1) | (MRPConcLY1=-1 & MRPConcLY2=0) 
1: 2+ partners (concurrent) if MRPConcLY1=1 | MRPConcLY2=1  
2: 2+ partners (unknown concurrency) else if (tot1yr>=2 & tot1yr<999) 
9: unknown number of partners in last year 
-1: not applicable if (MRPConcLY1=-1 & MRPConcLY2=-1) 
 
Note: For those respondents unable to provide both date components but the partnerships did not occur 
in the same year, then concurrency is assumed not to be possible. For the remaining respondents who 
had at least 2 partners in the year prior to interview, then these partners are assumed to be distributed 
between the serial monogamous and concurrent categories with equal probabilities to those whose dates 
are known. 
 
(U – uses  mrpconcly instead of concrtly, see below) (ND) lypartn partnership history in last year 
0: 0 partners if tot1yr=0 
1: 1 partner (monogamous) if tot1yr=1 
2: 2+ partners (serial monogamous) if (tot1yr>=2 & tot1yr<999) & concrtly=0 
3: 2+ partners (concurrent) if (tot1yr>=2 & tot1yr<999) & concrtly=1 
4: 2+ partners (unknown concurrency) if (tot1yr>=2 & tot1yr<999) & concrtly=2 
9: unknown number of partners in the last year else if tot1yr=999 | concrtly=9 
-1: not applicable for: tot1yr if tot1yr=-1  
 
lypartn partnership history in last year 
0: 0 partners if tot1yr=0 
1: 1 partner (monogamous) if tot1yr=1 
2: 2+ partners (serial monogamous) if mrpconcly=0 
3: 2+ partners (concurrent) if mrpconcly=1 
4: 2+ partners (unknown concurrency) if mrpconcly=2 
9: unknown number of partners in the last year else if tot1yr=999 | mrpconcly=9 
-1: not applicable if tot1yr=-1  
 
 (ND) lypartn2 concurrent partnerships in last year 
0: no if lypartn=1 | lypartn=2 
1: yes if lypartn=3 
2: 2+ partners but unknown concurrency if lypartn=4 
9: unknown number of partners in the last year if lypartn=9 
-1: not applicable if lypartn=-1 | lypartn=0 
 
 



 TRAVEL AND SEX ABROAD 
 

 

 

TRAVEL & SEX ABROAD 
 
Note: In Natsal-3 these questions placed here to improve flow. Previously they appeared before the Most 
Recent Parnters section  
 
(M) (N) travel  travelled outside of UK, last 5 years 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (het5yrs=0 & sam5yrs=0)  
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | (het5yrs=0 & sam5yrs=0) 
 
(M) (N) trvlsex  any new sex partners while outside UK, last 5 years 
1: yes 
2: no or if (sam5yrs=0 & het5yrs=0) | travel=2 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2  
-1: not applicable else if scelig=2  
 
(M) (N) nosextl  no. of new sex partners while outside UK, last 5 years 
9999: not answered 
-1: not applicable if trvlsex=2 | trvlsex=-1 
 
(ND) nosextl2 no. of new sex partners while outside UK, last 5 years, grouped 
0 if trvlsex=2 
1 if nosextl=1 
2: 2+ if nosextl>=2 & nosextl<9999 
9: not answered if trvlsex=1 & nosextl=9999 
-1: not applicable if trvlsex=-1 
 
Note: This codebook gives only the binary variables to be used for analysis, not the original multi-code 
questions. The following binary variables were created directly from the question cntry1 in Natsal-3, and 
derived (as shown) from cntry101-cntry110 in Natsal-2.  
 
(ND) uk1  origin of new partner(s) while outside UK, last 5 years: UK 
-1: not applicable if cntry101=-1 & cntry102=-1 & cntry103=-1 & cntry104=-1 & cntry105=-1 & cntry106=-1 
& cntry107=-1 & cntry108=-1 & cntry109=-1 & cntry110=-1 
1: yes if (cntry101=0 | cntry102=0 | cntry103=0 | cntry104=0 | cntry105=0 | cntry106=0 | cntry107=0 | 
cntry108=0 | cntry109=0 | cntry110=0) | ((cntry101=9 | cntry102=9 | cntry103=9 | cntry104=9 | cntry105=9 
| cntry106=9 | cntry107=9 | cntry108=9 | cntry109=9 | cntry110=9) & (cntry1x1=0 | cntry1x2=0 | 
cntry1x3=0)) 
0: no else if cntry101>=0 & cntry101<=9 
9: not answered if missing 
 
Variables othereu1 …other cs1, are derived from cntry101 … cntry110 and cntry1x1 …cntry1x3, and are 
coded in a similar way to uk1: 
(ND) othereu1  origin of new partner(s) while outside UK, last 5 years: another EU country 
(ND) oznz1  origin of new partner(s) while outside UK, last 5 years: Australia/New Zealand 
(ND) northam1  origin of new partner(s) while outside UK, last 5 years: North America 
(ND) southam1  origin of new partner(s) while outside UK, last 5 years: South America 
(ND) caribbn1  origin of new partner(s) while outside UK, last 5 years: Caribbean 
(ND) asia1  origin of new partner(s) while outside UK, last 5 years: Asia 
(ND) mideast1  origin of new partner(s) while outside UK, last 5 years: Middle East, North Africa 
(R) (ND) ssafrca1  origin of new partner(s) while outside UK, last 5 years: Sub Saharan Africa 
(N) othafrica1 origin of new partner(s) while outside UK, last 5 years: African countries (other than North 
Africa)  
(ND) othercs1  origin of new partner(s) while outside UK, last 5 years: other country/region  
(N) dkcntry1 origin of new partner(s) while outside UK, last 5 years: don’t know which country/region 
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(U) (ND) sexabsum  new partner(s) while outside UK, in last 5 years, grouped 
0: no if trvlsex=2 
(U) 1: yes, (all) from UK if trvlsex=1 & (othereu1≠1 | oznz1≠1 | northam1≠1 | southam1≠1 | carribn1≠1 | 
asia1≠1 | mideast1≠1 | othafrica1≠1 | othercs1≠1) 
1: yes, (all) from UK if trvlsex=1 & (othereu1≠1 | oznz1≠1 | northam1≠1 | southam1≠1 | carribn1≠1 | 
asia1≠1 | mideast1≠1 | ssafrca1≠1 | othercs1≠1) 
(U) 2: yes, 1+ new partner from a country other than UK if trvlsex=1 & (othereu=1 | oznz=1 | northam=1 | 
southam=1 | carribn=1 | asia=1 | mideast=1 | othafrica1=1 | othercs=1) 
2: yes, 1+ new partner from a country other than UK if trvlsex=1 & (othereu=1 | oznz=1 | northam=1 | 
southam=1 | carribn=1 | asia=1 | mideast=1 | ssafrca=1 | othercs=1) 
9: not answered if trvlsex=9 
-1: not applicable if trvlsex=-1 
 
(M) (N) sexabrd  new partner while in UK but partner from outside UK, last 5 years 
1: yes  
2: no or if (sam5yrs=0 & het5yrs=0) 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable else if scelign3=2  -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
(M) (N) nosexab  no. of new sex partners while in UK but partner(s) from outside UK, last 5 years 
9999: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if sexabrd=2 | scelig=2  -1: not applicable if sexabrd=2 | scelig=2 
 
(M) (N) nosexab2  no. of new partners while in UK but partner(s) from outside UK, last 5 years, grouped 
0: 0 if sexabrd=2 
1: 1 if nosexab=1 
2: 2+ if nosexab>1 & nosexab<9999 
9: not answered if nosexab=9999 
-1: not applicable if sexabrd=-1 
 
 
 
Note: This codebook gives only the binary variables to be used for analysis, not the original multi-code 
questions. The following binary variables were created directly from the question cntry2 in Natsal-3, and 
derived (as shown) from cntry201..cntry210in Natsal-2.  
 
(ND) othereu2  origin of new partner(s) in UK, last 5 years, another eu country 
1: yes if (cntry201=1 | cntry202=1 | cntry203=1 | cntry204=1 | cntry205=1 | cntry206=1 | cntry207=1 | 
cntry208=1) | ((cntry201=9 | cntry202=9 | cntry203=9 | cntry204=9 | cntry205=9 | cntry206=9 | cntry207=9 
| cntry208=9) & cntry2x1=1) |  
0: no else if cntry201>=0 & cntry201<=9 
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if cntry201=-1 & cntry202=-1 & cntry203=-1 & cntry204=-1 & cntry205=-1 & cntry206=-1 
& cntry207=-1 & cntry208=-1 
 
Variables oznz2… dkcrcs are derived from cntry201 … cntry208, and cntry2x1, and are coded in a similar 
way to othereu2: 
(ND) oznz2  origin of new partner(s) in UK, last 5 years: Australia/New Zealand 
(ND) northam2  origin of new partner(s) in UK, last 5 years: North America 
(ND) southam2  origin of new partner(s) in UK, last 5 years: South America 
(ND) caribbn2  origin of new partner(s) in UK, last 5 years: the Caribbean 
(ND) asia2  origin of new partner(s) in UK, last 5 years: Asia 
(ND) mideast2  origin of new partner(s) in UK, last 5 years: the Middle East, North Africa 
(R) (ND) ssafrca2  origin of new partner(s) in UK, last 5 years: Sub-Saharan Africa 
(N) othafrica2 origin of new partner(s) in UK, last 5 years: African countries (other than North Africa) 
(ND) othercs2  origin of new partner(s) in UK, last 5 years: another country 
(R) (ND) dkcrcs2  origin of new partner(s) in UK in last 5 years: can’t remember/don’t know 
(N) dkctry2 origin of new partner(s) in UK in last 5 years: don’t know which region or country 
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Note: Variable forsexsp combines responses to questions about sex while the respondent was abroad 
(i.e. othereu1….) with responses to questions about sex in Britain with people from other countries (i.e. 
othereu2….) to derive a variable for whether/not reported new partner(s) from outside UK in last 5 years 
 
(U) (ND) forsexsp  new sexual partner(s) from outside UK, last 5 years 
(U) 1: yes if sexabsum=2 | (othereu2=1 | oznz2=1 | northam2=1 | southam2=1 | carribn2=1 | asia2=1 | 
mideast2=1 | othafrica2=1 | othercs2=1) 
1: yes if sexabsum=2 | (othereu2=1 | oznz2=1 | northam2=1 | southam2=1 | carribn2=1 | asia2=1 | 
mideast2=1 | ssafrca2=1 | othercs2=1) 
0: no if tot5yrs>=1 & tot5yrs<9999 
9: not answered if tot5yrs=9999 
-1: not applicable if tot5yrs=0 | tot5yrs=-1 



 PAYING FOR SEX 
 

 

 

NONCONSENSUAL SEX 
 
Note: this section was added in Natsal-3  
 
(N) viotry anyone tried to have sex with them against their will, aged 13+ 
1: yes 
2: no 
3: don’t know 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | askcasi=2 
 
(N) viosuc anyone had sex with them against their will, aged 13+ 
1: yes 
2: no or if viotry=2 
3: don’t know or if viotry=3 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | askcasi=2 
 
Note: the variables viotry2 and viosuc2 were used in analysis for Macdowall et al (2013) Lifetime 
prevalence, associated factors, and circumstances of non-volitional sex in women and men in Britain: 
findings from the third National Survey of Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyles (Natsal-3). These variables 
recode those with no lifetime partners (who weren’t asked the question) as ‘no’ rather than excluding 
them. 
 
(N) viotry2 anyone tried to have sex with them against their will, aged 13+ 
1: yes if viotry=1 
0: no if viotry=2 | viotry=-1 
9: not answered if viotry=3 | viotry=9 
 
(N) viosuc2 anyone had sex with them against their will, aged 13+ 
1: yes if viosuc=1 
0: no if viosuc=2 | viosuc=-1 
9: not answered if viosuc=3 | viosuc=9 
 

 
(N) viowhen age when last had sex against will, aged 13+ 
9999: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | askcasi=2 | viosuc=2 
 
(N) viowho relationship with person who had sex against will, aged 13+ 
1: someone were/had been in relationship with 
2: family member or friend 
3: known but not family member or friend 
4: someone didn’t know 
5: other 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | askcasi=2 | viosuc=2 
 
(N) viotalk talk to anyone about sex against will, aged 13+ 
1: yes or if viopol=1 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | askcasi=2 | viosuc=2 
 
(N) viopol talk to police about sex against will, aged 13+ 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | askcasi=2 | viosuc=2 
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PAYING FOR SEX   
 
Note: in Natsal-3 these questions were asked of both men and women. In Natsal-3 these were not asked 
of people reporting never having had sex.  
 
Note: in Natsal-2 & Natsal-1 These questions were only asked to men 
Note: In Natsal-1, respondents with missing data are recoded to ‘ no’ if Het=0 | LastVag=7 
 

(U) (s13am)  everpd  ever paid money for het. sex 
1: yes 
(U) 2: no or if everhet=0 
2: no or if everpd=9 & (rsex=1 & (het=0 | hetsc=0)) 
9: not answered 
(R) -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 | rsex=2 
 
U) (s13bm)  lastpay  when last paid money for het. sex 
1: in last 7 days 
2: at least 7 days ago but less than 4 weeks  
3: at least 4 weeks ago but less than 1 year  
4: at least 1 year ago but less than 5 years  
5: at least 5 years  
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if everpd=2 -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 | rsex=2 | everpd=2 
 
(U) (rs13c1m)  nopaid  total no. of different women / men paid money to have sex with 
0 if rsex=1 & (het=0 | hetsc=0 | everpd=2) 
999: not answered  
(U) -1: not applicable if everpd=2 
-1: not applicable rsex=2  else if scelig=2  
 
(U) (N) payprev  het. sex partner total includes women / men paid for sex 
1: yes, included 
2: no, not included 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if everpd=2 
-1: not applicable if rsex=2 | everpd=2 or else if scelig=2  
 
Note: Questions about paying for same-sex sex wereonly asked of men 
Note: as above, all instances of ‘hom’ in variable names were changed to sam in Natsal-3 
 
sampaid (s14am)  hompaid  ever paid money for hom. sex 
1: yes 
2: no or if rsex=1 & (sam=0 | eversam=2) 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if rsex=2  
-1: not applicable if rsex=2 | else if scelig=2 
    
samplst (s14bm)  homplst  when last paid money for hom. sex 
1: in last 7 days 
2: at least 7 days ago but less than 4 weeks  
3: at least 4 weeks ago but less than 1 year  
4: at least 1 year ago but less than 5 years  
5: at least 5 years  
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if sampaid=-1 | sampaid=2 
 
sampdno (rs14c1m)  hompdno  total no. of different men paid money to have sex with 
0 if rsex=1 & sampaid=2 
999: not answered 
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-1: not applicable if sampaid=-1 | sampaid=2 
 
sampdp (N) hompdp hom. sex partner total includes men paid for sex 
1: yes, included 
2: no, not included 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if sampaid=-1 | sampaid=2 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 additional questions were asked about paying for sex abroad if reported paying for sex 
at least once (everpd=yes | sampaid=yes).  
 
(N) payabrd ever paid money for sex outside UK 
1: yes 
2: no or if everpd=2 & ((rsex=1 & sampaid=2) | rsex=2) 
9: not answered 
 
Note: This codebook gives only the binary variables to be used for analysis, not the original multi-code 
questions. The following binary variables were created directly from the question payabwhr. All variables 
have the same codes as pothereu. 
 
(N) pothereu Region paid for sex outside UK: another EU country 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if payabrd=2 
 
And similarly… 
(N) poznz Region paid for sex outside UK: Australia/New Zealand 
(N) pnortham Region paid for sex outside UK: North America 
(N) psoutham Region paid for sex outside UK: South America 
(N) pcaribbn Region paid for sex outside UK: the Caribbean  
(N) pasia Region paid for sex outside UK: Asia 
(N) pmideast Region paid for sex outside UK: the Middle East, North Africa 
(N) pothafrica Region paid for sex outside UK: African countries (other than North Africa) 
(N) pothercs Region paid for sex outside UK: another country 
(N) pdkctry Region paid for sex outside UK: don’t know which region or country 
 
(U) (ND) evrpdany  paid money for het./hom. sex, ever 
(U) 1: yes if everpd=1 | sampaid=1    
1: yes if rsex=1 & (everpd=1 | sampaid=1) 
(U) 2: no else if everpd=2 | sampaid=2  
2: no else if rsex=1 & everpd=2 | sampaid=2 | ((het=0 | hetsc=0) & sam=0) 
9: not answered if everpd=9 | sampaid=9 
(R) -1: not applicable if scelig=2 | rsex=2  
 
(U) (ND) paid5yrs  paid money for het./hom. sex, last 5 years 
(U) 1: yes if (lastpay>=1 & <=4) | (samplst>=1 & samplst<=4) 
1: yes if rsex=1 & (lastpay>=1 & <=4) | (samplst>=1 & samplst<=4) 
(U) 0: no else if evrpdany=2 | ((lastpay=5 & (samplst≠9)) | (samplst=5 & (lastpay≠9)) 
0: no else if rsex=1 & (evrpdany=2 | ((lastpay=5 & (samplst≠9)) | (samplst=5 & (lastpay≠9))) 
9: not answered if lastpay=9 | samplst=9 
(R) -1: not applicable if lastpay=-1 & samplst=-1 
 
(U) (ND) paid1yr  paid for het./hom. sex, last year 
(U) 1: yes if (lastpay>=1 & <=3) | (samplst>=1 & samplst<=3) 
1: yes if rsex=1 & (lastpay>=1 & <=3) | (samplst>=1 & samplst<=3) 
(U) 0: no else if (evrpdany=2 | ((lastpay=4 | 5 & (samplst≠9)) | (samplst=4 | 5 & (lastpay≠9))) 
0: no else if rsex=1 & (evrpdany=2 | ((lastpay=4 | 5 & (samplst≠9)) | (samplst=4 | 5 & (lastpay≠9))) 
9: not answered if (lastpay=9 | samplst=9) 
(R) -1: not applicable if lastpay=-1 & samplst=-1  



 PREGNANCY HISTORY 
 

 

 

HISTORY OF PREGNANCIES 
 
 
 
 
Note: This was a newly developed section in Natsal-3. Asked only of women.The information collected in 
this section was previously collected in the gynaecological history section in Natsal-3. 
 
(N) everpreg Ever been pregnant 
1: yes  
2: no or if (rsex=2 & (scelign3=2 | askcasi=2 | lastvag=7)) 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1  
 
(N) nopreg no. times pregnant 
0 if everpreg=2 
99 'Not answered' 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (scelign3=2 | askcasi=2 | lastvag=7)) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: the loop zpregoc! (where !=loop number) to abweek is repeated for each pregnancy, up to a 
maximum of 20 loops. Variables are shown for pregnancy 1 below. Variable names are suffixed with the 
loop (pregnancy) number for pregnancies 2-20. 
 
Note: xprecoc! is a derived variable which combines data from questions pregout and pregolst in the 
questionnaire. 
 
(N D) zpregoc1 outcome of 1

st
 preg 

1: miscarriage 
2: abortion 
3: stillbirth 
4: single live birth 
5: multiple live birth 
6: currently pregnant 
7: never been pregnant if everpreg=2 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if (rsex=1) or for if !>nopreg (loops2-20). 
 
 
 
 
Note: at later pregnancies, also coded as not applicable if have been pregnant, but number of 
pregnancies is less than loop number for zpregoc. 
 
(N) pregml no. children gave birth to in multi-birth 
999: not answered 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (zpregoc1≠5 & zpregoc1≠9)) 
 
c(N) lbsex gender of single live birth 
1: male 
2: female 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (zpregoc1≠4 & zpregoc1≠9)) 
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(N) lbmonth month single live birth born 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & zpregoc1≠4 & zpregoc1≠9)) 
1: january 
2: february 
3: march 
4: april 
5: may 
6: june 
7: july 
8: august 
9: september 
10: october 
11: november 
12: december 
99: not answered 
(N) lbyear year single live birth born 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (zpregoc1≠4 & zpregoc1≠9)) 
9999: not answered 
 
(N) lb1sex1 gender 1

st
 multiple birth child (pregnancy 1) 

-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (zpregoc1≠5 & zpregoc1≠9)) 
1: male 
2: female 
 
(N) lb1sex2 gender 2

nd
 multiple birth child (pregnancy 1) 

-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (zpregoc1≠5 & zpregoc1≠9)) 
1: male 
2: female 
 
(N) lb1sex3 gender 3

rd
 multiple birth child (pregnancy 1) 

-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (zpregoc1≠5 & zpregoc1≠9)) 
1: male 
2: female 
 
(N) lb1sex4 gender 4

th
 multiple birth child (pregnancy 1) 

-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (zpregoc1≠5 & zpregoc1≠9)) 
1: male 
2: female 
 
(N) lb1sex5 gender 5

th
 multiple birth child (pregnancy 1) 

-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (zpregoc1≠5 & zpregoc1≠9)) 
1: male 
2: female 
 
(N) lb1sex6 gender 6

th
 multiple birth child (pregnancy 1) 

-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (zpregoc1≠5 & zpregoc1≠9)) 
1: male 
2: female 
 
(N) lb1sex7 gender 7

th
 multiple birth child (pregnancy 1) 

-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (zpregoc1≠5 & zpregoc1≠9)) 
1: male 
2: female 
 
(N) lb1sex8 gender 8

th
 multiple birth child (pregnancy 1) 

-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (zpregoc1≠5 & zpregoc1≠9)) 
1: male 
2: female 
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(N) lbmmth month multiple live births born 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (zpregoc1≠5 & zpregoc1≠9)) 
1: january 
2: february 
3: march 
4: april 
5: may 
6: june 
7: july 
8: august 
9: september 
10: october 
11: november 
12: December 
99: not answered 
 
(N) lbmyea year multiple live births born 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (zpregoc1≠5 & zpregoc1≠9)) 
9999: not answered 
 
 
 
The variables alldob1 to alldob20 combine lbyear with lbmyea for each of the 20 loops. All missing values 
are set to sysmiss. If greater understanding of the missing values is needed, the indicator variables allyrs1 
to allyrs20 can be used to see whether the date is missing because it was not given, or it is not applicable. 
 
Note: only month and year collected, day set to 01 in alldob1-alldob20. If month unknown, month set to 
06. 
 
(ND) Alldob1 DOB of 1

st
 single/multiple live birth 

Similarly for up to 20 pregnancies: 
(ND) Alldob2 DOB of 2

nd
  single/multiple live birth 

(ND) Alldob3 DOB of 3
rd

  single/multiple live birth 
(ND) Alldob4 DOB of 4

th
  single/multiple live birth 

(ND) Alldob5 DOB of 5
th
  single/multiple live birth 

(ND) Alldob6 DOB of 6
th
  single/multiple live birth 

(ND) Alldob7 DOB of 7
th
  single/multiple live birth 

(ND) Alldob8 DOB of 8
th
  single/multiple live birth 

(ND) Alldob9 DOB of 9
th
  single/multiple live birth 

(ND) Alldob10 DOB of 10
th
  single/multiple live birth 

(ND) Alldob11 DOB of 11
th
  single/multiple live birth 

(ND) Alldob12 DOB of 12
th
  single/multiple live birth 

(ND) Alldob13 DOB of 13
th
  single/multiple live birth 

(ND) Alldob14 DOB of 14
th
  single/multiple live birth 

(ND) Alldob15 DOB of 15
th
  single/multiple live birth 

(ND) Alldob16 DOB of 16
th
  single/multiple live birth 

(ND) Alldob17 DOB of 17
th
  single/multiple live birth 

(ND) Alldob18 DOB of 18
th
  single/multiple live birth 

(ND) Alldob19 DOB of 19
th
  single/multiple live birth 

(ND) Alldob20 DOB of 20
th
  single/multiple live birth 

 
 
(N) prgage age at miscarriage, abortion or still birth 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (zpregoc1≠1 | zpregoc1≠2 | zpregoc1≠3)) 
999: not answered 
 
(N) abweek no. weeks pregnant at abortion 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (zpregoc1≠2)) 
99: not answered 
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(ND) pregomisc Ever had a pregnancy that ended in miscarriage 
1 yes if any of zpregoc1 to zpregoc20=1 
2 no if zpregoc1 to zpregoc20 ≠ 1 & ≠ 9 & ≠ -1 
9 not answered 
-1 not applicable if zpregoc1=-1 
 
(ND) prmiscagf Age at first miscarriage 
99 not answered 
-1 not applicable if pregomisc=2 | pregomisc=-1 
 
(ND) pregosb Ever had a pregnancy that ended in a stillbirth 
1 yes if any of zpregoc1 to zpregoc20=3 
2 no if zpregoc1 to zpregoc20 ≠ 3 & ≠ 9 & ≠ -1 
9 not answered 
-1 not applicable if zpregoc1=-1 
 
 
 
(ND) prsbagf Age at first stillbirth 
99 not answered 
-1 not applicable if pregosb=2 | pregosb=-1 
 
(ND) pregoab Ever had a pregnancy that ended in an abortion 
1: yes if any of zpregoc1 to zpregoc20=2 
2: no if zpregoc1 to zpregoc20 ≠ 2 & ≠ 9 & ≠ -1 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if zpregoc1=-1 
 
Note: prabagf is similar to the Natsal-2 variable abageall (see p118) but the variable name has been 
changed to reflect changes to the questions about pregnancies in Natsal-3. 
 
 (ND) prabagf Age at first abortion 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if pregoab=2 | pregoab=-1 
 
Note: manyab2 is similar to the Natsal-2 variable manyab (see p117) but the variable name has been 
changed to reflect changes to the questions about pregnancies in Natsal-3. 
 
(ND) manyab2 Number of abortions, ever 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if pregoab=2 | pregoab=-1 
 
(ND) manyab2gp Number of abortions, ever, grouped 
0 if manyab2=0 
1 if manyab2=1 
2: 2+ if manyab2>=2 & manyab2<=99 
9: not answered if manyab2=99 
-1: not applicable if manyab2=-1 
 
 
Note: prabagl is similar to the Natsal-2 variable abageal2 (see p118) but the variable name has been 
changed to reflect changes to the questions about pregnancies in Natsal-3. 
 
(ND) prabagl Age at last abortion 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if pregoab=2 | pregoab=-1 
 
Note: abort18_2 is similar to the Natsal-2 variable abort18 (see p118118) but the variable name has been 
changed to reflect changes to the questions about pregnancies in Natsal-3. As in Natsal-2, denominator is 
women aged 18+ 
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(ND) abort18_2 Had an abortion before age 18yrs 
0: No if dage>=18 & (pregoab=2 | (prabagf>=18 & prabagf<99)) 
1: Yes if dage>=18 & (prabagf>0 & prabagf<18) 
9: Not answered 
-1: not applicable if pregoab=-1 | dage<18 
 
Note: abort20_2 is similar to the Natsal-2 variable abort20 (see p118118) but the variable name has been 
changed to reflect changes to the questions about pregnancies in Natsal-3. As in Natsal-2, denominator is 
women aged 20+ 
 
(ND) abort20_2 Had an abortion before age 20yrs 
0: No if dage>=20 & (pregoab=2 | (prabagf>=20 & prabagf<99)) 
1: Yes if dage>=20 & (prabagf>0 & prabagf<20) 
9: Not answered 
-1: not applicable if pregoab=-1 | dage<20 
 
Note: abortl5 is an approximate variable for abortion in the last 5 years.We only have participants’ age at 
abortion, therefore for some participants we are unable to tell whether the abortion was in the last 5 years, 
or just over 5 years ago. This variable only codes people as ‘yes’ if we know that it was definitely in the 
past 5 years, therefore it is an underestimate. 
 
(ND) abortl5 had an abortion in last 5 years (approximate) 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 
1: yes if (prabagl>0 & prabagl<99) & (dage-prabagl<=4) 
0: no if rsex=2 & (pregoab=2 | (pregoab=1 & prabagl≠99 & (dage-prabagl>4))) 
9: not answered if prabagl=99 
 
(ND) agfstpreg Age at first pregnancy outcome 
copy prmiscagf if zpregoc1=1 
copy prabagf if zpregoc1=2 
copy prsbagf if zpregoc1=3 
copy age1ch (see p124) if zpregoc1=4 | zpregoc1=5 
copy dage if zpregoc1=6 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if zpregoc1=-1 | zpregoc1=7 
 
(ND) pregob418 pregnancy outcome before 18 
0: no if rsex=2 & dage>=18 & ((agfstpreg>=18 & agfstpreg<56) | everpreg=2) 
1: yes rsex=2 & dage>=18 & ((agfstpreg>=13 & agfstpreg<18) 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | dage<18 
9: not answered else if agfstpreg=99 
 
 
(D) lastpreg outcome of most recent pregnancy 
-1: not applicable if everpreg=2 | rsex=1 |  
1: live birth if (nopreg=! & zpregoc!=4 | zpregoc!=5) 
2: stillbirth if (nopreg=! & zpregoc!=3) 
3: miscarriage if (nopreg=! & zpregoc!=1) 
4: abortion if (nopreg=! & zpregoc!=2) 
5: currently pregnant if (nopreg=! & zpregoc!)=6 
9: not answered if (nopreg=! &  zpregoc!=9) | nopreg=9 
 
Note: dtlastpry and dtlastprm come directly from a program variable used in the routing. However, this is 
an approximate variable and may be incorrect for some respondents e.g. if their pregnancy history data 
was edited. Therefore it should be treated with caution, and not assumed to be 100% accurate. 
 
(N) dtlastpry year of last pregnancy 
sysmis if missing 
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(N) dtlastprm month of last pregnancy 
1: january 
2: february 
3: march 
4: april 
5: may 
6: june 
7: july 
8: august 
9: september 
10: october 
11: november 
12: December 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & everpreg=2) 
 
 (N) dtlastpr date of last pregnancy (day set to 01 for all cases) 
 
 
Note: Antenat was previously in the face to face section of the questionnaire after the general health 
questions. Eligibility changed for this question in Natsal-3 and it was only asked of women who may have 
been pregnant in the last 5 years. 
 
(U) (M) (N) antenat2   ante-natal visit to hospital/GP surgery in last 5 years  
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | dage>50 | dtlastpr>dateoi – 5 years  
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
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GYNAECOLOGICAL HISTORY   
 
Note: in Natsal-3 this section was completely remodelled and information was collected on each 
pregnancy.These questions were only asked of women. This new section is called History of Pregnancies. 
Some previously directly-asked variables from this section were derived using the data collected in the 
history of pregnancies section. 
 
Note: These questions were only asked to women 
 
(R) (s13aw)  miscarr  ever had a pregnancy that ended in miscarriage or still birth 
1: yes  
2: no or if rsex=2 & (het=0 | hetsc=0 | lastvag=7) 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | scelig=2 
 
(R) (N) whnmisc  (last) miscarriage or still birth  
1: in last year 
2: between 1 and 5 years  
3: between 5 and 10 years  
4: longer than at least 10 years  
9: not answered  
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | rsex=1 | miscarr=2 
 
Note: Variable ‘whnmisc2’ was derived for consistency between Natsal-1 and Natsal-2. 
 
(R) (s13bw U) whnmisc2 last miscarriage or still birth  
1: in last year 
2: between 1 and 5 years  
3: longer than 5 years if whnmisc=3 | whnmisc=4  
9: not answered  
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | rsex=1 | miscarr=2 
 
(R) (sb5 D) mcsbl5y  miscarriage/still birth, last 5 years 
0: no if miscarr=2 | (whnmisc=3 | whnmisc=4) 
1: yes if whnmisc=1 | whnmisc=2 
9: not answered if whnmisc=9 
-1: not applicable if miscarr=-1 
 
(R) (s14aw) abort  had an abortion, ever 
1: yes 
2: no or if rsex=2 & (het=0 | hetsc=0 | lastvag=7) 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | scelig=2 
 
(R) (N) manyab  no. of abortions, ever  
0 if rsex=2 & (het=0 | hetsc=0 | abort=2) 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | rsex=1 
 
(R) (N) ageab  age at abortion (if had one ever) 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (manyab=0 | manyab>1)) 
 
Notes: 1.  There was a problem with the wording of the question ‘ageabfir’ because the question asked 

‘What age were you when you had the termination?’, i.e. it doesn’t specify the first termination. 
However, the next question, ‘ageablas’ is clearer so hopefully this would have clarified the 
meaning of ‘ageabfir’.  

 2. In the raw dataset the age for ‘ageabfir’ was later than ‘ageablas’ for 3 cases, so these ages 
were swapped for these 3 cases (serial numbers: 1087281, 1369231, 2316351)  
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(R) (N) ageabfir  age at 1st abortion (if had 2+ ever) 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (manyab=0 | manyab=1)) 
   
(R) (N) ageablas  age at last abortion (if had 2+ ever) 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (manyab=0 | manyab=1)) 
 
(R) (ND) ageaball  age at 1st abortion  
copy ageab if manyab=1 & (ageab≠-1 & ageab<99) 
else ageabfir if manyab>1 & manyab<99 & (ageabfir≠-1 & ageabfir<99) 
99: not answered else if rsex=2 & (abort=1 | abort=9) 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & abort=2) 
 
(R) (ND) ageabal2  age at last abortion  
copy ageabal2 if manyab=1 & (ageab≠-1 & ageab<99) 
else ageablas if manyab>1 & <99 & (ageablas≠-1 & ageablas<99) 
99: not answered else if rsex=2 & (abort=1 | abort=9) 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & abort=2) 
 
(R) (ND) abort18  had an abortion before age 18  
0: no if dage>=18 & abort=2 | (manyab=1 & (ageab≠-1 & ageab>=18 & ageab<99)) | (manyab>1 & 
manyab<99 & (ageabfir≠-1 & ageabfir>=18 & ageabfir<99)) 
1: yes if (manyab=1 & (ageab≠-1 & ageab<18)) | (manyab>1 & manyab<99 & (ageabfir≠-1 & 
ageabfir<18)) 
9: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (dage=16 | dage=17)) 
 
(R) (ND) abort20  had an abortion before age 20  
0: no if dage>=20 & abort=2 | (manyab=1 & (ageab≠-1 & ageab>=20 & ageab<99)) | (manyab>1 & 
manyab<99 & (ageabfir≠-1 & ageabfir>=20 & ageabfir<99)) 
1: yes if (manyab=1 & (ageab≠-1 & ageab<20)) | (manyab>1 & manyab<99 & (ageabfir≠-1 & 
ageabfir<20)) 
9: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & (dage=16 | dage=17 | dage=18 | dage=19)) 
 
(R) (ND) abortl5y  had an abortion, last 5 years 
0: no if abort=2 | (dage-ageabal2>5) 
1: yes if (dage-ageabal2<=5) 
9: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1  
 
(R) (ND) abortlyr  had an abortion, last year 
0: no if abort=2 | (dage-ageabal2>1) 
1: yes if (dage-ageabal2<=1) 
9: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 
 
Note: the questions about fertility problems (infertl and medhelp) appeared here in Natsal-1 and Natsal-2 
but in Natsal-3 were moved to the end of the Fertility intentions and infertility section.  



 UNPLANNED PREGNANCY 
 

 

 

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY 
 
Note: Natsal-3 asked the London Measure of Unplanned Pregnancy (http://measure.ascody.co.uk) for 
pregnancies within the last year. This was only asked of women who had a pregnancy within the last year 
(i.e. those who were pregnant at the time of interview, gave birth in the last year, or had another 
pregnancy outcome in the last year. 
 
Note: the variable lmupscore should be used for analysis. 
 
Note: pregyr is an approximate variable derived automatically in the CASI which uses date of birth of live 
births, and age at miscarriage, abortion, and still birth to calculate whether the respondent was pregnant 
in the last year  
 
(N) pregyr Pregnant in the last year 
0: no if FOR MOST RECENT PREGNANCY: ((zpregoc=1 | zpregoc=2 | zpregoc=3) & (dage – prgage>1) 
& lmupscr==2) & ((zpregoc=4 | zpregoc=5) & (dateoi – alldob>1) & zpregoc≠6 
1: yes if FOR MOST RECENT PREGNANCY: ((zpregoc=1 | zpregoc=2 | zpregoc=3) & (dage – 
prgage<=1) & lmupscr==1) | ((zpregoc=4 | zpregoc=5) & (dateoi – alldob<=1) | zpregoc=6  
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | everpreg=2 
 
(ND) pa experienced pregnancy with known outcome in the past year, if aged <45. 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | (rsex=2 & dage>44) 
0: no if rsex=2 & dage<=44 & (pregyr=0 | pregyr=-1  | lastpreg=5) 
1: yes if rsex=2 & dage<=44 & pregyr=1 & lastpreg>0 & lastpreg<5 
9: not answered if pregyr=9 
 
Note: lmupscr is a direct screening question to ascertain whether the respondent was pregnant in the last 
12 months, if it is not clear from other questions. Maxprage is a program variable which is the age given at 
prgage for the most recent pregnancy (where outcome was miscarriage, abortion, or stillbirth).  
 
(N) lmupscr been pregnant in last 12 months (if not clear from pregnancy questions) 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | everpreg=2 | zpregoc=6 (any loop) | (maxprage<dage-1) | (for all loops)( 
zpregoc=-1 | zpregoc=4 | zpregoc=5) 
1: yes  
2: no   
9: not answered 
 
(N) lmup1 contraception use in month became pregnant 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | everpreg=2 | pregyr=0 | lmupscr=2 
1: not using contraception 
2: using contraception but not on every occasion 
3: always used contraception but know method had failed at least once 
4: always used contraception 
9: not answered 
 
(N) lmup2 in terms of being a mother, pregnancy has happened 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | everpreg=2 | pregyr=0 | lmupscr=2 
1: right time 
2: ok but not quite right time 
3: wrong time 
9: not answered 
 
(N) lmup3 intentions to get pregnant just before became pregnant 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | everpreg=2 | pregyr=0 | lmupscr=2 
1: intended to get pregnant 
2: intentions kept changing 
3: did not intend to get pregnant 
9: not answered 
 

http://measure.ascody.co.uk/
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(N) lmup4 feelings towards baby just before became pregnant 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | everpreg=2 | pregyr=0 | lmupscr=2 
1: wanted to have baby 
2: mixed feelings about having baby 
3: did not want to have a baby 
9: not answered 
 
(N) lmup5 discussion about pregnancy with male partner before became pregnant 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | everpreg=2 | pregyr=0 | lmupscr=2 
1: agreed would like to get pregnant 
2: discussed children but hadn’t agreed to get pregnant 
3: never discussed having children 
9: not answered 
 
Note: binary variables lmupfold..lmupnone were created directly from the multi-code question lmup6. 
 
(N) lmupfolic did anything to improve health before became pregnant: took folic acid 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | everpreg=2 | pregyr=0 | lmupscr=2 
0: no 
1: yes 
9: not answered 
 
Note: lmupsmok to lmupnone have same response options as lmupfolic 
(N) lmupsmok did anything to improve health before became pregnant: stopped/cut down smoking 
(N) lmupdrk did anything to improve health before became pregnant: stopped/cut down drinking 
(N) lmuphlth did anything to improve health before became pregnant: at more healthily 
(N) lmupmad did anything to improve health before became pregnant: sought medical / health advice 
(N) lmupoact did anything to improve health before became pregnant: some other action 
(N) lmupnone did nothing to improve health before becoming pregnant 
 
(N) lmupscore London Measure of Unplanned Pregnance score. 
sysmis if missing 
 
Note: in Wellings et al (2013) The prevalence of unplanned pregnancy and associated factors in Britain: 
findings from the third National Survey of Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyles (Natsal-3), analysis of planstat 
and unplanned was restricted to those with a pregnancy with a known outcome in the past year (using the 
variable pregyrkw). 
 
(ND) planstat pregnancy planning status (pregnancies in the last year) 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | everpreg=2 | pregyr=0 | lmupscr=2 
1: unplanned if lmupscore>=1 & lmupscore<=3 
2: ambivalent if lmupscore>=4 & lmupscore<=9 
3: planned if lmupscore>=10 & lmupscore<=12 
9: not answered else if missing 
 
(ND) unplanned unplanned pregnancy (pregnancies in the last year) 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | everpreg=2 | pregyr=0 | lmupscr=2 
0: no if planstat=2 | planstat=3 
1: yes if planstat=1 
9: not answered if planstat=9 
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Note: pregrisk derivation is simplified for purposes of the codebook. r1ptagenow1-3 represents the 
respondent’s most recent 3 partners (in the past year) ages now. This is calculated by combining the 
following: int((r1ptage*12+(((dateyoi*12)+datemoi)-((r1datey*12)+r1datem)))/12) 
 
(ND) pregrisk pregnancy risk 
1: no vaginal sex in the past year if lastvag>=5 & lastvag≠9 
2: intention to conceive or pregnant current/past year if fertint=1 | (rsex==2 & pregyr=1) | (lmupscore≠-1 & 
(lastvag==9 | lastvag<=5) 
3: permanent contraception/no longer fertile if (rsex=2 & (yfsteril=1 | fsteril=1)) | (rsex=1 & (ymsteril=1 | 
msteril=1)) | medwchc1=1 | (rsex=2 & ymsteril=1 & het1yr=1) | (rsex=1 & yfsteril=1 & het1yr=1) | (agrp>=4 
& (periods3=5 | periods3=6) & rsex=2) | (agrp>=5 & rsex=2) | (het1yr=3 & dlover1p1=2 & 
r1ptagenow1>=50 & dlover1p2=2 & r1ptagenow2>=50 & dlover1p3=2 & r1ptagenow3>=50) | (het1yr=2 & 
dlover1p1=2 & r1ptagenow1>=50 & dlover1p2=2 & r1ptagenow2>=50) | (het1yr=1 & dlover1p1=2 & 
r1ptagenow1>=50) 
4: effective contraception used if (ycondom=1 | yfemidom=1 | yconpill=1 | ycoil=1 | ymirena=1 | yinjectn=1 
| yimplant=1) & pregrisk≠5 
5: less effective contraception used if yemcyiud=1 | yemcypill=1 | ygels=1 | yrhythm=1 | ycap=1 | 
ywithdrw=1 
6: no contraception used if pregisk≠1 | pregisk≠2 | pregisk≠3 | pregisk≠4 | pregisk≠5 | pregisk≠9 
9: not answered if lastvag=9 
 



 FAMILY FORMATION 
 

 

 

FAMILY FORMATION 
 
Note: anychild, nochild, dobchm, dobchy were asked of all respondents in the face to face section in 
Natsal-1 and Natsal-2. In Natsal-3 these questions were moved to the CASI and were asked of men only 
(women were asked about their children in the pregnancy history module). only asked of men who 
reported ever having vaginal sex. The variable names have been changed to reflect this difference. 
 
Note: stillbirths are no longer included in these questions which will affect comparability with Natsal-2 & 
Natsal-1 
 
(R) (q14a)  anychild  any natural children  
1: yes    
2: no 
9: not answered   
 
(R) (q14c) nochild  number of natural children (incl. stillborn and died)   
0 if anychild=2  
99: not answered 
                  
(R) (N) dobchm01 month of birth of 1st born natural child 
-1: not applicable if anychild=2 | (nochild < dobchmn) 
1: January 
2: February  
3: March 
4: April 
5: May 
6: June 
7: July 
8: August 
9: September   
10: October  
11: November 
12: December      
99: not answered 
 
Similarly for up to 10 natural children: 
(RM) (N) dobchm02  month of birth of 2nd born natural child 
(RM) (N) dobchm03  month of birth of 3rd born natural child 
(RM) (N) dobchm04  month of birth of 4th born natural child 
(RM) (N) dobchm05  month of birth of 5th born natural child 
(RM) (N) dobchm06  month of birth of 6th born natural child 
(RM) (N) dobchm07  month of birth of 7th born natural child 
(RM) (N) dobchm08  month of birth of 8th born natural child 
(RM) (N) dobchm09  month of birth of 9th born natural child 
(RM) (N) dobchm10  month of birth of 10th born natural child 
         
(RM) (N) dobchy01  year of birth of 1st born natural child 
9999: not answered  
-1: not applicable if anychild=2 | (nochild < dobchyn) 
 
Similarly for up to 10 natural children: 
(RM) (N) dobchy02  year of birth of 2nd born natural child 
(RM) (N) dobchy03  year of birth of 3rd born natural child 
(RM) (N) dobchy04  year of birth of 4th born natural child 
(RM) (N) dobchy05  year of birth of 5th born natural child 
(RM) (N) dobchy06  year of birth of 6th born natural child 
(RM) (N) dobchy07  year of birth of 7th born natural child  
(RM) (N) dobchy08  year of birth of 8th born natural child 
(RM) (N) dobchy09  year of birth of 9th born natural child 
(RM) (N) dobchy10  year of birth of 10th born natural child 
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Note: Variables ‘cmc_ch1’ .. ‘cmc_ch10’ report the date of birth of all natural children in terms of the 
number of months since the beginning of 1900.  
(RND) cmc_ch1 century-month-code of month and year of birth of 1st child 
-1: not applicable if dobchy01=-1 
Compute cmc_ch1 = ((dobchy01-1900) * 12) + dobchm01 if (dobchy01≠-1 & dobchy01≠9999) & 
(dobchm01≠-1 & dobchm01≠99) 
9999: not answered if dobchy01=9999 | dobchm01=99 
 
Similarly for up to 10 natural children: 
(RND) cmc_ch2  century-month-code of month and year of birth of 2nd child 
(RND) cmc_ch3  century-month-code of month and year of birth of 3rd child 
(RND) cmc_ch4  century-month-code of month and year of birth of 4th child 
(RND) cmc_ch5  century-month-code of month and year of birth of 5th child 
(RND) cmc_ch6  century-month-code of month and year of birth of 6th child 
(RND) cmc_ch7  century-month-code of month and year of birth of 7th child 
(RND) cmc_ch8  century-month-code of month and year of birth of 8th child 
(RND) cmc_ch9  century-month-code of month and year of birth of 9th child 
(RND) cmc_ch10  century-month-code of month and year of birth of 10th child 
 
(N) anychm any natural children (excl. stillbirths) – men only 
-1: if rsex=2 
1: yes 
2: no or if lastvag=7  
9: not answered  
 
(ND) anychall any natural children (excl. stillbirths) 
1: yes if (rsex=1 & anychm=1) | (rsex=2 & (zpregoc=4 | zpregoc=5 for any loop)) 
2: no if (rsex=1 & anychm=2) | (rsex=2 & (zpregoc ≠ & zpregoc≠5 & zpregoc≠9 for any loop)) 
9: not answered if nochall=999 
 
Note: nochall was a direct question for men who answered anychm=1, and is derived for women using 
information about live births from the pregnancy module. 
 
(N) nochall number of natural children (excl. stillbirths) 
0 if anychall=2 
999 “not answered” 
 
(ND) prevparity number of children before most recent pregnancy (women only) 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 
0: 0 if (rsex=2 & nochall=0 & everpreg=2) | (rsex=2 & nochall=0 & lastpreg≠1 & lastpreg≠9) | (rsex=2 & 
lastpreg=1 & nochall=1) 
1: 1 if (rsex=2 & nochall=1 & lastpreg≠1 & lastpreg≠9) | (rsex=2 & lastpreg=1 & nochall=2) 
2: 2+ if (rsex=2 & nochall=2 & lastpreg≠1 & lastpreg≠9) | (rsex=2 & nochall>=3) 
9: not answered if  
 
Note: All missing values are set to sysmiss for dobcm01 to dobcm12. Day is set to 01 for all cases. 
 
(ND) dobcm01 Date of birth of 1

st
 born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

 
Similarly for up to 12 natural children: 
(ND) dobcm02 Date of birth of 2

nd
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(ND) dobcm03 Date of birth of 3
rd

  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 
(ND) dobcm04 Date of birth of 4

th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(ND) dobcm05 Date of birth of 5
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(ND) dobcm06 Date of birth of 6
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(ND) dobcm07 Date of birth of 7
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(ND) dobcm08 Date of birth of 8
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(ND) dobcm09 Date of birth of 9
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(ND) dobcm10 Date of birth of 10
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 
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(ND) dobcm11 Date of birth of 11
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(ND) dobcm12 Date of birth of 12
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

 
(N) dobcmy01 Year of birth of 1

st
 born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

-1: not applicable if rsex=2 | nochall=0 
9999: not answered 
 
Similarly for up to 12 natural children: 
(N) dobcmy02 Year of birth of 2

nd
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmy03 Year of birth of 3
rd

  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 
(N) dobcmy04 Year of birth of 4

th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmy05 Year of birth of 5
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmy06 Year of birth of 6
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmy07 Year of birth of 7
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmy08 Year of birth of 8
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmy09 Year of birth of 9
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmy10 Year of birth of 10
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmy11 Year of birth of 11
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmy12 Year of birth of 12
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

 
(N) dobcmm01 Month of birth of 1

st
 born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

-1: not applicable if rsex=2 | nochall=0 
1: January 
2: February 
3: March 
4: April 
5: May 
6: June 
7: July 
8: August 
9: September 
10: October 
11: November 
12: December 
99: not answered  
 
Similarly for up to 12 natural children: 
(N) dobcmm02 Month of birth of 2

nd
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmm03 Month of birth of 3
rd

  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 
(N) dobcmm04 Month of birth of 4

th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmm05 Month of birth of 5
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmm06 Month of birth of 6
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmm07 Month of birth of 7
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmm08 Month of birth of 8
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmm09 Month of birth of 9
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmm10 Month of birth of 10
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmm11 Month of birth of 11
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

(N) dobcmm12 Month of birth of 12
th
  born natural child (male respondents only, excl stillborns) 

 
 
 
 
Note: Variable ‘age1chil’ is derived from the respondent’s month and year of birth, expressed here as 
‘cmc_dob’ the number of months since January 1900. These variables are not available in the archived 
dataset for confidentiality reasons.  
 
(R) (q14b) age1chil  age at birth of 1

st
 child 

-1: not applicable if anychild=2 
Compute (cmc_ch1- cmc_dob)/12) if (cmc_ch1≠-1 & cmc_ch1≠9999)  
99: not answered if cmc_ch1=9999 
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(N) age1ch age at birth of 1

st
 child 

-1: not applicable if anychall=2 
Compute date difference in years between dobcm01 and rdob if rsex=1 
Compute date difference in years between alldob01 and rdob if rsex=2 
99: not answered 
 
(U – see below) (ND) child18  had a child before age 18 
-1: not applicable if dage=16 | dage=17 
0: no if dage>=18 & ((age1chil>=18 & age1chil <99) | anychild=2) 1: yes if dage>=18 & (age1chil >0 & 
age1chil <18)  
9: not answered if cmc_ch1=9999  
 
(U) child18 had a child before age 18 
-1: not applicable if dage=16 | dage=17 
0: no if dage>=18 & ((age1ch>=18 & age1ch<99) | anychall=2)  
1: yes if dage>=18 & (age1ch >0 & age1ch<18)  
9: not answered if age1ch=99 
 
(U – see below) (ND) child20  had a child before age 20 
-1: not applicable if dage=16 | dage=17 | dage=18 | dage=19 
0: no if dage>=20 & ((age1chil>=20 & age1chil <99) | anychild=2)  
1: yes if dage>=20 & (age1chld >0 & age1chld<20) 
9: not answered if cmc_ch1=9999 
 
(U) child20 had a child before age 20 
-1: not applicable if dage>=16 & dage<20 
0: no if dage>=20 & ((age1ch>=20 & age1ch<99) | anychall=2)  
1: yes if dage>=20 & (age1ch >0 & age1ch<20)  
9: not answered if age1ch=99 
 
(ND) nochb435 did not have any natural children by the age of 35 (those aged 35+ only) 
-1: not applicable if dage<=34 
0: had children before age 35 else if age1ch>=0 & age1ch<=34 
1: did not have children before age 35 else if (age1ch>=35 & age1ch<=99) | (age1ch=-1) 
9: not answered if age1ch=99 
 
Note: samemf is now split into two questions, one for men and one for women since information on 
children is collected in different ways 
 
(R) (q14e)  samemf  natural children have same other parent 
-1: not applicable if anychild=2 | nochild=1 
1: yes both/all the same other parent 
2: no, different other parent(s) 
9: not answered 
 
(N) samemfm children have same mother 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if  rsex=2 | anychall=2 | nochall=1 
 
Note: an equivalent question ‘samemff’ was asked of women, however there was a filter error in the CASI 
which meant that this question did not work, therefore the variable has not been included in the final data. 
Note: Variable q15a in Natsal-1 asked respondents if they had any adopted or step children, whereas 
Natsal-2 asked about adopted children in a separate question to the question about step children. 
 
(U) (M) adopchld (q15a*)  adopchil  any adopted children1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered  
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(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | askcasi=2 
 
 
(U) (M) stepchld (q15a*) stepchil  any step-children 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | askcasi=2 
 
 



 FERTILTY INTENTIONS 
 

 

 

FERTILITY INTENTIONS AND INFERTILITY 
 
Note: Additional questions were asked about fertility intentions in Natsal-3  
 
(N) fertint how respondent feels about having (more) children 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (rsex=2 & dage>=50) | (zpregoc=6 for any loop) 
1: definitely like (more) and currently trying 
2: definitely like (more) but not currently trying 
3: might like (more) but not sure yet 
4: definitely not like (more)  
5: don’t know 
9: not answered 
 
Note: codes 1-7 are the original answer options for fertwhy, codes 8-12 are additional codes that have 
been added to the data from back-coding the ‘other’ answers (open text question in the questionnaire). 
 
(N) fertwhy main reason not currently trying to have (more) children1: don’t feel ready 
2: don’t have suitable partner 
3: partner unwilling 
4: financial 
5: work / study 
6: partner’s work / study 
7: other  
9: not answered 
8: health problems/medical reasons 
9: age – too old 
10: age – too young 
11: recently had child/waiting until children are older 
12 wanted to be married first 
-1 not applicable if fertint=-1 | fertint=1 | fertint=3 | fertint=4 | fertint=5 
 
 
Note: In Natsal-2 the variables infertl and medhelp appeared in the gynaecological history section. In 
Natsal-3 these questions weren’t asked of respondents who had never had vaginal sex (lastvag=never). 
The question about infertility was updated to refer to a 1 year period in Natsal-3, rather than 6 months, 
therefore the variable name has been changed. 
 
Note: Variables ‘infertl’ and ‘medhelp’ refer to both men and women: 
(R) (M) (s15a)  infertl  pregnancy attempt, ever, for 6+ months 
1: yes 
2: no or if het=0 | hetsc=0 | lastvag=7 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
(N) infrt1y pregnancy attempt, ever, for 12+ months 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | askcasi=2 | lastvag=7 
 
 
(U) (M) (s15b)  medhelp  sought medical/professional help about infertility, ever 
1: yes  
2: no if het=0 | hetsc=0  
9: not answered 
(U)  -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | askcasi=2 | lastvag=7  -1: not applicable else if scelig=2 
 
 



 SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED INFECTIONS 
 

 

 

SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED INFECTIONS 
 
Note: Eligibility for this section changed in Natsal-3. Only asked of people reporting 1+ lifetime partner at 
hetlife and samlife 
 
(N) stdtrt if thought had STI, where would first go for diagnosis and/or treatment (if had any lifetime 
partners) 
1: GP 
2: GUM clinic 
3: NHS Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic 
4: NHS Antenatal clinic / midwife 
5: Private non-NHS clinic or doctor 
6: Pharmacy / chemist 
7: Internet site offering treatment 
8: Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook clinic) 
9: Hospital accident and emergency (A&E) department 
10: Somewhere else 
-1: not applicable if (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) | dage>44 
 
Note: during the Natsal-3 data editing process, a small number of cases were identified that were not 
eligible for this question, but data from elsewhere in the questionnaire suggests that they had attended a 
STD clinic, ever. These cases were recoded as ‘yes’ at stdclin. 
 
(*U) (s16a)  stdclin  STD clinic attendance, ever Ever attended a sexual health (GUM) clinic (if had any 
lifetime partners) 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if (hetlife=0 & samlife=0)  -1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 
Note: codes for whnclin categorised into broader periods which is how data were categorised for analysis 
in Natsal-2. The question itself is identical. 
(U – see below) (N) whnclin  when (last) attended a STD clinic  
1: in last 4 weeks 
2: between 4 weeks and 3 months  
3: between 3 months and 1 year  
4: between 1 and 2 years  
5: between 2 and 3 years  
6: between 3 and 4 years  
7: between 4 and 5 years  
8: longer than 5 years  
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | stdclin=2 
 
whnclin when (last) attended a STD clinic (if had any lifetime partners) 
1: less than one year ago 
2: between 1 and 5 years ago 
3: between 5 and 10 years ago 
4: more than 10 years ago 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if stdclin=-1 | stdclin=2 
 
(U – see below) (rs16 D) attendcl  when (last) attended a STD clinic  
1: never if stdclin=2 
2: in last year if whnclin=1 | whnclin=2 | whnclin=3 
3: 1-5 years if whnclin=4 | whnclin=5 | whnclin=6 | whnclin=7 
4: over 5 years if whnclin=8 
5: attended but not answered when if stdclin=1 & whnclin=99 
9: not answered if whnclin=99 
-1: not applicable if whnclin=-1 
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attendcl when (last) attended a sexual health (GUM) clinic 
1: never if stdclin=2 
2: less than 1 year ago if whnclin=1 
3: between 1 and 5 years ago if whnclin=2 
4: over 5 years ago if whnclin=3 | whnclin=4 
5: attended but not answered when if stdclin=1 & whnclin=9 
9: not answered if whnclin=9 
-1: not applicable if whnclin=-1 
 
Note: Variable ‘whnclin2’ uses the same codes as in Natsal-1. There are no codes 0, 1 or 2: 
(U – see below) (s16b UD) whnclin2  when (last) attended a STD clinic  
3: in last year if whnclin=1 | whnclin=2 | whnclin=3 
4: between 1 and 5 years if whnclin=4 | whnclin=5 | whnclin=6 | whnclin=7 
5: longer than 5 years if whnclin=8 
9: not answered if whnclin=99 
-1: not applicable if whnclin=-1 
 
whnclin2  when (last) attended a STD clinic 
3: in last year if whnclin=1  
4: between 1 and 5 years if whnclin=2 
5: longer than 5 years if whnclin=3 | whnclin=4 
9: not answered if whnclin=9 
-1: not applicable if whnclin=-1 
 
Note: Variable is consistent with the definition of ‘whnclin’ & uses the same codes as in Natsal-1: 
(U) (ND) whncl5yr attended a STDclinic, last 5 years 
0: no if whnclin=8 | (whnclin=-1 & scelig=2) 
1: yes if whnclin>=1 & whnclin<=7) 
9: not answered if whnclin=99 
-1: not applicable else if whnclin=-1 
 
(U) whncl5yr attended a STDclinic, last 5 years 
0: no if whnclin2=5 | stdclin=2 
1: yes if whnclin2=3 | whnclin2=4 
9: not answered if whnclin2=9 
-1: not applicable else if hetlife=0 & samlife=0 
 
 
Notes:  1.  This codebook gives only the binary variables to be used for analysis, not the original 

 multi-code questions (for original questions, see questionnaire documentation). The 
 following binary variables were created directly from the question diagnos in Natsal-3, 
and  derived  from diagnos1-diagnos7 in Natsal-2. All are coded similarly to chlamydia unless 
 indicated.  
2. The question ‘diagnos’ was updated in Natsal-3 so more common STIs appear higher up in 

the list of response options. Additionally,in Natsal-3 the question specifies including infections 
that were not transmitted sexually which may increase reports of thrush. 

3. Those who were not eligible for the self-completion section are coded as ‘not applicable’ for 
variables chlamydia..eversti3. However, as most of these participants have not had any 
sexual partners (hence not being eligible for the self-completion) data users may wish to 
recode these cases as ‘no’ for these variables before analysis so that they are included in the 
denominator. 

 

chlamydia (ND) chlamyda  ever diagnosed with chlamydia (if had any lifetime partners) 
1: yes 
0: no or if (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) 
9: not answered 
98: had a STD but can’t remember which one if dkstd=1 & chlamydia=0 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 
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And similarly… 
(ND) gonorrh  ever diagnosed with gonorrhoea (if had any lifetime partners) 
(ND) warts  ever diagnosed with genital warts (if had any lifetime partners) 
(ND) syphilis  ever diagnosed with syphilis (if had any lifetime partners) 
(ND) trich  ever diagnosed with trichomonas (if had any lifetime partners) 
(ND) herpes  ever diagnosed with genital herpes (if had any lifetime partners) 
(N) plicecrab ever diagnosed with public lice / crabs (if had any lifetime partners) 
(N) hepatitis ever diagnosed with hepatitis B (if had any lifetime partners) 
 
Note: nsungu and epididy were answer options only available to men  
(ND) nsungu  ever diagnosed with NSU/NGU (if had any lifetime partners) 
1: yes 
0: no or if (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) 
9: not answered 
98: had a STD but can’t remember which one if dkstd=1 & nsungu=0 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | rsex=2 
 
And similarly.. 
(N) epididy ever diagnosed with epididymitis (if had any lifetime partners) 
 
Note: pid, thrush, and bacvagin were answer options only available to women 
(ND) pid  ever diagnosed with pelvic inflammatory disease (if had any lifetime partners) 
1: yes 
0: no or if (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) 
9: not answered 
98: had a STD but can’t remember which one if dkstd=1 & pid=0 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | rsex=1 
 
And similarly.. 
(ND) thrush  ever diagnosed with thrush (if had any lifetime partners) 
(N) bacvagin ever diagnosed with bacterial vaginosis (if had any lifetime partners) 
 
(ND) dkstd  ever diagnosed with a STD but can’t remember which one (if had any lifetime partners) 
 
(N) nostd no sexually transmitted infections ever diagnosed (if had any lifetime partners) 
1: yes or if hetlife=0 & samlife=0 
0: no  
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 
 
 
 
 
Note: In Natsal-3 the question diagnos (and resulting binary variables dkstd to nostd) cover a greater 
number of infections than in Natsal-2. As eversti, eversti2, eversti3 are derived from these binary 
variables, this change may affect the comparability of these variables between the two survey years. 
 
(U – see below) (ND) eversti   ever diagnosed with a STI 
1: yes if herpes=1 | trich=1 | gonorrh=1 | syphilis=1 | chlamyda=1 | nsungu=1 | warts=1 | pid=1 | dkstd=1 
0: no if herpes =-1 | herpes=0 | herpes=98 
9: not answered if herpes=9 
-1: not applicable if herpes=-1 
 
eversti   ever diagnosed with a STI (Natsal-3 definition, including thrush as an STI) 
1: yes if herpes=1 | trich=1 | gonorrh=1 | syphilis=1 | chlamydia=1 | plicecrab=1 | hepatitis=1 | epididy=1 | 
nsungu=1 | warts=1 | pid=1 | thrush=1 | bacvagin=1 | dkstd=1 
0: no if nostd =1  
9: not answered if nostd=9 
-1: not applicable if nostd=-1 
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Note: Variables eversti2 and eversti3 do not count thrush as a STI  
 
(U – see below) (ND) eversti2  ever been diagnosed with a STI  (excl. thrush) 
1: yes if herpes=1 | trich=1 | gonorrh=1 | syphilis=1 | chlamyda=1 | nsungu=1 | warts=1 | pid=1 | dkstd=1 
0: no if herpes =-1 | herpes=0 | herpes=98 
97: only STI had is thrush if thrush=1 
9: not answered if herpes=9 
-1: not applicable if herpes=-1 
 
eversti2  ever been diagnosed with a STI  (Natsal-3 definition, excl. thrush) 
1: yes if herpes=1 | trich=1 | gonorrh=1 | syphilis=1 | chlamydia=1 | plicecrab=1 | hepatitis=1 | epididy=1 | 
nsungu=1 | warts=1 | pid=1 | bacvagin=1 | dkstd=1 
0: no if nostd =1  
97: only had is thrush if thrush=1 & (all other STIs ≠ 1) 
9: not answered if nostd=9 
-1: not applicable if nostd=-1 
 
(U – see below) (ND) eversti3  ever been diagnosed with a STI (excl. thrush) 
1: yes if herpes=1 | trich=1 | gonorrh=1 | syphilis=1 | chlamyda=1 | nsungu=1 | warts=1 | pid=1 | dkstd=1 
0: no if herpes =-1 | herpes=0 | herpes=98 | eversti2=97 
9: not answered if herpes=9 
-1: not applicable if herpes=-1 
 
eversti3  ever been diagnosed with a STI (Natsal-3 definition, coding thrush as non-STI) 
1: yes if herpes=1 | trich=1 | gonorrh=1 | syphilis=1 | chlamydia=1 | plicecrab=1 | hepatitis=1 | epididy=1 | 
nsungu=1 | warts=1 | pid=1 | bacvagin=1 | dkstd=1 
0: no if nostd =1 | (thrush=1 & all other STIs ≠ 1) 
9: not answered if nostd=9 
-1: not applicable if nostd=-1 
 
 
Note: evervirl and everbact have not been derived for Natsal-3 
 
(R) (ND) evervirl   ever been diagnosed with a viral STI 
1: yes if herpes=1 | warts=1  
0: no else if eversti=0 | eversti=1 
98: had a STI but can’t remember which one 
9: not answered if herpes=9 
-1: not applicable if herpes=-1 
 
(R) (ND) everbact   ever been diagnosed with a bacterial STI 
1: yes if trich=1 | gonorrh=1 | syphilis=1 | chlamyda=1 | nsungu=1 | pid=1  
0: no else if eversti=0 | eversti=1 
98: had a STI but can’t remember which one 
9: not answered if herpes=9 
-1: not applicable if herpes=-1 
 
 
Note: STI diagnosis questions were expanded in Natsal-3. Questions were also included on Chlamydia 
testing and HPV vaccination. 
 
(N) whnchlam when last diagnosed with Chlamydia 
1: Less than 1 year ago 
2: Between 1 and 5 years ago 
3: Between 5 and 10 years ago 
4: More than 10 years ago 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if chlamydia=-1 | chlamydia=0 
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Note: chtstwh1& chtstwy1  only asked of those aged 16-44 years  
 
(N) chtstwh1 where last tested for Chlamydia (if last diagnosis in last year)  
1: General practice (GP) surgery 
2: Sexual health clinic (GUM clinic) 
3: NHS Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic 
4: Ante-natal Clinic / midwife 
5: Private non-NHS clinics or doctor 
6: Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook clinic) 
7: School / college / university  
8: Termination of pregnancy (abortion) clinic  
9: Hospital accident and emergency (A&E) department 
10: Pharmacy / chemist 
11: Internet  
12: Other non-health care place e.g. youth club, festival, bar  
13: Somewhere else 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if chlamydia=-1 | chlamydia=0 | whnchlam=2 | whnchlam=3 | whnchlam=4 | dage>44 

 
(N) chtstwy1 why last tested for Chlamydia 
1: I had symptoms 
2: My partner had symptoms 
3: I was notified because a partner diagnosed with Chlamydia 
4: I wanted a general sexual health check-up 
5: Check up after previous positive test  
6: I had no symptoms but I was worried about Chlamydia risk  
7: I was offered a routine test 
8: Other 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if chlamydia=-1 | chlamydia=0 | whnchlam=2 | whnchlam=3 | whnchlam=4 | dage>44 
  
Note: chtrtlgr asked of those aged 16-44 years and those aged 45+ years if diagnosis in last 5 years 
 
(N) chTrtLgr where last treated for chlamydia 
1: General practice (GP) surgery 
2: Sexual health clinic (GUM clinic) 
3: NHS Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic 
4: Ante-natal Clinic / midwife 
5: Private non-NHS clinics or doctor 
6: Pharmacy / chemist 
7: internet 
8: Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook clinic) 
9: Termination of pregnancy (abortion) clinic 
10: Hospital accident and emergency (A&E) department 
11: Somewhere else 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if chlamydia=0 | chlamydia=-1 | (dage>44 & (whnchlam=3 | whnchlam=4)) 
 
 
Note: chlmtest to chlofref were asked of those aged 16-44 years who haven’t had a Chlamydia diagnosis 
in the last year. They were also asked of those aged 16-25 years in the CASI who had not had sex (and 
therefore not asked the question about chlamydia diagnosis)  
 
(N) chlmtest tested for chlamydia in the last year (if not diagnosed with chlamydia in last year, age 16-44) 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if (dage<25 & scelign3=2) | (dage>=25 & dage<=44 & (chlamydia=-1 | whnchlam=1)) | 
dage>44   
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(N) (D) cttestly tested for chlamydia in the last year 
-1: not applicable if dage>44 | scelign3=2 | totlife=0 
1: yes else if chlmtest=1 | whnchlam=1 
0: no else if chlmtest=2 | whnchlam>1 & whnchlam<4 
9: not answered else if scaccept=3 | whnchlam=9 | chlmtest=9 
 
(N) chltstwhwhere last tested for chlamydia (if not diagnosed with chlamydia in last year, age 16-44) 
1: General practice (GP) surgery 
2: Sexual health clinic (GUM clinic) 
3: NHS Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic 
4: Ante-natal Clinic / midwife 
5: Private non-NHS clinics or doctor 
6: Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook clinic) 
7: School / college / university  
8: Termination of pregnancy (abortion) clinic  
9: Hospital accident and emergency (A&E) department 
10: Pharmacy / chemist 
11: Internet  
12: Other non-health care place e.g. youth club, festival, bar  
13: Somewhere else 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if chlmtest=2 | chlmtest=-1 
  
(N) chltstwy why last tested for chlamydia (if not diagnosed with chlamydia in last year, age 16-44) 
1: had symptoms 
2: partner had symptoms 
3: notified because a partner diagnosed with Chlamydia 
4: wanted a general sexual health check-up 
5: Check up after previous positive test  
6: no symptoms but I was worried about Chlamydia risk  
7: offered a routine test 
8: Other 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if chlmtest=2 | chlmtest=-1 
 
Note: chlofref asked of those aged 16-44 who have not been tested for chlamydia in the last year 
 
(N) chlofref offered and refused Chlamydia test (if not diagnosed with chlamydia in last year, age 16-44) 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if chlamydia=-1 | chlmtest=1 | whnchlam=1 | dage>44 
 
 
 
Note: questions whn-X (where X is STI reported at gonorrh to nsungu) were asked of all who reported X. 
Questions wher-X were only asked of those reporting X who were aged 16-44, or those aged 45+ 
reporting being diagnosed with X in the last 5 years (at whn-X) 
 
(N) whngono when last diagnosed with Gonorrhoea  
1: Less than 1 year ago 
2: Between 1 and 5 years ago 
3: Between 5 and 10 years ago 
4: More than 10 years ago 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if gonorrh=-1 | gonorrh=0 
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(N) whergono where last treated for Gonorrhoea (if aged <45 or diagnosed in last 5 years) 
1: GP 
2: GUM clinic 
3: NHS Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic 
4: Ante-natal Clinic / midwife 
5: Private non-NHS clinics or doctor 
6: Pharmacy / chemist 
7: internet 
8: Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook clinic) 
9: Termination of pregnancy (abortion) clinic 
10: Hospital accident and emergency (A&E) department 
11: Somewhere else 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if gonorrh=-1 | gonorrh=0 | (dage>44 & (whngono=3 | whngono=4)) 
 
Note: whngono and whergono repeated for each of the following STI diagnoses  
 
(N) whnwarts 
(N) wherwart (if aged <45 or diagnosed in last 5 years) 
(N) whnsyphl 
(N) whersyph (if aged <45 or diagnosed in last 5 years) 
(N) whntric 
(N) whertric (if aged <45 or diagnosed in last 5 years) 
(N) whnherp 
(N) wherherp (if aged <45 or diagnosed in last 5 years) 
(N) whnnsu 
(N) whernsu (if aged <45 or diagnosed in last 5 years) 
 
Note: Variables whndiag1 … whndiag8, diagno1… diagno8, and diagwhe1… diagwhe8, are STD-specific 
such that if respondent reported only having had chlamydia (diagnos1=5) then whndiag1, diagno1, and 
diagwhe1 will not have been answered but whndiag5, diagno5, and diagwhe5 will (hopefully) have been 
reported  
(R) (N) whndiag1  year last diagnosed with genital herpes 
-1: not applicable if herpes=0 | herpes=-1 
9: not answered 
 
Note: Variables whndiag2 … whndiag8 are coded in a similar way to whndiag1: 
(R) (N) whndiag2  year last diagnosed with trichomonas    
(R) (N) whndiag3  year last diagnosed with gonorrhoea 
(R) (N) whndiag4  year last diagnosed with syphilis 
(R) (N) whndiag5  year last diagnosed with chlamydia 
(R) (N) whndiag6  year last diagnosed with NS/NG urethritis 
(R) (N) whndiag7  year last diagnosed with genital warts 
(R) (N) whndiag8  year last diagnosed with PID 
 
Notes:  
1. variables ending ‘_l5y’ and ‘_lyr’ are coded as 1 if the difference between the year of interview and the 

year of (most recent) diagnosis is <=5 or 0 | 1, respectively. Thus, someone diagnosed (e.g.) January 
1998 but who was interviewed in December 1999 would be coded as being diagnosed in the last year, 
which isn’t strictly the case. This method may result in an over-estimation but the alternative will result 
in an under-estimation, and since we are likely to be under-estimating the prevalence anyway, it was 
decided that a slight over-estimation would be preferable.  

2. These variables have been replaced by ct5y etc – see below. 
 
(R) (ND) tv_l5y  diagnosed with trichomonas in the 5 calendar years before interview 
0: no if ((whndiag2≠-1 & whndiag2≠9) & ((dateyoi-whndiag2)>5)) | trich=0 
1: yes (whndiag2≠-1 & whndiag2≠9) & ((dateyoi-whndiag2)<=5) 
9: not answered if whndiag2=9 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 
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Note: Variables ‘gc_l5y’ … ‘pid_l5y’ are coded in a similar way to ‘tv_l5y’ 
(R) (ND) gc_l5y  diagnosed with gonorrhoea in the 5 calendar years before interview 
(R) (ND) ct_l5y diagnosed with chlamydia in the 5 calendar years before interview  
(R) (ND) syph_l5y diagnosed with syphilis in the 5 calendar years before interview  
(R) (ND) nsu_l5y diagnosed with NSU/NGU in the 5 calendar years before interview  
(R) (ND) pid_l5y diagnosed with PID in the 5 calendar years before interview  
(R) (ND) wart_l5y diagnosed with genital warts in the 5 calendar years before interview  
(R) (ND) hsv_l5y diagnosed with genital warts in the 5 calendar years before interview  
 
(R) (ND) bact_l5y diagnosed with a bacterial STI in the 5 calendar years before interview  
1: yes if tv_l5y=1 | gc_l5y=1 | ct_l5y=1 | syph_l5y=1 | nsu_l5y=1 | pid_l5y=1 
0: no else if (everbact=1 & (tv_l5y=0 & gc_l5y=0 & ct_l5y=0 & syph_l5y=0 & nsu_l5y=0 & pid_l5y=0)) | 
everbact=0 
98: not answered when last diagnosed with a bacterial STI else if everbact=1 & (tv_l5y=9 | gc_l5y=9 | 
ct_l5y=9 | syph_l5y=9 | nsu_l5y=9 | pid_l5y=9) 
99: not answered whether ever diagnosed with a bacterial STI else if everbact=9 | everbact=98 
-1: not applicable if everbact=-1 
 
(R) (ND) virl_l5y  diagnosed with a viral STI in the 5 calendar years before interview 
1: yes if hsv_l5y=1 | wart_l5y=1  
0: no else if (evervirl=1 & (hsv_l5y=0 & wart_l5y=0)) | evervirl=0 
98: not answered when last diagnosed with a viral STI else if evervirl=1 & (hsv_l5y=9 | wart_l5y=9) 
99: not answered whether ever diagnosed with a viral STI else if evervirl=9 | 98 
-1: not eligible for self-completion if evervirl=-1 
 
(R) (ND) any_l5y  diagnosed with any STI in the 5 calendar years before interview  
1: yes (excl. thrush) if hsv_l5y=1 | wart_l5y=1 | tv_l5y=1 | gc_l5y=1 | ct_l5y=1 | syph_l5y=1 | nsu_l5y=1 | 
pid_l5y=1 
0: no else if (eversti2=1 & (hsv_l5y=0 | wart_l5y=0 | tv_l5y=0 | gc_l5y=0 | ct_l5y=0 | syph_l5y=0 | 
nsu_l5y=0 | pid_l5y=0)) | eversti2=0 
98: not answered when last diagnosed with a STI (excl. thrush) else if eversti2=1 & (hsv_l5y=9 | 
wart_l5y=9 | tv_l5y=9 | gc_l5y=9 | ct_l5y=9 | syph_l5y=9 | nsu_l5y=9 | pid_l5y=9) 
99: not answered whether ever diagnosed with a STI (excl. thrush) else if eversti2=9 | eversti2=98 
-1: not eligible for self-completion if eversti2=-1 
 
 
 
Note: In Natsal-2 respondents were asked for year of most recent diagnosis for each STI. In Natsal-3 
respondents were asked ‘how long ago’ with banded response options. Therefore the Natsal-3 variables 
are more accurate than the Natsal-2 variables, which are an overestimate (see note on page 134).  
 
(ND) ct5y diagnosed with chlamydia, last 5 years 
1: yes if whnchlam=1 | whnchlam=2 
0: no if chlamydia=0 | whnchlam=3 | whnchlam=4 
-1: not applicable if hetlife=0 & samlife=0 
9: not answered else if chlamydia=9 | whenchlam=9 
 
Note: variables gc5y..nsu5y are coded in a similar to ct5y 
(ND) gc5y diagnosed with gonorrhoea, last 5 years 
(ND) warts5y diagnosed with genital warts, last 5 years 
(ND) syphl5y diagnosed with syphilis, last 5 years 
(ND) tric5y diagnosed with trichomonas, last 5 years 
(ND) herp5y diagnosed with herpes, last 5 years 
(ND) nsu5y diagnosed with NSU/NGU, last 5 years 
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Note: Natsal-3 variable any_l5y2 differs from any_l5y (hence new variable name) as follows: 
1.  In Natsal-2 respondents were asked when they were diagnosed with the following STIs: trichomonas, 

gonorrhoea, chlamydia, syphilis, NSU/NGU, pelvic inflammatory disease, genital warts, herpes. In 
Natsal-3 timing was asked for all of these infections except for pelvic inflammatory disease 

2. In Natsal-2 respondents were asked for year of most recent diagnosis. In Natsal-3 respondents were 
asked ‘how long ago’ with banded response options. Therefore the Natsal-3 variables are more 
accurate than the Natsal-2 variables, which are an overestimate (see note on page 134).  

 
(ND) any_l5y2 diagnosed with any STI (Natsal-3 definition) excl thrush in 5 years before interview 
1: yes if (whnchlam=1 | whnchlam=2 | whngono=1 | whngono=2 | whnsyphl=1 | whnsyphl=2 | whnherp=1 | 
whnherp=2 | whnwarts=1 | whnwarts=2 | whntric=1 | whntric=2 | whnnsu=1 | whnnsu=2) 
0: no if ((whnchlam=-1 | whnchlam=3 | whnchlam=4) & (whngono=-1 | whngono=3 | whngono=4) & 
(whnsyphl=-1 | whnsyphl=3 | whnsyphl=4) & (whnher=-1 | whnherp=3 | whnher=4) & (whnwarts=-1 | 
whnwarts=3 | whnwarts=4) & (whntric=-1 | whntric=3 | whntric=4) & (whnnsu=-1 | whnnsu=3 | whnnsu=4)) 
9: not answered else if (whnchlam=9 | whngono=9 | whnsyphl=9 | whnherp=9 | whnwarts=9 | whntric=9 | 
whnnsu=9) 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 it was not possible to derive variables of the number of years since diagnosis of the 
various STIs since year of diagnosis was not collected. Respondents were instead given answer 
categories. 
Note: Variables ‘yrsherpe’ … ‘yrsbact’ are measured as the difference between the year of the interview 
and the reported year (last) diagnosed with herpes, i.e. a difference of 0 year may underestimate the true 
time by up to 364 days 
 
(R) (ND) yrsherpe  number of years since (last) diagnosed with genital herpes 
compute  dateyoi-whndiag1 if whndiag1≠-1 & whndiag1≠9 
99: not answered if whndiag1=9 
-1: not eligible for self-completion/never diagnosed with genital herpes if whndiag1=-1 
Note: Variables ‘yrstrich’ and ‘yrspid’ are coded in a similar way to ‘yrsherpe’ 
(R) (ND) yrstrich  number of years since (last) diagnosed with trichomonas 
(R) (ND) yrsgonor  number of years since (last) diagnosed with gonorrhoea 
(R) (ND) yrssyphl  number of years since (last) diagnosed with syphilis 
(R) (ND) yrschlam  number of years since (last) diagnosed with chlamydia 
(R) (ND) yrsnsung  number of years since (last) diagnosed with NSU/NGU 
(R) (ND) yrswarts  number of years since (last) diagnosed with genital warts 
(R) (ND) yrspid  number of years since (last) diagnosed with PID 
 
(R) (ND) tv_lyr  diagnosed with trichomonas in the calendar year before interview 
0: no if ((whndiag2≠-1 & whndiag2≠9) & ((dateyoi-whndiag2)>1)) | trich=0 
1: yes (whndiag2≠-1 & ≠9) & ((dateyoi-whndiag2)<=1) 
9: not answered if whndiag2=9 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 
Note: Variables gc_lyr … pid_lyr are coded in a similar way to tv_lyr 
(R) (ND) gc_lyr  diagnosed with gonorrhoea in the calendar year before interview 
(R) (ND) ct_lyr diagnosed with chlamydia in the calendar year before interview  
(R) (ND) syph_lyr diagnosed with syphilis in the calendar year before interview  
(R) (ND) nsu_lyr diagnosed with NSU/NGU in the calendar year before interview  
(R) (ND) pid_lyr diagnosed with PID in the calendar year before interview  
(R) (ND) wart_lyr diagnosed with genital warts in the calendar year before interview  
(R) (ND) hsv_lyr diagnosed with herpes in the calendar year before interview  
 
(R) (ND) bact_lyr diagnosed with a bacterial STI (excl. thrush)  in the calendar year before interview  
1: yes if tv_lyr=1 | gc_lyr=1 | ct_lyr=1 | syph_lyr=1 | nsu_lyr=1 | pid_lyr=1 
0: no else if (everbact=1 & (tv_lyr=0 & gc_lyr=0 & ct_lyr=0 & syph_lyr=0 & nsu_lyr=0 & pid_lyr=0)) | 
everbact=0 
98: not answered when last diagnosed with a bacterial STI else if everbact=1 & (tv_lyr=9 | gc_lyr=9 | 
ct_lyr=9 | syph_lyr=9 | nsu_lyr=9 | pid_lyr=9) 
99: not answered whether ever diagnosed with a bacterial STI else if everbact=9 | everbact=98 
-1: not applicable if everbact=-1 
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(R) (ND) virl_lyr  diagnosed with a viral STI in the calendar year before interview 
1: yes if hsv_lyr=1 | wart_lyr=1  
0: no else if (evervirl=1 & (hsv_lyr=0 & wart_lyr=0)) | evervirl=0 
98: not answered when last diagnosed with a viral STI else if evervirl=1 & (hsv_lyr=9 | wart_lyr=9) 
99: not answered whether ever diagnosed with a viral STI else if evervirl=9 | evervirl=98 
-1: not applicable if evervirl=-1 
 
(R) (ND) any_lyr  diagnosed with a STI (excl. thrush) in the calendar year before interview  
1: yes if hsv_lyr=1 | wart_lyr=1 | tv_lyr=1 | gc_lyr=1 | ct_lyr=1 | syph_lyr=1 | nsu_lyr=1 | pid_lyr=1 
0: no else if (eversti2=1 & (hsv_lyr=0 | wart_lyr=0 | tv_lyr=0 | gc_lyr=0 | ct_lyr=0 | syph_lyr=0 | nsu_lyr=0 | 
pid_lyr=0)) | eversti2=0 
98: not answered when last diagnosed with a STI (excl. thrush) else if eversti2=1 & (hsv_lyr=9 | 
wart_lyr=9 | tv_lyr=9 | gc_lyr=9 | ct_lyr=9 | syph_lyr=9 | nsu_lyr=9 | pid_lyr=9) 
99: not answered whether ever diagnosed with a STI (excl. thrush) else if eversti2=9 | eversti2=98 
-1: not applicable if eversti2=-1 

 
 

Note: In Natsal-2 respondents were asked for year of most recent diagnosis. In Natsal-3 respondents 
were asked ‘how long ago’ with banded response options. Therefore the Natsal-3 variables are more 
accurate than the Natsal-2 variables, which are an overestimate (see note on page 134).  
 
(ND) ct1y diagnosed with chlamydia, last year 
1: yes if whnchlam=1 | whnchlam=2 
0: no if chlamydia=0 | whnchlam=3 | whnchlam=4 
-1: not applicable if hetlife=0 & samlife=0 
9: not answered else if chlamydia=9 | whenchlam=9 
 
Note: variables gc1y..nsu1y are coded in a similar to ct1y 
(ND) gc1y diagnosed with gonorrhoea, last year 
(ND) warts1y diagnosed with genital warts, last year 
(ND) syphl1y diagnosed with syphilis, last year 
(ND) tric1y diagnosed with trichomonas, last year 
(ND) herp1y diagnosed with herpes, last year 
(ND) nsu1y diagnosed with NSU/NGU, last year 
 
 
 
Note: Natsal-3 variableany_lyr2 differs from any_lyr (hence new variable name) as follows: 

1.  In Natsal-2 respondents were asked when they were diagnosed with the following STIs: 
trichomonas, gonorrhoea, chlamydia, syphilis, NSU/NGU, pelvic inflammatory disease, genital 
warts, herpes. In Natsal-3 timing was asked for all of these infections except for pelvic 
inflammatory disease 

2. In Natsal-2 respondents were asked for year of most recent diagnosis. In Natsal-3 respondents 
were asked ‘how long ago’ with banded response options. Therefore the Natsal-3 variables are 
more accurate than the Natsal-2 variables, which are an overestimate (see note on page 134).  
 

any_lyr2 diagnosed with an STI (Natsal-3 definition) excl thrush in year before interview 
1: yes if (whnchlam=1 | whngono=1 | whnsyphl=1 | whnherp=1 | whnwarts=1 | whntric=1 | whnnsu=1) 
0: no if ((whnchlam=-1 | (whnchlam>=2 & whnchlam<=4)) & ((whngono=-1 | (whngono >=2 & whngono 
<=4)) & ((whnsyphl=-1 | (whnsyphl >=2 & whnsyphl <=4)) & ((whnherp=-1 | (whnherp >=2 & whnherp 
<=4)) &  ((whnwarts=-1 | (whnwarts >=2 & whnwarts <=4)) & ((whntric=-1 | (whntric >=2 & whntric <=4)) & 
((whnnsu=-1 | (whnnsu >=2 & whnnsu <=4)) 
9: not answered else if (whnchlam=9 | whngono=9 | whnsyphl=9 | whnherp=9 | whnwarts=9 | whntric=9 | 
whnnsu=9) 
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(R) (ND) nostis  number of STIs ever diagnosed with (excl. thrush), grouped 
0: none if (diagnos1=11 | diagnos1=9) & diagnos2=-1 
1: 1 if ((diagnos1≠-1 & diagnos1≠9 & diagnos1≠11 & diagnos1≠99) & diagnos2=-1) | ((diagnos1≠-1 & 
diagnos1≠9 & diagnos1≠11 & diagnos1≠99) & diagnos2=-1 | diagnos2=9) | (diagnos1=9 & diagnos2≠-1 & 
diagnos2≠9 & diagnos2≠11 & diagnos2≠99) 
2: 2+ if (diagnos1≠-1 & diagnos1≠9 & diagnos1≠11 & diagnos1≠99 & diagnos2≠-1 & diagnos2≠9 & 
diagnos2≠11 & diagnos2≠99) 
9: not answered if diagnos1=99 
-1: not applicable if diagnos1=-1 
 
Note: In Natsal-3 variables very similar to whenherp-whnwarts were directly obtained from the interview, 
so they have not been derived. 
 
(R) (ND) whnherpe  time since (last) diagnosed with genital herpes, grouped 
-1: not applicable if herpes=-1 
0: never if herpes=0  
1: in same calendar year as interview if yrsherpe=1 
2: 1-5 calendar years before interview if yrsherpe>=1 & yrsherpe<=5 
3: >5 calendar years before interview if yrsherpe>5 & yrsherpe<99 
9: not answered if yrsherpe=99 
 
Note: Variables whntrich…whnpid are coded in a similar way to whnherpe 
(R)  (ND) whntrich time since (last) diagnosed with trichomonas, grouped 
(R) (ND) whngonor time since (last) diagnosed with gonorrhoea, grouped 
(R) (ND) whnsyphl time since (last) diagnosed with syphilis, grouped 
(R) (ND) whnchlam time since (last) diagnosed with chlamydia, grouped 
(R) (ND) whnnsung time since (last) diagnosed with NSU/NGU, grouped 
(R) (ND) whnwarts time since (last) diagnosed with genital warts, grouped 
(R) (ND) whnpid time since (last) diagnosed with PID, grouped 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 respondents were not asked how many times they were diagnosed with STIs. Very few 
people had had more than one diagnosis in Natsal-2. 
 
Note: respondents are only asked the number of times diagnosed with genital herpes, gonorrhoea, and 
chlamydia, thus diagno2 … diagno5 are sti-specific 
 

(R) (N) diagno2  no. of times diagnosed with trichomonas, last 5 years 
0 if trich=0 | (whndiag2>1900 & whndiag2<1995) 
98: not answered but trichomonas diagnosis in last 5 years if whndiag2>=1995 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if trich=-1 
 
Note: Variables diagno3… diagno5 are coded in a similar way to diagno2 
(R) (N) diagno3  no. of times diagnosed with gonorrhoea, last 5 years 
(R) (N) diagno4  no. of times diagnosed with syphilis, last 5 years 
(R) (N) diagno5  no. of times diagnosed with chlamydia, last 5 years 
 
(R) (ND) no_trich  no. of episodes of trichomonas, last 5 years, grouped 
0: none if diagno2=0 
1: once if diagno2=1 
2: more than once if diagno2>=2 & diagno2<98 
9: not answered if diagno2=98 | diagno2=99 
-1: not applicable if diagno2=-1 
 
Note: Variables no_gonor … no_chlam are coded in a similar way to no_trich 
(R) (ND) no_gonor  no. of episodes of gonorrhoea, last 5 years, grouped 
(R) (ND) no_syph  no. of episodes of syphilis, last 5 years, grouped 
(R) (ND) no_chlam  no. of episodes of chlamydia, last 5 years, grouped 
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Note: in Natsal-3 information was collected on where STIs were diagnosed for Chlamydia, Gonorrhoea, 
genital warts, syphilis, trichomonas vaginalis, genital herpes, NSU/NGU in separate questions detailed 
above.  
 
Note: Variables diagwhe2… diagwhe5 are STI-specific so respondents were only asked where they were 
(last) treated for genital herpes, gonorrhoea, syphilis, and chlamydia, in the last 5 years  
 

(R) (N) diagwhe2  where (last) treated for trichomonas, last 5 years  
1: gp surgery 
2: nhs vd/std/sexual health clinic 
3: nhs family planning clinic 
4: private clinic/doctor    
5: somewhere else 
98: not answered but have had trichomonas in last 5 years if whndiag2>=1995 
99: not answered    
-1: not applicable if trich=-1 | 0 | (whndiag2>1900 & whndiag2<1995) 
 
Note: Variables diagwhe3… diagwhe5 are coded in a similar way to diagwhe2 
 

(R) (N) diagwhe3  where (last) treated for gonorrhoea, last 5 years 
(R) (N) diagwhe4  where (last) treated for syphilis, last 5 years 
(R) (N) diagwhe5  where (last) treated for chlamydia, last 5 years  
 
Note: information was collected in Natsal-3 on cervical screening and HPV vaccination (women only) and 
on current STI symptoms.The STI symptom data will link to the biological testing results.  
 
(N) everpap when was last cervical smear (if female and aged >24) 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | dmage<25 
1: never had one 
2: less than 3 years ago 
3: between 3 and 5 years ago 
4: between 5 and 10 years ago 
5: more than 10 years ago 
9: not answered 
 
(N) hpvever been vaccinated against HPV (if female and aged>30) 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | dmage>=30 
1: yes – all 3 doses 
2: yes – 1/2 doses but not all 3 
3: no 
9: not answered 
 
(N) hpvcomp intend to complete the other doses 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | dmage>=30 | hpvever=1 | hpvever=3 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
 
(N) hpvofref ever offered vaccination (if not received vaccination) 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | dmage>=30 | hpvever=1 | hpvever=2 
1: yes but refused 
2: no never offered 
9: not answered 
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(N) hpvwhere where offered / received vaccination (women outside vaccination programme) 
-1: not applicable if rsex1 | dage>=30 | rdob later than 01/09/1990 | hpvever=3 
1: GP 
2: GUM clinic 
3: private clinic / doctor including chemist / pharmacy 
4: somewhere else 
9: not answered 
 
Note: This codebook gives only the binary variables to be used for analysis, not the original multi-code 
questions. The following binary variables were created directly from the question stisympm (new 
question in Natsal-3). 
 
(N) mstipainuri STI symptoms in the last month (men):  pain, burning or stinging passing urine 
-1: not applicable if rsex=2 | dage>44 | (hetlife=0 & samlife>0) 
0: no 
1: yes 
9: not answered 
 
mstipassmor..mstinone are all coded in a similar way to mstipainuri 
(N) mstipassmor STI symptoms in the last month (men):  more frequent urination 
(N) mstigenwart STI symptoms in the last month (men):  genital wart/lump 
(N) mstigenulc STI symptoms in the last month (men):  genital ulcer/sore 
(N) mstipdisch STI symptoms in the last month (men):  penile discharge 
(N) mstipaintest STI symptoms in the last month (men):  painful testicles 
(N) mstinone STI symptoms in the last month (men):  none 
 
The following binary variables were created directly from the question stisympf (new question in Natsal-
3). 
(N) fstipainuri STI symptoms in the last month (women):  pain, burning or stinging passing urine 
-1: not applicable if rsex=1 | dage>44 | (hetlife=0 & samlife>0) 
0: no 
1: yes 
9: not answered 
 
fstipassmor..fstinone are all coded in a similar way to fstipainuri 
(N) fstipassmor STI symptoms in the last month (women):  more frequent urination 
(N) fstigenwart STI symptoms in the last month (women):  genital wart/lump 
(N) fstigenulc STI symptoms in the last month (women):  genital ulcer/sore 
(N) fstivdisch STI symptoms in the last month (women):  abnormal vaginal discharge 
(N) fstiodour STI symptoms in the last month (women):  odourous vaginal discharge 
(N) fstivpainsex STI symptoms in the last month (women):  vaginal pain during sex 
(N) fstibleedper STI symptoms in the last month (women):  bleeding between periods 
(N) fstibleedsex STI symptoms in the last month (women):  bleeding after sex 
(N) fstiabdopain STI symptoms in the last month (women):  lower abdominal / pelvic pain 
(N) fstinone STI symptoms in the last month (women):  none 
 
(ND) anystisympm any STI symptoms in the last month (men) 
-1: not applicable if mstipainuri=-1 
1: yes if mstipainuri =1 | mstipassmor =1 | mstigenwart =1 | mstigenulc =1 | mstipdisch =1 | mstipaintest=1  
0: no if mstipainuri =0 & mstipassmor =0 & mstigenwart =0 & mstigenulc =0 & mstipdisch =0 & 
mstipaintest=0 
9: not answered if mstipainuri=9 
 
(ND) anystisympf any STI symptoms in the last month (women) 
-1: not applicable if fstipainuri=-1 
1: yes if fstipainuri=1 | fstipassmor=1 | fstigenwart=1 | fstigenulc=1 | fstivdisch=1 | fstiodour=1 | 
fstivpainsex=1 | fstibleedper=1 | fstibleedsex=1 | fstiabdopain=1 
0: no if fstipainuri=0 & fstipassmor=0 & fstigenwart=0 & fstigenulc=0 & fstivdisch=0 & fstiodour=0 & 
fstivpainsex=0 & fstibleedper=0 & fstibleedsex=0 & fstiabdopain=0 
9: not answered if fstipainuri=9 
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(ND) anystisymp any STI symptoms in the last month (all) 
compute anystisymp=anystisympm if rsex=1 
compute anystisymp=anystisympf if rsex=1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INJECTING DRUG USE  
 
Note: in Natsal-3 the questions in this section were moved to a new section on general drug use at the 
end of the CASI 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 inject was modified to only include non-prescribed drugs or other substances  
 
(R) (s17a)  inject  ever injected drugs or other substances 
1: yes 
2: no  
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2  
 
(R) (s17b1)  prescrb  injected drugs prescribed by a doctor for a medical condition 
1: all prescribed 
2: some prescribed 
3: none prescribed 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | inject=2 
 
(R) (s17b *U) medcond1  medical condition 1 for which the drugs were prescribed 
1: diabetes 
2: allergic disorders 
3: chronic pain 
4: thrombosis/embolus 
5: infections 
6: psychiatric illness 
7: drug abuse 
8: other 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | inject=2 | prescrb=3 | (medcondn=99 & medcondn-1≠99)  
 
Similarly for up to 3 medical conditions: 
(R) (s17b *U) medcond2  medical condition 2 for which the drugs were prescribed 
(R) (s17b *U) medcond3  medical condition 3 for which the drugs were prescribed  
 
(R) (q17b1 D) diabetes  injected prescribed drugs for diabetes 
1: yes if medcond1=1 | medcond2=1 | medcond3=1  
0: no else if medcond1>=1 & medcond1<=8 
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if medcond1=-1 & medcond2=-1 & medcond3=-1 
   
Note: Variables allergy … othcond are derived from medcond1 … medcond3, and are coded in a similar 
way to diabetes:    
(R) (q17bb *D) allergy  injected prescribed drugs for allergies 
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(R) (ND) chrnpain    injected prescribed drugs for chronic pain    
(R) (ND) thrombos    injected prescribed drugs for thrombosis    
(R) (ND) infectns   injected prescribed drugs for infections    
(R) (ND) psychiat    injected prescribed drugs for psychiatric illness    
(R) (ND) addictn    injected prescribed drugs for drug addiction    
(R) (q17be D)  othconds   injected prescribed drugs for other medical condition(s)   
 
Note: in Natsal-3 the variable drugs was directly obtained from the questionnaire and is now the variable 
inject. 
 
Note: Variable drugs in Natsal-1 is coded 2 for ‘yes’ and 1 for ‘no’, which is inconsistent with the other ‘ 
yes/no’ variables, so the codes must be reversed in Natsal-1 to be consistent with Natsal-2: 
 
(R) (D) drugs  ever injected non-prescribed drugs 
1: yes if inject=1 & (prescrb=2 | prescrb=3) 
2: no if inject=2 | (inject=1 & prescrb=1) 
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 



 HIV TESTING 
 

 

 

HIV TESTING   
 
Note: in Natsal-3 questions slightly revised to reflect change in age of respondents and donation 
questions not asked of 16 year olds as too young to give blood. 
 
(R) (N) donblod  donated blood since beginning of 1986 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2  
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
 
(N) donblod2 donated blood 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | dage=16 
 
(R) (N) whendon  when last donated blood (since the beginning of 1986) 
1: in last year 
2: between 1and 2 years ago 
3: between 2 and 5 years ago 
4: longer than 5 years ago but since the beginning of 1986 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | donblod=2  
 
(N) whendon2 when last donated blood 
1: in last year 
2: between 1and 2 years ago 
3: between 2 and 5 years ago 
4: longer than 5 years and 10 years ago 
5: long than 10 years ago but since the beginning of 1986 
6: longer ago than the beginning of 1986 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | dmage=16 | donblod2=2 
 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 no longer thought to be necessary to have a prefer not to answer question for HIV 
testing. 
 
(U) (N) hivtsty  ever had a blood test for HIV other than when giving blood 
1: yes 
2: no 
3: maybe/not sure 
(U – code removed) 4: prefer not to answer 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | donblod2=2 | dmage=16 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | donblod=2  
 
(U) (N) hivtstn  ever had a blood test for HIV (if never given blood) 
1: yes 
2: no 
3: maybe/not sure 
(U – code removed) 4: prefer not to answer 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | donblod2=1 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | donblod=1 
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Note: Variable hivtest refers to whether/not ever had a HIV test excluding when giving blood.  
 
(U) (ND) hivtest  ever had a blood test for HIV (excluding when given blood) 
1: yes if ((donblod=1 | donblod=9) & hivtsty=1) | ((donblod=2 | donblod=9) & hivtstn=1) 
2: no if ((donblod=1 | donblod=9) & hivtsty=2) | ((donblod=2 | donblod=9) & hivtstn=2) 
3: maybe/not sure if ((donblod=1 | donblod=9) & hivtsty=3) | ((donblod=2 | donblod=9) & hivtstn=3) 
(U – code removed) 4: prefer not to answer if ((donblod=1 | donblod=9) & hivtsty=4) | ((donblod=2 | 
donblod=9) & hivtstn=4) 
9: not answered if missing if ((donblod=1 | donblod=9) & hivtsty=9) | ((donblod=2 | donblod=9) & 
hivtstn=9) 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 -1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 
 
 
Note: This codebook gives only the binary variables to be used for analysis, not the original multi-code 
questions. The following binary variables were created directly from the question whytest in Natsal-3, and 
derived (as shown) from whytest1-whytest5 in Natsal-2. Testinsr to testothr are coded in the same way 
as testpreg. 
 
(s20bb D) testpreg  HIV test reason: pregnancy 
1: yes if whytest1=1 | whytest2=1 | whytest3=1 | whytest4=1 | whytest5=1 
0: no else if whytest1>=1 & whytest1<=5 
9: not answered if missing 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | hivtest=2 | hivtest=3 
-1: not applicable if whytest1=-1 & whytest2=-1 & whytest3=-1 & whytest4=-1 & whytest5=-1 
 
(s20bc D) testinsr  HIV test reason: travel/insurance/mortgage 
(N) testschk HIV test reason: sexual health check 
(ND) testhchk  HIV test reason: general health check 
(N) testcond HIV test reason: stopped using condoms 
(ND) testrisk  HIV test reason: concern of risk to self/partner 
(N) testdoc HIV test reason: doctor’s advice 
 
 
Note: Variable testothr is derived differently to Natsal-1’s definition of ‘other reason’ for HIV test  
 
(R) (ND) testothr  HIV test reason: other reason(s) 
1: yes if whytest1=5 | whytest2=5 | whytest3=5 | whytest4=5 | whytest5=5 
0: no else if whytest1>=1 & whytest1<=5 
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if whytest1=-1 & whytest2=-1 & whytest3=-1 & whytest4=-1 & whytest5=-1 
 
 
Note:The ‘other reason’ variable testothr2 is not directly comparable with Natsal-2’s testothr because 
more response options were available for respondents to choose from at whytest in Natsal-3, hence it has 
been renamed. 
 
(N) testothr2 HIV test reason: other reason 
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Note: Variable ‘testoth2’ is consistent with Natsal-1’s definition of ‘other reason’ for HIV test: 
 
(U – see below) (s20bd D) testoth2  HIV test reason: other (incl. general health check & concern about 
risk) 
1: yes if testhchk=1 | testrisk=1 | testothr=1 
0: no else if testhchk=0 | testhchk=1 | testrisk=0  | testrisk=1 | testothr=0 | testothr=1   
9: not answered if testhchk=9 & testrisk=9 & testothr=9 
-1: not applicable if testhchk=-1 & testrisk=-1 & testothr=-1 
 
testoth2  HIV test reason: other (incl. general health check, concern about risk, sexual health check, 
stopped using condoms, doctor’s advice) 
1: yes if testhchk=1 | testrisk=1 | testothr=1 | testschk=1 | testcond=1 | testdoc=1 
0: no else if testhchk=0 | testhchk=1 | testrisk=0  | testrisk=1 | testothr=0 | testothr=1 | testschk=0 | 
testcond=0 | testdoc=0 
9: not answered if testhchk=9 & testrisk=9 & testothr=9 
-1: not applicable if testhchk=-1 & testrisk=-1 & testothr=-1 
 
(N) whentest  when was blood test for HIV (last one if more than one) 
1: in the last year 
2: between 1 year and 2 years ago 
3: between 2 years and 5 years ago 
4: longer than 5 years ago           
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | hivtest=2 -1: not applicable if scelig=2 | hivtest=2 | hivtest=3 | 
hivtest=4 
 
Note: Variable ‘whntest2’ is consistent with Natsal-1’s definition of s20c in terms of time frames. However, 
in Natsal-1 question s20c was asked to everyone –including those who only had a HIV test as a blood 
donor. Consequently, comparisons between surveys need to ensure that Natsal-1 data are limited to 
those who had an HIV test aside from as a blood donor. 
 
(s20c D) whntest2  when was blood test for HIV (last one if more than one) 
1: in last year if whentest=1 
2: 1-2 years ago if whentest=2 
3: >2 years ago if whentest=3 | whentest=4 
9: not answered if whentest=9  
-1: not applicable if whentest=-1 
 
Note: Variable ‘hivtest5’ is equivalent to variable ‘s20a’ in Natsal-1 in that it refers to having a HIV test in 
the last 5 years not ever. Unlike Natsal-1, this derivation of hivtest5 excludes from the numerator  
those who only had a HIV test as a blood donor 
 
(s20a D*) hivtest5 had a blood test for HIV, last 5 years 
1: yes if whentest=1 | whentest=2 | whentest=3 
0: no if whentest=4 | hivtest=2 
9: not answered if hivtest=9 | hivtest=3 | whentest=9 
-1: not applicable if hivtest=-1 
 
(ND) hivtstly had a blood test for HIV, last year 
1: yes if whentest=1  
0: no if whentest=2 | whentest=3 | whentest=4 | hivtest=2 
9: not answered if hivtest=9| hivtest=3 | whentest=9 
-1: not applicable if hivtest=-1 
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(U – see below) (N) whertest  where had blood test for HIV (last one if more than one) 
1: GP surgery 
2: NHS VD/STD/sexual health clinic 
3: NHS family planning clinic 
4: private clinic or doctor 
5: somewhere else 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | hivtest=2 | hivtest=3 | hivtest=4   
 
whertest  where had blood test for HIV (last one if more than one) – NOTE question identical but answer 
options have changed 
1: GP surgery 
2: GUM clinic 
3: NHS family planning clinic 
4: antenatal clinic 
5: private clinic or doctor 
6: internet site offering postal kit 
7: youth advisory clinic 
8: termination of pregnancy clinic 
9: hospital A&E 
10: somewhere else 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | hivtest=2 
 
Note: Natsal-2 did not ask respondents what the result was, just whether or not they were given the result. 
(N) restest  given result of blood test for HIV 
1: yes 
2: no  
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | hivtest=2 
 
 



 SEXUAL FUNCTION 
 

 

 

SEXUAL PROBLEMS  
 
Note: this section was extensively revised in Natsal-3 and a psychometric measure of sexual function was 
developed. This section has been renamed as sexual function and appears below the Natsal-2 Sexual 
problems section (page 118). 
  
(R) (N) ifdysf  any sex ‘problems’ lasting 1+ month(s)+, last year 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 
(R) (N) whdysf1  sex ‘problem’ 1 lasting 1+ month(s), last year 
1: lacked interest 
2: anxiety about sexual performance 
3: unable to experience orgasm 
4: premature orgasm 
5: physically painful intercourse 
6: problems achieving/maintaining erections (only if male) 
7: trouble lubricating (only if female) 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | ifdysf=2 | (whdysfn=9 & whdysfn-1 ≠9) 
 
Similarly for up to 6 problems: 
(R) (N) whdysf2  sex ‘problem’ 2 lasting 1+ month(s), last year 
(R) (N) whdysf3  sex ‘problem’ 3 lasting 1+ month(s), last year 
(R) (N) whdysf4  sex ‘problem’ 4 lasting 1+ month(s), last year 
(R) (N) whdysf5  sex ‘problem’ 5 lasting 1+ month(s), last year 
(R) (N) whdysf6  sex ‘problem’ 6 lasting 1+ month(s), last year 
 
(R) (ND) lackint   lacked interest in having sex for 1+ month(s), last year  
1: yes if whdysf1=1 | whdysf2=1 | whdysf3=1 | whdysf4=1 | whdysf5=1 | whdysf6=1 
0: no else if whdysf1>=1 & whdysf1<=7  
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if whdysf1=-1 & whdysf2=-1 & whdysf3=-1 & whdysf4=-1 & whdysf5=-1 & whdysf6=-1 
 
Note: Variables anxiety … painsic are derived from whdysf1 … whdysf6 in a similar way to lackint:  
(R) (ND) anxiety  anxiety about sexual performance for 1+ month(s), last year  
(R) (ND) orgasmno  unable to experience orgasm for 1+ month(s), last year 
(R) (ND) preorgsm  premature orgasm for 1+ month(s), last year 
(R) (ND) painsic   physically painful intercourse for 1+ month(s), last year 
 
(R) (ND) erection   problems achieving/maintaining erections for 1+ month(s), last year  
1: yes if whdysf1=6 | whdysf2=6 | whdysf3=6 | whdysf4=6 | whdysf5=6 | whdysf6=6 
0: no else if whdysf1>=1 & whdysf1<=7  
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if (whdysf1=-1 & whdysf2=-1 & whdysf3=-1 & whdysf4=-1 & whdysf5=-1 & whdysf6=-1) | 
rsex=2 
 
(R) (ND) lubricat   trouble lubricating for 1+ month(s), last year   
1: yes if whdysf1=7 | whdysf2=7 | whdysf3=7 | whdysf4=7 | whdysf5=7 | whdysf6=7 
0: no else if whdysf1>=1 & whdysf1<=7  
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if (whdysf1=-1 & whdysf2=-1 & whdysf3=-1 & whdysf4=-1 & whdysf5=-1 & whdysf6=-1) | 
rsex=1 
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(R) (ND) noofprob   no. of sexual ‘problems’ lasting  1+ months(s), last year  
count (lackint anxiety orgasmno preorgsm painsic erection lubricat) if (lackint=0 | 1 & anxiety=0 | 1 & 
orgasmno=0 | 1 &  preorgsm=0 | 1 & painsic=0 | 1 & erection=0 | 1 & lubricat=0 | 1) 
9: not answered if lackint=9 | anxiety=9 | orgasmno=9 | preorgsm=9 | painsic=9 | erection=9 | lubricat=9  
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 
Note: Variables longdys1 … longdys7 are sex-problem-specific variables 
(R) (N) longdys1   length of time lacked interest in sex 
1: at least 1 month but less than 3 months 
2: at least 3 months but less than 6 months 
3: at least 6 months but less than 1 year 
4: 1 year or longer 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if lackint=-1 | lackint=0 
 
Note: longdys2 … longdys7 are coded in a similar way to longdys1 
(R) (N) longdys2   length of time experienced anxiety about sexual performance 
(R) (N) longdys3   length of time been unable to experience orgasm 
(R) (N) longdys4   length of time experienced premature orgasm 
(R) (N) longdys5   length of time experienced physically painful intercourse 
(R) (N) longdys6   length of time had problems achieving/maintaining erections 
(R) (N) longdys7   length of time had trouble lubricating 
 
(R) (ND) longdysg length of time experienced any sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year 
0: no sexual ‘problem(s)’ lasting 1+ month(s), last year if ifdysf=2 
1: at least 1 month but less than 3 months if longdys1=1 | longdys2=1 | longdys3=1 | longdys4=1 | 
longdys5=1 | longdys6=1 | longdys7=1 
2: at least 3 months but less than 6 months else if longdys1=2 | longdys2=2 | longdys3=2 | longdys4=2 | 
longdys5=2 | longdys6=2 | longdys7=2  
3: at least 6 months but less than 1 year else if longdys1=3 | longdys2=3 | longdys3=3 | longdys4=3 | 
longdys5=3 | longdys6=3 | longdys7=3 
4: 1 year or longer else if longdys1=4 | longdys2=4 | longdys3=4 | longdys4=4 | longdys5=4 | longdys6=4 | 
longdys7=4  
9: not answered if ifdys1=9 
-1: not eligible if ifdys1=-1 

 
(R) (ND) longdy1g lacked interest in having sex for 6+ months, last year  
1: yes if longdys1=3 | longdys1=4 
0: no if longdys1=-1 | longdys1=1 | longdys1=2  
9: not answered if longdys1=9 
-1: not applicable if ifdysf=-1 
 
Note: Variables longdy2g … longdy7g are derived in a similar way to longdy1g 
(R) (N) longdy2g  anxiety about sexual performance for 6+ months, last year 
(R) (N) longdy3g  unable to experience orgasm for 6+ months, last year 
(R) (N) longdy4g  experienced premature orgasm for 6+ months, last year 
(R) (N) longdy5g  experienced physically painful intercourse for 6+ months, last year 
(R) (N) longdy6g  problems achieving/maintaining erections for 6+ months, last year 
(R) (N) longdy7g  trouble lubricating for 6+ months, last year 
 
(R) (ND) noofpro2 no. of sexual ‘problems’ lasting  6+ months(s), last year 
count (longdy1g longdy2g longdy3g longdy4g longdy5g longdy6g longdy7g) if (longdy1g=0 | longdy1g=1 
& longdy2g=0 | longdy2g=1 & … & longdy7g=0 | longdy7g=1) 
9: not answered if longdy1=9 | … | longdy7g=9 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 
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(R) (N) avoisex  avoided sex during last year because of sexual ‘problem(s)’ 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | ifdysf=2 
 
Note: Variables contact1…contact4 are not sexual-problem-specific as question asks ‘have you contacted 
any of the following for help with either/any of the/these conditions?’ 
(R) (N) contact1  contact 1 for sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | ifdysf=2 | (contactn=99 & contactn-1 ≠99) 
1: GP 
2: VD/STD/sexual health clinic 
3: psychiatrist/psychologist 
4: marriage counsellor 
5: other type of clinic/doctor 
6: contacted a help-line 
7: someone else 
8: none of these 
99: not answered 
 
Similarly for up to 4 contacts: 
(R) (N) contact2  contact 2 for sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year 
(R) (N) contact3  contact 3 for sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year 
(R) (N) contact4  contact 4 for sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year 
 
(R) (ND) spgp   contacted GP about sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year 
1: yes if contact1=1 | contact2=1 | contact3=1 | contact4=1  
0: no else if contact1>=1 & contact1<=8  
9: not answered if missing 
-1: not applicable if contact1=-1 & contact2=-1 & contact3=-1 & contact4=-1  
 
Note: Variables spstdcl … spnone are derived in a similar way to spgp: 
(R) (ND) spstdcl  contacted VD/STD clinic about sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year 
(R) (ND) sppsych  contacted a psychiatrist/psychologist about sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year 
(R) (ND) spmarrc  contacted marriage counsellor about sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year 
(R) (ND) spothrgp contacted other type of clinic/doctor about sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year  
(R) (ND) sphelpl  contacted a help-line about sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year 
(R) (ND) spelse  contacted someone else about sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year  
(R) (ND) spnone  contacted none of these sources about sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year 
 
(R) (N) ifcon1  NHS/private GP contacted about sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year 
1: NHS  
2: private 
3: other (e.g. voluntary organisation) 
4: don’t know  
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | ifdysf=2 | spgp=0 | spgp=-1 
 
Note: Variables  ifcon2… ifcon5 are sex-problem contact-specific variables and are coded in a similar way 
to ifcon1: 
(R) (N) ifcon2    NHS/private VD/STD clinic contacted about sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year 
(R) (N) ifcon3    NHS/private psychiatrist/psychologist contacted about sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year 
(R) (N) ifcon4    NHS/private marriage counsellor contacted about sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year 
(R) (N) ifcon5    NHS/private other type of clinic/doctor contacted about sexual ‘problem(s)’, last year 
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SEXUAL FUNCTION 
 
The 17-item Natsal-SF measure provides an indication of an individual’s level of sexual function, taking 
into account reported function problems, the relational context as well as levels of satisfaction and 
distress. As such it adopts a psycho-social perspective, recognising that sexual function is about much 
more than the experience of biomedical difficulties with sexual response. 
 
Not all variables listed in this section are part of the measure. The table shows which variables are 
included in the measure and who is routed to them.  
 

 
 
Please note: Only people who reported sex in the last year and were in a relationship answer all 
questions on the measure. Individuals who have had sex in the last year but who have not been in a 
relationship do not answer the four questions on partnership and individuals who have not been sexually 
active in the last year only answer SFFSatis and SFFDst, but their missing answers (what they would 
have answered had they been in a relationship or been sexually active) are estimated using sophisticated 
modelling techniques. 
 
Scoring the measure – derived variabes:  
 
Respondents are categorised as either low functioning, normal functioning, or not sexually active.  The cut 
off point for low function is determined by the lowest gender-specific quintile.  
 
 
 
 
This approach was used to create the derived variables given on the next page (lowsfscore..sdmean). 
 
For further information about how the conceptual basis of the measure, please see Mitchell et al 2011. For 
information about the development and validation of the measure, please see Mitchell et al. 2012. 
 
Mitchell K., Ploubidis, G., Datta, J., Wellings, K. (2012) The Natsal-SF: A validated measure of sexual 

function for use in community surveys. European Journal of Epidemiology. DOI 10.1007/s10654-
012-9697-3 

 
Mitchell, K. & Wellings, K. (2011). Measuring sexual function in community surveys: Development of a 

conceptual framework. Journal of Sex Research. DOI:10.1080/00224499.2011.621038 
 

Variables that form the SF measure Who is included 

sfprb All respondents who reported sex in the last year 
(het1yr>0 or sam1yr>0), except for those aged 16-
17 who reported only oral sex (ever) 

sfrInt, sfrlikes, sfrpdf, sfrem All respondents who reported sex in the last year 
(het1yr>0 or sam1yr>0) and who were in a 
relationship that has lasted for all of the last year 
(based on information about most recent partners), 
except for those aged 16-17 who reported only oral 
sex (ever) 

SFFavoid, spinternet to spnohelp All, except those aged 16-17 who reported only oral 
sex (ever) 

SFFSatis, SFFDst All in CASI 
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Natsal-SF measure variables 
 
(N) (D) sfscore Natsal sexual function measure score (lower scores = lower function) 
99999: not available 
 
(N) (D) lowerfuncofall Low function according to the Natsal Sexual Function Measure 
0: ‘Normal’ function ((sfscore>-0.718 & rsex==1 & sfscore!=99999 & tot1yr!=999 & tot1yr!=0)|( sfscore>-
0.772 & rsex==2 & sfscore!=99999 & tot1yr!=999 & tot1yr!=0) 
1: ‘Low’ function ((sfscore<=-0.718 & rsex==1 & sfscore!=99999 & tot1yr!=999 & tot1yr!=0)|( sfscore<=-
0.772 & rsex==2 & sfscore!=99999 & tot1yr!=999 & tot1yr!=0) 
8: Not sexually active (sfscore!=99999 & tot1yr!=999 & tot1yr==0) 
9: Not available (sfscore==99999|tot1yr==999) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other Natsal sexual function variables 
 
Note: Respondents aged 16 & 17 who had only had oral sex were only asked sffsatis, sfdst, frequent and 
easyoua/easyoub as other questions were felt to be irrelevant to this group. 
 
(N) hafsex health condition / disability in last year that has affected sexual activity or enjoyment 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) | (hetlife=999 & samlife=9999) | (dage<18 & 
lastvag=7 & analsex=7 & (samahim=7 | samahim=-1) & (samayou=7 | samayou=-1)) 
  
(N) mafsex medications in last year that have limited sexual activity or enjoyment 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered  
-1: not applicable else if scelign3=2 | (hetlife=0 & samlife=0) | (hetlife=999 & samlife=9999) | (dage<18 & 
lastvag=7 & analsex=7 & (samahim=7 | samahim=-1) & (samayou=7 | samayou=-1))  
 
Note: respondents were only asked about sexual difficulties if had had sex in the year before interview. 
Note: Binary variables lackint3m..premorg3m were created directly from the question sfprb. All vars are 
coded similarly to lackint3m. 
 
(N) lackint3m lacked interest in having sex for 3+ months, last year 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (het1yr<1 & sam1yr<1) | (het1yr=999 & sam1yr=999) | (dage<18 & 
lastvag=7 & analsex=7 & (samahim=7 | samahim=-1) & (samayou=7 | samayou=-1)) 
 
And similarly… 
(N)  lackenj3m lacked enjoyment in having sex for 3+ months, last year 
(N) anxsex3m anxiety during sex for 3+ months, last year 
(N) painsex3m physical pain as a result of sex for 3+ months, last year 
(N) nonarou3m no excitement / arousal during sex for 3+ months, last year 
(N) nolgorg3m no orgasm or took a long time to reach orgasm during sex for 3+ months, last year 
(N) premorg3m reached orgasm more quickly than would have liked during sex for 3+ months, last year 
 
lubric3m was only a response option for women  
(N) lubric3m uncomfortably dry vagina for 3+ months, last year 
1: yes 
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0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (het1yr<1 & sam1yr<1) | (het1yr=999 & sam1yr=999) | (dage<18 & 
lastvag=7 & analsex=7 & (samahim=7 | samahim=-1) & (samayou=7 | samayou=-1)) | rsex=1 
 
erect3m was only a response option for men 
(N) erect3m trouble achieving / maintaining erections for 3+ months, last year 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (het1yr<1 & sam1yr<1) | (het1yr=999 & sam1yr=999) | (dage<18 & 
lastvag=7 & analsex=7 & (samahim=7 | samahim=-1) & (samayou=7 | samayou=-1)) | rsex=2 
 
(N) nosfprb3m no experience of any of these for 3+ months, last year 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (het1yr<1 & sam1yr<1) | (het1yr=999 & sam1yr=999) | (dage<18 & 
lastvag=7 & analsex=7 & (samahim=7 | samahim=-1) & (samayou=7 | samayou=-1)) 
 
(ND) oneplus3m experienced one or more sexual response problems 
-1: not applicable if lackint3m=-1  
0: no if (rsex=1 & 
(lackint3m+lackenj3m+anxsex3m+painsex3m+nonarou3m+nolgorg3m+premorg3m+erect3m=0) & 
lackint3m≠-1 &  lackint3m≠9) | (rsex=2 & 
(lackint3m+lackenj3m+anxsex3m+painsex3m+nonarou3m+nolgorg3m+premorg3m+lubric3m=0) & 
lackint3m≠-1 & lackint3m≠9) 
1: yes if (rsex=1 & 
(lackint3m+lackenj3m+anxsex3m+painsex3m+nonarou3m+nolgorg3m+premorg3m+erect3m>=1) & 
lackint3m≠-1 & lackint3m≠9) |  (rsex=2 & 
(lackint3m+lackenj3m+anxsex3m+painsex3m+nonarou3m+nolgorg3m+premorg3m+lubric3m>=1) & 
lackint3m≠-1 & lackint3m≠9) 
9: not answered if lackint3m=9  
 
(D) twoplus3m experienced two or more sexual response problems 
-1: not applicable if lackint3m=-1 
0: no if (rsex=1 & 
(lackint3m+lackenj3m+anxsex3m+painsex3m+nonarou3m+nolgorg3m+premorg3m+erect3m=0 or 1) & 
lackint3m≠-1 &  lackint3m≠9) | (rsex=2 & 
(lackint3m+lackenj3m+anxsex3m+painsex3m+nonarou3m+nolgorg3m+premorg3m+lubric3m=0 or 1) & 
lackint3m≠-1 & lackint3m≠9) 
1: yes if (rsex=1 & 
(lackint3m+lackenj3m+anxsex3m+painsex3m+nonarou3m+nolgorg3m+premorg3m+erect3m>=2) & 
lackint3m≠-1 & lackint3m≠9) |  (rsex=2 & 
(lackint3m+lackenj3m+anxsex3m+painsex3m+nonarou3m+nolgorg3m+premorg3m+lubric3m>=2) & 
lackint3m≠-1 & lackint3m≠9) 
9: not answered if lackint3m=9 
 
 
Note: sfprlng, SFprfrq, sfprbds, asked for each reported problem with suffix 2 – 9. wording for sfprfrq is 
slightly different to be applicable but coding is the same. 

 
(N) sfprlng how long experiencing lacking interest 
1: 3-6 monhts 
2: 6 months – 1 year 
3: 1 – 5 years 
4: 5+ years 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if lackint3m=-1 | lackint3m=0 
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(N) sfprlng2 how long experiencing lacking enjoyment 
(N) sfprlng3 how long experiencing anxiousness 
(N) sfprlng4 how long experiencing physical pain 
(N) sfprlng5 how long experiencing lack of excitement / arousal during sex 
(N) sfprlng6 how long experiencing taking a long time to orgasm / not orgasming 
(N) sfprlng7 how long experiencing orgasming too quickly 
(N) sfprlng8 how long experiencing uncomfortably dry vagina 
(N) sfprlng9 how long experiencing trouble getting / keeping erection 
 
(N) sfprfrq frequency experiencing lacking interest 
1: always 
2: very often 
3: sometimes 
4: not very often 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if lackint3m=-1 | lackint3m=0 
 
(N) sfprfrq2 frequency experiencing lacking enjoyment 
(N) sfprfrq3 frequency experiencing anxiousness 
(N) sfprfrq4 frequency experiencing physical pain 
(N) sfprfrq5 frequency experiencing lack of excitement / arousal during sex 
(N) sfprfrq6 frequency experiencing taking a long time to orgasm / not orgasming 
(N) sfprfrq7 frequency experiencing orgasming too quickly 
(N) sfprfrq8 frequency experiencing uncomfortably dry vagina 
(N) sfprfrq9 frequency experiencing trouble getting / keeping erection 
 
(N) sfprbds degree of distress about lacking interest 
1: not at all distressed 
2: little distressed 
3: fairly distressed 
4: very distressed9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if lackint3m=-1 | lackint3m=0 
 
(N) sfprbds2 degree of distress about lacking enjoyment  
(N) sfprbds3 degree of distress about anxiousness 
(N) sfprbds4 degree of distress about physical pain  
(N) sfprbds5 degree of distress about lack of excitement / arousal during sex 
(N) sfprbds6 degree of distress about taking a long time to orgasm / not orgasming 
(N) sfprbds7 degree of distress about orgasming too quickly 
(N) sfprbds8 degree of distress about uncomfortably dry vagina 
(N) sfprbds9 degree of distress about trouble getting / keeping erection 
 
 
 
 
Note: sfrint – relsat are asked only of respondents who have had sex in the last year AND are in a 
relationship that has lasted for all of the last year. 
 
(N) sfrint share same level of interest in having sex as partner 
1: agree strongly 
2: agree 
3: neither agree or disagree 
4: disagree 
5: disagree strongly 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | ((het1yr=0 | het1yr=999) & (sam1yr=0 | sam1yr=999)) | NOT (((r1rel=1 | 
r1rel=2) & (r1sexagn=1 | r1sexagn=2) & dfover1p1=1) | ((r1rel2=1 | r1rel2=2) & (r1sexagn2=1 | 
r1sexagn2=2) & dfover1p2=1) | ((r1rel3=1 | r1rel3=2) & (r1sexagn3=1 | r1sexagn3=2) & dfover1p3=1)) 
 
Note: sfrlikes and sfrpdfhave same answer options and coding as sfrint 
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(N) sfrlikes share same sexual likes and dislikes as partner 
(N) sfrpdf partner experienced sexual difficulties, last year 
 
(N) sfrem emotionally close to partner when have sex 
1: always 
2: most of the time 
3: sometimes 
4: not very often 
5: hardly ever 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if sfrint=-1 
 
(ND) sfrint2 participant does not share same level of interest in sex as partner (binary) 
-1: not applicable if sfrint=-1 
0: no/other if sfrint=1 | sfrint=2 | sfrint=3 
1: yes/other if sfrint=4 | sfrint=5 
9: not answered if sfrint=-1 
 
(ND) sfrlikes2 participant does not share same likes and dislikes as partner (binary) 
-1: not applicable if sflikes=-1 
0: no/other if sflikes=1 | sflikes=2 | sflikes=3 
1: yes if sflikes=4 | sflikes=5 
9: not answered if sflikes=-1 
 
(ND) sfpdf2 partner experienced sexual difficulties, last year (binary) 
-1: not applicable if sfpdf=-1 
0: no/other if sfpdf=1 | sfpdf=2 | sfpdf=3 
1: yes if sfpdf=4 | sfpdf=5 
9: not answered if sfpdf=-1 
 
(ND) sfrem2 participant does not emotionally close to partner when have sex (binary) 
-1: not applicable if sfem=-1 
0: no/other if sfem=1 | sfem=2 | sfem=3 
1: yes if sfem=4 | sfem=5 
9: not answered if sfem=-1 
 
(N) relsat how happy in relationship with partner (scale of 1 – 7; happy – unhappy) 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if sfrint=-1 
 
(ND) relsat2 happy with relationship 
-1: not applicable if relsat=-1 
1: yes if relsat=1 | relsat=2 
0: other if relsat=3 | relsat=4 | relsat=5 | relsat=6 | relsat=7 
9: not answered if relsat=9 
 
Note: respondents are asked to think abou their relationship in the past year when answering 
sffsatis..sffavoid. 
 
(N) sffsatis “Feel satisfied with sex life” 
1: agree strongly 
2: agree 
3: neither agree or disagree 
4: disagree 
5: disagree strongly9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | ((hetlife=0 | hetlife=9999) & (samlife=0 | samlife=9999)) 
 
Note: sfdst has same answer options and coding as sffsatis 
(N) sffdst “Feel distressed / worried by sex life” 
(N) sffavoid “Avoided sex because of sexual difficulties – theirs or partners” 
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1: agree strongly 
2: agree 
3: neither agree or disagree 
4: disagree 
5: disagree strongly9: not answered 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | ((hetlife=0 | hetlife=9999) & (samlife=0 | samlife=9999)) | (dage<18 & 
(lastvag=-1 | lastvag=7) & (analsex=-1 | analsex=7) & (samahim=-1 | samahim=7) & (samayou=-1 | 
samayou=7)) 
 
(ND) sffsatis2 dissatisfied with sex life 
-1: not applicable if sffsatis=-1 
0: no if sffsatis=1 | sffsatis=2 | sffsatis=3 
1: yes if sffsatis=4 | sffsatis=5 
9: not answered if sffsatis=9 
 
(ND) sffdst2 distressed or worried about sex life 
-1: not applicable if sffdst=-1 
0: no if sffdst=3 | sffdst=4 | sffdst=5 
1: yes if sffdst=1 | sffdst=2 
9: not answered if sffdst=9 
 
(ND) sffavoid2 avoided sex because of own or partner’s sexual difficulties 
-1: not applicable if sffavoid=-1 
0: no if sffavoid=3 | sffavoid=4 | sffavoid=5 
1: yes if sffavoid=1 | sffavoid=2 
9: not answered if sffavoid=9 
 
 
Notes: binary variables avoilackint..avoinone were created directly form the multi-code question sfavprb. 
All vars are coded similarly to avoilackint.  
 
(N) avoilackint lack of interest in sex causing avoidance of sex. 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if sffavoid=-1 | sffavoid=3 | sffavoid=4 | sffavoid=5 
 
(N) avoilackenj lack of enjoyment in sex causing avoidance of sex 
(N) avoianxsex felt anxious during sex causing avoidance of sex 
(N) avoipainsex feared/felt physical pain during sex causing avoidance of sex 
(N) avoinonarou no excitement/arousal causing avoidance of sex 
(N) avoinonlgorg no orgasm or took a long time to reach orgasm causing avoidance of sex 
(N) avoipremorg reached orgasm more quickly than would have liked causing avoidance of sex 
 
Note: answer option avoilubric only available to female respondents 
 
(N) avoilubric uncomfortable dry vagina causing avoidance of sex 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if sffavoid=-1 | sffavoid=3 | sffavoid=4 | sffavoid=5 | rsex=1 
 
Note: answer option avoierect only available to male respondents 
 
(N) avoierect trouble achieving / maintaining erections causing avoidance of sex 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if sffavoid=-1 | sffavoid=3 | sffavoid=4 | sffavoid=5 | rsex=2 
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(N) avoipartprb partner had sexual difficulties causing avoidance of sex 
(N) avoinone none of these problems caused avoidance of sex 
 
Notes: binary variables spfamfr..spnohelp were created directly form the multi-code question sfhwch. All 
vars are coded similarly to spfamfr.  
 
(N) spfamfr contacted family member/friend about sexual advice 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 |  | ((hetlife=0 | hetlife=9999) & (samlife=0 | samlife=9999)) | (dage<18 & 
(lastvag=-1 | lastvag=7) & (analsex=-1 | analsex=7) & (samahim=-1 | samahim=7) & (samayou=-1 | 
samayou=7)) 
 
(N) spinternet got information and support from the internet about sexual advice 
(N) spbookslea got self-help books / information leaflets about sexual advice 
(N) spselfh contacted self-help groups about sexual advice 
(N) sphelpl contacted helpline about sexual advice 
(N) spgp contacted GP / family doctor about sexual advice 
(N) spgumsti contacted sexual health/GUM/STI clinic about sexual advice 
(N) sppsych contacted psychiatrists/psychologist about sexual advice 
(N) sprelc contacted relationship counsellor about sexual advice 
(N) spothrgp contacted other type of clinic or doctor about sexual advice 
(N) spnohelp have not sought any help about sexual advice 
 
(ND) sphelp sought help or advice for sex life in the past year 
-1: not applicable if spnohelp=-1 
0: no if spnohelp=1 
1: yes if spnohelp=0 
9: not answered if spnohelp=9 
 
Note: frequent was moved here in Natsal-3. It was at the end of the attitudes section in Natsal-2. Now only 
asked of those reporting at least one partner in the last year (het1yr and sam1yr) 

 
(MU) (N) frequent  preference for frequency of sex now 
1: to have sex much more often 
2: to have sex a bit more often 
3: it is about right as it is 
4: to have sex less often 
5: to have sex much less often 
9: not answered/don’t know 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | ((het1yr=0 | hetyr=999) & (sam1yr=0 | samyr=999)) 
 
Note: easyyou was included in Natsal-2 at the end of the attitudes section. This was split into two 
questions for Natsal-3 depending on the number of lifetime partners the respondent reported 
 
(N) easyoua how easy to talk about sex, 1 lifetime partner 
1: always easy with my partner  
2: always difficult with my partner  
3: depends. Sometimes easy, sometimes difficult  
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | ((hetlife=0 & samlife=0) | hetlife>1 | samlife>1 | (hetlife=1 & samlife=1) 
 
(N) easyoub  how easy to talk about sex, 2+ lifetime partners 
1: easy with spouse/reg. partner but difficult with a new partner 
2: easy with a new partner but difficult with a spouse/reg. partner 
3: easy with any partner 
4: difficult with any partner 
5: depends. Sometimes easy, sometimes difficult 
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9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | (hetlife=0 | (hetlife=9999) & ( samlife=0 | samlife=9999)) | (hetlife=1 & 
(samlife=0 | samlife=-1 | samlife=9999)) | (samlife=1 & (hetlife=0 | hetlife=-1 | hetlife=9999) 
  
(ND) easyou always find it easy to talk about sex with partners 
-1: not applicable if easyoua=-1 | easyoub=-1 
0: no/other if easyoua=2 |  easyoua=3 |  easyoub=1 |  easyoub=2 |  easyoub=4 |  easyoub=5 
1: yes if other if easyoua=1 | easyoub=3 
9: not answered if easyoua=9 | easyoub=9 
 
 
 
VIAGRA 
 
Note: question medper was asked of respondents in the CASI who were aged >17, or respondents in the 
CASI aged 16-17 who reported vaginal or (het/sam) anal sex ever. 
 
(N) medper taken drugs to assist sexual performance 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | ((hetlife=0  & samlife=0) | (dage<18 & (lastvag=7 | lastvag=9) & 
(analsex=7 | analsex=9) & (samahim=-1 | samahim=7 | samahim=9) & (samayou=-1 | samayou=7 
samayou=9))  
 
(N) medpwhn last time took drugs to assist sexual performance 
0: did not take sexual performance medications if medper=2 
1: last 7 days 
2: 7 days – 4 weeks 
3: 4 weeks – 1 year 
4: more than 1 year 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if merper=-1 



 DRUG USE 
 

 

 

DRUGS 
 
Note: Binary variables drcannabis..drnone were created directly from the question druguse. All vars are 
coded similarly to drcannabis.These questions refer to non-injected drugs.Drugsever and drugsyr are 
derived variables for use of any drugs (injected plus non-injected) – see page 160. 
 
(N) drcannabis drugs taken ever (non injected): cannabis 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 
 
(N) drampheta drugs taken ever (non injected): amphetamines 
(N) drcocaine drugs taken ever (non injected): cocaine 
(N) drcrack drugs taken ever (non injected): crack 
(N) drecstasy drugs taken ever (non injected): ecstasy 
(N) drnoniher drugs taken ever (non injected): non injected heroine 
(N) dracidlsd drugs taken ever (non injected): acid / lsd 
(N) drcrysmeth drugs taken ever (non injected): crystal meth 
(N) dramylnit drugs taken ever (non injected): amyl nitrates 
(N) drothnonpre drugs taken ever (non injected): other non prescribed drugs 
(N) drnone drugs taken ever (non injected): none of these 
 
(N) drcan12m cannabis, last 12 months  
1: yes 
2: no or if drcannabis=0 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable ifscelign3=2 
 
(N) drcan4w cannabis, last 4 weeks 
1: yes 
2: no or if drcannabis=0 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable ifscelign3=2 
 
(N) drg12m other drugs, last 12 months 
1: yes 
2: no or if drampheta=0 & drcocaine=0 & drcrack=0 & drecstasy=0 & drnoniher=0 & dracidlsd=0 & 
drcrysmeth=0 & dramylnit=0 & drothnonpre=0 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable ifscelign3=2 
 
(N) drg4w other drugs, last 4 weeks 
1: yes 
2: no or if drampheta=0 & drcocaine=0 & drcrack=0 & drecstasy=0 & drnoniher=0 & dracidlsd=0 & 
drcrysmeth=0 & dramylnit=0 & drothnonpre=0 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable ifscelign3=2 
 
(N) inject2 ever injected non-prescribed  drugs / other substances 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 
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Notes:  1. The question wording differs slightly to that used in Natsal-1, which asked ‘When was the last 
time you injected yourself with drugs or other substances?’since this question was asked to 
respondents who reported injecting all or some prescribed drugs rather than just those who 
reported injecting non-prescribed drugs. It is therefore vital to exclude respondents in Natsal-1 
who reported injecting only prescribed drugs when making comparisons with Natsal-2’s wheninj 
variable. 

 
 2. Unfortunately this inconsistency in question wording was not realised until after the publication 

of the paper by Johnson et al in the Lancet on 1 Dec 2001. Published estimates of the change in 
prevalence between Natsal-1 and Natsal-2 were therefore under-estimated. 

 
 3. The HPA requested more precise estimates of the injecting period to create a period of risk. 

Answer options for wheninj were therefore reduced in Natsal-3 and additional questions are 
asked about age at first and last injection. 

   
(MU – see below) (s17c)  wheninj  last time injected non-prescribed drugs/other substances 
1: in the last 7 days 
2: between 7 days and 4 weeks  
3: between 4 weeks and 1 year  
4: between 1 and 5 years  
5: longer than 5 years  
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 | inject=2 | prescrb=1 
 
(s17c)  wheninj  last time injected non-prescribed drugs/other substances – NOTE question identical but 
answer options have changed 
1: in the last 7 days 
2: between 7 days and 4 weeks  
3: between 4 weeks and 1 year  
4: longer than 1 year  
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | inject2=2 
 
(R) (ND) inject5y injected non-prescribed drugs/other substances, last 5 years 
0: no if drugs=2 | wheninj=5 
1: yes if wheninj=1 | wheninj=2 | wheninj=3 | wheninj=4 
9: not answered if wheninj=9 
-1: not applicable if drugs=-1 
 
(U) (ND) inject1y injected non-prescribed drugs/other substances, last year 
(U) 0: no if inject2=2 | whninj=4   0: no if drugs=2 | wheninj=4 | wheninj=5 
1: yes if wheninj=1 | wheninj=2 | wheninj=3 
9: not answered if wheninj=9 
(U) -1: not applicable if inject2=-1 -1: not applicable if drugs=-1 
 
(N) injaglas age when last injected if >1 year ago 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable ifscelign3=2 | inject2=2 | wheninj=1 | wheninj=2 | wheninj=3 
 
(N) injaglasall age when last injected (all) 
compute injaglasall=dage if wheninj=1 | wheninj=2 | wheninj=3 
compute injaglasall=injaglas if wheninj=4 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | inject2=2 
 
(N) injagfst age when first injected  
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | inject2=2 
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Note: In Natsal-1, all respondents who reported to have ever injected drugs, regardless of whether or not 
they were prescribed drugs, were asked whether or not they had ever shared a needle etc. In comparison, 
in Natsal-2 only those who reported injecting non-prescribed drugs were asked about sharing needles. It 
is therefore important in Natsal-1 to exclude respondents who reported injecting only prescribed drugs 
when making comparisons with Natsal-2’s ‘needle’ variable. 
 
(s17d) needle  ever shared a needle or other equipment used for injecting 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if scelign3=2 | inject2=2  -1: not applicable if scelig=2 | inject=2 | prescrb=1 
 
(N) drugsever ever taken drugs, including injected drugs 
1: yes if drnone=0 | inject2=1 
0: no if drnone=1 & inject2=2 
9: not answered if drnone=9 
-1: not applicable if drnone=-1 
 
(N) drugsyr taken drugs in last year, including injected drugs 
1: yes if drcan12m=1 | drg12m=1 | inject1y=1 
0: no if drcan12m=2 & drg12m=2 & inject1y=0 
9: not answered if drcan12m=9 
-1: not applicable if drcan12m=-1 
 
(ND) drugsyr2 drug use in the past year 
-1: not applicable if drugsyr=-1 
0: no if drugsyr=0 
1: yes, cannabis only if drugsyr=1 & drg12m≠1 & inject1y≠1 
2: yes, drugs other than cannabis if drugsyr=1 & (drg12m=1 | inject1y=1) 
9: not answered if drugsyr=9 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 MOOD AND WELLBEING 
 

 

 

 
MOOD AND WELL-BEING 
 
Notes:  1.Mood1 and Mood2 form a composite measure, called PHQ2, used to screen for depressive 

symptoms in the last two weeks, and should not normally be used as independent variables. 
Many studies have described and validated the use of PHQ2

1
. 

 
2. Mood1 and Mood2 are scored 0-3 for answers ‘not at all’ to ‘nearly every day’ to give a total 
score (mscore) for the measure of 0-6.  Although PHQ2 is derived from PHQ9, it was not 
designed to measure severity of depression and the variable mscore should not be used as such. 
Most studies use a threshold of 3 or more to define ‘current depression’, which strikes an 
appropriate balance between sensitivity and specificity. The derived variable depscr uses this 
threshold and is the variable recommended for analysis. 

 
(N) mood1 how frequent bothered by “little interest / pleasure in doing things”, last 2 weeks 
1: not at all 
2: several days 
3: more than half days 
4: nearly every day 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 
  
(N) mood2 how frequent bothered by “feeling down, depressed or hopeless”, last 2 weeks 
1: not at all 
2: several days 
3: more than half days 
4: nearly every day 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelign3=2 
 
Note: mood1 and mood2 are scored 0-3 for answers not at all – nearly every day 
 
(ND) mscore Total score on PHQ-2 (i.e. score on mood1 + score on mood2) 
9: not answered if mood1=9 | mood2=9 
-1: not applicable if mood1=-1 
 
(ND) depscr Screen positive for current depression 
0: no if mscore>=0 & mscore<=2 
1: yes if mscore>=3 & mscore<=6 
9: not answered if mood1=9 | mood2=9 
-1: not applicable if mood1=-1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
1
 Examples:  Arroll B, Khin N, Kerse N. Screening for depression in primary care with two 

verbally asked questions: cross sectional study. BMJ. 2003 Nov 
15;327(7424):1144-6. PubMed PMID: 14615341; PubMed Central PMCID: PMC261815. 
 
Kroenke K, Spitzer RL, Williams JB. The Patient Health Questionnaire-2: 
validity of a two-item depression screener. Med Care. 2003 Nov;41(11):1284-92. 
PubMed PMID: 14583691. 



 CIRCUMCISION 
 

 

 

CIRCUMCISION  
 
Note: Questions on circumcision were only asked to men 
 
Note: Variable circum2 only applies to men eligible for the self-completion questionnaire.  
 
Note: circum1 and circum2 are not included in the Natsal-3 dataset, as the derived variable ‘circum’ 
should be used for analysis. 
 
 
(RU) (N) circum2    circumcised 
1: yes 
2: no 
(U) 3: don’t know 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if rsex=2 | scelign3=2 -1: not applicable if rsex=2 | scelig=2 
 

Note: Variable circum1 only applies to men not eligible for the self-completion questionnaire or men who 
only partially completed the self-completion questionnaire 
 
(RU) (N) circum1  circumcised 
1: yes 
2: no 
3: question not understood 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if rsex=2 | circum2=1 | circum2=2 | circum2=3 | circum2=9 | resultsc=2 | resultsc=3 | 
resultsc=4 | scelign3=2 
-1: not applicable if rsex=2 | circum2≠9 | (resultsc=2 | resultsc=3) | scelig=2 
 
(s21m D) circum   circumcised 
1: yes if circum1=1 | circum2=1 
2: no if circum1=2 | circum2=2 
9: question not understood/not answered if circum1=3 | circum1=9 | circum2=3 | circum2=9 
-1: not applicable if rsex=2 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 ATTITUDES 
 

 

 

The following topics were all asked face-to-face by the interviewer. 
 
ATTITUDES  
 
Note: the attitudes section was extensively revised in Natsal-3 since a lot of the previous questions were 
felt to be outdated. New questions were drafted to attempt to capture more relevant concerns in current 
society. 
 
(R) (q37a) impfaith importance for a successful marriage/long-term relationship: faithfulness 
1: very important 
2: quite important    
3: not very important 
4: not at all important 
8: don’t know or if code 98 (the usual code for don’t know) 
9: not answered   
 
Note: Variables impinc … imptaste and have the same codes as impfaith: 
(R) (q37b)  impinc  importance for a successful marriage/long-term relationship: an adequate income 
(R) (q37c)  impresp importance for a successful marriage/long-term relationship: mutual respect & 
appreciation 
(R) (q37d)  imprelig  importance for a successful marriage/long-term relationship: shared religious 
beliefs 
(R) (q37e)  impsexre  importance for a successful marriage/long-term relationship: a happy sexual 
relationship 
(R) (q37f)  impshare  importance for a successful marriage/long-term relationship: sharing household 
chores 
(R) (q37g) impchild importance for a successful marriage/long-term relationship: having children 
(R) (q37h) imptaste  importance for a successful marriage/long-term relationship: tastes & interests in 
common 
 
Note: Variables rwpremar …rwabort have code 8 ‘depend/don’t know’, which is an addition since Natsal-1 
(R) (q39a ) rwpremar  opinion of sex before marriage: right/wrong  
1: always wrong 
2: mostly wrong   
3: sometimes wrong 
4: rarely wrong 
5: not wrong at all 
8: depends/don’t know or if code 98 (the usual code for don’t know) 
9: not answered 
 
Note: Variables rwpremar … rwabort have the same codes as rwpremar: 
(q39b)  rwadult  opinion of adultery when married: right/wrong 
(R) (q39c)  rwcohab  opinion of adultery when cohabiting: right/wrong  
(R) (q39d)  rwregp  opinion of unfaithfulness: right/wrong 
(q39e)  rwcasual  opinion of one night stands: right/wrong 
rwsamm (q39f)  rwhomm opinion of sexual relations between two adult men: right/wrong 
rwsamf (q39g) rwhomf  opinion of sexual between two adult women: right/wrong 
(R) (q39h) rwabort opinion of abortion: right/wrong 
 
(R) (q40c)  agaffec  company/affection more important than sex in a marriage/relationship: 
agree/disagree 
1: agree strongly        
2: agree    
3: neither agree nor disagree 
4: disagree 
5: disagree strongly 
8: don’t know or if code 98 (the usual code for don’t know) 
9: not answered 
 
Note: Variables agaffec … agseximp have the same codes as agaffec: 
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(R) (q40d)  agorgasm  sex, no orgasm not really satisfying for men: agree/disagree 
(R) (q40e)  agorgasf   sex, no orgasm not really satisfying for women: agree/disagree 
(R) (q40g)  agseximp  sex most important part of marriage: agree/disagree 
 
(N) snnolov it’s ok to have sex with someone without being in love with them 
1: agree strongly 
2: agree 
3: neither agree nor disagree 
4: disagree 
5: disagree strongly 
8: don’t know 
9: not answered 
 
Note: snpres – snsexed have same response options as snnolov 
(N) snpres people are under a lot of pressure to have sex nowadays 
(N) snold it’s natural for people to want less sex as they get older 
(N) snsexdrv men have a naturally higher sex drive than women 
(N) snmedia there’s too much sex in the media these days 
(N) snearly young people start having sex too early 
(N) sngayadp gay men should be able to adopt children 
(N) snlesadp lesbians should be able to adopt children 
(N) snsexed teaching young people about sexual mattersencourages them to have sex 
 
(N) ch1625 respondent has children now aged 16-25 and had contact with them when growing up 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if anychm≠1 & stepchil≠1 & adopchil≠1 & nochall≠0 
 
(N) talkch ease of talking to children about sexual matters when growing up 
1: easy 
2: difficult 
3: easy with some, difficult with others 
4: depends on topic 
5: didn’t discuss 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ch1625=-1 | ch1625=2 
 
(N) uagesex respondent’s perception of proportion of young people having sex before 16 
1: less than ¼ 
2: about ¼ 
3: about ½ 
4: about ¾ 
5: more than ¾ 
8: don’t know 
9: not answered 
 
 
ENJOYMENT OF SEX 
 
Note: Frequent was here in Natsal-2 but was moved to the CASI sexual function section in Natsal-3 

 
(R) (N) satisfy  sexual satisfaction now 
1: always enjoy it 
2: enjoy it most of the time 
3: do not often enjoy it 
4: never enjoy it 
5: don’t have sex these days 
9: not answered/don’t know  
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Note: Easyyou was split into two questions in Natsal-3 which now appear in the sexual function section of 
the CASI. 

 
(R) (q41b*) easyyou  how easy to talk about sex 
1: easy with spouse/reg. partner but difficult with a new partner 
2: easy with a new partner but difficult with a spouse/reg. partner 
3: easy with any partner 
4: difficult with any partner 
5: depends/can’t say/don’t know  
9: not answered   
 
 
LIFESTYLE 
 
(R) (q42a U) idealnow  ideal sexual lifestyle now             
1: prefer to have no sex activity 
2: no regular partners but casual partners when I feel like it 
3: a few regular partners 
4: one regular partner but not living together 
5: not married, but living with a partner and with some sex activity outside the partnership 
6: not married, but living with a partner, and no other sex partners 
7: married, with some sex activity outside the marriage 
8: married, with no other sex partners 
9: have no ideal/none of these/don’t know  
99: not answered 
 
Note: Variable ‘ideal5yr’ has the same codes as idealnow: 
(R) (N) ideal5yr  ideal sexual lifestyle in 5 years time 
 
 
SAFER SEX  
 
Note: In Natsal-3 a lot of the safer sex relating to HIV questions were removed since they would not have 
been relevant to the younger respondents. 

 
(R) (q44a*) anychang  changed sexual lifestyle because of concerns about HIV/STI risk 
1: yes 
2: no 
3: lifestyle changed but not because of AIDS 
9: not answered 
 
(R) (q44b) howchan1  how changed lifestyle because of concern about HIV/STI risk 1 
1: having fewer partners 
2: finding out more about the person before having sex 
3: using a condom 
4: not having sex  
5: sticking to one partner  
6: avoiding some sexual practices  
7: other change(s) 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if anychang=2 | anychang=3 | howchann-1 ≠9 
 
Similarly for at most 7 changes: 
(R) howchan2  how changed lifestyle because of concern about HIV/STI risk 2 
(R) howchan3  how changed lifestyle because of concern about HIV/STI risk 3 
(R) howchan4  how changed lifestyle because of concern about HIV/STI risk 4 
(R) howchan5  how changed lifestyle because of concern about HIV/STI risk 5 
(R) howchan6  how changed lifestyle because of concern about HIV/STI risk 6 
(R) howchan7  how changed lifestyle because of concern about HIV/STI risk 7 
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(R) (q44bd D) rrsfewrp   risk reduction strategy: having fewer partners 
1: yes if howchan1=1 | howchan2=1 | howchan3=1 | howchan4=1 | howchan5=1 | howchan6=1 | 
howchan7=1 
0: no if (anychang=1 & howchan1>=1 & howchan1<=7) | anychang=2 | anychang=3 
9: not answered if missing 
 
Note: Variables rrsknosh … rrsother are coded in a similar way to rrsfewrp: 
(R) (q44bl D) rrsknosh   risk reduction strategy: finding out more about partner before sex  
(R) (q44bk D) rrscondm   risk reduction strategy: using condoms    
(R) (q44bc D) rrsabstn   risk reduction strategy: not having sex  
(R) (q44bx D) rrsmonog   risk reduction strategy: sticking to one partner   
(R) (q44bq D) rrsavoid   risk reduction strategy: avoiding some sexual practices  
(R) (q44bn D) rrsother   risk reduction strategy: other  
 
 
 
 
RISK PERCEPTION 
 
(q45a)  rskyou  HIV/AIDS risk: to self 
1: greatly at risk 
2: quite a lot  
3: not very much  
4: not at all at risk 
8: don’t know  
9: not answered if missing  
 
(N) (q45a)  stirisk other STI risk: to self 
1: greatly at risk 
2: quite a lot  
3: not very much  
4: not at all at risk 
8: don’t know  
9: not answered if missing  
 
(R) q45b  rskprom HIV/AIDS risk: people who have many heterosexual partners   
1: greatly at risk 
2: quite a lot at risk 
3: not very much at risk 
4: not at all at risk 
5: depends on whether they use condoms/practise safe sex (this is documented as code 9 in the 
Technical Report) 
8: don’t know 
9: not answered if missing  
 
Note: Variables rskmarr … rskhomf have the same codes as rskprom: 
(R) (q45c) rskmarr HIV/AIDS risk: married couples who only have sex with each other 
(R) (q45d) rskmocc HIV/AIDS risk: married couples who occasionally have sex with other partner(s) 
(R) (q45e) rskhomm HIV/AIDS risk: male homosexuals    
(R) (q45f) rskhomf HIV/AIDS risk: female homosexuals    
 
(R) (N) rskdrugs  HIV/AIDS risk: those who inject illegal drugs  
1: greatly at risk 
2: quite a lot at risk 
3: not very much at risk 
4: not at all at risk 
5: depends (e.g. on whether they share needles) (this is documented as code 9 in the technical report) 
8: don’t know 
9: not answered if missing  
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(R) (N) cfgbusa  perception of HIVrisk in USA relative to Britain 
1: much more likely 
2: somewhat more likely 
3: about the same as Britain 
4: somewhat less likely 
5: much less likely 
8: can’t say 
99: not answered 
 
Note: Variables cfgbswi … cfgbthai have the same codes as cfgbusa: 
(R) (N) cfgbswi  perception of HIVrisk in Switzerland relative to Britain 
(R) (N) cfgbken  perception of HIVrisk in Kenya relative to Britain 
(R) (N) cfgbneth  perception of HIVrisk in the Netherlands relative to Britain   
(R) (N) cfgbthai  perception of HIVrisk in Thailand relative to Britain  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 HOUSEHOLD CLASSIFICATION 
 

 

 

HOUSEHOLD CLASSIFICATION 
 
Note: hhsize-relToR were later on in the questionnaire in Natsal-2 
 
(M) (c4a) hhsize  no. of people who live regularly in household (incl. respondent) 
(U – code removed, 9995 code used instead) 99: not answered 
9995: at least one if hhsize is not answered 
 
Note: household member 1 refers to the respondent 
(M) (N) gender  gender of household member 1 
1: male 
2: female 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if hhsize < gendern 
 
Similarly for up to 14 (previously 12) household members: 
(M) (N) gender2  gender of household member 2 
(M) (N) gender3  gender of household member 3 
(M) (N) gender4  gender of household member 4 
(M) (N) gender5  gender of household member 5 
(M) (N) gender6  gender of household member 6 
(M) (N) gender7  gender of household member 7  
(M) (N) gender8  gender of household member 8 
(M) (N) gender9  gender of household member 9 
(M) (N) gender10  gender of household member 10 
(M) (N) gender11  gender of household member 11 
(M) (N) gender12  gender of household member 12 
 
Note: Household member 1 refers to the respondent 
 

(M) (N) ageof  age of household member 1 
999: not answered 
-1: not applicable if hhsize < ageofn 
 
Similarly for up to 14 (previously 12) household members: 
(M) (N) ageof2  age of household member 2 
(M) (N) ageof3  age of household member 3  
(M) (N) ageof4  age of household member 4 
(M) (N) ageof5  age of household member 5 
(M) (N) ageof6  age of household member 6 
(M) (N) ageof7  age of household member 7 
(M) (N) ageof8  age of household member 8 
(M) (N) ageof9  age of household member 9 
(M) (N) ageof10  age of household member 10 
(M) (N) ageof11  age of household member 11 
(M) (N) ageof12  age of household member 12 
 
Note: There is no ‘reltor’ as this would simply be the respondent themselves. 
(U – see below) (M) (N) reltor2  relationship with household member 2 
1: spouse/partner 
2: son/daughter (incl. step/adopted/in-law) 
3: parent (incl. step/in-law) 
4: brother/sister (incl. half/in-law) 
5: grandparent 
6: grandchild 
7: other relative 
8: non-relative 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if hhsize < gendern 
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(U) reltor2 relationship with household member 2 
1: spouse / civil partner 
2: cohabiting partner 
3: son/daughter 
4: step-son / -daughter 
5: foster child 
6: son-in-law / daughter-in-law 
7: parent / guardian 
8: step-parent 
9: foster parent 
10: parent-in-law 
11: brother / sister (incl adopted) 
12: half brother / sister  
13: foster brother / sister  
14: brother- / sister-in-law 
15: grandchild 
16: grandparent 
17: other relative 
18: other non-relative 
 
Similarly for up to 14 (previously 12) household members: 
(U) (M) (N) reltor3  relationship with household member 3 
(U) (M) (N) reltor4  relationship with household member 4 
(U) (M) (N) reltor5  relationship with household member 5 
(U) (M) (N) reltor6  relationship with household member 6 
(U) (M) (N) reltor7  relationship with household member 7 
(U) (M) (N) reltor8  relationship with household member 8 
(U) (M) (N) reltor9  relationship with household member 9 
(U) (M) (N) reltor10  relationship with household member 10 
(U) (M) (N) reltor11  relationship with household member 11 
(U) M) (N) reltor12  relationship with household member 12 
 
 
 
 
Note: Spoushh..cosamhh are variables generated automatically by the CAPI based on answers to reltor 
and gender questions. Civpthh, coopphh, and cosamhh are coded the same as spoushh. 
 
(N) spoushh spouse in the household 
1: yes 
2: no 
 
(N) civpthh civil partner in the household 
(N) coopphh cohabiting opposite-sex partner in the household 
(N) cosamhh cohabiting same-sex partner in the household 
 
Note: partnerhh..nonrelhh (who respondent lives with) are not mutually exclusive. These variables are 
combined in the final variable rhhold, which sets out different types of household structure. 

 
(ND) partnerhh respondent lives with spouse/civil partner/cohabiting partner 
1: yes if spoushh=1 | civpthh=1 | coophh=1 | cosamhh=1 
0: no if spoushh=0 & civpthh=0 & coophh=0 & cosamhh=0 
 
Note: hhpartage..nonrelhh are derived using repeat commands for all loops of reltor, thus !=1…12 
(command repeated for each loop). 
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(ND) hhpartage spouse/civil partner/cohabiting partner’s age 
compute hhpartage=ageof! if reltor!=1 | reltor!=2 
-1: not applicable if spoushh=2 & civpthh=2 & coopphh=2 & cosamhh=2 
999: not answered if (reltor!=1 | reltor!=2) & ageof!=999 
 
 
(ND) childl12 respondent lives with child aged<12y (incl. adopted/step/fostered) 
1: yes if (reltor!>=3 & reltor!<=5 & ageof!<12) 
9: not answered else if reltor!=99 
0: no else 
 
 
(ND) child1217 respondent lives with child aged12-17y (incl. adopted/step/fostered) 
1: yes if (reltor!>=3 & reltor!<=5 & ageof!>=12 & ageof!<=17) 
9: not answered else if reltor!=99 
0: no else 
 
(ND) childm17 respondent lives with child aged18+ (incl. adopted/step/fostered) 
1: yes if (reltor!>=3 & reltor!<=5 & ageof!>=18 & ageof!<=999) 
9: not answered else if reltor!=99 
0: no else 
 
(ND) parenthh respondent lives with parent/s (incl step/foster/parents-in-law) 
1: yes if reltor!>=7 & reltor!<=10 
9: not answered else if reltor!=99 
0: no else 
 
(ND) othrelhh respondent lives with other relatives (incl. siblings) 
1: yes if reltor!>=11 & reltor!<=17 
9: not answered else if reltor!=99 
0: no else 
 
(ND) nonrelhh respondent lives with other relatives 
1: yes if reltor!=18 
9: not answered else if reltor!=99 
0: no else 
 
(ND) rhhold respondent’s household structure at time of interview. 
1: lives alone if hhsize=1 
2: lives with child/ren aged <12y if childl12=1 & child1217=0 & childm17=0 & parenthh=0 & othrelhh=0 & 
nonrelhh=0 
3: lives with child/ren aged >=12y if childl12=0 & (child1217=1 | childm17=1) & parenthh=0 & othrelhh=0 & 
nonrelhh=0 
4: lives with child/ren aged <12y and >=12y if childl12=1 & (child1217=1 | childm17=1) & parenthh=0 & 
othrelhh=0 & nonrelhh=0 
5: lives with partner if partnerhh=1 & childl12=0 & child1217=0 & childm17=0 & parenthh=0 & othrelhh=0 
& nonrelhh=0 
6: lives with partner and child/ren aged<12y if partnerhh=1 & childl12=1 & child1217=0 & childm17=0 & 
parenthh=0 & othrelhh=0 & nonrelhh=0 
7: lives with partner and child/ren aged >=12y if partnerhh=1 & childl12=0 & (child1217=1 | childm17=1) & 
parenthh=0 & othrelhh=0 & nonrelhh=0 
8: lives with partner and children aged <12y and >=12y if partnerhh=1 & childl12=1 & (child1217=1 | 
childm17=1) & parenthh=0 & othrelhh=0 & nonrelhh=0 
9: lives with parentsif partnerhh=0 & childl12=0 & child1217=0 & childm17=0 & parenthh=1 & othrelhh=0 
& nonrelhh=0 
10: lives with parents and child/ren (any age) if partnerhh=0 & (childl12=1 | child1217=1 | childm17=1) & 
parenthh=1 & othrelhh=0 & nonrelhh=0 
11: lives with parents andpartner if partnerhh=1 & childl12=0 & child1217=0 & childm17=0 & parenthh=1 
& othrelhh=0 & nonrelhh=0 
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12: lives with parents and partner and child/ren (any age) if partnerhh=1 & (childl12=1 | child1217=1 | 
childm17=1)  & parenthh=1 & othrelhh=0 & nonrelhh=0 
13: lives with parents and other relatives (incl. siblings) if partnerhh=0 & childl12=0 & child1217=0 & 
childm17=0 & parenthh=1 & othrelhh=1 & nonrelhh=0 
14: lives with parents and other relatives (incl siblings) and child/ren (any age) if partnerhh=0 & 
(childl12=1 | child1217=1 | childm17=1) & parenthh=1 & othrelhh=1 & nonrelhh=0 
15: lives with parents and other relatives and partner if partnerhh=1 & childl12=0 & child1217=0 & 
childm17=0 & parenthh=1 & othrelhh=1 & nonrelhh=0 
16: lives with parents and other relatives and parner and child/ren (any age) if partnerhh=1 & (childl12=1 | 
child1217=1 | childm17=1) & parenthh=1 & othrelhh=1 & nonrelhh=0 
17: lives with other relatives (incl siblings) if partnerhh=0 & childl12=0 & child1217=0 & childm17=0 & 
parenthh=0 & othrelhh=1 & nonrelhh=0 
18: lives with child/ren (any age) and other relatives (incl. siblings) partnerhh=0 & (childl12=1 | 
child1217=1 | childm17=1) & parenthh=0 & othrelhh=1 & nonrelhh=0 
19: lives with partner and other relatives (incl. siblings) if partnerhh=1 & childl12=0 & child1217=0 & 
childm17=0 & parenthh=0 & othrelhh=1 & nonrelhh=0 
20: lives with partner and children (any age) and other relatives (incl siblings) if partnerhh=1 & (childl12=1 
| child1217=1 | childm17=1) & parenthh=0 & othrelhh=1 & nonrelhh=0 
21: lives with non-relatives if partnerhh=0 & childl12=0 & child1217=0 & childm17=0 & parenthh=0 & 
othrelhh=0 & nonrelhh=1 
22: lives with child/ren (any age) and non-relatives if partnerhh=0 & (childl12=1 | child1217=1 | 
childm17=1) & parenthh=0 & othrelhh=0 & nonrelhh=1 
23: lives with partner and non-relatives if partnerhh=1 & childl12=0 & child1217=0 & childm17=0 & 
parenthh=0 & othrelhh=0 & nonrelhh=1 
24: lives with partner and child/ren (any age) and non-relatives if partnerhh=1 & (childl12=1 | child1217=1 
| childm17=1) & parenthh=0 & othrelhh=0 & nonrelhh=1 
25: lives with non-relatives and relatives (incl parents) if (partnerhh=1 | childl12=1 | child1217=1 | 
childm17=1 | parenthh=1 | othrelhh=1) & nonrelhh=1 
26: not answered (data missing for 1+ household member) if (hhsize=9995 | partnerhh=9 | childl12=9 | 
child1217=9 | childm17=9 | parenthh=9 | othrelhh=9 | nonrelhh=9) 
 

 
(U – see below) (c1a) marstat  marital status at present 
1: married & living with spouse 
2: living with a partner of opposite sex as a couple 
3: living with a partner of same sex as a couple 
4: widowed 
5: divorced 
6: separated 
7: single & never been married 
9: not answered 
 
(U) marstat marital status at present – question  identical but answer options different. Response options 
7, 8 and 9 were spontaneous only. 
1: single & never married 
2: married & living with spouse or if marstat not answered & spoushh=1 
3: in registered same sex civil partnership & living with partner or if marstat not answered & civpthh=1 
4: separated but still legally married 
5: divorced 
6: widowed 
7: separated but still legally in same-sex civil partnership 
8: formerly a same sex civil partnership but now legally dissolved 
9: surviving civil partner, partner having died 
99: not answered 
 
 
 
(U – see below) (D) ms   married status, grouped 
1: married if marstat=1 
2: cohabitation, opposite sex if marstat=2  
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3: cohabitation, same sex if marstat=3  
4: widowed if marstat=4  
5: divorced/separated if marstat=5 | marstat=6 
6: single and never been married if marstat=7        
9: not answered 
 
ms married status, grouped 
1: married and living with spouse if marstat=2 
2: in a registered same sex civil partnership and living with partner if marstat=3 
3: cohabitation, opposite sex if copphh=1 
4: cohabitation, same sex if cosamhh=1 
5: Widowed (incl from same-sex civil partnership) if marstat=6 | marstat=9 
6: divorced / separated, including from a same-sex civil partnership if marstat=4 | marstat=5 | marstat=7 | 
marstat=8 
7: single and never married or in a same sex civil partnership else if marstat=1 
9: not answered if marstat=99 
 
 
 
(U – see below) (D) ms2   married status, grouped 
1: married & living with spouse if marstat=1 
2: cohabitation (opposite sex & same sex) if marstat=2 | marstat=3 
3: previously married (widowed, divorced & separated) if marstat=4 | marstat=5 | marstat=6 
4: single and never been married if marstat=7         
9: not answered 
 
ms2 marital status, grouped 
1: married / civil partnership & living with spouse / partner if ms=1 | ms=2 
2: cohabitation (opposite or same-sex) if ms=3 | ms=4 
3: previously married / in a civil partnership (widowed, divorced, separated) if ms=5 | ms=6 
4: single and never married if ms=7 
9: not answered if ms=9 
 
(U – see below) (D) ms3   married status, grouped 
1: married & living with spouse if marstat=1 
2: cohabitation, opposite sex if marstat=2 
3: cohabitation, same sex if marstat=3 
4: previously married (widowed, divorced & separated) if marstat=4 | marstat=5 | marstat=6 
5: single and never been married if marstat=7        
9: not answered 
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ms3 married status, grouped 
1: married and living with spouse if ms=1 
2: in a registered same-sex civil partnership and living with partner if ms=2 
3: cohabitation, opposite sex if ms=2 
4: cohabitation, same sex if ms=4 
5: previously married/same-sex civil partnership (widowed, divorced, separated) if ms=5 | ms=6 
6: single and never married if ms=7 
9: not answered if ms=9 
 
(ND) relstat relationship status at time of interview 
1: married and living with spouse if ms=1 | ms=2 
2: in a registered same-sex civil partnership and living with partner if ms=3 | ms=4 
3: living with partner if (r1rel=1 & (r1sexagn=1 | r1sexagn=2)) | (r1rel2=1 & (r1sexagn2=1 | r1sexagn2=2)) 
| (r1rel3=1 & (r1sexagn3=1 | r1sexagn3=2)) | (r1rel4=1 & (r1sexagn4=1 | r1sexagn4=2)) 
4: in a ‘steady’ and ongoing relationship but not living together if (r1rel=2 & (r1sexagn=1 | r1sexagn=2)) | 
(r1rel2=2 & (r1sexagn2=1 | r1sexagn2=2)) | (r1rel3=2 & (r1sexagn3=1 | r1sexagn3=2)) | (r1rel4=2 & 
(r1sexagn4=1 | r1sexagn4=2)) 
5: widowed and not in a ‘steady’ and ongoing relationship in the last year else if ms=5 
6: divorced / separated and not in a ‘steady’ and ongoing relationship in the last year else if ms=6 
7: previously lived with partner as a non-married couple but not now in a ‘steady’ and ongoing relationship 
in the last year else if ms=7 & pplive=1 
8: never married or lived with partner, and not in a ‘steady’ and ongoing relationship in the last year else if 
ms=7 & pplive=2 
9: not answered if (ms>=5 & ms<=9 & r1rel=9 & r1datey not in the last year)  
 
(ND) relstatgp relationship status at time of interview, grouped 
1: Living with partner (includes married / civil partnership) if relstat=1 | relstat=2 | relstat=3 
2: In a steady relationship, not living with partner if relstat=4 
3: Not in a steady relationship, previously cohabited (includes previously married / civil partner) if relstat=5 
| relstat=6 | relstat=7 
4: Not in a steady relationship, never cohabited if relstat=8 
9: not answered if relstat=9 
 
(ND) relstatgp2 relationship status at interview  
1: married or civil partnership if relstat=1 | relstat=2 
2: living with a partner if relstat=3 
3: in a ‘steady’ relationship but not living togetherif relstat=4 
4: not in a ‘steady relationship’ if relstat=5 | relstat=6 | relstat=7 | relstat=8 
9: not answered if relstat=9 
 



 LIVE-IN PARTNERSHIPS 
 

 

 

PREVIOUS LIVE-IN PARTNERSHIPS 
 
(R) (c1b)  page  age of live-in partner, last birthday 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if marstat=4 | marstat=5 | marstat=6 | marstat=7 
 
(c2a*U) pplive  previously lived with someone as a couple  
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if marstat≠7  & marstat≠9 
 
(N) ppnum  no. of times lived with someone as a couple 
99: not answered    
-1: not applicable if pplive=2 
 
Note: Questions about previous partnerships were updated in Natsal-3 so that respondents were only 
asked questions about a maximum of 5 previous cohabitations (rather than 13 as in Natsal-2), as this was 
felt to be sufficient for analysis. In Natsal-2 the questions started with the first live-in partnership and 
worked forwards to the most recent. In Natsal-3 the questions start with the most recent live-in partnership 
and work backwards to the first. In Natsal-3 the fifth loop of questions (ppystrt5..pp5months) refers either 
to the fifth most recent cohabiting partnership if ppnum=5 or the first ever cohabiting partnership if 
ppnum>5. 
 
Note: The Natsal-2 variables are shown below the Natsal-3 variables (Natsal-2 variables start page 180). 
 
 
 
Natsal-3 PREVIOUS LIVE-IN PARTNERSHIP QUESTIONS 
 
(N) pp1ystrt  year started living with most recent live-in partner 
9999: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ppnum=-1 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 pp1mstrt was only asked if this was in the last 5 years  
 
(N) pp1mstrt  month started living with most recent live-in partner  
1: January 
2: February 
3: March 
4: April 
5: May 
6: June 
7: July 
8: August 
9: September 
10: October 
11: November 
12: December 
97: can’t remember month 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ppnum=-1 | (dateyoi – ppystrt > 5) 
 
 
Note: pp1strt is a date-format variable based on pp1ystrt and pp1mstrt. Day is set to 01 for all cases, and 
month is set to June if missing. All missing values are set as system missing. The indicator variable 
pp1strt_ind can be used if more information is needed about the missing values. 
 
(N) pp1strt date most recent live-in partnership started (missing estimated: day=1

st
, month=June) 

sysmis if missing 
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(N) pp1ms most recent live-in partnership: type of union at start of cohabitation 
1: married 
2: civil partnership 
3: living as a couple or if pp1ms=not answered and marstat=1 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ppnum=-1 
 
(N) pp1mar  later married / entered into civil partnership with most recent live-in partner 
1: yes 
2: no or if pp1mar=9 & marstat=7 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ppnum=-1 | pp1ms=1 | pp1ms=2 
 
(N) pp1ymar  year married / entered civil partnership most recent partner (if lived together before 
marriage) 
9999: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ppnum=-1 | pp1ms=1 | pp1ms=2 | pp1mar=2  
 
(N) pp1mmar  month married / entered civil partnership most recent partner (if lived together before 
marriage) 
1: January 
2: February 
3: March 
4: April 
5: May 
6: June 
7: July 
8: August 
9: September 
10: October 
11: November 
12: December 
97: can’t remember  
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ppnum=-1 | pp1ms=1 | pp1ms=2 | pp1mar=2 

 
 
Note: Due to a CAPI filtering error pp1sex was not asked of those with marstat=’single, never married’. In 
most cases this can be imputed, as shown below. Cases that could not be imputed are coded as 9 ‘not 
answered’. 
 
(N) pp1sex  sex of most recent live-in partner 
1: heterosexual or if spoushh=1 | coopphh=1 | marstat=2 | (ppnum>=1 & ppnum<99 & eversam=2 & 
(marstat=4 | marstat=5 | marstat=6)) 
2: homosexual or if civpthh=1 | cosamhh=1 | marstat=3 |  (ppnum>=1 & ppnum<99 & eversam=1 ( 
(marstat=1 & hetlife=0) |  marstat=7 | marstat=8 | marstat=9)) 
9: not answered (includes those not able to impute) 
-1: not applicable if ppnum=-1  
 
 
Note: code 96 ‘still living with partner’ only available for pp1ystop, not previous partnerships (pp2ystop 
etc). 
 
(N) pp1ystop  year stopped living with most recent live-in partner (if ever did) 
96: still living with partner or if ppnum>=1 & ppnum<99 & (marstat=2 | marstat=3 | spoushh=1 | civpthh=1 | 
coopphh=1 | cosamhh=1) 
9999: not answered 
-1: never lived with someone as a couple if pplive=2 
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(N) pp1months no. months lived with partner for if started and stopped cohab in same year 
96: still living with partner 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ppnum>=1 & ppnum<99 & pp1ystrt>0 & pp1ystrt<9999 & pp1ystop>0 & 
pp1ystop<9999 & pp1ystop≠96 & pp1ystrt≠pp1ystop 
 
Notes:  1. Reasons cohabiting relationship ended was only asked for the most recent live-in partnership 

(that was not ongoing at the time of interview) i.e. loop 1 if there was no spouse / civil partner / 
cohabiting partner in the household (variables pp1why1..pp1why25) or loop 2 if there was a 
spouse / civil partner / cohabiting partner in the household and the respondent had at least one 
other previous cohabiting partnership (variables pp2why1..pp2why24). 

 
2. Respondents who said that they were widowed (marstat=6) were not asked ppwhy to avoid 
causing distress. This is indicated in the variable pp1why25. These respondents have not been 
coded as ‘death of partner’ (pp1why2) because we cannot be certain that the spouse who died 
was the most recent cohabiting partner. 
 
3. A CAPI routing error meant that ppwhy was only asked in loop 1 for waves 1-4 (first half) of 
fieldwork, therefore there is no information for wave 1-4 respondents who were married / in a civil 
partnership / cohabiting relationship at the time of interview about why their 2

nd
 most recent 

cohabitation ended.  
 
4. The binary variables pp1why1..pp1why24 were created directly from the question ppwhy. All 
variables coded in the same way as pp1why1. 

 
(N) pp1why1 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: relationship has not ended1: mentioned 
0: not mentioned 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ppnum=-1 
 
(N) pp1why2 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: death of partner 
(N) pp1why3 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: difficulties with sex life 
(N) pp1why4 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: other 
(N) pp1why5 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: domestic violence 
(N) pp1why6 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: different interests / nothing in common 
(N) pp1why7 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: unfaithfulness / adultery 
(N) pp1why8 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: arguments 
(N) pp1why9 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: not having children 
(N) pp1why10 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: grew apart 
(N) pp1why11 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: moved because of change in 
circumstances 
(N) pp1why12 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: lack of respect / appreciation 
(N) pp1why13 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: not sharing housework enough 
(N) pp1why14 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: money problems 
(N) pp1why15 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: drink / drugs / gambling problems 
(N) pp1why16 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: mental health or related problems 
(N) pp1why17 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: problem with children 
(N) pp1why18 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: never at home 
(N) pp1why19 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: problems with parents / in-laws / family 
(N) pp1why20 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: age problem 
(N) pp1why21 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: antoher relationship involvedd 
(N) pp1why22 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: lived in / moved to a different country 
(N) pp1why23 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: changed mind / feelings / personality 
(N) pp1why24 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: partner left without explanation 
 
(N) pp1why25 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: respondent is a widow 
1: mentioned if marstat=6 
0: not mentioned if ppnum>0 & ppnum<99 & marstat≠6 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ppnum=-1 
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Note: Variables ppystrt2 … ppwhyx5 refer to the 2nd most recent live-in partner: 
 
(N) pp2ystrt year starting living with 2

nd
 most recent live-in partner  

9999: not answered  
-1: not applicable if ppnum<2  
 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 pp2mstrt was only asked if this was in the last 5 years  
 
(N) pp2strtm  month started living with 2

nd
 most recent live-in partner  

1: January 
2: February 
3: March 
4: April 
5: May 
6: June 
7: July 
8: August 
9: September 
10: October 
11: November 
12: December 
97: can’t remember 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ppnum<2 | (dateyoi – pp2ystrt > 5) 
 
 
Note: pp2strt is a date-format variable based on pp2ystrt and pp2mstrt. Day is set to 01 for all cases, and 
month is set to June if missing. All missing values are set as system missing. The indicator variable 
pp2strt_ind can be used if more information is needed about the missing values. 
 
(N) pp2strt date second most recent live-in partnership started (missing estimated: day=1

st
, month=June) 

sysmis if missing 
 
 
pp2ms 2

nd
 most recent live-in partnership: type of union at start of cohabitation  

1: married 
2: civil partnership 
3: living as a couple  
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ppnum<2 
 
 (N) pp2mar  later married / entered into civil partnership with 2

nd
 most recent live-in partner  

1: yes 
2: no  
9: not answered   
-1: no applicable if (ppnum=-1 | ppnum<2) | pp2ms=1 
 
 (N) pp2ymar  year married / entered civil partnership 2

nd
 most recent partner  (if lived together before 

marriage) 
9999: not answered 
-1: not applicable if  ppnum<2 | pp2ms=1 | pp2ms=2 | pp2mar=2 
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(N) pp2mmar  month married / entered civil partnership 2
nd

 most recent partner  (if lived together before 
marriage)  
1: January 
2: February 
3: March 
4: April 
5: May 
6: June 
7: July 
8: August 
9: September 
10: October 
11: November 
12: December 
97: can’t remember  
99: not answered  
-1: not applicable if  ppnum<2 | pp2ms=1 | pp2ms=2 | pp2mar=2 
 
Note: As with pp1sex, pp2sex was not asked of those with marstat=’single, never married’ due to a CAPI 
filtering error. In most cases this can be imputed, as shown below. Cases that could not be imputed are 
coded as 9 ‘not answered’. 
 
(N) pp2sex  sex of 2

nd
 most recent live-in partner  

1: heterosexual or if ppnum>=2 & ppnum<99 & eversam=2 & ((marstat=1 & hetlife>0 & hetlife<9999) | 
marstat=2 | marstat=4 | marstat=5 | marstat=6) 
2: homosexual or if ppnum>=2 & ppnum<99 & marstat=1 & eversam=1 & (hetlife=0 | (hetlife>0 & 
hetlife<9999 & (marstat=3 | marstat=7 | marstat=8 | marstat=9))) 
9: not answered   
-1: not applicable if ppnum<2 
 
(N) pp2ystop  year stopped living with second most recent partner   
9999: not answered 
-1: <2 live-in partnerships if (ppnum<2) 
 
(N) pp2months no. months lived with 2nd partner for if started and stopped cohab in same year 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ppnum>=1 & ppnum<99 & pp1ystrt>0 & pp1ystrt<9999 & pp1ystop>0 & 
pp1ystop<9999 & pp1ystop≠96 & pp1ystrt≠pp1ystop 
 
 
 
Notes:  1) Reasons 2

nd
 most recent cohabiting relationship ended was only asked if the most recent 

partnership was ongoing, and the respondent had at least 2 cohabiting relationships ever. 
 

2) Respondents who said that they were widowed (marstat=6) were not asked ppwhy to avoid 
causing distress. This is indicated in the variable pp1why25.  
 
3) A CAPI routing error meant that ppwhy was only asked in loop 1 for waves 1-4 (first half) of 
fieldwork, therefore there is no information for wave 1-4 respondents who were married / in a civil 
partnership / cohabiting relationship at the time of interview about why their 2

nd
 most recent 

cohabitation ended.  
 
4) The binary variables pp2why1..pp2why24 were created directly from the question ppwhy. All 
variables coded in the same way as pp2why1. 

 
(N) pp2why1 Reason most recent cohabiting relationship ended: relationship has not ended1: mentioned 
0: not mentioned 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ppnum=-1 
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And similarly… 
(N) pp2why2 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: death of partner 
(N) pp2why3 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: difficulties with sex life 
(N) pp2why4 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: other 
(N) pp2why5 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: domestic violence 
(N) pp2why6 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: different interests / nothing in 
common 
(N) pp2why7 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: unfaithfulness / adultery 
(N) pp2why8 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: arguments 
(N) pp2why9 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: not having children 
(N) pp2why10 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: grew apart 
(N) pp2why11 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: moved because of change in 
circumstances 
(N) pp2why12 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: lack of respect / appreciation 
(N) pp2why13 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: not sharing housework enough 
(N) pp2why14 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: money problems 
(N) pp2why15 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: drink / drugs / gambling 
problems 
(N) pp2why16 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: mental health or related 
problems 
(N) pp2why17 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: problem with children 
(N) pp2why18 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: never at home 
(N) pp2why19 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: problems with parents / in-laws 
/ family 
(N) pp2why20 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: age problem 
(N) pp2why21 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: antoher relationship involvedd 
(N) pp2why22 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: lived in / moved to a different 
country 
(N) pp2why23 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: changed mind / feelings / 
personality 
(N) pp2why24 Reason second most recent cohabiting relationship ended: partner left without explanation 
 
Notes: 1.  Variables pp!ystrt … pp!months and their codes also apply to live-in partnerships 3 … 5 

2.  The fifth loop of live-in partnership questions relates to the first ever cohabiting relationship if 
ppnum>5. 
 

 
Note: variable age1cohb is derived differently in Natsal-3 because of changes to the questions about 
previous partnerships. However, it is comparable with the Natsal-2 variables and therefore has not been 
renamed. 
 
 
Note: Variable age1cohb is coded as 99 if respondents can’t remember the month they first started 
cohabiting. 
 
(U – see below) (D) age1cohb respondent’s age when started living with first live-in partner, completed 
years 
compute ((((ppystrt-1900)*12) + ppmstrt) – (((rdoby-1900)*12) + rdobm)) /12 if ((ppystrt≠-1 & 
ppystrt≠9999) & (ppmstrt≠-1 & ppmstrt≠97 & ppmstrt≠99) & (rdobm≠99)) 
99: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if pplive=2 | ppystrt=-1 
 
age1cohb respondent’s age when started living with first live-in partner, completed years 
compute age1cohb = (pp1strt – rdob) if ppnum=1 
compute age1cohb = (pp2strt – rdob) if ppnum=2 
compute age1cohb = (pp3strt – rdob) if ppnum=3 
compute age1cohb = (pp4strt – rdob) if ppnum=4 
compute age1cohb = (pp5strt – rdob) if ppnum>=5 
999: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if pplive=2 | ppnum=-1 
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(D) cohab420 lived with someone before age 20  
1: yes if age1cohb>0 & age1cohb<20 
0: no if (age1cohb>=20 & age1cohb<99) | (age1cohb=-1) 
9: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if dage<20 
 

 
 
 
 

Natsal-2 PREVIOUS LIVE-IN PARTNERSHIPS QUESTIONS 
 

 
(R) (N) ppystrt  year started living with first live-in partner 
9999: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ppnum=-1 
 
(R) (N) ppmstrt  month started living with first live-in partner  
1: January 
2: February 
3: March 
4: April 
5: May 
6: June 
7: July 
8: August 
9: September 
10: October 
11: November 
12: December 
97: can’t remember month 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ppnum=-1 
  
(R) (N) ppms  first live-in partnership: type of union at start of cohabitation 
1: married 
2: living as a couple or if ppms=9 & marstat=7 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ppnum=-1 
 
(R)  (N) ppmar  later married first live-in partner 
1: yes 
2: no if ppmar=9 & marstat=7 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ppnum=-1 | ppms=1 
 
Note: Variable age1cohb is coded as 99 if respondents can’t remember the month they first started 
cohabiting. 
(ND) age1cohb respondent’s age when started living with first live-in partner, completed years 
compute ((((ppystrt-1900)*12) + ppmstrt) – (((rdoby-1900)*12) + rdobm)) /12 if ((ppystrt≠-1 & 
ppystrt≠9999) & (ppmstrt≠-1 & ppmstrt≠97 & ppmstrt≠99) & (rdobm≠99)) 
99: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if pplive=2 | ppystrt=-1 
 
(ND) cohab420 lived with someone before age 20  
1: yes if age1cohb>0 & age1cohb<20 
0: no if (age1cohb>=20 & age1cohb<99) | (age1cohb=-1) 
9: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if dage<20 
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(R)  (N) ppymar  year married first partner (if lived together before marriage) 
9999: not answered 
-1: not applicable if (ppmar=-1 | ppmar=2) | ppms=1  
 
(R) (N) ppmmar  month married first partner (if lived together before marriage) 
1: January 
2: February 
3: March 
4: April 
5: May 
6: June 
7: July 
8: August 
9: September 
10: October 
11: November 
12: December 
97: can’t remember  
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if (ppmar=-1 | ppmar=2) | ppms=1 

 
Notes: ppsex is not asked if currently single, even if have previously cohabited. This is because of a filter 
error in the CAPI. Unfortunately the group most likely to have cohabited with someone of the same sex 
(those reporting 'single, never married' at ‘marstat’) were not asked the sex of each partner they cohabited 
with. However, in most cases this can be imputed.  If a respondent reports homosexual experience and 
never had sex with someone of the opposite sex, we can assume cohabiting partners were same sex 
(and vice versa.)  However, if they reported same sex experience and have had sex with heterosexual 
partner(s), then we can't impute a value for ppsex. 
 
(R) (N) ppsex  sex of first live-in partner 
1: heterosexual or if ppmar=1 | ppms=1 
2: homosexual 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if marstat=7  
 
(R) (N) ppystop  year stopped living with first live-in partner (if ever did) 
9999: not answered 
-1: never lived with someone as a couple if pplive=2 
-2: still living with partner if (ppnum=1 & marstat=1| marstat=2 | marstat=3) 
 
(R) (N) ppmstop  month stopped living with first live-in partner (if ever did) 
1: January 
2: February 
3: March 
4: April 
5: May 
6: June 
7: July 
8: August 
9: September 
10: October 
11: November 
12: December 
97: can’t remember 
99: not answered 
-1: never lived with someone as a couple if pplive=2 
-2: still living with partner if (ppnum=1 & marstat=1 | marstat=2 | marstat=3) 
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Note: Variables ‘ppwhy…’ only refer to the last previous cohabitation, not all previous cohabitations  
(R) (N) ppwhy01  reason 1 why live-in partnership 1 ended  
1: unfaithfulness/adultery 
2: money problems 
3: difficulties with sex life  
4: different interests/nothing in common 
5: grew apart 
6: not having children 
7: lack of respect/appreciation 
8: domestic violence 
9: arguments 
10: not sharing housework enough 
11: moved because of change in circumstances 
12: death of partner 
13: other 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ((ppnum>2) | (ppnum=1 & marstat=1 | marstat= 2 | marstat=3 | marstat=4) | (ppnum=2 
& marstat=4 | marstat=5 | marstat=6 | marstat=7) | (marstat=7 & pplive=2) | (ppwhyn=99 & ppwhyn-1≠99)) 
 
Similarly for up to 11 reasons: 
(R) (N) ppwhy02  reason 2 why live-in partnership 1 ended 
(R) (N) ppwhy03  reason 3 why live-in partnership 1 ended 
(R) (N) ppwhy04  reason 4 why live-in partnership 1 ended 
(R) (N) ppwhy05  reason 5 why live-in partnership 1 ended 
(R) (N) ppwhy06  reason 6 why live-in partnership 1 ended 
(R) (N) ppwhy07  reason 7 why live-in partnership 1 ended 
(R) (N) ppwhy08  reason 8 why live-in partnership 1 ended 
(R) (N) ppwhy09  reason 9 why live-in partnership 1 ended 
(R) (N) ppwhy10  reason 10 why live-in partnership 1 ended 
(R) (N) ppwhy11  reason 11 why live-in partnership 1 ended 
 
(R) (N) ppwhyx1  other reason 1 why live-in partnership 1 ended 
1: unfaithfulness/adultery  
2: money problems 
3: difficulties with sex life  
4: different interests/nothing in common 
5: grew apart 
6: not having children 
7: lack of respect/appreciation 
8: domestic violence 
9: arguments 
10: not sharing household chores enough 
11: moved because of change in circumstances 
12: death of partner 
13: other 
14: drink, drugs or gambling problem 
15: mental health or related problem 
16: problem with children/step-children 
17: never at home (e.g. always out with friends) 
18: problems with parents/in-laws/family 
19: age-related problems (e.g. big age difference) 
20: another relationship involved 
21: lived in/moved to a different country/area 
22: still in relationship, but stopped living together 
23: change of mind/feelings/personality 
24: partner just left without any explanation 
99: not answered  
-1: not applicable if ((ppnum>2) | (ppnum=1 & marstat=1 | marstat=2 | marstat=3 | marstat=4) | (ppnum=2 
& marstat=4 | marstat=5 | marstat=6 | marstat=7) | (marstat=7 & pplive=2) | (ppwhyn=99 & ppwhyn-1≠99)) 
| (ppwhy01… ppwhy11≠13) 
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Similarly for at most 3 other reasons: 
(R) (N) ppwhyx2  other reason 2 why live-in partnership 1 ended 
(R) (N) ppwhyx3  other reason 3 why live-in partnership 1 ended 
 
Notes: 1.  Variables ppystrtn … ppwhyxn and their codes repeated for live-in partnerships 2 … 12 

2.  Only ‘ppwhy…’ variables with valid codes are included in the final dataset, so the number of 
‘ppwhy…’ variables varies by partnership number. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION 
 

 

 

HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION  
 
Note: In Natsal-2 hhsize-RelToR were here in the questionnaire. Moved to start of the household section 
in Natsal-3 and used to input into the relationship questions. 
 
Note: Unlike in Natsal-1, variable ‘tenure’ in Natsal-2 has the additional code of 8. 
(U – see below) (c5a U) tenure  own/rent accommodation 
1: own outright/with mortgage or loan 
2: rent from council 
3: rent from Housing Association 
4: rent from private landlord    
5: tied to job (including rent free) 
6: squat 
7: other 
8: shared ownership (pays part rent and part mortgage) 
9: lives rent-free 
99: not answered 
 
tenure  own/rent accommodation – question wording identical but updated codes 
1: own outright 
2: buying with mortgage or loan 
3: shared ownership (pays part rent and part mortgage) 
4: Rent it 
5: lives rent-free 
9: not answered 
 
Note: Variable ‘tenure2’ is consistent with Natsal-1’s definition. 
 
(R) (c5a) tenure2  own/rent accommodation 
1: own outright/with mortgage or loan 
2: rent from council 
3: rent from Housing Association 
4: rent from private landlord    
5: tied to job 
6: squat 
7: other (incl. shared ownership (pays part rent and part mortgage) and lives rent-free if tenure=7 | 
tenure=8 | tenure=9 
9: not answered/don’t know if tenure=99 
 
(N) livehere  always lived in village/town/city 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
 
(c6c) whenmove  age when moved to present village/town/city       
-1: not applicable if livehere=1 
99: not answered 
 
(R) (c6b) bornin  country of birth 
1: England (incl. Channel Islands) 
2: Wales 
3: Scotland 
4: Northern Ireland/Eire 
7: another country    
9: not answered 
 
(R) (D) ebornin   global region of birth 
1: Europe, EU country 
2: Europe, non-EU country (incl. Eastern Europe, Russia, …) 
3: Australia/New Zealand 
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4: North America 
5: South America (incl. Mexico) 
6: Caribbean countries 
7: India, Pakistan, Bangladesh 
8: China (incl. Hong Kong and Taiwan) 
9: other Asia (incl. Thailand, Singapore and Indonesia) 
10: Middle East and North Africa 
11: West Africa 
12: Central and Eastern Africa 
13: South Africa 
99: not answered  
 
(R) (ND) bornin_g  country/region of birth  
1: UK if bornin=1 | bornin=2 | bornin=3 
2: Ireland if bornin=4 
3: other Europe if bornin=7 & (ebornin=1 | ebornin=2) 
4: Caribbean if bornin=7 & ebornin=6 
6: North Africa if bornin=7 & ebornin=10 
7: Central/East Africa if bornin=7 & ebornin=12 
8: West Africa if bornin=7 & ebornin=11 
9: South Africa if bornin=7 & ebornin=13 
10: India if bornin=7 & ebornin=7 & whasian=1 
11: Pakistan if bornin=7 & ebornin=7 & whasian=2 
12: other if bornin≠9 & ebornin≠99 
99: not answered else 
 
(R) (c6c) agebrit  age first came to live in Britain 
99: not answered/can’t remember  
-1: not applicable if bornin=1 | bornin=2 | bornin=3 
 
 



 QUALIFICATIONS 
 

 

 

EMPLOYMENT   
 
Note:questions about employment were updated for Natsal-3 to collect information needed to code 
national statistics socioeconomic classification (NS-SEC) For more information on NS-SEC see:  
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/harmonisation/primary-set-of-harmonised-concepts-and-
questions/index.html 
 
(R) (N) ractiv01  occupation last week 1 
1: full-time education (incl. if on holiday) 
2: government training/employment scheme 
3: paid employment (incl. self-employment) 
4: waiting to take up paid word already obtained  
5: unemployed and registered for benefit  
6: unemployed, not registered, but looking for a job  
7: unemployed, wanting a job, but not actively looking for a job 
8: long-term sickness/disability 
9: looking after the home/family 
10: doing something else 
11: retired 
99: not answered 
-1: no other codes applicable if ractivn=99 & ractivn-1≠99 
 
Similarly for up to 4 occupation codes: 
(R) (N) ractiv02  occupation last week 2 
(R) (N) ractiv03  occupation last week 3 
(R) (N) ractiv04  occupation last week 4 
 
(R) (N) ractivx1  other occupation last week 1 
1: full-time education (incl. if on holiday) 
2: government training scheme 
3: paid employment (incl. self-employment) 
4: waiting to take up paid word already obtained  
5: unemployed and registered for benefit  
6: unemployed not registered but looking for a job  
7: unemployed wanting a job but not looking for one 
8: long-term sickness/disability 
9: looking after the home/family 
10: doing something else 
11: retired 
12: temporarily sick/disabled 
13: early retirement 
99: not answered 
-1: no other codes applicable if ractivn≠10  
 
Similarly for up to 3 other occupation codes: 
(R) (N) ractivx2  other occupation last week 2 
(R) (N) ractivx3  other occupation last week 3  
  

http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/harmonisation/primary-set-of-harmonised-concepts-and-questions/index.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/harmonisation/primary-set-of-harmonised-concepts-and-questions/index.html
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Note: Variable ‘ractivhi’ is derived by the CASI from ‘ractiv01’ …‘ractiv04’ and ‘ractivx1’ … ‘ractivx3’ 
 
(R) (c7 D) ractivhi  highest occupation code  
1: full-time education (incl. if on holiday) 
2: government training/employment scheme 
3: paid employment (incl. self-employment) 
4: waiting to take up paid word already obtained  
5: unemployed and registered for benefit  
6: unemployed not registered but looking for a job  
7: unemployed wanting a job but not looking for a job 
8: long-term sickness/disability 
9: looking after the home/family 
10: doing something else 
11: retired 
12: temporarily sick/disabled 
13: early retirement 
99: not answered 
 
Note: binary variables rfted..rother were created directly from the question ractiv in Natsal-3. All variables 
coded in the same way as rfted except where indicated.These binary variables were then used to create 
the derived variable ractivhi2. 
 
(N) rfted Occupation last week: Full-time education 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
 
And similarly.. 
(N) rjpdwork Occupation last week:  Paid employment 
(N) rgovtr Occupation last week: Government scheme for employment training 
(N) rueunpaid Occupation last week: Unpaid work for a business that respondent or relative owns 
(N) rwaitwork Occupation last week: Waiting to take up paid work already obtained 
(N) ruelookn Occupation last week:  Unemployed: looking for paid work / Government training scheme 
(N) rtempsick Occupation last week: Unemployed: Intending to look for work but prevented by temporary 
sickness or injury 
 
Note: the response option ‘long term sickness or disability’ was only available to those within working age. 
The retirement age for men during the study period was 65. The retirement age for women changed over 
the study period: it was 60 in Natsal-3, 61 in 2011, and 62 in 2012. Therefore the binary variable 
rpermsick has an additional code of -1 for those who were not eligible for this response option. 
 
(N) rpermsick Occupation last week: long term sickness or disability 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if (rsex=1 & dage>=66) | (rsex=2 & ((dage>=60 & dateyoi=2010) | (dage>=61 & 
dateyoi=2011) | (dage>=62 & dateyoi=2012))) 
 
(N) rretired Occupation last week:  Retired 
(N) rhome Occupation last week: Looking after home / family 
(N) rother Occupation last week: Doing something else 
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(N) (D) ractivhi2 highest occupational coding 
1: full-time education 
2: paid employment 
3: government scheme for employment or training 
4: unpaid work for a business that respondent or a relative owns 
5: waiting to take up paid work already obtained 
6: unemployed: looking for paid work / government training scheme 
7: unemployed: intending to look for work but prevented by temporary sickness or injury 
8: long term sickness or disability 
9: retired 
10: looking after home / family 
11: doing something else 
99: not answered 
 
(N) ractivhi3 highest occupational coding – comparable with Natsal-2 variable ractivhi 
1: full-time education if rfted=1 
2: government training / employment scheme if rgovtr=1 
3: paid employment (incl. self-employment) if rjpdwork=1 
4: waiting to take up paid word already obtained if rwaitwork=1  
5: unemployed, looking for work or training if ruelookn=1  
6: long term sickness / diasability if rpermsick=1 
7: looking after the home or family if rhome=1 
8: doing something else if rother=1 | rueunpaid=1 | ractivhi2=8 
9: retired if rretired=1 
10: temporarily sick / disabled if rtempsick=1 
99: not answered if ractivhi2=99 
 
(ND) employed employment status at interview 
1: employed if ractivhi2=2 
2: in full-time education if ractivhi2=1 
3: unemployed if ractivhi2=3 | ractivhi2=4 | ractivhi2=5 | ractivhi2=6 | ractivhi2=7 | ractivhi2=8 | 
ractivhi2=10 | ractivhi2=11 
4: retired if ractivhi2=9 
9: not answered if ractivhi2=99 
 
 
(U – see below) (c9a*)  hours  hours worked per week, main job 
1: 35 or more 
2: 10, to less than 35 
3: less than 10  
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ractiv≠3 & ractiv≠99 
 
hours  hours worked per week, main job – question wording identical but updated codes 
1: 50 or more 
2: 35 to 49 
3: 10, to less than 35 
4: less than 10  
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if rjpdwork≠1 & ractivhi2≠99 
 
Note: rlastjob was here in Natsal-2. Moved later in Natsal-3 
 
(c9c U) revraway  ever away with job for 1+ night(s) at a time 
1: yes   
2: no 
9: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if hours=-1 | hours=4 | hours=9 
-1: not applicable if ractiv01≠99 & ((ractivn=3 & hours=3) | (ractivn≠3) 
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(N) rngtaway no. of nights away with job in last year 
999: not answered 
-1: not applicable if revraway=2 | revraway=-1 
 
Note: rnights was added to determine eligibility for the saliva sample. Night workers were not eligible 
(N) rnights usually work night shifts 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if rjpdwork≠-1 & ractivhi2=99 | hours=4 
 
Note: rlastjob was earlier in Natsal-2 
(M) (c8 U) rlastjob  when last had a paid job of 10+ hours a week 
1: never 
2: only occasional jobs (e.g. holiday/saturday jobs) 
3: within past 6 months 
4: at least 6 months but less than 1 year ago 
5: at least 1 year but less than 5 years ago 
6: at least 5 years but less than 10 year ago 
7: at least 10 years but less than 20 year ago 
8: at least 20 years ago 
99: not answered 
(U) -1: not applicable if hours=1 | hours=2 | hours=3 | rwaitwork=1 
-1: not applicable if (ractivn=3 & hours=1 | hours=2) | ractivn=4  
 
(R) (c10e) rempstat  employee/self employed 
1: employee 
2: self-employed 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if rlastjob=1 | rlastjob=2 | rlastjob=7 | rlastjob=8 
 
(R) (N) rdirctr  director of a limited company 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if (rlastjob=1 | rlastjob=2 | rlastjob=7 | rlastjob=8) | (rempstat=1)    
 
(R) (N) rmanage  manager/foreman/supervisor 
1: manager 
2: foreman/supervisor 
3: other employee 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if (rlastjob=1 | rlastjob=2 | rlastjob=7 | rlastjob=8) | (rempstat=2)  
 
(R) (N) rempnum  no. of employees at (last) place of work (incl. respondent) 
1: 1-2 
2: 3-24 
3: 25-499 
4: 500+ 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if (rlastjob=1 | rlastjob=2 | rlastjob=7 | rlastjob=8) | (rempstat=2 & rdirctr=2) 
 
(R) (N) rsenum  no. of employees respondent has/had 
1: none 
2: 1-24 
3: 25-499 
4: 500+ 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if (rlastjob=1 | rlastjob=2 | rlastjob=7 | rlastjob=8) | (rempstat=1) | (rempstat=2 & 
rdirctr=1) 
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Notes: 1. See the following website for the International Standard Occupation Codes (SOC): 
 http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/classifications/archived-standard-
 classifications/standard-occupational-classification-2000/index.html 

 
2. Natsal-2 collected information to 3 digits, which corresponds to the minor group level, e.g.  
Major group  2 Professional occupations 
Sub major group         21 Science and technology professionals            
Minor group                211      Science professionals   

 
3. Natsal-3 data has socioeconomic variables for NS-SEC, and SOC2010 and SOC 2000 to allow 
comparisons with Natsal-2. Only the derived grouped variables used for analysis are included in 
the data.For NS-SEC, those in full time education have been given a separate code, rather than 
being left uncoded or classified based on their previous / part time jobs. See the following for 
more information: 
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/classifications/current-standard-
classifications/soc2010/index.html 

             
 
 
(N) rnssecgp_6 respondent’s NS-SEC (7 groups) 
1: managerial & professional occupations 
2: intermediate occupations 
3: small employers and own account workers 
4: lower supervisory and technical occupations 
5: semi-routine and routine occupations 
6: never worked or long term unemployed if rlastjob=1 | rlastjob=2 
7: no job of 10+ hours/week or not in the last 10 years if rlastjob=7 | rlastjob=8 
8: student in full-time education 
99: not classifiable 
 
(N) rnssecgp_4 respondent’s NS-SEC (4 groups) 
1: managerial & professional occupations 
2: intermediate occupations 
3: semi-routine / routine occupations 
4: never worked / no job of 10+ hrs/week / not in the last 10 years if rlastjob=1 | rlastjob=2 | rlastjob=7 | 
rlastjob=8 
5: student in full-time education 
99: not classifiable 
 
 
 
(R) (N) rsoc   respondent’s International Standard Occupation Code 
-1: not applicable if rlastjob<3 | rlastjob>6 
999: not available/can't code occupation 
 
(R) (N) rsoc_gp respondent’s standard occupation classification, grouped 
-1: not applicable if not had job in last 10 years 
1: managers and senior officials 
2: professional occupations 
3: associate professional and technical occupations 
4: administrative and secretarial occupations 
5: skilled trade occupations 
6: personal service occupations 
7: sales and customer service occupations 
8: process, plant and machine occupations 
9: elementary occupations 
999: not available / can’t code occupation 
 

http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/classifications/archived-standard-classifications/standard-occupational-classification-2000/index.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/classifications/archived-standard-classifications/standard-occupational-classification-2000/index.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/classifications/current-standard-classifications/soc2010/index.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/classifications/current-standard-classifications/soc2010/index.html
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(N) rsoc2000_9 Respondent’s SOC 2000 classification (9 major groups) 
1: managers and senior officials 
2: professional occupations 
3: associate professional and technical occupations 
4: administrative and secretarial occupations 
5: skilled trades occupations 
6: personal service occupations 
7: sales and customer service occupations 
8: process, plant and machine operatives 
9: elementary occupation 
99: not coded if unable to classify occupation 
-1: not applicable if rlastjob=1 | rlastjob=2 | (rlastjob>6 & rlastjob<99) | hours=4 | (rjpdwork=0 & 
rwaitwork=0) OR  did not answer one or more questions needed to code occupation 
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(N) rsoc2000_7 Respondent’s SOC 2000 classification (7 major groups) 
1: managers and senior officials 
2: professionals 
3: associate professional & technical 
4: administrative, secretarial, personal, sales & customer services 
5: skilled trades 
6: process, plant & machine operatives 
7: elementary occupations 
99: not coded if unable to classify occupation 
-1: not applicable if rlastjob=1 | rlastjob=2 | (rlastjob>6 & rlastjob<99) | hours=4 | (rjpdwork=0 & 
rwaitwork=0) OR  did not answer one or more questions needed to code occupation 
 
(N) rsoc2000_4 Respondent’s SOC 2000 classification (4 major groups) 
1: managers, professional, technical 
2: administrative, sales, customer services, skilled trades 
3: process, plant & machine operatives, elementary occupations 
4: other 
99: not coded if unable to classify occupation 
-1: not applicable if rlastjob=1 | rlastjob=2 | (rlastjob>6 & rlastjob<99) | hours=4 | (rjpdwork=0 & 
rwaitwork=0) OR  did not answer one or more questions needed to code occupation 
 
 
 
(N) rsoc2010_9 Respondent’s SOC2010 group (9 major groups) 
1: managers, directors and senior officials 
2: professional occupations 
3: associate professional and technical occupations 
4: administrative and secretarial occupations 
5: silled trades occupations 
6: caring, leisure and other service occupations 
7: sales and customer service occupations 
8: process, plant and machine operatives 
9: elementary occupations 
99: not coded if unable to classify occupation 
-1: not applicable if rlastjob=1 | rlastjob=2 | (rlastjob>6 & rlastjob<99) | hours=4 | (rjpdwork=0 & 
rwaitwork=0) OR  did not answer one or more questions needed to code occupation 
 
(N) rsoc2010_7 Respondent’s SOC2010 group (7 major groups) 
1: managers, directors and senior officials 
2: professionals 
3: associate professional and technical  
4: administrative, secretarial, personal, sales & customer services 
5: skilled trades 
6: process, plant & machine operatives 
7: elementary occupations 
99: not coded if unable to classify occupation 
-1: not applicable if rlastjob=1 | rlastjob=2 | (rlastjob>6 & rlastjob<99) | hours=4 | (rjpdwork=0 & 
rwaitwork=0) OR  did not answer one or more questions needed to code occupation 
 
(N) rsoc2010_4 Respondent’s SOC2010 group (4 major groups) 
1: managers, professional, technical 
2: administrative, salves, customer services, skilled trades 
3: process, plant & machine operatives, elementary occupations 
4: other 
99: not coded if unable to classify occupation 
-1: not applicable if rlastjob=1 | rlastjob=2 | (rlastjob>6 & rlastjob<99) | hours=4 | (rjpdwork=0 & 
rwaitwork=0) OR  did not answer one or more questions needed to code occupation 
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Note: The following categories are taken from the website: 
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/methods_quality/ns_sec/continuity.asp 
(R) (N)  rseg   respondent’s socio-economic group  
1.1: employers in industry, commerce, etc. - large establishments 
1.2: managers in government, industry, commerce, etc. -large establishments 
2.1: employers in industry, commerce, etc. - small establishments 
2.2: managers in industry, commerce, etc. - small establishments 
3.0: professional workers - self-employed 
4.0: professional workers - employees 
5.1: intermediate non-manual workers: ancillary workers and artists 
5.2: intermediate non-manual workers: foremen and supervisors 
6.0: junior non-manual workers 
7.0: personal service workers 
8.0: foremen and supervisors - manual 
9.0: skilled manual workers 
10.0: semi-skilled manual workers 
11.0: unskilled manual workers 
12.0: own account workers (except professional) 
13.0: farmers - employers and managers 
14.0: farmers - own account 
15.0: agricultural workers 
16.0: members of armed forces 
999.9: not available 
-1: not applicable if rlastjob<3 | rlastjob>6 
 
(R) (c10sc/soclas U) rsc  respondent’s social class 
1: professional/managerial 
2: managerial/technical 
3.1: skilled non-manual 
3.2: skilled manual 
4: partly skilled 
5: unskilled 
6: unclassifiable/army/other 
-1: not applicable if rlastjob<3 | rlastjob>6 
 
(R) (ND) rsc_gp  respondent’s social class is manual/non-manual  
0: manual if rsc=1 | rsc=2 | rsc=3.1 
1: non-manual if rsc=1 | rsc=2 | rsc=3.2 
98: unclassifiable/army/other if rsc=6 
9: not answered if rsc=9 
-1: not applicable if rsc=-1 
 
(R) (ND) rsc_gp2  respondent’s social class, grouped  
1: I/II if rsc=1 | rsc=2  
2: III non-manual/III manual if rsc=3.1 | rsc=3.2 
3: IV/V if rsc=4 | rsc=5 
9: not answered if rsc=9 
-1: not applicable/unclassifiable if rsc=-1 | rsc=98 
 
(R) (ND) rsc_kw  respondent’s social class, grouped  
1: I/II/III non-manual/III manual if rsc=1 | rsc=2 | rsc=3.1 | rsc=3.2 
2: IV/V/ unemployed if rsc=4 | rsc=5 | ((rsc=6 | rsc=-1) & (ractivhi=5 | ractivhi=6 | ractivhi=7)) 
9: not answered/not applicable/unclassifiable else 
 
Notes: 1.  Variable, ‘rsic’ categorises people by the nature of their industry. 

2. Details on the category codes are given at the website: 
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/methods_quality/sic/contents.asp 
 

(R) (N) rsic respondent’s Standard Industrial Classification  
 

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/methods_quality/sic/contents.asp
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(R) (N) cie  who has the largest income from employment, state benefits, investments, or other sources 
1: respondent 
2: partner 
3: both equally 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if marstat=4 | marstat=5 | marstat=6 | marstat=7 
 
Note: The questions on employment and occupation are repeated for the respondent’s partner, with the 
same codes, in addition to: -1 if marstat=4 | marstat=5 | marstat=6 | marstat=7 Natsal-1/Natsal-2 or if 
spoushh≠1 & civpthh≠1 & coopphh≠1 & cosamhh≠1 & marstat≠2 & marstat≠3 in Natsal-3 
 
(R) (c11) pactiv01  partner’s occupation last week 1 
 
Similarly for up to 3 occupations: 
(R) (c11) pactiv02  partner’s occupation last week 2 
(R) (c11) pactiv03  partner’s occupation last week 3 
 
(R) (c11) pactivx1  partner’s other occupation last week 1  
 
Similarly for up to 2 other occupations: 
(R) (c11) pactivx2  partner’s other occupation last week 2 
(R) (c11) pactivhi  partner’s highest occupation code 
 
(N) pfted Partner’s occupation last week: Full-time education 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
 
(N) pjpdwork Partner’s occupation last week: Paid employment 
(N) pgovtr Partner’s occupation last week: Government scheme for employment training 
(N) pueunpaid Partner’s occupation last week: Unpaid work for a business that respondent or relative 
owns 
(N) pwaitwork Partner’s occupation last week: Waiting to take up paid work already obtained 
(N) puelookn Partner’s occupation last week: Unemployed: looking for paid work / Government training 
scheme 
(N) ptempsick Partner’s occupation last week: Unemployed: Intending to look for work but prevented by 
temporary sickness or injury 
 
Note: the response option ‘long term sickness or disability’ was only available to those within working age. 
The retirement age for men during the study period was 65. The retirement age for women changed over 
the study period: it was 60 in Natsal-3, 61 in 2011, and 62 in 2012. Therefore the binary variable 
ppermsick has an additional code of -1 for those whose partners were not eligible for this response option, 
based on reltor/gender/ageof variables. 
 
(N) ppermsick Partner’s occupation last week: long term sickness or disability 
1: yes 
0: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if (spoushh≠1 & civpthh≠1 & coopphh≠1 & cosamhh≠1 & marstat≠2 & marstat≠3) | 
(reltor!=1 | reltor!=2) & ((gender!=1 & ageof!>=66) | (gender!=2 & ((ageof!>=60 & dateyoi=2010) | 
(ageof!>=61 & dateyoi=2011) | (ageof!>=62 & dateyoi=2012)))) 
 
(N) pretired Partner’s occupation last week:  Retired 
(N) phome Partner’s occupation last week: Looking after home / family 
(N) pother Partner’s occupation last week: Doing something else 
 
(N) pactivhi2 Partner’s highest occupational coding 
(N) pactivhi3 Partner’s highest occupational coding – comparable with Natsal-2 variable pactivhi 
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(U) (c13a*) phours  hours worked per week, main job, partner 
phours  hours worked per week, main job – question wording identical but updated codes 
1: 50 or more 
2: 35 to 49 
3: 10, to less than 35 
4: less than 10  
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if spoushh≠1 & civpthh≠1 & coopphh≠1 & cosamhh≠1 & marstat≠2 & marstat≠3 
 
Note: plastjob was here in Natsal-2. Moved later in Natsal-3 
 
 (c13c U) pevraway  partner ever away with job for 1+ night at a time 
(N) pngtaway  no. of nights partner away with job in last year         
 
(M) (c12 U)  plastjob  when partner last had a paid job of 10+ hours a week  
 
(c14e ) pempstat  partner is/was an employee or self-employed 
(R) (N) pdirctr  partner is/was the director of a limited company 
(R) (N) pmanage  partner is/was a manager/foreman/supervisor 
 
(R) (c14g) pempnum  no. of employees at partner’s (last) place of work 
 
(R) (c14g ) psenum  no. of employees partner has/had  
 
(N) pnssecgp_6 partner’s NS-SEC code (7 groups) 
(N) pnssecgp_4 partner’s NS-SEC code (4 groups) 
 
Note: Variable ‘psoc’ has the additional code of -1 if cie=-1 | cie=1 | cie=9 
(R) (N)  psoc  partner’s International Standard Occupation Code  
 
(N) psoc2010_9 partner’s SOC2010 classification (9 major groups) 
(N) psoc2010_7 partner’s SOC2010 classification (7 major groups) 
(N) psoc2010_4 partner’s SOC2010 classification (4 major groups) 
 
(N) psoc2000_9 partner’s SOC2000 classification (9 major groups) 
(N) psoc2000_7 partner’s SOC2000 classification (7 major groups) 
(N) psoc2000_4 partner’s SOC2000 classification (4 major groups) 
  
(R) (N)  pseg   partner’s socio-economic group 
(R) (N) psc  partner’s social class 
(R) (ND) psc_gp partner is in a manual/non-manual social class 
(R) (ND) psc_gp2 partner’s social class, grouped  
(R) (N) psic partner’s Standard Industrial Classification  
 
Note: Variable ‘sc’ is derived as outlined in the Natsal-1 codebook but also makes use of the variable cie', 
which was not asked in Natsal-1 
(R) (sc D) sc  household social class 
if (ms≠ 1 & ms≠2 & ms≠3) then rsc 
else (ms=1 | ms=2 | ms=3) & (cie=1 | cie=3) then rsc 
else (ms=1 | ms=2 | ms=3) & (cie=2) then psc  
else sc = 9   
1: professional/managerial 
2: managerial/technical 
3.1: skilled non-manual 
3.2: skilled manual 
4: partly skilled 
5: unskilled 
6: unclassified/army/other 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable 
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Note: A proxy for household NS-SEC was derived in Natsal-3, taking the higher value from respondent’s 
NS-SEC or partner’s NS-SEC. 
 
(N) hhnssecgp_6 household NS-SEC group (7 groups) 
1: managerial & professional occupations if rnssecgp_6=1 | pnssecgp_6=1 
2: intermediate occupations else if rnssecgp_6=2 | pnssecgp_6=2 
3: small employers and own account workers else if rnssecgp_6=3 | pnssecgp_6=3 
4: lower supervisory and technical occupations else if rnssecgp_6=4 | pnssecgp_6=4 
5: semi-routine and routine occupations else if rnssecgp_6=5 | pnssecgp_6=5 
6: never worked or long term unemployed else if rnssecgp_6=6 | pnssecgp_6=6 
7: no job of 10+ hours/week or not in the last 10 years else if rnssecgp_6=7 | pnssecgp_6=7 
8: student in full-time education 
99: not classifiable else if rnssecgp_6=9 & pnssecgp_6=9 
 
(N) hhnssecgp_4 household NS-SEC (4 groups) 
1: managerial & professional occupations if rnssecgp_4=1 | pnssecgp_4=1 
2: intermediate occupations else if rnssecgp_4=2 | pnssecgp_4=2 
3: semi-routine / routine occupations else if rnssecgp_4=3 | pnssecgp_4=3 
4: never worked / no job of 10+ hrs/week / not in the last 10 years else if rnssecgp_4=4 | pnssecgp_4=4 
5: student in full-time education 
99: not classifable 
 
(N) income household income per year pre tax (inc benefits, pernsions etc) 
1: <2,500 
2: 2,500-4,999 
3: 5,000-9,999 
4: 10,000-19,999 
5: 20,000-29,999 
6: 30,000-39,999 
7: 40,000-49,999 
8: 50,000+ 
99: not answered 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QUALIFICATIONS  
 
Note:Variable ‘tedage’ has the additional code of 95 in Natsal-2’s ethnic boost dataset 
 
(U) (N) tedage age completed continuous full-time education 
(U – code removed) 95: never went to school 
96: not yet finished or if rfted=1 
(U) 97: never went to school 
99: not answered/can’t remember 
 
(c15a)  anyexam  passed any exams/got any qualifications 
1: yes 
2: no, none 
9: not answered      
 
 
Notes: 1. Variable ‘educ’ does not apply to respondents who were aged 16 at interview as they may not 

have (yet) had an opportunity to take any exams/gain any qualifications 
 2. Natsal-1’s variable ‘educ’ is equivalent to Natsal-2’s derived variable‘educ3’ 
 3. Respondents who left school aged 17+ with no qualifications are coded as ‘not answered’ in 

educ2. 
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(U) (ND) educ  left school at 16 with/without passing any exams/gaining any qualifications 
1: left school at 16 without passing any exams/gaining any qualifications if dage>16 & tedage>0 & 
tedage<17 & anyexam=2 
2: left school at 16 having passed some exams/gained some qualifications if dage>16 & tedage>0 & 
tedage<17 & anyexam=1 
(U) 3: left school aged 17+ if dage>16 & tedage>=17& tedage<=96  
3: left school aged 17+ if dage>16 & tedage>=17& tedage=96 | tedage=95 9: not answered/don’t know 
else if missing 
(U) -1: not applicable if dage=16 
 
(ND) educ2  left school at 16 with/without passing any exams/gaining any qualifications (version 2) 
1: left school at or before 16 without passing any exams/gaining any qualifications if dage>16 & tedage>0 
& tedage<17 & anyexam=2 
2: left school having passed some exams/gained some qualifications if dage>16 & ((tedage>0 & 
tedage<17 & anyexam=1) | (tedage>=17 & tedage<=96) & anyexam=1)) 
9: not answered/don’t know else if missing 
(U) -1: not applicable if dage=16 | tedage=97 -1: not applicable if dage=16 
 
(c15b*U)  exams  highest academic qualification 
1: degree level qualification 
2: A-levels 
3: AS-levels 
4: SLC Higher Grade 
5: O-level, 1975 or earlier 
6: O-level, after 1975 A-C 
7: O-level, after 1975 D-E 
8: GCSE grades A-C 
9: GCSE grades D-G 
10: CSE grade 1 
11: CSE grade 2-5 
12: CSE Ungraded 
13: SLC Lower 
14: SUPE Lower or Ordinary    
15: School certificate 
16: Foreign qualification 
(U – response option removed) 17: other educational qualification 
99: not answered  
-1: not applicable if anyexam=2 
 
(ND) exams2  highest academic qualification, grouped 
1: degree level qualification if exams=1 
2: A-levels/AS-levels/SLC Higher Grade if exams=2 | exams=3 | exams=4 
(U) 3: O-level/other if exams>=5 & exams<=16 3: O-level/other if exams>=5 & exams<=17 
4: none if exams=-1 
9: not answered/don’t know if exams=99 
 
(N) anyqual  passed any non-academic exams/qualifications 
1: yes 
2: no, none 
9: not answered      
 
 
Note: In Natsal-3 the question ‘quals’ was converted into binary variables, each relating to a different 
response option. All are coded in the same way as quteach. 
 
(N) quteach non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained: teaching qualification 
1: yes 
0: no or if anyqual=2 
9: not answered 
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(N) qunurse non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained: nursing qualification 
(N) quhnchnd non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained: HNC/HND 
(N) quoncond non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained: ONC/OND 
(N) qucandgfull non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained: City and Guilds, full 
(N) qucandgadv non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained: City and Guilds, advanced 
(N) qucandgcra non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained: City and Guilds, craft 
(N) qunvqlev5 non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained: NVQ Level 5 
(N) qunvqlev4 non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained: NVQ Level 4 
(N) qunvqlev3 non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained: NVQ Level 3 
(N) qunvqlev2 non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained: NVQ Level 2 
(N) qunvqlev1 non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained: NVQ Level 1 
(N) quappren non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained: recognised trade apprenticeship 
completed 
(N) quclercomm non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained: clerical or commercial qualification 
(N) quothqual non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained: other vocational qualification 
 
 
(R) (c15b*U) quals01  non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained 1 
1: teaching qualification 
2: nursing qualification 
3: HNC/HND 
4: ONC/OND 
5: City and Guilds, Full 
6: City and Guilds, Advanced 
7: City and Guilds, Craft  
8: NVQ Level 5 
9: NVQ Level 4 
10: NVQ Level 3 
11: NVQ Level 2 
12: NVQ Level 1 
13: recognised trade apprenticeship completed 
14: clerical or commercial qualification 
15: other vocational or professional qualification 
99: not answered  
-1: not applicable if anyqual=2 | (qualsn=99 & qualsn-1≠99) 
 
Similarly for up to 11 non-academic qualifications: 
(R) (c15b*U) quals02  non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained 2 
(R) (c15b*U) quals03  non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained 3 
(R) (c15b*U) quals04  non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained 4 
(R) (c15b*U) quals05  non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained 5 
(R) (c15b*U) quals06  non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained 6 
(R) (c15b*U) quals07  non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained 7 
(R) (c15b*U) quals08  non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained 8 
(R) (c15b*U) quals09  non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained 9 
(R) (c15b*U) quals10  non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained 10 
(R) (c15b*U) quals11  non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained 11 
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Note: Variables ‘qualsx1’, ‘qualsx2’ and  ‘qualsx3’ do not use code 15 
 
(R) (c15b*U) qualsx1  Other non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained 1 
1: teaching qualification 
2: nursing qualification 
3: HNC/HND 
4: ONC/OND 
5: City and Guilds, Full 
6: City and Guilds, Advanced 
7: City and Guilds, Craft 
8: NVQ Level 5 
9: NVQ Level 4 
10: NVQ Level 3 
11: NVQ Level 2 
12: NVQ Level 1 
13: recognised trade apprenticeship completed 
14: clerical or commercial qualification 
16: other vocational qualification 
17: NVQ level not specified 
18: nursery nurse examination board qualification 
19: qualifications obtained through military 
20: other professional qualification 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if qualsn≠15 
 
Similarly for up to 3 other non-academic qualifications: 
(R) (c15b*U) qualsx2  Other non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained 2 
(R) (c15b*U) qualsx3  Other non-academic exams passed/qualifications gained 3 
 
 
 
Note: Variable ‘educ3’ is equivalent to variable ‘educ’ in Natsal-1 
 
Note: the coding of educ3 has been updated in this codebook to reflect the fact that binary vars 
quteach..quothqual are used, rather than the Natsal-2 vars qualsx1..qualsx3. However, the variable is 
essentially the same so the variable name has not been changed. 
 
(U – see below) (educ D) educ3  highest academic/non-academic qualification, grouped 
1: degree if exams=1 
2: higher education, <degree level but A-level/equivalent if exams=2 | exams=3 | exams=4 | (quals01>=1 
& quals01<=6) | … | (quals11>=1 & quals11<=6) | (qualsx1>=1 & qualsx1<=6) |  (qualsx2>=1 & 
qualsx2<=6) |  (qualsx3>=1 & qualsx3<=6) |  (quals01>=18 & quals01<=20) | similarly up to: | 
(quals11>=18 & quals11<=20) | (qualsx1>=18 & qualsx1<=20) | similarly up to: | (qualsx3>=18 & 
qualsx3<=20) 
3: GCSE, O-level or equivalent if exams>=5 & exams<=15 | (quals01>=7 & quals01<=17) | similarly up to 
| (quals11>=7 & quals11<=17) | (qualsx1>=7 & qualsx1<=17) | similarly up to | (qualsx3>=7 & 
qualsx3<=17) 
4: foreign or other if exams=16 | exams=17 
5: none if anyexam=2 
9: not answered/don’t know else if missing 
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(U) educ3  highest academic/non-academic qualification, grouped 
1: degree if exams=1 
2: higher education, <degree level but A-level/equivalent if exams=2 | exams=3 | exams=4 | quteach=1 | 
qunurse=1 | quhnchnd=1 | quoncond=1 | qucandgfull=1 | qucandgadv=1 
3: GCSE, O-level or equivalent if (exams>=5 & exams<=15) | qucandgcra=1 | qunvqlev5=1 | qunvqlev4=1 
| qunvqlev3=1 | qunvqlev2=1 | qunvqlev1=1 | quappren=1 | quclercomm=1 | quothqual=1 
4: foreign or other if exams=16 | exams=17 
5: none if anyexam=2 
9: not answered/don’t know else if missing 
 
Note: educ4 classifies people aged 17+ into three groups, according to their highest academic 
qualification. It is assumed that people who already have a qualification typically gained at age 16 
(GCSEs or equivalent), who are still in full-time education, will go on to achieve a further qualification. 
Those with foreign qualifications are coded as ‘not answered’ as we do not have information on what level 
these qualifications are. Those aged 17+ in full-time education who do not have a qualification typically 
gained at age 16 are coded as ‘not answered’ as we do not have information on what level of qualification 
they are studying towards. 
 
(N) educ4 highest academic qualification 
-1: not applicable if dage=16 
1: no academic qualifications if dage>16 & tedage≠96 & tedage≠99 & anyexam=2 
2: academic qualifications typically gained at age 16 if dage>16 & exams>=5 & exams<=15 & tedage≠96 
3: studying for/attained further academic qualifications if dage>16 & ((exams>0 & exams<5) | (tedage=96 
& exams>=5 & exams<=15)) 
9: not answered else if dage>16 & (exams=99 | exams=16 | tedage=96 | tedage=99) 
 
 
(R) (N) qualyr  year obtained most recent academic/non-academic qualification  
9999: not answered 
-1: not applicable if anyexam=2 & anyqual=2 
 
(c16) typesch  last school was mixed/single-sex 
1: mixed school 
2: single sex school 
3: single sex school to 6th form but mixed 6th form 
9: not answered/can’t remember 
 
(ND) singlsex   last school was single-sex 
0: no if typesch=1 | typesch=3 
1: yes if typesch=2 
9: not answered/can’t remember if typesch=9 
 
(N) boarder  any of secondary schooling as a boarder 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
 
 



 PARENTS OCCUPATION 
 

 

 

PARENT’S OCCUPATION  
 
Notes:  1. Variables par1occ … par3occ refer to the respondent’s father’s occupation if they lived with 

both parents, else the parent that the respondent lived with 
  

2. In Natsal-3 age of par1occ variable was 14 to tie up with wholive. 
 
3: Change of mode of administration: In Natsal-2 respondents were asked to code their parent’s 
occupation from the list. After feedback that respondents found it difficult to determine the correct 
code, this was changed in Natsal-3 so that respondents told the interviewer their parent’s 
occupation and the interviewer coded it to one of the options on the list. Where the interviewer 
was unsure of what to code, they recorded the open text answer at xpar1occ and this was 
backcoded to the codeframe by head office staff where possible. 

 
(*) (N) par1occ  parent’s occupation when respondent was aged 14 (previously 16) 
1: farmer/farm manager 
2: farm worker 
3: skilled manual worker 
4: semi-skilled/unskilled manual worker 
5: professional/technical worker 
6: manager/administrator 
7: clerical 
8: sales 
9: never had job/housewife/permanently sick/disabled 
10: other 
11: can’t say 
12: Armed Forces 
13: didn’t have a job at the time/in full-time education 
99: not answered/don’t know 
-1: not applicable if (bothmapa=2 & ynotboth=3) | (bothmapa=2) & (maorpa=3 | maorpa=4)) 
 
(U – see below) (N) par2occ  was parent self-employed/employee 
1: self-employed/had own business/farm  
2: worked for someone else 
9: not answered/don’t know 
-1: not applicable if par1occ=-1 | (par1occ>=9 & par1occ<=13) 
 
par2occ  was parent self-employed/employee  
1: employee 
2: self- employed 
9: not answered/don’t know 
 
(*U – see below) (N) par3occ  was parent a supervisor/foreman 
1: supervisor/foreman of manual workers 
2: supervisor/foreman of non-manual workers 
3: neither 
9: not answered/don’t know 
-1: not applicable if par1occ=-1 | (par1occ>=9 & par1occ<=13) 
 
par3occ responsible for supervising others 
1: yes 
2: no 
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Note: due to changes to the response options for par3occ, it was not possible to derive parsc, parsc_gp or 
parsc2 for Natsal-3. Instead use vars parsc3 or parsc_kw. 
 
Note: Variable ‘parsc’ is automatically derived from responses to ‘par1occ’ and ‘par3occ’ 
(R) (DN) parsc  parent(s) social class 
1: professional/managerial 
2: managerial/technical 
3: skilled non-manual 
4: skilled manual 
5: partly skilled/unskilled 
6: never had a job 
7: unclassifiable/army/other 
8: can’t say 
9: not answered/don’t know 
(U) -1: not applicable if bothmapa2=2 & (wholive<2 | wholive>5)  
-1: not applicable if bothmapa=2 & (ynotboth=3 | (maorpa≠1 & maorpa≠2 & maorpa≠-1 & maorpa≠9)  
 
(R) (DN) parsc_gp parents social class, grouped 
0: manual if parsc=4 | parsc=5 
1: non-manual if parsc=1 | parsc=2 | parsc=3 
9: not answered/don’t know if parsc=9  
98: unclassified/army/other if parsc>=6 & parsc<=8 
-1: not applicable if parsc=-1  
 
(R) (DN) parsc2 parents social class, grouped 
1: I/II if parsc=1 | parsc=2 
2: III (skilled manual/non-manual) if parsc=3 | parsc=4 
3: IV/V if parsc=5 
9: not answered/don’t know/unclassifiable if parsc>=6 & parsc<=9  
-1: not applicable if parsc=-1  
 
(ND) parsc3 parents social class, grouped 
1: professional / managerial if par1occ=1 
2: technical / skilled if par1occ= 1 | par1occ=3 | par1occ6 | par1occ=7 | par1occ=8 | (par3occ=1 & 
(par2occ=2 | par1occ=4)) 
3: partly skilled / unskilled if par3occ=2 & (par1occ=2 | par1occ=4) 
4: never had a job if par1occ=9 
5: unclassifiable / army / other if par1occ=10 | par1occ=12 | par1occ=13 
6: can’t say if par2occ=11 
9: not answered else if missing 
-1: not applicable if par1occ=-1 
 
(U –see below) (DN) parsc_kw parents social class, grouped 
1: I/II/III if parsc>=1 & parsc<=4 
2: IV/V or unemployed if parsc=5 | parsc=6 | ((parsc=7 | parsc=8) & (par1occ=9))  
else -1: not applicable if parsc=-1 
else 9: not answered/can’t say/unclassifiable 
 
parsc_kw parents social class, grouped 
1: I/II/III if parsc3=1 | parsc3=2 
2: IV/V or unemployed if parsc3=3 | parsc3=4 | (par1occ=9 & (parsc3=5 | parsc3=6)) 
else -1: not applicable if parsc3=-1 
else 9: not answered/can’t say/unclassifiable 
 
 



 ETHNICITY 
 

 

 

ETHNICITY   
 
Note: ethnic was moved here Natsal-3. After religion in Natsal-2. Only the Office for National Statistics 
harmonised question on ethnicity was asked in Natsal-3. In Natsal-2 there were several other ethnicity 
questions because of the ethnic minority boost sample. These have been removed in Natsal-3. 
 
(U – see below) (U) ethnic  ethnic group that the respondent considers themselves belonging to  
1: white 
2: mixed 
3: asian/asian british 
4: black/black british 
5: Chinese 
6: other 
 
ethnic  ethnic group that respondent considers themselves belonging to  
1: white british 
2: white irish 
3: white other 
4: mixed white and black Caribbean 
5: mixed white and black African 
6: mixed white and asian 
7: mixed other 
8: Asian/Asian British: indian 
9: Asian/Asian British: Pakistani 
10: Asian/Asian British: bangladeshi 
11: Asian/Asian British: other 
12: black/black British: Caribbean 
13: black/black British: African 
14: black/black British: other 
15: Chinese 
16: other ethnic group 
99: not answered 
 
(ND) ethnicgrp ethnic group that respondent considers themselves to belong to, grouped – comparable 
with ethnic in Natsal-2 
1: white if ethnic>=1 & ethnic<=3 
2: mixed if ethnic>=4 & ethnic<=7 
3: asian/asian british if ethnic>=8 & ethnic<=11 
4: black/black british if ethnic>=12 & ethnic<=14 
5: Chinese if ethnic=15 
6: other if ethnic=16 
9: not answered 
 
(R) (N) whwhite   cultural background of white respondents    
1: British 
2: Irish 
3: other background 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ethnic≠1 & ethnic≠9 
 
(R) (N) whmixed   cultural background of respondents from a mixed ethnic group 
1: white British & black Caribbean 
2: white British & black African 
3: white British & Asian 
4: other mixed background 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ethnic≠2 & ethnic≠9 
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(R) (N) whasian   cultural background of Asian respondents 
1: Indian 
2: Pakistani 
3: Bangladeshi 
4: other Asian background 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ethnic≠3 & ethnic≠9 
 
Note: Variable ‘whmixas’ is only in the ethnic boost dataset 
 

(R) (N) whmixas  cultural background of white/asian respondents 
1: white British & Indian 
2: white British & Pakistani 
3: white British & other Asian background 
9: not answered 
9999: not asked in Natsal-2 core questionnaire 
-1: not applicable if ethnic≠3 & ethnic≠9 
 
(R) (N) whblack   cultural background of black respondents 
1: Caribbean 
2: African 
3: other black background 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if ethnic≠4 & ethnic≠9 
 
Note: Variable ‘afrcoun’ only had more codes available in the Ethnic Boost questionnaire compared to the 
Core questionnaire. Thus, the Core has been recoded to have codes consistent with the Ethnic Boost –
see variable ‘afrcoun2’  
(R) (N) afrcoun   country of origin of black African respondents 
1: Democratic Republic of Congo (Zaire) 
2: Ghana 
3: Kenya 
4: Nigeria  
5: Republic of the Congo (Congo/Brazzaville) 
6: South Africa  
7: Tanzania 
8: Uganda 
9: Zambia 
10: Zimbabwe 
11: other African country 
12: Somalia 
13: Sierra Leone 
14: Angola 
99: can’t remember/not answered 
-1: not applicable if whblack≠2 & whblack≠9        
   
Note: Variable ‘afrcoun2’ has codes used in the core questionnaire for both the core and the ethnic boost 
datasets.  
(R) (ND) afrcoun2   country of origin of black African respondents, grouped 
1: Democratic Republic of Congo (Zaire) if afrcoun=1 
2: Ghana if afrcoun=2 
3: Kenya if afrcoun=3 
4: Nigeria if afrcoun=4 
5: South Africa if afrcoun=6 
6: Uganda if afrcoun=8 
7: Zambia if afrcoun=9 
8: Zimbabwe if afrcoun=10 
9: other African country if afrcoun=5 | afrcoun=7 | afrcoun=11 | afrcoun=12 | afrcoun=13 | afrcoun=14 
99: not answered if afrcoun=99 
-1: not applicable if afrcoun=-1 
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Note: Variable ‘whecar’ is only available in the ethnic boost questionnaire 
 

(R) (N) whecar   country/island of origin for Caribbean respondents 
1: Bahama Islands 
2: Bermuda 
3: Cuba 
4: Dominican Republic 
5: Jamaica 
6: Haiti 
7: Antigua, Monserrat & other Leeward Islands 
8: Puerto Rico 
9: Trinidad and Tobago 
10: Barbados, and other Windwards Islands 
11: other  
12: Guyana 
-1: not applicable if whmixed≠1 & whblack≠1 
99: can't remember/not answered else if missing 

9999: not asked in Natsal-2 core questionnaire 
 
Note: Variable ‘ethnic2’ is the most detailed variable on self-reported ethnicity 
 
(R) (ND) ethnic2  ethnic group that the respondent considers themselves belonging to 
1: white, British if ethnic=1 & whwhite=1 
2: white, Irish if ethnic=1 & whwhite=2 
3: white, other background if ethnic=1 & whwhite=3 
4: mixed ethnic group, white British & black Caribbean if ethnic=2 & whmixed=1 
5: mixed ethnic group, white British & black African if ethnic=2 & whmixed=2 
6: mixed ethnic group, white British & Asian if ethnic=2 & whmixed=3 
7: mixed ethnic group, other mixed background if ethnic=2 & whmixed=4 
8: Asian/Asian British, Indian if ethnic=3 & whasian=1 
9: Asian/Asian British, Pakistani if ethnic=3 & whasian=2 
10: Asian/Asian British, Bangladeshi if ethnic=3 & whasian=3 
11: Asian/Asian British, other Asian background if ethnic=3 & whasian=4 
12: black/black British, Caribbean if ethnic=3 & whblack=1 
13: black/black British, African if ethnic=3 & whblack=2 
14: black/black British, other black background if ethnic=3 & whblack=3 
15: Chinese if ethnic=5 
16: other ethnic group if ethnic=6 
17: Middle Eastern if ethnic=7 
99: not answered if ethnic=9 
 
(R) (ND) ethnic3  ethnic group respondent considers themselves belonging to, grouped 
1: white if ethnic2>=1 & ethnic2<=3  
2: mixed ethnic group if ethnic2>=4 & ethnic2<=7  
3: Asian if ethnic2>=8 & ethnic2<=11  
4: black African if ethnic2=13 
5: black Caribbean if ethnic2=12   
6: other ethnic group (incl. Chinese and Middle Eastern) if (ethnic2>=14 & ethnic2<=17) | whasian=4 
9: not answered if ethnic2=99 
 
(R) (ND) ethnic4  ethnic group respondent considers themselves belonging to, grouped 
1: white if ethnic=1  
2: black if ethnic=4  
3: Asian if ethnic=3 
4: other if ethnic=2 | ethnic=5 | ethnic=6 | ethnic=7 
9: not answered if ethnic=9 
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(R) (ND) ethnic5  ethnic group respondent considers themselves belonging to, grouped 
0: white if ethnic=1 
1: else if ethnic≠1 & ethnic≠9  
9: not answered if ethnic=9 
 
(R) (ND) ethnic6  ethnic group respondent considers themselves belonging to, grouped 
1: white if ethnic3=1 
2: black Caribbean if ethnic3=5 | (ethnic2=14 & ebornin=6) | (whecar≠-1 & whecar≠99) 
3: black African if ethnic2=4 | (ethnic2=14 & ebornin>=10 & ebornin<=13) | (afrcoun≠-1 & afrcoun≠99) 
4: Indian if ethnic2=8 
5: Pakistani if ethnic2=9 
6: other else if ethnic2≠99 
9: not answered else 
 
(R) (ND) ethnic7  ethnic group respondent considers themselves belonging to, grouped 
1: white if ethnic3=1 
2: black Caribbean if ethnic3=5  
3: black other if ethnic2=14 
4: black African if ethnic3=4  
5: Indian if ethnic2=8 
6: Pakistani if ethnic2=9 
7: other else if ethnic2≠99 
9: not answered else 
 
Notes: 1.  Variable ‘ethnic8’ was derived by National Centre for Social Research to assign those in the 

ethnic boost sample to one of the four specific ethnic groups.  
2. If a respondent stated that they were e.g. half Indian and half Black African, the individual case 
was studied, and on the basis of place of birth, verbatim description of ‘other’ ethnicity, religion, 
languages spoken, name etc. NatCen allocated them to just one group. 
3. This variable is also derived for the Core dataset. 
4. Serial numbers beginning 5…. refer to cases in the ethnic boost; all others are cases in the 
core sample 
5. See the Natsal-2 codebook for full details of the coding of ethnic8 and ehtnic9 
 

(R) (ND) ethnic8  derived ethnic group  
1: Black Caribbean  
2: Black African  
3: Indian  
4: Pakistani  
5: white  
6: other or ethnic group not clear  
-9: refused 
 
Note: Variable ‘ethnic9’ was derived by the National Centre for Social Research to make the assumptions 
used in deriving ‘Ethnic8’ explicit. 
 
(R) (ND) ethnic9  derived ethnic group with assumptions made explicit 
1: Black Caribbean  
3: Black African  
4: recoded as Black African  
5: Indian if  
6: recoded as Indian  
7: Pakistani  
8: recoded as Pakistani  
9: white  
10: recoded as white  
11: other, or ethnic group not clear  
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Note: Variable ‘ethnic10’ is similar to ‘ethnic 8’ but categorises white respondents, ‘other’ and ‘not 
answered’ into just one category  
 
(R) (ND) ethnic10  derived ethnic group 
1: black African if ethnic8=1 
2: black Caribbean if ethnic8=2  
3: Indian if ethnic8=3 
4: Pakistani if ethnic8=4 
5: else (predominantly white but also ‘other’ and ‘not answered’) else  
 
Note: Variable ‘ethnic11’ was derived to be consistent with Natsal-1’s ethnicity variable  
 
(R) (c17 D) ethnic11  ethnic group respondent considers themselves belonging to, grouped 
1: black if ethnic2=12 | ethnic2=13 | ethnic2=14 
2: white if ethnic2=1 | ethnic2=2 | ethnic2=3 
3: Indian if ethnic2=8 
4: Pakistani if ethnic2=9 
5: Bangladeshi if ethnic2=10 
6: Chinese if ethnic2=15 
7: other Asian if ethnic2=11 
8: other if ethnic2=4 | ethnic2=5 | ethnic2=6 | ethnic2=7 | ethnic2=16 | ethnic2=17 
9: not answered if ethnic2=99 
 
Note: Variables ‘pethnic’… ‘pwhblack’ are derived for the respondent’s partner. The same codes are used 
as for the respondent in addition to: -1 if marstat>=4 & marstat<=7 
 
(R) (N) pethnic  ethnic group respondent considers partner belongs to, grouped 
(R) (N) pwhwhite   cultural background of white partners 
(R) (N) pwhmixed   cultural background of mixed ethnic group partners   
(R) (N) pwhasian   cultural background of british asian partners   
(R) (N) pwhblack   cultural background of british african partners   
 
Note: Variables ‘pethnic2’… ‘pethnic7’ are derived for the respondent’s partner. The same codes are used 
as for the respondent in addition to: -1 if marstat>=4 & marstat<=7 
 
(R) (ND) pethnic2  ethnic group respondent considers partner belongs to 
(R) (ND) pethnic3  ethnic group respondent considers partner belongs to, grouped 
(R) (ND) pethnic4  ethnic group respondent considers partner belongs to, grouped 
(R) (ND) pethnic5  ethnic group respondent considers partner belongs to, grouped 
(R) (ND) pethnic6  ethnic group respondent considers partner belongs to, grouped 
(R) (ND) pethnic7  ethnic group respondent considers partner belongs to, grouped 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
SEXUAL IDENTITY 
 
(N) sexid sexual identity 
1: heterosexual / straight 
2: gay / lesbian 
3: bisexual 
4: other 
9: not answered 
 
 
 



 RELIGION 
 

 

 

RELIGION   
 
(q12d)  religimp  importance of religion and religious beliefs now 
1: very important 
2: fairly important 
3: not very important 
4: not important at all 
9: not answered 
 
(N) belrelig  belong to any religion now 
1: yes 
2: no, none 
9: not answered 
 
Note: codes16-19 were removed from whirel in Natsal-3 because the numbers were insufficient to be 
useful for analysis. Instead, these respondents remain coded as ‘other non-christian’ (the response option 
selected by the respondent) . 
 
(q13ab) whirel  which religion belongs to 
1: Christian, no denomination 
2: Roman Catholic 
3: Church of England/Anglican 
4: United Reformed Church 
5: Congregational 
6: Baptist 
7: Methodist 
8: Presbyterian/Church of Scotland 
9: other Christian 
10: Hindu 
11: Jew 
12: Islam/Muslim 
13: Sikh 
14: Buddhist 
15: other non-Christian 
(U – code removed) 16: Jehovah’s Witness 
(U – code removed) 17: 7

th
 Day Adventist 

(U – code removed) 18: Rastafarian 
(U – code removed) 19: Pentecostal 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if belrelig=2 
 
(ND) religion   religion, grouped 
1: none if belrelig=2 
2: Christian, Church of England/Anglican if whirel=3 
3: Christian, Roman Catholic if whirel=2 
(U) 4: Christian, other if whirel=1 | (whirel>=4 & whirel<=9)  
4: Christian, other if whirel=1 | (whirel>=4 & whirel<=9) | whirel=16 | whirel=17 | whirel=19 
(U) 5: non-Christian if (whirel>=10 & whirel<=15)  
5: non-Christian if (whirel>=10 & whirel<=15) | whirel=18 
9: not answered if missing 
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(ND) religio2   religion, grouped 
1: none if belrelig=2 
2: Christian, Church of England/Anglican if whirel=3 
3: Roman Catholic if whirel=2 
4: (U) Christian, other if whirel=1 | (whirel>=4 & whirel<=9) 
4: Christian, other if whirel=1 | (whirel>=4 & whirel<=9) | whirel=16 | whirel=17 | whirel=19 
5: Muslim if whirel=12 
6: Hindu if whirel=10 
(U) 7: non-Christian if whirel=11 | whirel=13 | whirel=14 | whirel=15  
7: non-Christian if whirel=11 | whirel=13 | whirel=14 | whirel=15 | whirel=18 
9: not answered else if missing 
 
(q13c) oftrelig  frequency of attendance at religious services/meetings 
1: once a week or more 
2: less often but at least once in 2 weeks 
3: less often but at least once a month 
4: less often but at least twice a year 
5: less often but at least once a year 
6: less often 
7: never or practically never 
8: varies 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if belrelig=2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INTERNET ACCESS 
 
(N) netacc access to internet at home 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
 
(N) intagain respondent agreed to recontact for future studies 
1: yes  
2: no 
-1: not applicable if partial interview 
 
(N) email respondent gave email address for recontact 
1: yes 
2: no 
-1: not applicable if intagain≠1 
-3: not asked – new question (question introduced shortly after the start of fieldwork wave 3)  
 



 URINE SURVEY 
 

 

 

URINE SURVEY 
 
Note: urine samples were collected from a sub-set of respondents in Natsal-2 and Natsal-3.  The 
variables have different names in the two surveys due to differences in eligibility criteria, and tests carried 
out. Natsal-3 variables are shown first in blue below, then Natsal-2 variables. 
 
Note: selection for the urine sample in Natsal-3 was as follows: 

 All 16-17 year olds 

 All 18-24 year olds who reported 1+ sexual partners, ever  

 A random selection of 25-34 year olds who reported 1+ sexual partners, ever  

 All men aged 16-44 with same-sex partners in the 5 years before interview  
 
Note: The urine test result variables (ct_posconfirmed..hiv_positive) and urine weights (urine_wt) are 
available on a separate anonymised dataset, which can be accessed by application to the UK data 
archive. 
  
(N) urselect respondent selected for urine sample 
1: respondent selected 
2: respondent not selected 
 
 
(N) urinuse useable urine sample 
1: yes – recorded in CAPI, consent form received, sample received 
2: yes – sample collected in error, but respondent eligible, consent form received, sample received 
3: no – problem with consent form, sample ID, or sample not received, or leaked 
4: no – sample collected in error, respondent not eligible 
-1: not applicable if urinsamp=2 | urinsamp=-1 
 
Note: Additional weights were created for analysis of the urine test results. These combine the survey 
weights (total_wt) with additional weights which account for differential selection and non-response to the 
urine sample. All analysis of the urine data should use these weights. For more information about how 
these urine weights were created see the Natsal-3 technical report: www.natsal.ac.uk/natsal-
3/methodology. 
 
(N) urine_wt weight for analysis of the urine data 
 
(N) ct_posconfirmed chlamydia test results from urine sample 
1: chlamydia detected 
0: chlamydia not detected 
-1: not applicable 
 
Note: gc_posconfirmed was subsequently replaced by gc_pos2 after an additional (2

nd
) confirmatory 

request identified an additional positive case. 
(N) gc_posconfirmed gonorrhoea test results from urine sample 
1: gonorrhoea detected 
0: gonorrhoea not detected 
-1: not applicable 
 
(N) gc_pos2 gonorrhoea test results from urine sample 
1: gonorrhoea detected 
0: gonorrhoea not detected 
-1: not applicable 
 
 
(N) mg_posconfirmed Mycoplasma genitalium test results from urine sample 
1: M.gen detected 
0: M. gen not detected 
-1: not applicable 
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Note: Stored Natsal-2 urine samples were tested for HPV. These results are not on the archived Natsal-2 
dataset, but are available on request. 

  
(N) hpv_positive HPV test results from urine sample 
1: HPV (any type) detected 
0: No HPV detected 
2: Equivocal / indeterminate 
-1: not applicable 
 
(N) HPV_type HPV type detected in urine sample 
 
(N) HPV_6 HPV 6 result from urine sample 
1: HPV type 6 detected 
0: HPV type 6 not detected 
-1: not applicable 
 
Variables HPV_11..HPV_82 are all coded similarly to HPV_6 
(N) HPV_11 HPV 11 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_16 HPV 16 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_18 HPV 18 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_26 HPV 26 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_31 HPV 31 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_33 HPV 33 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_35 HPV 35 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_39 HPV 39 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_45 HPV 45 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_51 HPV 51 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_52 HPV 52 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_53 HPV 53 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_56 HPV 56 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_58 HPV 58 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_59 HPV 59 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_66 HPV 66 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_68 HPV 68 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_70 HPV 70 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_73 HPV 73 result from urine sample 
(N) HPV_82 HPV 82 result from urine sample 
 
Note: types coded as ‘low risk’ (HPV_LR) were: 6, 11, 26, 53, 66, 70, 73, 82 
Types coded as ‘high risk’ (HPV_HR) were: 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, 68 
 
(N) HPV_LR 1+ low risk HPV strain detected in urine sample 
1: LR-HPV detected 
0: LR-HPV not detected 
-1: not applicable 
 
(N) HPV_HR 1+ high risk HPV strain detected in urine sample  
1: HR-HPV detected 
0: HR-HPV not detected 
-1: not applicable 
 
(N) hiv_positive HIV result from urine sample 
1: HIV detected 
0: HIV not detected 
-1: not applicable 
 
(N) tv_posconfirmed Trichomonas vaginalis test result from urine sample 
1: TV detected 
0: TV not detected 
-1: not applicable 
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9: indeterminate/equivocal 
 
Note: Respondents were only eligible for the urine survey if (1) their address is a urine sample point; (2) 
they were aged over 18 and have had some sexual experience 
         
(R) (N) urefcode  reason for refusing to provide a urine sample 
1: no reason for test (e.g. with present life-style) 
2: worried about confidentiality 
3: worried about effect on insurance 
4: already been tested for chlamydia 
5: on medication/health problems 
6: menstruating 
7: felt unable to pass urine 
8: did not want to know the test result 
9: no time 
10: should not be part of the survey 
11: would not participate in this kind of test 
12: too personal/embarrassed 
13: no reason given (incl. just didn’t want to) 
14: other reason given 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if not eligible for urine study or agreed to provide a sample 
 
(R) (N) urinsamp urine sample provided  
1: yesc 
2: no 
-1: not applicable if not eligible for urine study or did not agree to provide a sample 
 
(R) ( (N) ct_lab  chlamydia test results from lab  
-8: no test done/no result 
-7: other text 
-6: LCR equivocal 
-1: not applicable if urinsamp=2 | urinsamp=-1 
1: no chlamydia detected 
2: chlamydia detected 
 
(R) ( (N) c_result  chlamydia test result from urine sample 
0: no chlamydia detected 
1: chlamydia detected 
9: chlamydia result not known/not eligible for urine study else if missing 
 
Note: The original urine weighting variable for Natsal-2 was ‘urine_wt’. This variable was updated (in 
2014) and the correct variable to use for any subsequent analysis is ‘newurine_wt’. The changes are as 
follows: 

 newurine_wt3 uses the updated survey weights newfin_wt, rather than final_wt 

 newurine_wt3 non-response weighting model was created using more up-to-date methodology (in 
terms of the recoding of small categories, building a separate model for men and women, and the 
trimming and scaling of the weights). 

 
This may result in small changes to the prevalence estimates, compared with those published in the 
original Natsal-2 papers. 

 
Note: Variable ‘Urine_Wt’ should be used as the pweight for analysis in Stata of the urine survey data 
using the survey commands  
 

(use newurine_wt3 instead – see note) ( (N) urine_wt  weight for analysis of the urine data 
-1: not applicable if not eligible for urine study 
0: eligible for urine study but refused to provide a urine sample/result not known 
>0: eligible for urine study, provided a urine sample and result known 
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Note: when analysing change over time between Natsal-2 and Natsal-3 urine data, care should be taken 
to ensure the denominator is the same for both surveys. The Natsal team typically restrict analysis to 
those reporting at least one sexual partner ever: ((hetlife>0 & hetlife<9999) | (samlife>0 & samlife<9999)) 
in Natsal-3 and ((hetlife>0 & hetlife<9999) | (homlife>0 & homlife<9999)). This is excludes a small number 
of cases in Natsal-2 with chlamydia / HPV results but no sexual partners ever. 
 
Note: Stored urine samples from Natsal-2 were subsequently tested for Human Papillomavirus (HPV). 
The HPV data for Natsal-2 are available on request from Cath Mercer (contact details on front page). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 SALIVA SURVEY 
 

 

 

SALIVA SURVEY 
 
Note: in Natsal-3 a sub-sample of respondents aged 18-74 were also eligible for a saliva sample to be 
tested for testosterone. Selection was as follows: 

 A random selection of 18-74 year olds who did not report working mainly night shifts (rnights≠1) 

 From fieldwork wave 4 onwards all 35-74 year olds who did not report working mainly night shifts. 
 
The saliva sample data can be accessed by application to the UK data archive. 
 
Note: see the Natsal technical report (http://www.natsal.ac.uk/natsal-3/methodology.aspx) for full details of 
saliva samples collected, and numbers excluded because they were unusable. The variable ‘saliva’ 
indicates all samples with a valid, useable, testosterone result. 
 
(N) saliva valid testosterone result 
1 yes 
else missing 
 
Note: Additional weights were created for analysis of the saliva test results. These combine the survey 
weights (total_wt) with additional weights which account for differential selection and non-response to the 
saliva sample. All analysis of the saliva data should use these weights. For more information about how 
these weights were created see the Natsal-3 technical report: www.natsal.ac.uk/natsal-3/methodology. 
 
(N) saliva_wt weight for use in saliva analysis 
 
(N) testo salivary testosterone level (pmol/litre) 
999993: lab error (not tested) 
999994: <6.5 
999995: insufficient sample 
999996: na/unsuitable 
999997: no/unknown consent 
999998: chromatography problem 
999999: no sample 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.natsal.ac.uk/natsal-3/methodology.aspx
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INTERVIEW CHARACTERISTICS   
 
Note: in Natsal-3 we included data for some ‘partial’ interviews i.e. where respondents had stopped the 
interview before the last question. Partial interviews were only included if the respondent had answered at 
least up to expscale. See the Natsal-3 technical report for further details. 
 
(N) outcome interview outcome 
110: full interview 
210: partial interview 
 
Note: Variables langi01…langi06 are only available in the ethnic boost survey. 
(R) (N) langi01  languages spoken by the respondent 1 
1: English 
2: Gujarati 
3: Hindu 
4: Punjabi 
5: Urdu 
6: Bengali 
7: Sylheti 
8: Patois/Creole 
9: French 
10: other 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if in core sample/no other languages spoken  
 
Similarly for up to 6 languages:  
(R) (N) langi02  languages spoken by the respondent 2 
(R) (N) langi03  languages spoken by the respondent 3 
(R) (N) langi04  languages spoken by the respondent 4 
(R) (N) langi05  languages spoken by the respondent 5 
(R) (N) langi06  languages spoken by the respondent 6 
 
Note: Variables clangi1…clangi3 are only available in the ethnic boost survey. 
 
(R) (N) clangi1  other languages spoken by the respondent 1 
1: English 
2: Gujarati 
3: Hindu 
4: Punjabi 
5: Urdu 
6: Bengali 
7: Sylheti 
8: Patois/Creole 
9: French 
10: (code not used) 
11: Yoruba 
12: Twi/Ga 
13: Swahili 
14: Somali 
15: Arabic 
16: other European language 
17: other African language (e.g. Ibo, Shona) 
18: other Asian language (e.g. Hinko, Canton) 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if in core sample/no other languages spoken 
 
Similarly for up to 3 other languages:  
(R) (N) clangi2  other languages spoken by the respondent 2 
(R) (N) clangi3  other languages spoken by the respondent 3 
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Note: Variable LangM is only available in the ethnic boost surv. 
(R) (N) langm  main language spoken  
1: English 
2: Gujarati 
3: Hindu 
4: Punjabi 
5: Urdu 
6: Bengali 
7: Sylheti 
8: Patois/Creole 
9: French 
10: other 
99: not answered 
-1: not applicable if in core sample/respondent only speaks one language 
 
Notes: 1. Variable ‘intlang’ is only available in the ethnic boost survey 
 2. Only respondents reporting their ethnicity as Indian or Pakistani were asked ‘intlang’. 
 
(R) (N) intlang  proportion of interview in English 
1: wholly in English 
2: partly in English, partly in another language 
3: wholly in another language 
-1: not applicable if in core sample/(whasian≠1 & whasian≠2)  
 
Note: Variable ‘ilangwh’ is only available in the ethnic boost survey. 
 
(R) (N) ilangwh  other language used for interview  
1: Punjabi 
2: Urdu 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if in core sample/(intlang=2 | intlang=2) 
 
(c20a)  others  anyone else present in home at all during interview 
1: yes 
2: no 
3: interview conducted elsewhere (e.g. garage, car) 
9: not answered 
 
(c20b) whothere  anyone else present during any part of interview & (possible) able to overhear 
1: yes 
2: no 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if others=2 | others=3 
 
(c20c1) (d63) homespart spouse/partner present for some/all of the interview 
1: present throughout 
2: present some of the time 
3: may have overheard all/part 
4: passing through only 
5: not present (incl. not applicable) 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if (others=2 | others=3) | whothere=2 
 
Note: Variable d63 codes apply to the following variables d64 … d68: 
(c20c2) (d64) homepars  parent(s) present for some/all of the interview 
(c20c3) (d65) home0to5  child(ren) aged 0-5 years present for some/all of the interview 
(c20c4) (d66) home6to15   child(ren) aged 6-15 years present for some/all of the interview 
(c20c5) (d67) home16to21 young adult(s) aged 16-21 years present for some/all of the interview 
(c20c6) (d68) home22  other adult(s) aged 22+ years present for some/all of the interview 
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(c20d) scseen  anyone else in household look at/discuss any of CASI 
1: yes, looked at/read/completed together 
2: yes, discussed only 
3: no 
4: questionnaire not completed 
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if (others=2 | others=3) | whothere=2 
 
(c21a1) langprob  difficulties with interview because of language problems 
1: yes, severe 
2: yes, some 
3: no problem 
9: not answered 
 
 
Note: Variable langprob codes apply to the following variables litprob and cogprob:  
 
(c21a2)  litprob  difficulties with interview because of literacy problems 
(N) cogprob  difficulties with interview because of cognitive problems 
 
 
(c21b) readcard  interviewer read out show cards 
1: yes, all/most 
2: yes, some 
3: no 
9: not answered 
 
(c21c)  embarras  interviewer’s opinion of how embarrassed the respondent was 
1: very embarrassed/ill at ease 
2: somewhat embarrassed/ill at ease 
3: only slightly embarrassed/ill at ease 
4: not at all embarrassed/ill at ease 
9: not answered 
 
(R) (N) difficlt  interviewer’s opinion of how difficult it was to persuade the respondent to participate  
1: very difficult 
2: fairly difficult 
3: not very difficult 
4: not at all difficult 
9: not answered 
 
(N) willing  respondent’s initial willingness to participate in CASI 
1: very willing 
2: fairly willing 
3: not at all willing     
9: not answered 
-1: not applicable if scelig=2 
 
(R) (N) areatype  interviewer’s perception of area-type 
1: urban/city centre 
2: small country town centre 
3: suburban residential 
4: rural residential/village centre 
5: rural agricultural with isolated dwellings/small hamlets 
9: not answered 
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(R) (N) bldtype  interviewer’s perception of residential building type 
1: terraced houses 
2: semi-detached houses 
3: detached houses 
4: mixed housing 
5: low rise flats (5 storeys or less) 
6: high rise flats (blocks over 5 storeys) 
7: flats with commercial (flats/maisonettes over shops) 
8: flats –mixed (high and low rise) 
9: mixed houses and flats 
99: not answered 
 
(R) (N) typdwell  interviewer’s perception of household dwelling type 
1: whole house/bungalow: detached 
2: whole house/bungalow: semi-detached 
3: whole house/bungalow: terraced 
4: purpose built flat/masionette: basement 
5: purpose built flat/masionette: 4th floor 
6: converted flat/masionette: part-house/rooms in house 
7: dwelling with business premises 
8: caravan/houseboat 
9: other 
99 not answered 
 
(R) (N) ethmix  ethnic mix area 
1: predominantly white 
2: predominantly black/brown 
3: mixed 
9: not answered 
 
(N) adults  number of people in the household eligible for Natsal-2 
(U) 9995: at least one 
 
(R) (N) nofdu  number of occupied dwelling units 
99: missing 
 
(R) (U) stdreg  standard region  
1: North 
2: Yorkshire & Humberside 
3: East Midlands 
4: East Anglia 
5: South East (excl. London) 
6: South West 
7: West Midlands 
8: North West 
9: Wales 
10: Scotland 
11: Greater London 
 
 
Notes: 1. There are some discrepancies between the coding of stdreg and gor as counties are distributed 

slightly differently between them. For example, ‘North East’ under gor includes Cleveland, 
Durham, Northumberland and Tyne and Wear, while the stdreg ‘North’ includes Cleveland, 
Durham, Northumberland, Tyne and Wear, and Cumbria.   
2. stdreg is the older classification and it was used in Natsal-1 but gor is the more widely used 
now . Only gor is available for the Natsal-3 data    
3. Data for gor was obtained from the Office for National Statistics and originally included the 
region ‘Merseyside’ but this region was merged with ‘North West’ since ‘Merseyside’ no longer 
exists as a region, thus there is no code 3 for gor. 
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(D) gor   Government Office Region   
1: North East 
2: North West (incl. the old ‘Merseyside’ region) 
4: Yorkshire & Humber 
5: East Midlands 
6: West Midlands 
7: South West 
8: Eastern 
9: London 
10: South East  
11: Wales 
12: Scotland 
 
 (ND) gor2   Government Office Region (grouped) 
1: England if gor≠11 & gor≠12 
2: Scotland if gor=12 
3: Wales if gor=11 
 
(N) gor_l Government Office Region with inner & outer London specified 
1: North East 
2: North West (incl. the old ‘Merseyside’ region) 
4: Yorkshire & Humber 
5: East Midlands 
6: West Midlands 
7: South West 
8: Eastern 
9: Inner London 
10: Outer London 
11: South East  
12: Wales 
13: Scotland 
 
(ND) london   respondent lives in Greater London (as defined by ‘gor’) 
0: elsewhere if gor≠9 
1: Greater London if gor=9 
 
(N) npopdens local population density for those living in England – quintiles 
1=least dense 5=most dense 
 
Note: snpopdens and wnpopdens are coded similarly to npopdens 
(N) snpopdens local population density for those living in Scotland – quintiles 
(N) wnpopdens local population density for those living in Wales – quintiles 
 
Notes:  

1.  Natsal-3 data includes a combined Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) quintile variable for 
England, Scotland and Wales. (This replaces the variable imdgbq from Natsal-2.) This is based 
on an adjusted IMD score which is designed to be broadly comparable across nations, unlike the 
individual country IMD scores which are not directly comparable.  

2. The adjusted IMD score was generated using a method by Payne and Abel (2012) which is 
described in: 

 Payne and Abel (2012) UK indices of multiple deprivation – a way to make comparisons  across 
 constituent countries easier, Health Statistics Quarterly (53): 22-37  
 It is based on the income and employment of the individual country IMD scores combined with the 
 co-efficients and residual values from a linear regression of income and employment on the 
 overall IMD score for each country.  

3. The combined scores were generated using the most up-to-date scores for each country at the 
time. These were IMD 2010 for England, IMD 2011 for Wales, and IMD 2009 for Scotland.  

4. The quintiles for the individual countries are also available (qimd, qwimd, qsimd), for those 
conducting analysis on just one country. 
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(N) adj_imd_quintile adjusted IMD quintiles for England, Scotland and Wales combined 
 1=least deprived 5=most deprived. 
 
(N) qimd IMD quintile for England (2010) 
1=least deprived 5=most deprived. 
 
(N) qwimd IMD quintile for Wales (2011) 
1=least deprived 5=most deprived. 
 
(N) qsimd IMD quintile for Scotland (2009) 
1=least deprived 5=most deprived. 
 
Notes: 1. As at 23 July 2003, a PDF report on how the deprivation index is derived can be downloaded 

from the website: 
http://www.odpm.gov.uk/stellent/groups/odpm_urbanpolicy/documents/sectionhomepage/odpm_u
rbanpolicy_page.hcsp 
2. imdgbq is not available for the Scottish respondents in the Ethnic Boost dataset (n=26/949) 
 

(R) (ND) imdgbq  Index of Multiple Deprivation, quintiles 
1: first quintile (least deprived) 
2: second quintile 
3: third quintile 
4: fourth quintile 
5: fifth quintile (most deprived) 
9: not available 
 
Notes: 1.  In comparison to ‘imdgbq’, the codes for ‘jarmenq’ are the opposite way round, i.e. the first 

quintile is the most deprived for ‘jarmenq’ unlike ‘imdgbq’ 
2. Jarmen quintiles were not available for the Scottish respondents. 

(R) (ND) jarmenq  Jarmen index, quintiles 
1: first quintile (most deprived) 
2: second quintile 
3: third quintile 
4: fourth quintile 
5: fifth quintile (least deprived) 
9: not available if gor=12 
 
Note: the Natsal-3 data include the 2011 national statistics Output Area Classification codes. For 
information about how to use these see: http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-
method/geography/products/area-classifications/ns-area-classifications/index/cluster-summaries/output-
areas/index.html  
 
(N) oac2011 ONS output area classification (2011 version) 
 
A previous version of the data also included the 2001 version of the OAC (‘oac_old’), for more information 
about the 2001 version see: http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/geography/products/area-
classifications/ns-area-classifications/index/index.html  
 
(N) oac_old ONS output area classification (2001 version) 
 
Note: The Natsal-3 data include ONS urban/rural indicator variables. For more information about these, 
see the ONS website for England & Wlaes: http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-
method/geography/products/area-classifications/rural-urban-definition-and-la/rural-urban-definition--
england-and-wales-/index.html;  
or the Scottish Executive website for Scotland: 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Statistics/About/Methodology/UrbanRuralClassification  
 
(N)  urindew urban / rural indicator (England & Wales) 
1: urban >=10k - sparse 
2: Town & Fringe - sparse 

http://www.odpm.gov.uk/stellent/groups/odpm_urbanpolicy/documents/sectionhomepage/odpm_urbanpolicy_page.hcsp
http://www.odpm.gov.uk/stellent/groups/odpm_urbanpolicy/documents/sectionhomepage/odpm_urbanpolicy_page.hcsp
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/geography/products/area-classifications/ns-area-classifications/index/cluster-summaries/output-areas/index.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/geography/products/area-classifications/ns-area-classifications/index/cluster-summaries/output-areas/index.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/geography/products/area-classifications/ns-area-classifications/index/cluster-summaries/output-areas/index.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/geography/products/area-classifications/ns-area-classifications/index/index.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/geography/products/area-classifications/ns-area-classifications/index/index.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/geography/products/area-classifications/rural-urban-definition-and-la/rural-urban-definition--england-and-wales-/index.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/geography/products/area-classifications/rural-urban-definition-and-la/rural-urban-definition--england-and-wales-/index.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/geography/products/area-classifications/rural-urban-definition-and-la/rural-urban-definition--england-and-wales-/index.html
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Statistics/About/Methodology/UrbanRuralClassification
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3: Village - sparse 
4: Hamlet and isolated dwelling- sparse 
5: urban>=10k – less sparse 
6: Town & Fringe  – less sparse 
7: Village  – less sparse 
8: Hamlet & isolated dwelling – less sparse 
9: In Scotland 
 
(N) urinds urban/rural indicator (Scotland) 
1: large urban area (125, 000+) 
2: Other urban area (10,000-125,000) 
3: Accessible small town (3,000-10,000) 
4: Remote small town (3,000-10,000) 
5: Very remote small town (3,000-10,000) 
6: accessible rural (<3,000) 
7: Remote rural (<3,000) 
8: Very remote rural (<3,000) 
9: In England / Wales 
 
 
 
(R) (N) acorn6   ACORN code, 6 categories 
1: thriving 
2: expanding 
3: rising 
4: settling 
5: aspiring 
6: striving 
9: not available 
 
(R) (N) acorn17  ACORN code, 17 categories 
1: wealthy achievers 
2: affluent greys 
3: prosperous pensioners 
4: affluent executives 
5: well-off workers 
6: affluent urbanites 
7: prosperous professionals 
8: better-off executives 
9: comfortable middle agers 
10: skilled workers 
11: new home owners 
12: white collar workers 
13: older people 
14: council residents, better-off 
15: council residents, unemployed 
16: council residents, hardship 
17: multi-ethnic, low income 
99: not available 
 
Note: Variable ‘ons’ is only available for respondents in the core dataset resident in England. 
 
(R) (ND) ons  Office for National Statistics area code 
0: Wales/Scotland 
1: rural –coast and country 
2: rural –mixed urban and rural 
3: prospering – growth areas 
4: prospering –most prosperous 
5: maturer – services and education 
6: maturer – resort and retirement 
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7: urban centres –mixed areas 
8: urban centres –manufacturing 
9: mining and industrial –ports and industry 
10: mining and industrial –coalfields 
11: inner London 
-1: not applicable if ethnic boost dataset 
 
Note: Variable ‘onsshort’ is only available for respondents in the core dataset resident in England. 
 
(R) (ND) onsshort  Office for National Statistics area code, grouped 
0: Wales/Scotland 
1: rural  
2: prospering  
3: maturer  
4: urban centres  
5: mining and industrial  
6: inner London 
-1: not applicable if ethnic boost dataset 
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